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Abstract
Translanguaging About, With, and Through Code and Computing: Emergent Bi/multilingual
Middle Schoolers Forging Computational Literacies
by
Sara Vogel
Advisor: Dr. Kate Menken

As computing pervades more aspects of our lives, and as Computer Science for All (CS
for All) initiatives roll out across the U.S., the field must understand the experiences and
language practices of emergent bi/multilingual K-12 students and use that knowledge to drive
equitable pedagogical and programmatic approaches. But little is known about how emergent
bi/multilingual students — a growing population that school systems have often viewed with
deficit-based lenses and have thus struggled to educate equitably — use language in the context
of CS education. This dissertation addresses this gap by (1) qualitatively documenting and using
asset-based frames to analyze moments when emergent bilingual middle schoolers
translanguaged (flexibly orchestrated linguistic, semiotic, and technological resources) (García &
Li Wei, 2014; Hua et al., 2019; Li Wei, 2018; Otheguy et al., 2015; Pennycook, 2017a, 2017b)
as they participated in computational literacies (DiSessa, 2000; Gee, 2015; Y. B. Kafai & Burke,
2014; New London Group, 1996; Vogel, Hoadley, et al., 2020; Vogel, Hoadley, AscenziMoreno, et al., 2019) in CS-integrated Language Arts, English-as-a-New Language, and Social
Studies units co-designed by teachers and researchers working together in a research-practice
partnership. It also (2) captures insights about how students understood their meaning-making
choices in those moments and (3) uses findings from this empirical work to generate theory
about the relationships between translanguaging and computational literacies.
iv

Guided by “moment analysis” (Li Wei, 2011), multimodality (Jewitt, 2013), and teacher
action research (Mertler, 2017), this study conducted ethnographic observations and interviews
with focal students in two public school classrooms serving emergent bi/multilingual students.
Translanguaging moments shedding light on students’ creativity and criticality were purposively
selected and analyzed through multimodal transcription (Flewitt et al., 2009), and the lenses of
the project’s theoretical framework.
Findings for (1) include that students translanguaged to participate in conversations
about, with, and through computers, code, and computational artifacts. Their translanguaging
incorporated linguistic, semiotic, and experiential resources they had embodied, and which were
also embedded and distributed across other people (peers, educators), places (school, home, the
media and digital environments), and objects (curricular designs, classroom materials,
technologies). Students took up culturally relevant objects and metaphors for computer
programming suggested by teachers and curriculum designs, and devised their own unique
metaphors for programming rooted in conversation and communication. Students engaged in
“embodied digital languaging practices” with computers. These did communicative work, though
they are not recognized as languaging in traditional bilingual / English-as-a-New Language
classrooms or in CS education. Findings for (2) included that students were aware of the
possibilities and constraints that emerged from their interactions with computers and expressed
critiques of software when it limited their learning or expression. Students made intentional
meaning-making choices regarding linguistic, semiotic, and technological resources to facilitate
their learning and language exploration, to express themselves, and to reach particular audiences.
Findings for (3) included that students mashed up literacies and language practices from many

v

domains and communities, transcending what schools typically expect emergent bilingual
students to converse about and produce in typical CS, language, and content classes.
Taken together, these findings provide evidence that emergent bi/multilingual students’
diverse language practices are assets in CS education, and indeed enabled the forging of new
meaningful computational literacies. This project lays groundwork for CS practitioners to
meaningfully include emergent bi/multilingual students and for bilingual education to consider
computing’s role in languaging and expression.
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1. Download the Scratch Offline editor (Scratch Desktop) by following the directions
for your operating system at this page: https://scratch.mit.edu/download
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
In December 2017, in a sixth-grade bilingual language arts classroom in New York City,
Ms. Torres1 was introducing computer programming to her students. The teacher, herself new to
computer science (CS), called up a slide with an image of some computer code on her electronic
whiteboard. “¿Tú sabes qué difícil es hacer eso?” she asked. “…tienes que saber leer todo
eso…Y eso es como con paréntesis y un punto, y letras y números, todo junto que… no son
palabras…Es vocabulario de la computadora.” (Do you know how difficult it is to do this? You
have to understand how to make or create programs to do this. It’s very difficult… you have to
know how to read all of this… and it’s like with parentheses and periods and letters and numbers
all together which… they aren’t words. It is computer vocabulary.) In this instance, Ms. Torres
was communicating to students a feeling that many have when they consider how technology
works — a feeling that code is a black box executing unknown functions. This code structures
our everyday life, shaping how we communicate, entertain, transact, vote, and take civic action
— not to mention how we are surveilled, scammed, and persuaded. And yet, this code is
inscrutable to many of us.
But code is not something outside of the human experience. As feminist scholar Donna
Haraway wrote: “...the machine is us, our processes, an aspect of our embodiment. We can be
responsible for machines, they do not dominate or threaten us” (Haraway, 1990, p. 180). After
Ms. Torres spoke, a student told the class: “Yo estoy aprendiendo ese lenguaje.” (I am learning
this language). Even as Ms. Torres’ comments framed code as difficult, in calling it
“vocabulario,” and “lenguaje,” she and her student opened up space for the class to participate. If
code is at all like language, then students already have some expertise. As emergent bilingual

1

All names of student and teacher research participants are pseudonyms

1

people, they are constantly learning new ways to communicate, and navigate the world making
choices about how, when and why to use different kinds of language. They also bring rich
experiences using, talking about, and even programming and creating with computers and digital
technology.
Bilingual students bring their language and meaning-making practices and unique
experiences to classrooms across the U.S. where teachers like Ms. Torres are implementing new
policies to make CS education a part of every child’s schooling. The CS for All movement has
aimed to equitably and meaningfully engage students who are members of groups traditionally
excluded from CS education and related fields. New York City began implementing its CS4All
initiative (distinguished with the number “4” rather than the word “for”) in 2015, and aims to
provide all of its 1.1 million school children meaningful units of CS by 2025. Broadly, Computer
Science education refers to “[T]he study of computers and algorithmic processes, including their
principles, their hardware and software designs, their [implementation], and their impact on
society (Tucker, 2003, p. 6).” While the goals of CS education are many (Vogel et al., 2017) and
contested, they include preparing students for a digital age as not just consumers of technology,
but as designers and programmers who create their own technologies to achieve a variety of
ends, and as civic actors who think critically about how technologies shape, and are shaped by
the world.
For CS education to truly be “for all,” in addition to considering gender, ability, race,
socioeconomic status, and culture, as many researchers and practitioners do (Margolis et al.,
2010; Scott et al., 2015; Snodgrass et al., 2016), the field must also come to understand students’
language practices – how they use all forms of language to make sense and communicate in the
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world.2 Language mediates learning (Vygotsky, 1978), and indeed calls us into being as subjects
(Butler, 1997). Language practices vary among students, and it is an imperative to understand
how this diversity shapes CS teaching and learning. It is especially key for CS practitioners and
researchers to understand the language practices of emergent bilingual3 students — the
population of students in the United States who speak one or more languages other than English
at home and are learning English at school (García & Kleifgen, 2010, 2018). That group made up
9.6 percent of the K-12 public school population nationwide in 2016 (National Center for
Education Statistics, 2018). In New York City, where Ms. Torres teaches, 13.2% of students
were deemed “Multilingual Learners / English Language Learners” (ELL/MLL) during the
2018-19 school year (New York City Department of Education, 2019). The experiences and
identities of emergent bi/multilinguals vary widely (García, 2009). Educational researchers and
practitioners have historically viewed, and often continue to view, emergent bilingual students
through harmful deficit-based lenses (Valencia, 2010), especially when students also identify as
Latinx and/or Black — racialized categories in our society. This has meant systems have
historically educated emergent bilingual students inequitably, creating extra impetus to
reimagine past theory and pedagogies to truly serve students (García, 2009). While there is little
data on emergent bilingual students’ participation in computer science education, given that a
majority of these students are often low-income and racialized, we know that they typically learn
in less wired classrooms (Bilkstein, 2018), are less likely to have access to broadband at home
(Pew Research Center: Internet, Science & Tech, 2019), and when technology learning is

In this dissertation, I use the term “language practices” or “languaging” to refer to meaning-making and
communication acts in general, and “translanguaging” to emphasize how the fluid languaging and language
practices of especially language minoritized bi/multilingual people defy and go beyond traditional conventions,
categories, and borders (see Chapter 3 - Conceptual Framework for more on this).
3
In recognition of the fact that many students may be developing in what society would view as more than two
languages, I use the term “emergent bi/multilinguals” interchangeably with emergent bilinguals to refer to them.
2
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provided for these students in school, it often lacks rigor and relevance (Margolis et. al., 2010;
Watkins, 2011). As computing pervades ever more aspects of our lives, and as CS education rolls
out in classrooms serving emergent bilingual students across the U.S., the field must come to
understand their experiences and language practices and use that knowledge to drive equitable
pedagogical and programmatic approaches.
Despite this need, there is a gap in research. As mentioned, little data exists about the
rates of inclusion of emergent bilinguals in CS courses and initiatives. There is little known
about how even monolingual student populations use language and other semiotic and
communicative resources while engaged in CS learning activities, let alone bi/multilinguals.
There are many challenges facing practitioners and policymakers in the CS for All movement,
who have only just begun to take into account the linguistic diversity of our nation’s K-12
students.
In an effort to address some of these questions, Participating in Literacies and Computer
Science (PiLaCS), a National Science Foundation-funded research practice partnership (RPP),
was founded in 2017.4 It has brought subject area bilingual and English as a Native Language
teachers from three public middle schools in New York City together with university-based
researchers at New York University and the City University of New York to develop, test, and
study computer science pedagogies with their predominantly, but not exclusively, Latinx
emergent bilingual students. A former middle school bilingual teacher and digital media youth
educator who became bilingual through study, work, and travel, I was a co-founding researcher
on the project with Drs. Christopher Hoadley, Laura Ascenzi-Moreno and Kate Menken and
have served as a research assistant on it from the start. I wear many hats: I co-design curricula
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Principal Investigator, Dr. Christopher Hoadley; Co-Principal Investigators Drs. Laura Ascenzi-Moreno, Jasmine
Ma, Kate Menken.
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with teachers and researchers, co-teach lessons, and collect and analyze data to guide practice
and to answer research questions.
This dissertation grows out of my work within the PiLaCS research practice partnership.
Given the under-studied nature of this topic, I conducted a descriptive study in partner
classrooms to shed light on bilingual middle school students’ reflections about, and language use
during, computing activities, laying the groundwork for future research in the area. This
dissertation offers up some foundational asset-based frames for researchers of CS education,
bilingual education, bilingualism, and sociolinguistics who are considering emergent bilingual
students’ participation in CS education. It also provides some concrete examples for teachers of
emergent bilinguals to consider as they develop a stance and corresponding practice as inclusive
CS educators.
To achieve those ends, this dissertation employs an interpretive, qualitative classroom
case study (Dyson & Genishi, 2005) methodology. Over the course of one school year, I
conducted ethnographic classroom observations, interviews, and focus groups with focal
emergent bilingual students in two classrooms at STEM Academy5 in New York City where
teachers were implementing CS-integrated units into content area subjects (bilingual Language
Arts and Social Studies, and English as a New Language) as part of our research-practice
partnership.
Rather than analyze classroom interactions from a perspective which evaluates an
intervention for its ability to “bring” emergent bilingual students to a static entity called “CS,”
this project views learning and literacy as participation in social practices (Vygotsky, 1987;
Street, 1983; New London Group, 1996; Gee, 2015; Lave & Wenger, 2001), and thus recognizes
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School name is a pseudonym.
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the social and political dimensions of learning language and computing. It assumes students are
shaped by and might come to shape language and CS education discourses. Given this, I define
the object of students’ learning during CS-integrated activities as computational literacies:
participation in a social process involving creating and communicating about, with, and through
computer code and computational artifacts for particular purposes (DiSessa, 2000; Gee, 2015;
Y. B. Kafai & Burke, 2014; New London Group, 1996; Vogel, Hoadley, et al., 2020; Vogel,
Hoadley, Ascenzi-Moreno, et al., 2019). This project also views emergent bilingual students’
dynamic language practices as assets in learning. To these ends, guiding how I perceived,
documented, and interpreted student language practices was translanguaging theory.
Traditional linguistic theories on bilingualism and education center research and practice on the
extent to which emergent bilingual students’ practices conform to standard named languages. I
draw on translanguaging to focus instead on what students do to make sense of and take action in
their worlds, acknowledging that students’ languaging practices “go beyond” standard
conventions. I define translanguaging as how especially bi/multilingual people orchestrate a
range of practices and resources, including those embodied, embedded, and distributed across
people, places, and objects (e.g. linguistic, technological, semiotic resources) for making
meaning and communicating, fluidly and flexibly, in ways defy named language and other
traditional categories and conventions (García & Li Wei, 2014; Hua et al., 2019; Li Wei, 2018;
Otheguy et al., 2015; Pennycook, 2017a, 2017b). This definition, my synthesis of many
conceptions, will be unpacked further in the conceptual framework of this dissertation.
This study sought to answer three research questions:
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RQ1: How do emergent bilingual students translanguage as they engage in
computational literacies? Specifically, how do they orchestrate linguistic, semiotic and
technological resources as they navigate computational literacies in classrooms?
RQ2: How do students understand their linguistic, semiotic, and technological choices in
those translanguaging moments?
RQ3: What are the relationships between students’ translanguaging and engagement in
computational literacies?
The first two questions are empirical. The third is more theoretical in nature and was dependent
on the answers to the first two. To answer these research questions, I employed a methodological
approach from applied linguistics called moment analysis (Li Wei, 2011), which encourages
documenting language-in-use and participants’ metacommentary about their practices. This work
takes the “translanguaging moment” as its unit of analysis, unpacking and interpreting the form
and purposes of students’ translanguaging practices, as well as students’ meta-reflections about
their translanguaging choices in those moments. The study was also guided by multimodality, an
approach to research on meaning-making and communication that “attends systematically to the
social interpretation of a range of forms of making meaning” (Jewitt, 2013 p. 1) beyond simply
the content of speech, including gesture, images, drawing, tone of voice, etc. I also integrate
elements from teacher action research (Mertler, 2017), given my positionality in the classrooms
where the research took place. I produced multimodal transcriptions from recordings, field notes,
photographs, and student work, intentionally selecting and analyzing key moments when
students translanguaged and made-meaning in critical and creative ways during CS activities.
To make sense of the translanguaging moments I documented, it was useful to consider
which of the three dimensions of computational literacies the moments seemed to shed light on.
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Were students having conversations about, with or through code, computers, and computational
artifacts? By “about,” I mean conversations during which students came to terms with computers
and code in an explicit, “meta” way, engaging with questions like: What can computers do?
What is code for? What is my relationship to a computer as a user and a programmer? By “with,”
I mean moments where students were in front of screens, using computers and code to
understand, modify, and create their own computational artifacts. The computer became a certain
kind of interlocutor for students during those conversations — albeit, a non-human one. By
“through” I mean conversations which transmitted students’ expressive purposes — the
messages and stories they hoped to share with audiences through their computing projects. While
during most moments, these conversations were co-constituted and intertwined, it made sense to
analyze them along those three axes because each type of conversation involved orchestrating
different kinds of translanguaging practices for different purposes. In the body of this
dissertation, my findings are explored along those three dimensions. Below, I summarize the
findings according to the research question they answer. I specify in each finding whether it was
generated in the context of conversations about, with, or through computing.
Findings Addressing RQ 1 (How Students Translanguaged)
Emergent bilingual students’ translanguaging supported them in coming to
understandings about what code is and how to use it, by enabling them to build on linguistic,
semiotic, and experiential resources they had embodied, and which were also embedded and
distributed across other people (peers, educators), places (school, home, the media and digital
environments), and objects (curricular designs, classroom materials, technologies) in fluid and
flexible ways. Specific culturally relevant “boundary objects” (Pennycook, 2017b) which
educators’ incorporated in their curricular designs afforded students and teachers opportunities to
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leverage particular kinds of resources, namely embodied ones, in their translanguaging in
conversations about code. Students also leveraged unique culturally relevant boundary objects of
their own — from video games to baseball and animation — as they “translated” code and
computing concepts using their own translanguaged terms. Educators exhibiting a curious and
open stance to students’ many sense-making moves (García et al., 2017) promoted and validated
students’ translanguaging in these conversations.
When emergent bilingual students were in conversation with computers, they engaged in
practices that did sense-making and communicative work but that are traditionally not treated as
such in language arts or computer science education. I employ the term “embodied digital
languaging practices” to recognize how students leveraged those practices in their
translanguaging.
Students orchestrated translanguaging practices to support various aspects of their selfexpression during conversations through code, computers, and computational artifacts:
● Translanguaging to provide context for a story
● Translanguaging to connect to particular audiences
● Translanguaging to explore experiences, identity and values
● Translanguaging to engage in professional practice
● Translanguaging to foreground or resist school project premises
Educators could support students to intentionally leverage translanguaging for expression
through and around their projects.
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Findings Addressing RQ 2 (Students’ Reflections About Their Translanguaging)
In conversations about code and computing, students “metalanguaged,” generating
unique metaphors for programming a computer rooted in conversation and communication with
humans and machines.
In conversations with computers, emergent bilingual students perceived and critiqued the
possibilities and constraints for languaging that emerged from their interactions with computer
software. They made intentional and strategic meaning-making choices around those
possibilities, driven by issues such as their comfort and preference for particular kinds of
language, their desire to learn new language, their desire to accommodate others around them,
and issues of language politics.
Students sought to express messages through their computational artifacts, and justified
the translanguaging resources they orchestrated in their projects (code, images, text, sound),
considering factors like their project’s intended purposes and audiences.
Findings Addressing RQ 3 (Relationship Between Translanguaging and Computational
Literacies)
Students’ translanguaging practices in conversations about code expanded notions of
what counts as valid meaning-making resources for “doing CS” and “doing language arts,”
forging computational literacies that were more syncretic (Gutiérrez, 2014) and suggesting
implications for instructional design and pedagogy. Students’ unique metaphors about code and
computers provide evidence for the utility of theoretical frameworks that view students’
engagements with computers as conversations and communication between human and machine
interlocutors.
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New possibilities for translanguaging, sense-making, and expression emerged from
emergent bilingual students’ interactions with computer software in the context of computational
literacies, but software and algorithmic design also constrained those possibilities.
Students’ translanguaging through and around their computing projects mashed up
literacies and language practices from a multiplicity of domains and communities, transcending
what schools typically expect especially emergent bilingual students to produce in typical CS,
language, and content area classes. In the process, they forged computational literacies with
syncretic (Gutiérrez, 2014; Radke et al., 2020; Vogel, Hoadley, Ma, et al., 2019; Vogel, Radke,
et al., 2020), and, perhaps, drawing on Anzaldúa, (2015) and Lizárraga & Gutiérrez, (2018),
“Nepantla” qualities.
Taken together, the findings addressing the three research questions demonstrate that
students’ translanguaging in these particular learning environments, with their particular
teachers, and the researchers and software, helped forge new kinds of meaningful computational
literacies, transforming the object of school-based CS and language disciplines, and facilitating
new opportunities for student expression and meaning-making. The findings establish a research
base in CS education deeply in touch with the strengths and challenges of young emergent
bilinguals to chart a course for the field in their image. This dissertation contributes new lenses
for interpreting how emergent bi/multilingual people language and make-meaning with
computers, theory useful for researchers of bilingualism, sociolinguistics and language-fields. It
also provides practitioners a valuable starting place as they design pedagogical approaches to
meaningfully engage and support emergent bilinguals in CS for All initiatives.
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Roadmap
This dissertation contains nine chapters, plus references and a written and digital
appendix. After Chapter 1’s introduction, Chapter 2 provides a review of the literature to shed
light on what is known about how emergent bilingual students translanguage in the context of
computing education. Chapter 3 unpacks the conceptual framework guiding data collection,
analysis, and writing, and rationale for using these guiding theories. Chapter 4 discusses the
methods I used to conduct the study, including my overarching methodologies, how I fostered
research relationships during the course of this project, my positionality, data collection methods,
and data analysis. Chapter 5 describes the many contexts for this project: the district-level
educational policies, the PiLaCS project, the neighborhood, the school, and the classrooms. It
also introduces readers to the teachers and students who were involved as research participants,
and the CS-integrated curriculum that teachers co-designed with PiLaCS researchers. The three
findings chapters of this dissertation (Chapters 6, 7, and 8) each explore findings from one of the
dimensions of computational literacies (about, with, and through, respectively). I include
recommendations for practitioners after each section of the findings chapters. Chapter 9
concludes with a review of findings and implications, and avenues for future work.
Given this dissertation’s digital, multimodal emphasis, there are photographs,
screenshots, and student work samples embedded in-line with the text. Organizing the
manuscript this way ensures that readers can examine the artifacts I use to make claims and
support arguments. As I discuss in greater detail in the Methods section, I also include excerpts
of multimodal transcripts, with translations for readers who do not use Spanish when those are
necessary. In addition to the “two dimensional” in-text multimodal components, there are also
“three dimensional” components to view along with the text, including downloaded and
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anonymized computational artifacts: Scratch projects created by students, teachers, and
researchers. To access this digital appendix of materials, please go to the following website:
https://translanguagingcsed.org/disMaterials. Viewing the projects also requires downloading the
Scratch offline editor at https://scratch.mit.edu/download. See the Note on Technical
Specifications in the front matter for instructions. I have opted to provide all materials through
the offline editor, rather than Scratch’s online editor to preserve students’ anonymity and creative
license. I did not want to publicly share students’ projects to the Scratch community under a
researcher-created username. In addition to the “three dimensional” appendix, there is also a
“two dimensional” appendix at the end of this work including resources such as interview and
focus group protocols, exemplar field notes, and the “tagging scheme” I employed during
analysis.
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Chapter 2 - Literature Review

This literature review follows an inverted pyramid structure to address what is known
about the topic of emergent bi/multilinguals’ translanguaging practices in the context of
computing education. It begins with a broad overview of scholarship on emergent
bi/multilinguals and their education in the United States, and what is known about how emergent
bi/multilinguals translanguage in the context of education in general. Given there are few studies
at the exact intersection of computational literacies and translanguaging, it narrows first to
consider what is known about emergent bi/multilinguals’ translanguaging in technology rich
environments, then considers how students (in general) use language during CS activities. Lastly
this review discusses the few studies that have considered emergent bi/multilinguals’ language
practices in CS contexts and describes issues this dissertation aims to address and shed light on.
The literature provides some clues about how students (in general) mobilize oral language,
technologies, the body, and objects in their meaning-making in specific computing contexts (e.g.
learning to program), but no study considers how emergent bi/multilingual students orchestrate
these resources together as they engage in computational literacies, a gap my dissertation seeks
to address.
Who Are Emergent Bi/multilinguals?
Scholars and practitioners in bilingual education use the term “emergent bilingual” to
refer to “all students who are in the process of moving along a bilingual continuum” (García,
2009). The term was first introduced in bilingual education research to counter the deficit-based
assumptions embedded in common terms used to refer to the population of students in the United
States who spoke a language other than English at home and were learning English at school
(García & Kleifgen, 2010, 2018). That group made up 9.6 percent of the K-12 public school
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population nationwide in 2016 (numbering 4.9 million students) (National Center for Education
Statistics, 2018). In New York City, 13.2% of students are deemed “Multilingual Learners /
English Language Learners” (ELL/MLL) according to New York City data from the 2018-19
school year (New York City Department of Education, 2019).
As noted, this term was proposed as a corrective to previous deficit-based terms. Starting
with the passage of the first federal legislation setting out policy for bilingual education in 1968
(Title VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, the Bilingual Education Act) (García,
2009), federal, state, and local education policies, and most educational research employed terms
such as Limited English Proficient (LEP), English Language Learners (ELL), Language
Minority children, and English as a Second Language students (ESL) to describe this population
— terms emphasizing what students lacked, or what schools and states perceived to be the object
of their learning (Standard English, for instance). By contrast, using “emergent bilingual”
recognizes that students are in the process of becoming bilingual people, values students’
dynamic bilingualism as a potential resource in their learning, and emphasizes the never-ending
nature of becoming bilingual (García & Kleifgen, 2010, 2018). Using the term emergent
bilingual during the mid to late 2000s was also posited as a reaction to the federal No Child Left
Behind Act passed in 2001, which removed the word “bilingual” from policy documents and
agency titles, effectively silencing the bilingual education movement (Crawford, 2004; García,
2009; García & Kleifgen, 2018).6
Scholars today use the term “emergent bilingual” to refer to a wide range of people,
including students taking courses to learn languages other than English (Turnbull, 2018),
students who may have grown up as simultaneous bilinguals, as well as students who speak

Today, federal policies still use “English Learner” as their preferred term, but states and localities like New York
State have adopted terms like multilingual learner.
6
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languages other than English and are learning English in school (García, 2019). It is important to
recognize that the experiences among emergent bilinguals vary widely — in terms of whether
they are US or foreign born, the ages at which they entered schools in the US, the language(s)
they speak at home, their comfort with home language and English school-based and out-ofschool literacies, socio economic factors, racial, religious, ethnic identity, schooling histories,
abilities, and more (García, 2009). In recognition of the fact that many students may be
developing in what society would view as more than two languages, I use the term “emergent
bi/multilinguals” interchangeably with emergent bilinguals to refer to them.
Scholarly literature has highlighted the process by which emergent bi/multilinguals
embodying non-dominant racial, ethnic and class identities come to be “language minoritized” in
society (Flores & Rosa, 2015; García, 2009, also see this dissertation’s Conceptual Framework).7
Unlike the bi/multilingualism of white American students, language minoritized students’
bi/multilingualism is often viewed as a problem for institutions to “fix,” (Flores, 2020), rather
than as an asset or resource (Ruíz, 1984). The language practices of students who are racialized
in society are perceived by “white listening subjects” as deviant or “inappropriate” (Flores &
Rosa, 2015). The enactment of these ideologies in policy and pedagogy shape the extent to
which students can realize the benefits of their bi/multilingualism, and the ways their
bi/multilingualism is viewed in educational institutions8 (García, 2009).
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As noted in the conceptual framework this dissertation uses the term emergent bilingual to refer to the student
research participants in order to highlight their dynamic bilingualism. It also recognizes that the system has
minoritized these students for how their languaging practices intersect with their identities as Latinx, African or
Middle Eastern, Black and Brown, low-income, recent immigrants.
8
For example, in recent years, as bilingual education has gained momentum again in the form of Dual Language
Bilingual programs, scholars have found White Anglo-speaking children and their families’ desires for “language
enrichment” being positioned by schools and policies as higher priority than the equity-based demands of Latinx
children and families (Cervantes-Soon, 2014; Valdes, 1997). Scholars have also pointed out the relative absence of
research and attention paid to the experiences of black students in bilingual education (Flores, 2016b).
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Students’ positions as emergent bi/multilinguals and language minoritized are correlated
with the expectations, policies, and outcomes of the educational systems charged with educating
them. Students labeled “Multilingual Learners/English Language Learners” (MLL/ELL) in New
York State’s 2014 cohort had a 29.0% high school graduation rate and a 27.5% dropout rate, as
compared to 80.4% of all students graduating and 6% of all students dropping out9 and in 2018,
9.2% of MLL/ELL 3rd through 8th graders scored proficient on the state English Language Arts
exam, as compared to 45% of all students10 (Office of Bilingual Education and World Language,
2019). There are many systemic factors which play a role in those statistics, including the
variable quality of educational programs that serve language minoritized emergent bilinguals
(Collier & Thomas, 2017), subtractive bilingual models of education that do not build on
students’ language backgrounds (Menken et al., 2009), teachers’ and schools’ low expectations
for students (Berzins & López, 2001; Callahan & Shifrer, 2016), and assessment policies that
unfairly measure emergent bilinguals against monolingual English standards (Mahoney, 2017;
Menken, 2010).
What is Known About the Participation of Traditionally Excluded Students in Computer
Science Education?
There is little data on the participation of emergent bi/multilingual students in computer
science education in the United States. This section supplements a discussion of that small pool
of research about emergent bilinguals with a review of literature considering student groups that
overlap with emergent bilingual students minoritized for their language practices — low income
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The numbers are different for students who were labeled by the state as “Ever ELLs,” meaning, students who
passed state English proficiency examinations, with 85.5% of them graduating in the 2014 cohort, and a 2.4%
dropout rate.
10
3rd-8th graders labeled “Ever ELLs” by the state had a 54.7% proficiency rate on the ELA exam in 2018.
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students, Black, Latinx students, girls and women, students with disabilities — to shed light on
this issue, fully aware that more accurate data is needed on the experiences of emergent
bilinguals in particular.
Inspired by Barton’s (1998) framework for interpreting research focusing on the Science
for All movement, I bucket research on equity and social justice issues within the CS for All
movement into three categories which focus on (1) availability of resources, (2) access to the
community of science, and (3) culturally relevant teaching. Within the last few years, a subset of
research has also emerged on the category Barton (1998) had urged science educators to explore:
how STEM disciplines transform when traditionally excluded groups participate — or how
underlying values, purposes and desired impacts shift as communities with different core
commitments adopt and adapt CS education (Santo et al., 2019).
Equity as Availability of Resources
In the 1980s and early 1990s, considerations of equity in computing education were
mostly construed as issues of access to resources and technology (R. E. Sutton, 1991). The
earliest computing experiences of hundreds of thousands of students who attended elementary
and middle schools in the late 1970s through the early 1990s (myself included) often involved
typing commands on a black screen to draw shapes with “Turtles” in the Logo programming
environment, a software created by Dr. Seymour Papert and a team at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. That research showed that the students who had exposure to computers and the
Logo programming environment at this time tended towards wealthier, white, and male students.
Computers in the 1980s were expensive, and school districts serving higher income students
typically spent more per pupil on new technology than schools and districts serving lowerincome populations and students of color (R. E. Sutton, 1991). In schools that did have
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computers for students to use, poor and minority students were more likely than middle-class and
white students to use computers for drill and practice rather than for activities like programming,
and the prevailing belief among teachers was that “better behaved” students were more deserving
of opportunities to use computers (Arias, 1990; R. E. Sutton, 1991). While focus on access to
technology in research helped schools and districts justify increased spending on tools and
resources, Barton’s critique of Science for All (1998) that simply focusing on equal access and
opportunity would lead to blaming poor performance on the students themselves, is one that
applies to especially early CS education research on the topic.
Those studies in K-12 computer science education that went beyond considerations of
equity as “access to technology” during the 1980s were often written with a positivist
orientation, seeking to compare the outcomes of programming classes for students from different
gender, racial, and economic backgrounds using traditional experimental methods. It was found
in one study, for example, that lower-income African-American first-graders outperformed
middle class White children in outcomes related to programming, with the authors speculating
that Logo “builds on strengths of African-American students ‘such as high responsiveness to
visual and auditory stimuli and desire to collaborate and share their ideas” (Emihovich & Miller,
1988, as cited in Sutton, 1991). Studies cited in Sutton, (1991) which did examine, as they were
termed in the research, “language minority” children and computers, discussed “computer-aided
instruction” (CAI) for content and language, rather than how students engaged in programming
and computer science learning contexts. Differences between the experimental group (migrant
students who received computer-aided instruction,) and the control group (migrant students who
did not have computer-aided instruction) were attributed to the “learning-style differences of the
migrant children,” and the theory that “students within the CAI program may have felt
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stigmatized as remedial and thus rejected the program; the non-CAI group may have wished to
participate in the innovative program and thus glorified it” (Saracho, 1982 as cited in Sutton,
1991, p. 490). Gender was also a confounding variable in these studies. Indexing an approach to
feminist scholarship that attempts to locate “sex differences” between men and women, Turkle &
Papert, (1990) found that women and girls preferred more “concrete” and “contextual”
approaches to using computers that were incompatible with dominant computing cultures, and
that boys succeed in computing because they are socialized to take more risks (Turkle, 1988).
Other studies guided by similar theories found girls were more likely to take courses covering
word processing and boys more likely to learn to program — a message reinforced by media
depictions of computing as a male domain (R. E. Sutton, 1991). While the “sex differences”
approach in research on gender shed light on gender socialization as a factor of interest, much of
it has been critiqued for maintaining essentialist, deficit-based perspectives on women and girls
(Caplan & Caplan, 2008).
These early studies make gross generalizations about the learning styles of students from
particular language, gender, racial and ethnic groups. In their critique of this approach to
educational research, scholars Gutiérrez & Rogoff (2003) acknowledge that “cultural styles” (p.
19) were meant to counter the previous deficit-based lenses on the education of minoritized
groups by characterizing cultural ways in terms that are respectful, without value judgments or
hierarchies. At the same time, they argue this approach is rooted in the assumption that people’s
learning “styles” are singular, static, non-contextual and necessarily correspond in a one-to-one
way to one’s group categorization or affiliation (2003). Instead, they advocate for “a culturalhistorical approach that focuses researchers and practitioners’ attention on variations in
individuals’ and groups’ histories of engagement in cultural practices” (p. 19).
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Equity as “Broadening Participation,” and Culturally Relevant Approaches
By the late 2000s, lenses for considering equity in computer science education shifted
focus towards what Barton might call students’ “access to the community of CS” (1998). While
previous research focused on access to technology — the so-called “digital divide,” today,
children and youth of all backgrounds increasingly have access to digital tools and the internet.
Youth consume and produce technologies, in practices driven by their interests and friendships
(Ito et al., 2008) and by their desires to critique society, cope with tragedy, and build community,
especially via mobile phones (Watkins, 2011). In his study of the digital practices of AfricanAmerican and Latinx youth, Watkins argues, however, “If mobile phones are primarily being
used as an anytime, anywhere source to access games, music, and video, then the capacity of
these devices to bridge the participation gap may not be realized” (p. 7). Watkins urges the field
to pay attention to the “digital literacy divide” rather than the “digital divide” (Watkins, 2011, p.
9). Universal computing and computer science education is one way that formal and informal
learning environments may prepare students for full and meaningful participation in digital life
— for example, by providing students with opportunities to produce, rather than just consume
media, and to evaluate the societal impacts of technology and the ethics of one’s own productive
and consumptive digital activities.
Research has revealed, however, that meaningful CS learning opportunities are limited
for low income youth, and youth of color. Examining computing courses at three different
schools in Los Angeles, revealed the forces reproducing inequality, which went beyond simply
the availability of technology and courses: low expectations were set for students in both
majority-minority schools and schools where low income students of color were integrated with
white, middle class and upper middle class students (Margolis et al., 2010). Tracking policies
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channeled low-income students of color into basic computing classes, while students who came
from the most prepared, technologically equipped households were encouraged to take advanced
computer science coursework. As they concluded: “irrespective of the kinds of technology
available on campus...technology has not been the great equalizer because schools are providing
different learning opportunities, and these opportunities vary according to the racial and
socioeconomic demographics of the students” (pg. 134). More than a decade after that research,
researchers and practitioners continue to raise concerns about “the unequal presence of CS in
public schools, the quality of instruction, and educators’ and counselors’ unconscious bias
regarding who is ‘suited’ to take CS classes” (Bilkstein, 2018, p. 34).
Scholars have called attention to how students’ experiences of Computer Science are
shaped by various aspects of their identities. As Kamau Bobb of the National Science
Foundation described in his critical essay framing the “broadening participation” issue of ACM
Inroads: “race matters; gender matters; ability matters; privilege matters” (Bobb, 2016, p. 50).
Even as computer science reflects the historic race, class, and gender-based hierarchies of the
United States as a whole, the correlations between student demographics and achievement are
especially pronounced in computer science education. In 2014, the proportions of AfricanAmerican and Latinx AP Computer Science exam takers were 3.7% and 8% respectively, despite
the fact that African-American students made up 9.2% of Advanced Placement (AP) exam takers
overall, and Latinx students made up 18.8% (Institute for Computing Education at Georgia Tech,
2016; The College Board, 2014). In 2016, the proportion of AP CS exam-takers remained
roughly the same for African-Americans, and increased to 11.5% of Latinx students (Institute for
Computing Education at Georgia Tech, 2016). Twenty-three percent of test-takers in 2016 were
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female (ibid.). Latinx students are less likely than other minorities to say they have ever learned
computer science (Wang et al., 2016).
In part driven by the research of Margolis et al., (2010) and statistics denoting racial and
gender disparities in education and industry, a broader “equity of participation” rationale for
computer science for all began to emerge in stakeholder circles. At the K-12 level, “broadening
participation” is a key tenet of the CS for All movement to integrate CS into the academic core
of public schooling rather than as an elective. It was justified by research locating systemic
barriers for women, low income students, and people of color. For example, research on women
in computing guided by a “gender discrimination” perspective highlighted the role of
institutional “de jure” or “de facto” discrimination and individual explicit and implicit sexism.
Researchers Margolis and Fisher (2003) described computing fields as a “clubhouse” dominated
by men, where gender gaps are reinforced by familial practices (putting the computer in the
brother’s rather than the sister’s room), educational practices, and institutional norms. Patitsas et
al. (2014) trace women’s participation in computing in the US throughout history, from the 50s
and 60s when low-level programming and “computing” tasks were viewed as stereotypically
women’s work (but only until they married), to the present day, when the barriers include socialpsychological barriers like stereotype threat, tokenism, and benevolent sexism.
Burgeoning efforts to address barriers to entry and inequities has led to new kinds of
curriculum and opportunities for students traditionally excluded from CS education. The K-12
Computer Science Framework, a guide for the creation of standards and curricula, foregrounds
inclusion and collaboration as two core, cross-cutting principles, demonstrating an awareness
that students must feel like there is a place for them in CS before they can learn any of the other
concepts (A Framework for K-12 Computer Science Education, 2016). There have been efforts
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to promote inclusion and accessibility for students with special needs (Ladner & Israel, 2016;
Ladner & Stefik, 2017; Snodgrass et al., 2016). Another core effort has been the creation of
“culturally relevant” computing curricula, rooted in theories of culturally relevant pedagogy and
teaching (Gay & Banks, 2010; Hammond, 2015; Ladson-Billings, 1995). Margolis et al. (2015)
describe their popular Exploring Computer Science (ECS) curriculum, which is meant to
introduce students — especially those from traditionally underrepresented backgrounds — to
computer science concepts and practices through the lens of project-based and inquiry-driven
units. They describe their units as “culturally relevant” in part because they consider diverse
applications of the field — which go beyond programming — including human-computer
interaction, web design, data analysis, robotics, and problem-solving. Students enrolled in ECS
are expected to create technology to respond to particular community issues and/or problems,
and to discuss the impacts of technology, ethical issues raised by its proliferation, and the
responsibilities of software users and developers (ExploringCS.org, N.D.). Educators are
encouraged to adapt projects to their local contexts and student interests, with research-practice
partnerships funded to adapt ECS to student and teacher populations from Puerto Rico to Native
American reservations in South Dakota (Broadening Participation and Education in Computing
Meeting: Project Description Booklet, 2018). The curriculum works in tandem with teachers’
practices — recent qualitative research in ECS classrooms demonstrated there were several key
pedagogical practices of teachers that promoted youth's interest and engagement with CS
including: “(1) demystifying CS by showing its connections to everyday life; (2) addressing
social issues impacting both CS and students’ communities; and (3) valuing students’ voices and
perspectives” (Ryoo, 2019).
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Additionally, the new AP CS Principles exam (AP CSP), was also designed to be more
broadly appealing than the traditional AP exams (the AP A intro to CS course and AP Java)
examinations, which had been losing female and minority test-takers with each passing year
(Arpaci-Dusseau et al., 2013). Instead of focusing on the teaching of a particular programming
language, the new AP CSP is language agnostic, instead centering around seven big ideas,
including creativity, abstraction, data, algorithms, programming, internet, and impact, and six
computational thinking practices: connecting computing, developing computational artifacts,
abstracting, analyzing problems and artifacts, communicating, and collaborating. The new AP
exam includes a performance task which asks students to plan a project designed to solve a realworld problem, to solicit feedback from a peer, and then to program the project and to create a
video demonstrating its functionality. A Google landscape study of K-12 CS education quoted an
interview with researcher Leah Buechley, who noted that the new AP’s model “...has the
potential to provide more accessible pathways to more diverse kids, which is really important”
(as cited in Bilkstein, 2018, p. 17). Results from the first administration of the AP CSP in 2017
show a 108% increase in the number of young women taking a CS AP exam, and a 139%
increase in the number of what the College Board deemed “underrepresented minorities” taking
the exam. Still, young women represented only 30% and “minority” students only 26% of the
total number of CSP test takers, with both groups passing at lower rates than white and Asian
male students (Code.org, 2017; The College Board, 2017). Inequities for emergent bilingual
students persist: in New York City, despite MLL/ELL students making up 13.2% of the student
population (New York City Department of Education, 2019), less than one percent of students
taking AP Computer Science in NYC in 2018, were designated as English language learners
(NYC DOE, internal research, 2019).
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Equity as Transformation and Justice
Some of the research into equity has focused on pedagogical approaches that attempt to
transform CS education as a discipline, and which emphasize justice for and with communities
that have been traditionally excluded from CS fields. Many of these approaches are consistent
with “culturally sustaining” approaches11 for the ways they situate CS in contexts that affirm and
center students’ cultural practices and ways of knowing. Eglash et al. (2006) created what they
called “culturally situated design tools” for computing — a suite of computer simulations that
centered indigenous and vernacular artifacts from African, Native, and Latino art and
architecture. Later work by Eglash et al., (2013) formulated a culturally responsive computing
(CRC) approach, which, like Margolis and Goode’s culturally relevant computing, drew from
notions of culturally responsive teaching and pedagogy. The key tenets of CRC, as summarized
by Scott et al. (2015) were:
A) Motivate and improve science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) learning
experiences;
B) Provide a deeper understanding of heritage and vernacular culture, empowerment for
social critique, and appreciation for cultural diversity;
C) Bring A and B together: to diminish the separation between the worlds of culture and
STEM;
D) This technology must not only respond to these identity issues, but also satisfy
pedagogical demands of the curriculum. (Eglash et al., 2013)

11

Culturally sustaining pedagogy (Paris & Alim, 2014, 2017) built on previous models for culturally relevant
pedagogy (Ladson-Billings, 1995, 2014). The core addition in my view, was to highlight that education for
marginalized students should seek to sustain students’ cultural practices and ways of knowing — not just use them
as a means to achieve proficiency in state-sanctioned standards which are often modeled on the language and
literacy practices of the dominant group.
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These ideas were built upon in a recent handbook for teachers, which expressed three principles
for culturally relevant computing, including “(1) supporting student identity development, (2)
encouraging a critique of inequities in computing, and (3) addressing sociopolitical issues”
(Madkins et al., 2020, p. 125).
Advancing these areas, culturally responsive “ethnocomputing” approaches were
developed. Some of these incorporate indigenous knowledge into curriculum, for example “the
use of recursive geometric transforms in modeling cornrow hairstyles, iterative patterns on
Cartesian grids in Native American beadwork, and fractal models of traditional African arts and
architecture,” (Eglash, Gilbert, & Foster, 2013, p. 34). Ethnocomputing approaches have also
integrated elements of community cultural practices (such as hip hop music, cosmetology,
gaming), as well as civic, activist and hacking culture into computing education (Cooke, 2016;
Lachney, 2017).
Some research and practice projects in CS education also incorporate systemic critique of
the technology industries and fields that have marginalized and excluded Black and Latinx
communities, women, and others, guided by theories recognizing the intersectional nature of
identity and experience (Ashcraft et al., 2017; Crenshaw, 1991). Through their work establishing
the COMPUGIRLS program for African-American and Latina young women, Scott et al. (2015),
incorporated a larger critique of what they called the “neoliberal approach to digital inclusion”
into their vision for CRC (p. 67). The neoliberal approach, which they argue undergirds many
equity-based computing curricula and programs:
...assumes that these girls cannot absorb much of the appropriate high-level skills
embodied in technological innovation, and therefore provides them with low-level,
simplistic experiences that do very little to consider the web of their intersectional
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potentiated selves or developing consciousness. The absence of girls and women of color,
then, signifies our individual failure to successfully integrate our bodies into the digital
landscape, allowing the system to remain blameless (Scott & Garcia, 2017, p. 67).
In the process, COMPUGIRLS redefines what counts as computing. In their case, given the ways
young women of color are marginalized in technology education and fields, COMPUGIRLS
includes techno-social activism as a core competency, “a form of activism that trains girls of
color to recognize the affordances and limitations of technology and to have a critical perspective
on how technology can be used for social change” (Scott & Garcia, 2017, p. 67). They describe
an activity wherein their young participants create an avatar in the Second Life platform as a
catalyst for discussions about representation, and how the design and affordances of a digital
world manifest the values of the tool’s creators. Based on this work, Scott and her colleagues
deepened the tenets of CRC to include:
1) All students are capable of digital innovation.
2) The learning context supports transformational use of technology.
3) Learning about one’s self along various intersecting sociocultural lines allows for
technical innovation.
4) Technology should be a vehicle by which students reflect and demonstrate understanding
of their intersectional identities.
5) Barometers for technological success should consider who creates, for whom, and to
what ends rather than who endures socially and culturally irrelevant curriculum. (Scott et
al., 2015, p. 420-21)
While not explicitly labeled “culturally sustaining,” principles from that approach (Paris & Alim,
2014, 2017) are mirrored in the work of Scott and colleagues, who integrate the idea that through
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education, students should come to foster intersectional identity exploration, think critically
about the world, and affirm and critique their own cultural backgrounds and experiences. The
“generative computing” approach (Lachney et al., 2019) also operates with social and epistemic
justice and economic empowerment as core values, emphasizing CS as a means to strengthen
relationships between learning environments and local communities “leveraging culturally
relevant sources of wealth generation in technology design and implementation” (p. 1).
Even as groups intersecting with the population of emergent bilinguals continue to be
marginalized in computer science education, efforts to design and implement culturally relevant
and sustaining approaches show promise for “broadening participation.” They also echo the idea
expressed in past research (Santo et al., 2019) that the very act of including different groups of
students and communities can shift and shape the discipline itself — what counts as computer
science, its purposes, and its value to participants and society. The participation of emergent
bilingual students in even these novel and innovative culturally relevant and justice-oriented CS
projects, however, continues to be a site that is under-studied. Reviewing literature from
bilingual education focusing on how emergent bilinguals translanguage, will help begin to shed
light on how students language for learning in general, and in CS education.
Translanguaging Literature
Many fields have contributed to what we know about how emergent bi/multilingual
students use language in educational contexts. Those fields include TESOL / second language
acquisition, bilingual education, applied linguistics, sociolinguistics, learning sciences, urban
education, and curriculum studies. In the next section of this review, I narrow my focus to a body
of literature related to the application of the theory of translanguaging (García, 2009; García &
Li Wei, 2014) to the education of emergent bilinguals, given that my research is guided by this
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frame. In most empirical work, translanguaging refers to how especially bi/multilingual people
fluidly use linguistic, social, and semiotic resources from a singular repertoire — often without
regard to named language categories and dominant language practices — to make meaning and
communicate (García & Li Wei, 2014; Otheguy et al., 2015; see the Conceptual Framework of
this dissertation for more detailed discussion of how I interpret and apply this theory). It is an
asset-based theory which has been applied to counter deficit-based thinking in education practice
and research with emergent bilinguals which has promoted ineffective schooling for this
population.
What is Known About How Emergent Bi/multilinguals Translanguage in Educational
Contexts?
Translanguaging theory has been applied by scholars in a myriad of ways (Jaspers, 2018),
including to explain and describe the fluid language practices of bilingual people, to describe a
pedagogical approach in bilingual education, and to describe the “transformative, socially critical
processes” that may follow from using translanguaging to generate new understandings and
practices in education (García and Li Wei, 2014, p. 3, as cited in Jaspers [2018, p. 2]). Studies
tend to highlight one or another of these aspects, and scholars have pointed out the pitfalls of
ignoring or downplaying the political elements of translanguaging (Flores, 2014) on the one
hand, or on ascribing too much transformational power to translanguaging theory (Jaspers, 2018)
on the other. Many studies applying translanguaging do however, demonstrate the
interrelationships between the dynamic language practices of people and individuals, pedagogy,
and social critique and transformation. Studies employing translanguaging lenses have used data
about how bilinguals translanguage to highlight the biases of traditional educational policies,
such as monolingual-medium assessments (Ascenzi-Moreno, 2018; Mahoney, 2017), and
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policies that separate languages and allocate them to specific locations, times of day, or teachers
(García et al., 2018; Palmer et al., 2014; Zavala, 2015). Studies have found that translanguaging
theory brings students and teachers closer to movements for the linguistic self-determination of
people who have been minoritized for their language practices (Flores, 2014) and that
translanguaging can help students form positive identities as bilinguals in and out of school
(Creese & Blackledge, 2015; García-Mateus & Palmer, 2017; Li Wei, 2011). Studies have also
demonstrated how learning environments open to translanguaging can foster home-school
connections for families traditionally marginalized in schools (S. Alvarez, 2014; Kim & Song,
2019).
There has been an explosion in recent years particularly in research examining students’
translanguaging in the context of learning in multilingual environments. Those include studies of
translanguaging in language classrooms (Leung & Valdés, 2019; Lin & He, 2017), literacy and
language arts (García & Kleifgen, 2019; Pacheco & Miller, 2016; Souto-Manning, 2016;
Velasco & García, 2014), history and social studies (Ronan, 2014), STEM subjects (Mazak &
Herbas-Donoso, 2015; Poza, 2018; Rawal et al., 2019; Suárez, 2017), out-of-school-time
educational environments (Celedón-Pattichis et al., 2019; Celedón-Pattichis & Turner, 2012;
Martin-Beltrán, 2014) and more.
Studies that apply translanguaging to discuss student learning consider how students’
fluid practices with oral and written language mediate their appropriation of ideas. For example,
Esquinca et al.’s (2014) qualitative analysis of students and teachers at work in a fourth grade
two-way dual language science class illustrates that in bilingual settings, students’ sense-making
strategies for internalizing new ideas occur through translanguaging practices. Those include
translanguaging to move from “apprenticeship to appropriation” of ideas (p. 167), and hearing
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and practicing what Gibbons called “literate talk” (2009) and Kurth et al. (2002) called “science
conversations.”
Studies also consider how translanguaging mediates conversations and knowledge
building between peers. In the U.S. bilingual kindergarten class described in García’s (2011)
study, students translanguaged to mediate understanding and construct meaning within
themselves, as well as to include and exclude others, and demonstrate knowledge, among other
meta-functions. Martín-Beltrán (2014) found that high school bilingual students in a “Language
Ambassador” afterschool program where students were encouraged to translanguage to “solve
linguistic problems” (Martín-Beltrán, 2014, p. 210) found that students translanguaged in
response to invitations from peers to co-construct knowledge with them, such as “what do you
want to say?” She also found evidence of students translanguaging to “think about, compare, and
defend their word choice” (p. 224) and “as a way to meet halfway between their diverse
linguistic expertise when they were unsure how to express their meaning fully in one language
alone” (p. 224). Students’ writing also demonstrated features that had been negotiated through
translanguaging conversations with peers.
Translanguaging, when used strategically by learners in the context of writing and
composition was also found to be a tool for expression and critical language exploration.
Canagarajah’s work (Canagarajah, 2011) in the translingual writing practices of adult
multilingual students demonstrated how students translanguage intentionally to achieve
particular rhetorical effects for readers. Similarly, Velasco and García (2014) found that
kindergarten through fourth grade students drew on translanguaging practices at various
moments in the writing process, from planning and drafting to rhetorical engagement. Good
writing, as (Espinosa et al., 2016) argued, can be “translanguaged.” The work of S. P. Alvarez,
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(2016) and S. P. Alvarez et al., (2017) similarly demonstrates connections between translingual
practice, ethnic identities, and voice in writing. Bilingual third graders’ translanguaging
supported them in “translating” words and concepts they heard and saw on community walks in
ways that helped them question linguistic ideologies and language use in their neighborhoods
(García et al., 2019). The authors of that study interpreted students’ bilingual translation
practices through the lens of translanguaging, defining translation not as “bridging” two
languages, but as using one’s own epistemologies and tools developed in the literal and
figurative borderland (Anzaldúa, 1987) to make sense of their worlds for their own ends.
It should be noted that some research in translanguaging frames bilinguals’ language
practices as moving across and bridging named languages or “code-switching.” Code-switching,
as a conception in linguistics, continues to view bilinguals as “shuttling” between systems which
have only social, not linguistic, reality. By contrast, definitions of translanguaging stress the
singular nature of the linguistic repertoire and characterize what bilinguals do as selecting
features from that repertoire, without regard for named language categories (Otheguy, García &
Reid, 2015). The difference is subtle, but important to note, because deploying a theory of “codeswitching” in scholarship can be viewed as reifying named languages over the meaning-making
practices of people (Otheguy et al., 2018). Researchers of translanguaging in student learning
often find themselves in a bind: noticing the fluid and flexible ways people language requires the
observer to note speakers’ language choices. To describe those choices, researchers might state
that certain features index a particular named language category like English or Spanish. But if
researchers employ a lens focused only on noticing shifts between named languages, they miss
the ways student language practices truly go “beyond” those categories.
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Researchers of translanguaging in learning must take caution in this regard. Another
caution stemming from research melding translanguaging with learning comes from Poza (2018).
He reminds the field that translanguaging is not inherently a theory of language learning — it is a
normative description of what bilinguals do, which draws on Vygotskian sociocultural theories
to explain how it promotes sense-making and learning.
Even if translanguaging is not a theory of learning, it has been theorized and practiced as
a pedagogy (Celic & Seltzer, 2013; Creese & Blackledge, 2010; García et al., 2017; García &
Kleyn, 2016; García & Sánchez, 2015)12, and much research has discussed translanguaging as a
pedagogy. In this pedagogy, teachers aim to understand and build on students’ diverse linguistic
practices (García & Li Wei, 2014). In circumstances where teachers are—or are not—familiar
with the language practices of their students, they can “set up the affordances for students to
engage in discursive and semiotic practices that respond to their cognitive and social intentions”
(García & Li Wei, 2014, p. 93). Teachers have leveraged students’ translanguaging to
contextualize key words and concepts, scaffold content learning, help students develop
metalinguistic awareness, create socio-emotional bonds with students, and also to provide
opportunities for students to challenge language hierarchies and inequalities (García et al., 2012;
García & Leiva, 2014; Garrity et al., 2015; Gort, 2015; Gort & Sembiante, 2015; Sayer, 2013).
García, Ibarra Johnson, and Seltzer (2017) identify four purposes for the strategic use of
translanguaging in education:
1. Supporting students as they engage with and comprehend complex content and texts
2. Providing opportunities for students to develop linguistic practices for academic contexts

12

The literacy approaches proposed by Fu (2009) and Escamilla et al. (2013), as well as Canagarajah’s approach to
translingual writing (2011), although not labeled translanguaging, can be said to fall within translanguaging
pedagogy for the ways these leverage students’ fluid translanguaging practices.
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3. Making space for students’ bilingualism and ways of knowing
4. Supporting students’ bilingual identities and socioemotional development (p. ix)
These four translanguaging purposes are meant to work together to advance equity and social
justice for emergent bilinguals.
Translanguaging pedagogy has the potential to transform relationships between students,
teachers, and the curriculum. In recognizing that students come to the classroom with linguistic
knowledge that teachers may not have, translanguaging necessitates a co-learning space (García
& Li Wei, 2014) where teachers and students learn from each other, and all language practices
are equally valued. Many teachers view translanguaging as a way to infuse critical consciousness
and social justice values into their pedagogy. García et al. (2014) describe a teacher who, through
translanguaging, “gives voice to those who do not speak… problematizes social situations,
and...works through the tension that exists between minority and majority society” (p. 115). This
teacher also viewed translanguaging as a tool for building consciousness around U.S. Latinx panethnicity.
Most research on the translanguaging of multilingual students focuses on students’
linguistic repertoires, for instance, on how students make meaning using lexical, morphological,
and grammatical features. But a growing number of studies turn attention to how emergent
bilinguals call upon a “complex network of multiple semiotic signs” (García and Li Wei, 2014,
p. 25). This conception of translanguaging draws on research and theory in the field of
multimodalities (Jewitt, 2008; Kress, 2003). A “mode” in this research refers to the “socially
shaped, culturally available material resources” (Bezemer & Kress, 2015, p. 7) that people draw
upon in “ensembles” to communicate — for example, gaze, gesture, photography, video, etc.
Bezemer and Kress (2015) argue that all modes offer different potentials, called affordances, for
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meaning making, which depend on the material qualities and the conventions by which a mode
has been historically used.
There are some studies in bilingual education that have applied broader, semiotic
repertoire-based definitions of translanguaging. Blackledge & Creese (2017) call attention to
embodiment and the body as a resource in languaging in their analysis of shoppers at a city
market. In their analysis of translanguaging in a multilingual karate club, Hua et al. (2019) argue
the theory’s potential to counter not just monolingual bias, but lingual bias (Block, 2013),
demonstrating how students and teacher orchestrate and integrate especially embodied meaningmaking resources together with linguistic resources. Bengochea et al. (2018) document the
multimodal engagements of early childhood students during dramatic play. Rawal et al. (2019)
considers the use of manipulatives as multimodal translanguaging resources in an upper level
biology class, and Childs (2016) examines the affordances of photography from a
translanguaging perspective.
What is Known About How Emergent Bi/multilinguals Translanguage in the Context of
Technology Rich Environments?
In computer science education students and teachers work across a range of modalities
and with many kinds of digital media technology. For this, it is important to review how scholars
of translanguaging have considered multilinguals’ sense-making in social, multimodal,
technology-rich environments.
Important context for the research in this area is the fact that there is still inequitable
access to digital technologies in the schools and districts that serve emergent bilingual students
(García & Kleifgen, 2018). At home, racial minorities, older adults, rural residents, and those
with lower levels of education and income are less likely to have broadband service. While nine-
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in-ten adults in the United States are users of the internet, one in five are “smartphone only”
internet users, including a disproportionate amount of younger adults, non-whites and lowerincome Americans, categories that intersect with many emergent bilinguals’ families (Pew
Research Center: Internet, Science & Tech, 2019). This means that language minoritized
emergent bilingual students are more likely to have access to devices that are less reliably
connected to the internet. And while smartphone devices lend themselves to entertainment,
information-seeking, taking and sharing photographs and video, and communication, they make
functions valued in schools — like extended research and writing tasks, web publishing,
coding/programming — more difficult.
At the same time as there is great inequity in access, there is great potential for
technologies to enhance the education of emergent bilinguals. There has been much scholarly
work done to understand how multilingualism and technology, as overlapping trends in
education (New London Group, 1996) shape teaching and learning for emergent bilinguals. The
“pluriliteracies” approach evolved in 2007 to unite research in multiliteracies and
multimodalities with growing understandings of bilingual language and literacy development
(García et al., 2007). Hornberger and Link (2012) similarly highlighted multimodal
translanguaging with and through technology as they considered the overlapping continua
involved in understanding biliteracy, calling on readers to pay attention to “different
communicative modes including technological ones, as they are acquired and used not in a
dichotomized sequence but more often in criss-crossed, hybrid mixes, and languaging practices”
(2012, pg. 267). García & Kleifgen (2018) point out four affordances of technology for the
education of emergent bilinguals including: accessibility (students can access multimodal and
multilingual digital libraries and resources), retrievability (that emergent bilinguals can return to
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materials they have accessed again and again for deeper understanding), interactivity (the use of
simulations and well-designed interactive tools to differentiate learning and work at their own
pace, and to interact with peers and others with and through technology), and creativity, (the use
of digital tools to promote critical thinking, expression, and creation).
Several recent studies written from a translanguaging perspective focus on how young
bilinguals make meaning with and through technology. Ronan’s (2014) study of 8th grade (as
she termed them) English Language Learners’ meaning-making practices in the course of a 1:1
computer writing intervention in a social studies class drew on theoretical frameworks rooted in
multimodality, the semiotic repertoire, and translanguaging. She found student communication
was dynamic, indexing different varieties of Spanish and English in ways that were unplanned,
student managed, and collaborative (Ronan, 2014). Additionally, Ronan found through
collaboration and interaction that spanned modal and linguistic boundaries, students appropriated
meaning from multimodal text, and peer and instructor talk. In this way, students came out with
new interpretations of online resources about the Civil Rights movement. She found students
engaged in resemiotization (Iedema, 2003) — casting a sign interpreted through one mode in
another one or in another way — through layered talk and writing activities. She also found that
semiotic resources employed by students varied along with students’ interests, language
preferences, and online browsing habits. Poza (2018) similarly notices how students in a 5th
grade dual language science class crossed named language and modal boundaries to make
meaning. Student participants in his study rejected the school’s official language separation
policy, deploying features from their full linguistic repertoires in science class, including a
variety of modes (including spoken and written language), and digital resources and imagery, in
order to make meaning.
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Translanguaging around and through technology was also viewed in the literature as a
tool for identity formation. Kim (2018) studied the digital media production of a multilingual,
transnational Korean migrant youth across three contexts. She found that translanguaging
differed across the three contexts and constituted the research participants’ “ways of interacting”
with her audience (genre), “ways of representing” particular perspectives (discourses), and
“ways of being” — how her identity was tied to her particular language use (styles) (p. 42). In
Darvin (2019), the multilingual, multimodal translanguaging practices of Filipino high school
students enabled them to retell a problematic narrative from their own perspectives. Several
studies have demonstrated how people’s translanguaging in social media and digital media
practices shape their on and offline identities and help them establish membership in local and
global communities (Ng & Lee, 2019; Schreiber, 2015). Engaging in translanguaging around and
through digital photography and writing also supported critical inquiry about their communities
for emergent bilingual first graders (Martínez-Álvarez & Ghiso, 2017).
When considering translanguaging around and through technology, some studies consider
the contributions to meaning-making of technologies and other elements in the environment. In a
study of multilingual, international undergraduates in Sydney and Tokyo, Otsuji and Pennycook
(2018) call attention to the semiotic resources in people’s everyday learning practices which are
not just embodied by people, but that are embedded in and distributed across the environment
and come together in momentary “semiotic assemblages.” Vogel et al. (2018) also drew on the
concept of the “assemblage” to consider new possibilities in language education. The study
focused on the translanguaging interactions between a 6th grade student who had recently
arrived in New York City from Fu-Zhou, China, and machine translation software. When the
student came together in an assemblage with the Google Translate tool, he developed a method
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for employing it to write text that furthered his own languaging, and which also met his
expectations for accuracy of language in the context of his English class. We called the new
social actions which emerged from the student-machine translation assemblage, “tinkering” and
“evaluating,” arguing that these actions open new opportunities for the teacher to “teach into” —
to recognize and support as legitimate literacy practices.
Overall, the translanguaging literature across educational contexts has demonstrated how
especially emergent bilingual students’ use of their full linguistic, or linguistic and semiotic
repertoires without regard for language conventions and policies, supports their sense-making
about new content areas and language practices, and promotes building connections with people
across language difference. Translanguaging also mediates students’ creative expression in and
outside of school and online, and can support identity formation and critical thinking. This
literature also demonstrates that teachers can design activities that build on students’
translanguaging practices to reach a wide variety of goals.
What is Known About How Students (in General) Language in the Context of Computer
Science Activities?
There is limited research observing the meaning-making practices of bilingual students in
computer science learning. For this, it is valuable to consider the studies that examine the role of
language in computing education in a general sense. Even if these studies do not take up theories
from linguistics fields, they hold clues about how students (and potentially emergent
bi/multilingual students) make meaning thorough talk, the body, and objects in CS education
contexts.
In the “literate programming” philosophy — rooted in the idea that computer programs
are for both humans and machines to read and use — programming involves massaging one’s
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vision and ideas into code that a computer can understand, and in-code text comments that
human programmers can understand (Knuth, 1984). A few studies and influential documents in
CS education find that linguistic forms of language can mediate thought, problem-solving, and
learning throughout this process. The authors of the K-12 CS Education Framework highlighted
“Collaborating Around Computing” — soliciting feedback from diverse groups of stakeholders
and users of a product, and negotiating ideas between collaborators on a CS project — as a core
practice that should be woven into state and local standards for CS education (A Framework for
K-12 Computer Science Education, 2016). The popular “pair programming” technique
recommended in many K-12 CS curricula promotes communication between two people sitting
together at a computer (a “driver” of the computer and a “navigator”). Studies have shown that
certain kinds of collaborative interactions in pair programming can promote persistence in
problem-solving, while other kinds of interactions hinder it (Werner & Denning, 2009). Grover
& Pea (2013b), examined what the authors call “computational discourse” (“an approach where
learners would be introduced to ideas of computer science through… knowledge building
discussions in concert with engaging in computationally rich activities” [p. 724]). It found that
“talk, specifically, when used consciously and productively in an introductory CS curriculum for
young learners can shape the process of development of CT [computational thinking]” (p. 727).
Educators and researchers have also developed frameworks for adults and peers to scaffold
especially students with disabilities’ problem-solving through talk (Lash et al., 2017).
“Communication about computing” is also a core practice identified in the K-12 CS
Education Framework, which advocates that students learn to communicate with diverse
audiences “about the use and effects of computation and the appropriateness of computational
choices” through a variety of media (A Framework for K-12 Computer Science Education,
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2016). Professional programmers use spoken and written forms of language to participate in
computing communities — for example, writing comments in code, creating flow charts and
diagrams, and posting queries on online fora (Vogel, Hoadley, et al., 2020). Youth and novice
programmers do so too — social interactions with others not physically present, mediated
through text comments, code, and tutorials on the Scratch programming platform were found to
support younger students in improving their interactive media projects (Brennan et al., 2011).
Techniques to assess students’ engagement with computational thinking concepts, practices, and
perspectives rooted in artifact-based interview conversation and expression through multiple
modalities such as drawings and design journals have also been developed (Brennan & Resnick,
2012).
The role of objects and the environment in languaging is getting more attention in applied
linguistics and sociolinguistics (Pennycook, 2017a; also see Conceptual Framework), and is a
subject I take up in this work. For this, it is useful to consider how CS education research has
considered computational artifacts in learning and meaning-making. In his seminal book,
Mindstorms: Children, Computers, and Powerful Ideas, one of the inventors of the Logo
programming environment, Seymour Papert, warranted his claim about the value of
programming for children with the argument that MIT’s Logo environment could be a
particularly powerful “object-to-think-with” (Papert, 1980, p. 23, 1987, p. 24). This idea formed
the root of Papert’s broader theory of constructionism — the idea that “learners are particularly
likely to make new ideas when they are actively engaged in making some type of external
artifact — be it a robot, a poem, a sand castle, or a computer program” (Y. B. Kafai & Resnick,
1996, p. 1). Constructionism is grounded in constructivism, a theory articulated in the work of
developmental psychologist Jean Piaget, with whom Papert studied in Vienna (Papert, 1980),
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and earlier by progressive educator and philosopher, John Dewey (Dewey, 1938). Papert was
captivated by Piaget’s idea that children are “builders of their own intellectual structures”
(Papert, 1980, p. 7), and that there is much to learn even from the “false” theories and mental
models that children may develop to explain phenomena (p. 132). Where Papert differed from
Piaget was in considering the role that culture plays in providing the materials and learning
environments that children need to be “builders” of knowledge (p. 161). Computer models,
argued Papert, “seemed able to give concrete form to areas of knowledge that had previously
appeared so intangible and abstract” (p. 23). In this way, Papert’s ideas show some similarities to
developmental psychologist Lev Vygotsky’s ideas about mediators of thinking and development.
“Instrumental / tool mediation” or “the use of artifacts, such as a spoon or a pencil, created
culturally and inherited socially, to engage in human practices” (L. C. Moll, 2014, p. 31) was one
of several “classes of mediators” which Vygotsky argued produced “qualitative transformations
both in individuals and environments” (Moll, 2014, p. 4).13
Papert’s philosophy that powerful learning can result from the making of meaningful
artifacts, especially with a computer — has outlived him. Rather than starting student’s
investigations of math or physics with abstract geometry or algebra problems disconnected from
their experiences, Papert advocated for explorations of math in Logo to begin with what he
called “personally relevant problems,” such as a student’s desire to create a spiral, flowers or
other images on the screen (1980, p. 74). Inspired by this idea, the Maker movement — the
“growing number of people who are engaged in the creative production of artifacts in their daily

13

The others include social mediation (interactions with other human beings, especially interactions whereby social
groups incorporate a person into cultural practices), semiotic mediation (the use of symbol systems, such as
language, writing, art, and mathematics); individual mediation (the person’s subjectivity and agency in mediating his
or her learning activities) (Moll, 2014, p. 31)
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lives and who find physical and digital forums to share their processes and products with others”
(Halverson & Sheridan, 2014, p. 497) — has taken root in informal and formal learning
environments world-wide, including in K-12 CS classrooms where students learn by making
computational artifacts. The creative computing approach (Brennan et al., 2014; Resnick, 2014)
posits that computers and code are akin to paintbrushes, offering students new ways to express
themselves.
From the earliest days of the field, computer science education research has also
recognized a role for the body and embodied sense-making resources to play in CS learning.
Papert, in his writings about the Logo programming environment, discussed “body geometry”:
the way a child might be encouraged by a teacher to “play Turtle,” or to use his or her own
movements through space as a starting point to write code to draw shapes with the Turtle on the
screen.
The child is encouraged to move his or her body as the Turtle on the screen must move in
order to make the desired pattern. For the child who wanted to make a circle, moving in a
circle might lead to a description such as: “When you walk in a circle you take a little
step forward and you turn a little. And you keep doing it.” (Papert, 1980, p. 58)
This quote acknowledges how students draw on experiences moving their bodies and verbalizing
their ideas in order to construct algorithms that they and computers will be able to follow. This
technique carries through to advanced level programming, where sketching and tracing code has
also been found to be a way of distributing cognitive load during problem-solving in
programming (Cunningham et al., 2017).
Similarly noticing connections between programming and embodied semiotic resources,
Jewitt’s analysis of elementary-aged students at work programming a digital game (2013)
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describes how their gestures “on” the screen created an overlayed “imagined space” on the
screen which helped students produce plans for their games, conceive of the movements of
different game elements and to “connect their imagined (idealized) game with the resources of
the application as it ran the program” (p. 27). Popular CS classroom activities for teaching
programming concepts in “unplugged” ways (without a computer) also leverage physical
simulation (Grover et al., 2019). In one well-known challenge, students are asked to instruct their
teacher in making a peanut butter and jelly sandwich — the catch is that the teacher performs the
directions literally, as a robot would (Gama et al., 2019). In one study, 5th grade students who
engaged in “direct embodiment” practices where they traced out the steps of code blocks in
Scratch with their bodies, produced more complex algorithms with conditional structures than
did students who were instructed to simply imagine the steps of the algorithm (Fadjo et al.,
2009). Preliminary research from Rogoff et al. (2019) drawing on frameworks about
collaboration from Alcalá et al. (2018) found that Mexican-heritage pairs of elementary-aged
students working on programming challenges using the Scratch interface collaborated in fluid
synchrony, cuing each other through words, but also gestures and facial expressions, and without
even having to discuss proposals for which telegraphed to their peer what to do next.
In recognizing a role for linguistic and semiotic resources of all kinds to play in
computing, these studies lay a foundation for my dissertation, but do not squarely examine the
intersection of interest: how K-12 bilinguals orchestrate meaning-making resources to participate
in CS ed.
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What is Known About the Language Practices and Translanguaging of Emergent Bilingual
Students in Computer Science Contexts?
While the language and learning practices of bilingual students in computer science
activities and contexts is an under-studied area, there is some research that has addressed aspects
of the topic.
Some studies highlight the linguistic demands of programming a computer for people
new to English. The most versatile and popular programming languages use keywords from what
would be viewed as natural language English (e.g: “if,” “else,” “for,” “print,” and “return” in
Java). Scholarly research (Dasgupta & Hill, 2017; Guo, 2018; Reestman & Dorn, 2019), articles
in the popular press (McCulloch, 2019), fora for programmers (Non-English-Based
Programming Languages | Hacker News, 2019) and even art pieces (Kopfstein, 2013) have
pointed out the challenges that emergent bi/multilingual people new to English face when they
are learning to program. Quantitative research conducted on the Scratch community found that
students across various countries using Scratch in their country’s “local” language incorporated a
wider range of code blocks into their projects than students from those places using the interface
in English (Dasgupta & Hill, 2017). The authors highlighted several limitations of their study,
including assumptions made that Scratch users’ language practices matched the dominant
language of the countries where they were using the software, and that students always used the
interface in just one particular language. These assumptions do not recognize the potential for
Scratch users to exhibit dynamic bilingualism — to engage in translanguaging practices and to
make intentional choices about when and why to use particular languages for the interface, a
topic my dissertation addresses.
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Studies emerging from new research practice partnerships showcase pedagogical
approaches that combine culturally relevant activities with inquiry-based approaches and
language scaffolds to teach particular computational thinking practices and concepts to
multilingual students (Jacob et al., 2018, 2020, 2019). One study described an approach that
encouraged teachers to model vocabulary in everyday terms and engage emergent bi/multilingual
learners in exploratory activities regarding those terms before re-stating “target vocabulary”
around computational thinking and encouraging students “to utilize more academic discourse”
(Jacob et al., 2018, p. 18). This study highlighted how students use “everyday language at varied
levels of sophistication to explain concepts, negotiate code meanings, and propose alternative
solutions” while learning computational thinking (p. 18). While teachers may find the strategies
explored useful, the study is written from a perspective that, while acknowledging a need to
engage students’ cultural backgrounds, emphasizes students’ acquisition of particular language
structures. There is a need in CS education to also interrogate how the concept of academic
language itself can marginalize emergent bi/multilingual students (Flores, 2020), and to
understand and build on students’ diverse language practices.
Some studies on linguistic scaffolding were also conducted in Indian tertiary introductory
CS courses traditionally offered in English. Students in the courses varied in terms of the
language of their prior schooling, with some having attended primary and secondary school in
English, and others in Hindi (Pal & Iyer, 2015b) or Tamil (Soosai Raj et al., 2018). One set of
studies provided lectures and course materials in the form of “screencasts” (tutorials created by
recording an instructor’s screen as they perform tasks with the computer) narrated in Hindi or
English. Students’ programming knowledge was then tested with multiple-choice assessments.
One study found that “Hindi medium students who studied from Hindi screencasts performed as
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well as English medium students who studied from English screencasts. Both groups performed
better than Hindi medium students who studied from English screencasts” (Pal & Iyer, 2015b, p.
17). A similar study (Pal & Iyer, 2015a) divided students who had studied in Hindi-medium
schools into groups, providing either screencasts or in-classroom instruction in Hindi or English,
finding that “when medium of instruction is different from language of K-12 instruction, there is
an adverse impact on learning. However, when self-paced screencast is used instead of
classroom environment, there is a statistically significant improvement in performance” (Pal &
Iyer, 2015a, p. 290). Soosai Raj et al. (2018) built on this research by testing situations where the
instructor intentionally “code-switched” (which authors defined as “alternating between two or
more languages in the same conversation” [p. 418]) and “translanguaged” (which they defined as
doing different aspects of instruction in different languages -- for instance, holding classroom
discussions in one language but exams in another). In this study, first year engineering students
taking a course in data structures were randomly assigned to a control or experimental group.
The control group’s in-person lectures were conducted in English only, while the experimental
group’s lectures were conducted in both English and Tamil. The authors found that more than
90% of the questions asked by students in the experimental group were in Tamil, though they did
not specify how students used language in the control group. The author found that while
students in the experimental group wrote comments on an end-of-course-survey expressing
enjoyment for the bilingual lectures, there were no significant differences between the group’s
growth on the standardized assessment of data structures given in English.
These studies provide tentative evidence for supporting students in CS classrooms using
language practices they are more familiar with. At the same time, they prompt a number of
questions: firstly, the definition of translanguaging employed in Soosai Raj et al. (2018) is based
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on an interpretation of the term that conflates it with code-switching, reifying languages and
ascribing them to particular places and time, thus not reflecting the dynamism inherent in
translanguaging. These studies do not take into account the differing bilingual profiles and
experiences of students. Students are grouped into categories that even the authors acknowledge
may not capture such issues as students’ comfort with English (see Soosai Raj et. al, 2018, p.
422). They rely on standardized tests to assess learning, which may not consider the full range of
students’ understanding of programming concepts, and these assessments – designed to fulfil to
university expectations — are provided only in English, a misalignment with the bilingual
teaching techniques implemented. While we know many students were using Tamil to answer
questions in the study by Soosaj Raj et. al (2018), there are few qualitative details about students’
multilingual and multimodal meaning-making practices.
Some studies have begun to capture those qualitative details. Studying an after-school
programming club which employed bilingual Latinx middle-school students as co-facilitators,
Celedón-Pattichis et al. (2019) argued that students’ translanguaging across subjects, roles, and
life experiences, helped them forge positive STEM identities, shift epistemic, linguistic, and
social power dynamics, and mediated their learning of mathematics, language, and computer
programming. The pilot study for my dissertation, in part captured in Vogel, Hoadley, AscenziMoreno et al. (2019), described and identified patterns in student translanguaging practices. Data
from field notes and transcripts of classroom talk and focus groups suggested four “existence
proof” claims about emergent bilinguals’ translanguaging during computing activities: 1)
students’ translanguaging blurs linguistic, disciplinary, and modal boundaries, 2) computational
literacies are intertwined with students’ other literacies, 3) students’ attitudes about language and
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the contexts around them play a role in their translanguaging, and 4) students translanguage to
engage in specific CT practices.
My dissertation research aims to build on those preliminary findings by viewing
translanguaging as a multimodal, multilingual phenomena. It digs into the implications of
viewing translanguaging as drawing on resources distributed across people, places, objects, in
order to understand the widest range of student-meaning making practices, and to consider not
just what humans contribute to conversations, but also machines and technologies. It also
considers how emergent bi/multilingual students understand their linguistic, semiotic, and
technological choices, bringing their voices into CS for All research. It additionally documents
and interprets what translanguaging looks and sounds during different kinds of computational
literacy activities, specifically in conversations about, with, and through code. Lastly, it builds
theory on the relationships between translanguaging and computational literacies.
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Chapter 3 - Conceptual Framework
Given the interdisciplinary nature of studying emergent bilinguals’ translanguaging
practices in computer science education, I assembled a “bricolage” conceptual framework
(Maxwell, 2012) to guide this dissertation. My particular lenses were informed by a long history
of educational research involving emergent bilingual and other students embodying nondominant racial, gender, and class identities — much of it misguided. In the educational
linguistics and language fields, that research has often been rooted in structuralist language
ideologies developed during colonial and modernist periods, and as such, has treated the
language diversity of especially “language minoritized” emergent bilingual students — those
with non-dominant racial backgrounds, immigration statuses, and socioeconomic backgrounds
(Flores, 2020) — as a “problem” to be solved (Ruíz, 1984; Valencia, 2010). The enactment of
these ideologies in educational research, policy, and pedagogy has lowered the quality of the
education that students have experienced and has made students less able to realize the benefits
of their bi/multilingualism (García, 2009).
I also kept in mind the problematic assumptions undergirding much educational research
on equity and social justice issues in STEM and technology fields. Barton (1998) found that
research within the Science for All movement could be bucketed into three categories focusing
on (1) availability of resources, (2) access to the community of science, and (3) culturally
relevant teaching. She critiqued those approaches, arguing that simply focusing on equal access
and opportunity would lead to blaming poor performance on the students themselves, or would
advance a view that students’ languages and cultures were potential barriers between student and
school-based knowledge. Even research on culturally relevant activities, which incorporate
students’ ways of knowing, languages, and cultures could still run the risk of advancing the idea
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that to “do” science, students must construct a static, master-narrative of “science” abstracted
from local context.
Within the last decades, researchers and educators have taken up approaches that have
called attention to language minoritized emergent bilingual students’ dynamic translanguaging
practices, treating them as resources in education (García & Kleyn, 2016; García & Li Wei,
2014), instead casting critiques on the institutions and systems that are “listening” to students
(Flores & Rosa, 2015). Other approaches have similarly decentered whiteness and other
traditionally empowered subject positions, to focus on documenting, celebrating, and critically
engaging with students’ cultural, racial, and other identities in research and in practice (e.g.
González et al., 2006; Gutiérrez & Rogoff, 2003; Ladson-Billings, 2014; Paris & Alim, 2014). In
scholarship in STEM fields guided by those approaches, attention has been paid to a line of
inquiry that Barton (1998) had urged science educators and researchers to explore: how
traditionally excluded groups’ participation in STEM can transform school disciplines and
schooling. Those projects sought to recognize the ways that students and their communities
already “do” math, science, and technology, and how traditional ways of thinking about the
object of study in school-based education shift as students and communities with different core
commitments take up, adapt, and enact STEM curricula.
The conceptual framework of this dissertation was designed in the spirit of those projects
and approaches. Rather than analyze classroom interactions to evaluate an intervention for its
ability to “bring” emergent bilingual students to a static entity called “CS,” this project views
learning and literacy as participation in social practices and recognizes the social and political
dimensions of learning language and computing (Vygotsky, 1987; Street, 1983; New London
Group, 1996; Gee, 2015; Lave & Wenger, 2001). For this, it documents students’ participation in
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computational literacies — social processes involving creating and communicating about, with,
and through computational artifacts (like code, datasets, and models) for particular purposes, in
the context of particular communities — a flexible construct which recognizes how students are
shaped by, and might come to shape CS discourses. This dissertation is also guided by various
conceptions of and around the theory of translanguaging (Flores & Rosa, 2015; García & Li Wei,
2014; Hua et al., 2019; Li Wei, 2018; Otheguy et al., 2015; Pennycook, 2017a, 2017b), which I
synthesize as: how especially bi/multilingual people orchestrate a range of resources, including
those embodied, embedded, and distributed across people, places, and objects (e.g. linguistic,
technological, semiotic resources) for making meaning and communicating, fluidly and flexibly,
in ways that defy named language and other traditional categories and conventions. This theory
allows me to surface and validate how bilingual students make meaning and communicate as
they participate in computational literacies.
As a bilingual person, a technology user and creator, and an educator, I have had a
chance to live these theories in addition to read about them. Even as these theories originated in
different fields of study, they have similar embedded assumptions about meaning-making which
index sociocultural lenses on learning. Below, I foreshadow that common thread, and then
describe how I conceive of computational literacies and translanguaging. This study also
required me to consider translanguaging in the context of interactions between and among
humans and computers, and for this, in the last section of this chapter, I put those theories of
language in conversation with theories about human-computer interaction.
A Sociocultural Approach to Learning
Sociocultural learning theories trace their origins to the work of Soviet psychologist Lev
Vygotsky. Vygotsky believed development and learning are fundamentally about internalizing
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social functions, particularly through interactions with “more competent” members of culture.
By “internalizing,” Vygotsky does not mean that children or learners copy in a rote, mechanical
way the actions of those that interact with them, but rather, that they “transform the internalized
interaction on the basis of their own characteristics, experiences, existing knowledge” and in so
doing, reorganize their mental structures in relation to each other (Tudge & Scrimsher, 2003, p.
213). In Vygotsky’s theory, learners have the agency to transform knowledge and to create
themselves as subjects in the process (L. C. Moll, 2014, p. 30). At the same time, by recognizing
that learning is shaped by social circumstance, sociocultural learning theories leave room for
considering the ways in which learning is subject to political questions, such as “where the
cultural tools that shape cognition come from and whether they are accessed in equal or unequal
ways in the contemporary world” (Wersch, [2010] as cited in Moll [2014, p. 32]).
The Object of Study: Computational Literacies
There are many ways to conceive of what constitutes the object of study in computer
science at the K-12 level. The Computer Science Teaching Association defines computer science
as: “[T]he study of computers and algorithmic processes, including their principles, their
hardware and software designs, their [implementation], and their impact on society” (Tucker et.
al, 2003, p. 6). This definition distinguishes computer science from other types of technology
education. CS ed is not computer literacy, typically associated with basic courses teaching
students how to use programs and applications like Word or PowerPoint: computer science is
about creating those programs and applications. Nor is it simply educational technology, which
emphasizes harnessing digital tools to support students’ learning of other disciplines; though CS
concepts and practices can be integrated into math, science, language arts, and other subjects.
While CS ed may result in deeper understanding of the digital world, CS is not purely digital
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citizenship education (focused on responsible use of technology) or information technology (a
more career-focused field emphasizing the installation and operation of computers and networks)
(A Framework for K-12 Computer Science Education, 2016).
In this work, I define the object of study in CS education as promoting students’
participation in computational literacies: social processes of creating and communicating about,
with, and through computational artifacts (like code, datasets, and models) for particular
purposes, in the context of particular discourse communities. I came to this conception of the
term through work with the PiLaCS team (Vogel, Hoadley, Ascenzi-Moreno, et al., 2019; Vogel,
Hoadley, et al., 2020), a review of literature from sociocultural learning theory (discussed
above), New Literacy Studies (Gee, 2015; Knobel & Lankshear, 2007; Street, 1984, 1993),
multiliteracies (New London Group, 1996), and my own experiences. To start with my own
experiences, as a teen, I tinkered with code to create websites for a purpose: so that my friends
could have a place to publish their poetry and stories. As an after-school digital media program
provider, I never taught students to code for the sake of it. Students learned certain
computational practices or concepts because creating games or projects with those tools would
help them meaningfully engage with discourse communities ranging from game designers and
community activists, to their own peer groups and families.
While this definition of computational literacies is shared by those working in our
PiLaCS research practice partnership, it is a fairly new concept in the field. “Computer literacy”
in everyday parlance in the 1980s was “essentially a technological determinist concept” (Tyner,
1998, p. 77) which stressed a general understanding of how computers work and how to use
information productivity tools (like Word and Excel) (Tyner, 1998 citing S. Sutton, 1994). Over
time, this notion of “literacy” vis a vis computing shifted in the computing education literature.
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DiSessa coined the term “computational literacy” to describe the ways that computing generated
new kinds of “literatures,” ways of knowing, thinking, learning, and representing knowledge that
change how people relate to each other and act on the world (Bilkstein, 2018).
My dissertation work and the PiLaCS project take diSessa’s ideas a step further, aligning
computational literacies more explicitly with ideas from New Literacy Studies and
multiliteracies literature. New Literacy Studies emerged in the late 1980s arguing that reading
and writing are social, political, cultural and ideological practices (Street, 1984; Street, 1993;
Knobel & Lankshear, 2007). Multiliteracies — as posited in a paper by the New London Group’s
(1996) — argued that the diverse and rich multilingual practices of people in the 21st century, as
well as our increasing use of digital technologies to communicate and make meaning, imply not
one static, standard “Literacy,” but domain and context-specific “multiliteracies.” To be
“multiliterate” means negotiating and producing multilingual and multimedia representations
appropriate to various domains, such as particular cultural, civic, professional, or affinity groups,
and specialized fields (Gee, 2015; Knobel & Lenkshear, 2007). This theory has driven trends in
K-12 language arts, where there are efforts to support the evolution of the writer’s workshop to
include not just how students “write” but how they “compose” multilingual and multimodal
products (Hicks, 2009).
Taking a literacy perspective in CS education has a few implications. Many scholars and
educators have framed CS education as “computational thinking” (CT). While the definition of
CT is contested (Grover & Pea, 2013a), most definitions pose a set of specific cognitive
problem-solving concepts and practices that students should be exposed to in computing
education (eg: debugging, abstraction, algorithm design). A literacies-based approach recognizes
the utility of these practices and concepts but does not frame the object of CS education around
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them. Instead, the goal for learning becomes engaging in ever more meaningful conversations in
a community or discipline where people employ computing practices and concepts alongside
other linguistic and semiotic resources to accomplish authentic work and communication (Vogel,
Hoadley, et al., 2020). As Kafai and Burke put it, “we need to move beyond seeing programming
as an individualistic act and begin to understand it as a communal practice that reflects how
students today can participate in their communities” (2014, p. 128). Framing CS as
computational literacies recognizes there are a diverse range of situated, context and communitybased skills and knowledge that become necessary for people to learn thanks to the growing
pervasiveness of computing in our lives. The “situated” and “critical” framings of computational
thinking as articulated by Kafai et al. (2019) are compatible with this computational literacies
framing because of the ways they situate computing in the social, not just the cognitive. Like
translanguaging, the notion of computational literacies emphasizes a sociocultural view of
learning, where students learn by internalizing interactions with “more competent others” —
peers, community mentors, teachers, video tutorials, texts, etc. This aspect of PiLaCS’ argument,
captured in Vogel, Hoadley, Ascenzi-Moreno et al., (2019) and Vogel et al. (2020), is also
influenced by Donald Knuth’s “literate programming” philosophy (1984) which views
programming as not just the mere construction of code for a computer to execute, but as a
process resulting in texts humans will read, write, and discuss, just as people interact around
other texts.
The PiLaCS project and my dissertation research follow the work of many others in CS
education who have centered the social and political nature of learning computing, including the
culturally relevant (Goode & Margolis, 2011) and responsive (Eglash et al., 2013; Scott et al.,
2015) approaches. Where our project innovates is in extending notions of culturally relevant and
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responsive computing to consider the role that emergent bilingual students’ diverse linguistic and
semiotic repertoires play in computational literacies (Vogel, Hoadley, Ascenzi-Moreno, et al.,
2019).
A computational literacy view of CS education has a number of key implications for my
study:
● A computational literacies approach views code as one meaning-making resource among
many. People can create and communicate about, with, and through code.
● A computational literacies approach broadens my gaze as a researcher. I pay attention to
students’ languaging as they engage in practices that would be recognized as
“computational thinking” (drawing on the definition of CT offered by Brennan et. al.
[n.d.]), but will also notice how students engage in literacies that are nevertheless still
part of the conversation, for example, selecting and justifying their use of particular code
blocks, sounds, text, images, and so forth to communicate particular ideas through their
projects (Vogel, Hoadley, Ascenzi-Moreno, et al., 2019).
Translanguaging
In many definitions, translanguaging refers to how especially bilingual people fluidly use
linguistic, social, and semiotic resources from a singular repertoire — often without regard to
named language categories and dominant language practices — to make meaning and
communicate (García & Li Wei, 2014; Otheguy, García & Reid, 2015). I came across the theory
of translanguaging for the first time when I taught a Foundations of Bilingual Education course
at Hunter College in 2013. Discovering translanguaging put a name to a concept I have lived
throughout my life. As a white American who learned Spanish in school, my language practices
with English and Spanish are often recognized as “appropriate,” and are even celebrated in most
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contexts, no matter their form or content (Flores & Rosa, 2015). Even as I cannot identify with
the marginalization that many language minoritized emergent bilingual students experience, I
can identify with the theory’s underlying premise that language use and learning are dynamic
processes. My family peppers our conversations with what society would call Yiddish, Hebrew,
Syrian, and Italian words and phrases, markers of my parents’ and grandparents’ experiences
with migration, war, and colonization. I learned to use Spanish in a non-linear fashion, to some
extent through drilling verb conjugations at school, but mostly through friendships in New York
City, and navigating study, work and travel abroad, drawing on context, genre, body language,
gestures, and technology to help me.
My experiences with what I would come to know as “translanguaging” deepened when I
became a bilingual teacher at an East Harlem public school. I worked with an exceptionally
diverse group of students. Students used language fluidly in their daily lives — saying and
writing words that society would call Spanish, English, Zapotec and Garifuna. Their language
repertoires were shaped by experiences such as crossing the US-Mexico border, listening to
reggaeton and hip-hop, watching internet memes, and gaming. Students shined the most when
they were encouraged to draw on all of these experiences and their accompanying literacies and
language features for school learning. Given the pressures of testing and accountability at the
public school where I worked, students’ language practices were often viewed through deficitbased lenses, and opportunities to leverage those kinds of meaningful learning experiences were
limited.
I learned that the diverse ways that especially bilingual people make meaning was termed
translanguaging around the same time that I began work as a facilitator of digital media afterschool programs at the non-profit Global Kids. These environments placed less pressure on
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students and adults to perform to a particular norm, and for this, I noticed emergent bilingual
students using their full repertoires to create and share technology projects with broader
audiences, incorporating practices learned at home, school, and community, as well as code and
digital media interfaces. I imagined that centering emergent bilingual students’ diverse
languaging practices in the design of CS learning environments, might not just broaden
participation in CS education, but could also transform what counts as CS education in the
process, making it truly a tool for social justice.
Today, translanguaging is at the core of my conceptual framework. I describe its
foundational elements, connections to theories that deepen its lens on emergent bilingual
language minoritized students, how it has been applied in teaching and learning. 14
Foundational Definitions
Undergirding all studies in bilingual education are assumptions about what it means to be
bilingual. These assumptions are key to surface in research because they shape how data is
gathered and interpreted and ultimately, how studies are framed for practitioners, policy-makers,
and communities. Structuralist language ideologies developed during colonial and modernist
periods have been traditionally dominant in the study of language. Those ideologies privilege
Western European notions of “one language, one people” and reinforce the power of stateendorsed named languages (Makoni & Pennycook, 2007). These language hierarchies and
ideologies precipitated dominant models of bilingualism throughout the 20th century, which
characterized named languages as static, standardized competencies one might “acquire.”
Working within modernist notions of whole, pure languages, Lambert (1973) characterized
language education for bilingual populations as following a “subtractive” or “additive” model.
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Portions of this section appeared in Vogel & García (2017) and are used or adapted with permissions.
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Subtractive bilingualism was characterized by the bilingual speaker’s replacement of their
minoritized language with the society’s dominant language. The subtractive model has been
imposed upon many indigenous and low-income racial- and language-minoritized peoples all
over the world. For the elite, privileged members of society, and in periods and places
characterized by linguistic tolerance, an “additive” model of bilingualism has been more
accepted. In this model, a person (usually a member of the language majority group in society)
who is already “proficient” in one language adds a second language to their repertoire,
maintaining both. While the additive model may demonstrate more respect for the language
perceived as an individual’s first language, like the subtractive model, it operates within a
monolingual and monoglossic frame of reference. Bilinguals are expected to be balanced, and
operate as two monolinguals in one (Grosjean, 2012); that is, they are assumed to perform
exactly as would a monolingual speaker of each language.
Despite the fact that the complex multilingualism of Asians and Africans has ancient
roots (see, e.g., Canagarajah & Liyanage, 2012; Khubchandani, 1997), sociolinguistic studies in
the West have only recently taken a multilingual turn (May, 2013), as globalization and mass
migration have made obvious the “superdiverse” linguistic environments in which speakers
operate (Arnaut et al., 2015; Blommaert, 2010; Jørgensen, 2008). Both the subtractive and
additive models have proved insufficient to account for the nonlinear ways that bilinguals, and
many linguistically minoritized people actually use and acquire language, an observation which
led García (2009) to propose that bilingualism might be better perceived as dynamic. Given that
bilinguals’ language practices are learned in specific social contexts and are “multiple and ever
adjusting to the multilingual multimodal terrain of the communicative act” (García, 2009, p. 53),
individuals’ languaging repertoires are unique to them.
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These theories have prompted scholars to devise and amplify models of education which
question the tradition of language separation in bilingual contexts. In Wales, educator Cen
Williams first coined the term translanguaging (in Welsh) to refer to pedagogical practices in
which English and Welsh were used for different activities and purposes (i.e., reading in one
language, writing in another). Colin Baker (2001) then translated the term into English as
translanguaging. In studying bilingualism in education throughout the world, García (2009) used
the term translanguaging to refer to how bilingual people fluidly use their linguistic resources—
without regard to named language categories—to make meaning and communicate.
Translanguaging is not just something bilinguals do when they feel they are lacking words or
phrases needed to express themselves in a monolingual environment. The trans- prefix
communicates the ways that multilingual people’s language practices in fact “go beyond” use of
state-endorsed named language systems (García & Li Wei, 2014, p. 42; Li Wei, 2011).
There are three core premises that undergird translanguaging theory, derived from
(Otheguy, García & Reid, 2015):
1. It posits that individuals select and deploy features from a unitary linguistic repertoire in
order to communicate.
2. It takes up a perspective on bi- and multilingualism that privileges speakers’ own
dynamic linguistic and semiotic practices above the named languages of nations and
states.
3. It still recognizes the material effects of socially constructed named language categories
and structuralist language ideologies, especially for minoritized language speakers.
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Taken together, these premises seek to challenge previous models of bi- and multilingualism,
and in so doing, to elevate the status of individuals and peoples whose language practices have
been traditionally minoritized and labeled as being “non-standard.”
To elaborate on the first point, the theory of translanguaging posits that all speakers have
a singular linguistic repertoire composed of features that are selected and deployed in different
contexts (Otheguy, García, & Reid, 2015). This is a departure from previous conceptualizations
of bilingualism which argued that bilinguals had two separate language systems in their minds
that corresponded to nationally sanctioned, standard, named languages, such as English, French,
Chinese, etc. Translanguaging theory, in relying on a conceptualization of bilingualism as
dynamic, argues that there are not two interdependent language systems that bilinguals shuttle
between, but rather one semiotic system integrating various lexical, morphological, and
grammatical linguistic features in addition to social practices and features individuals “embody
(e.g., their gestures, their posture), as well as those outside of themselves which through use
become part of their bodily memory (e.g., computer technology)” (García & Kleifgen, 2018).
People deploy those multimodal features under different circumstances and to accomplish
different communicative and expressive ends (García & Li Wei, 2014). Those linguistic and
communicative features are learned dynamically through an individual’s activities and
experiences in the physical and social world.
To make this argument, translanguaging theory draws a distinction between the way
society labels and views an individual’s use of two named languages (the external perspective),
and the way a speaker actually appropriates and uses language features (the internal perspective)
(Otheguy, García, & Reid, 2015). Traditional conceptions, such as “Language 1 (L1)” and
“Language 2 (L2),” “native speaker,” the notion of the pure, static “language,” and even named
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languages such as “French,” “Spanish,” and “Hindi,” are common terms society uses to describe
people’s language practices, but translanguaging researchers argue that these are social
constructions and not linguistic facts (Duchêne & Heller, 2007; Otheguy et al., 2015).
Individuals primarily consider context and purpose in selecting what features to use when—for
instance, for bilingual communities in the United States it becomes sometimes necessary to use
features from what is called the English language; other times, features from what societies call
the Spanish, Chinese, Haitian Creole, Korean, and other languages are more appropriate or
purposeful. Often, because of the dynamism of language in use, the features people deploy
cannot be described by any one particular external label—their practices go beyond such
language categories and people translanguage.
The internal/external distinction made within translanguaging theory is especially useful
when describing bilinguals’ language practices. From an external perspective, which takes stock
in socially constructed linguistic categories, when bilinguals select and deploy features without
regard to named language categories, it appears as if they are using two separate codes to
communicate, or are code-switching. Taking the internal view, however, bilinguals’ flexible and
fluid use of language is recognized as going beyond the socially constructed boundaries of
named languages, and is thus termed translanguaging (García & Li Wei, 2014; Otheguy, García,
& Reid, 2015). This particular aspect of the conceptualization of translanguaging has been
misunderstood with some equating translanguaging to code-switching even though the two
concepts were found to be epistemologically at odds. While code-switching preserves named
language categories intact, translanguaging theory dismantles named language categories and
takes up an internal perspective to describe the languaging of speakers who are said to be
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bilingual or multilingual (García & Kleyn, 2016; García & Li Wei, 2014; Otheguy, García, &
Reid, 2015).
Some scholars prefer the term “languaging,” which attempts to dismantle all distinctions
and categories between meaning-making forms (Makoni & Pennycook, 2007). Translanguaging
theory also aims to dismantle socially constructed linguistic categories, but the “trans-” in
translanguaging recognizes these categories’ real material effects by highlighting that while all
people translanguage, bilingual and minoritized language users’ language practices are especially
marked in society for the ways they “go beyond” entrenched and traditional named language
categories (García & Li Wei, 2014). In this dissertation, I use the term “languaging” or
“language practices” to refer to meaning-making and communication in general, and
“translanguaging” to emphasize how society often views the fluid languaging and language
practices especially of bi/multilingual people as defying and going beyond traditional
conventions, categories, and borders.
Translanguaging in Teaching and Learning
Even as translanguaging represents a radical shift in how people view language, when
applied in educational contexts as translanguaging pedagogy, this theory is quite practical —
recognizing the ways that society’s dominant language ideologies have real material effects for
speakers (Vogel & García, 2017), and calling for learning environments where students learn to
negotiate different purposes and contexts for languaging. As a pedagogy, translanguaging guides
researchers and educators to notice and leverage students’ practices with language, considering
their dynamic bilingual profiles (García et al., 2017) rather than a monolithic notion of their
“cultural learning styles” (Gutiérrez & Rogoff, 2003). For this, translanguaging pedagogy shares
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the focus of asset-based approaches that urge teachers to deeply consider students’ funds of
knowledge in designing learning experiences and pedagogies (L. Moll et al., 2005, p. 133).
Translanguaging has a role to play in understanding learning, especially when learning is
viewed from a Vygotskian sociocultural perspective. As García and Li Wei (2014) write in their
volume, Translanguaging: Language, Bilingualism, and Education:
According to sociocultural theory (Vygotsky, 1978), knowledge is acquired
interpersonally, that is, in relationships with others and the world, before it becomes
internalized. And thus, translanguaging is also important for metatalk (talk about talk),
metacognition (talk about the task), and whispered private speech (Kibler, 2010), all
essential for learning. By using translanguaging learners can extend their zone of
proximal development. (Lantolf, 2000) (p. 81)
The role of translanguaging as a mediator for thinking and learning is captured in the literature
around pupil-directed translanguaging (Lewis et al., 2012). Contrasted with monolingual
immersion classrooms where emergent bilingual students may just be copying information they
do not understand, when students are given the opportunity to make meaning of a text through
translanguaging they must actually “process” and “digest” the subject matter (Baker, 2011, p.
289). While not officially called “translanguaging,” the approach to bilingual writing developed
by Fu (2003, 2009), also puts student thinking through writing at the center of practice: “If we let
our students express themselves and present their ideas in their primary language, we give them
opportunities to continue the development of their thinking. With this development
uninterrupted, they are able to write well in a second language once they develop proficiency in
it” (2003, p. 74).
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Translanguaging and Multimodality
Just as with any popular theory, there are many incarnations and iterations of the term.
Much research on translanguaging and learning documents evidence of alternation between
named languages — an approach which narrows what “counts” as translanguaging to a binary
judgment (yes, there are multiple languages present, or no). This approach is more consistent
with research on “code-switching” — a theory which describes bilinguals’ communication from
a lens that privileges named languages, and which translanguaging has sought to interrogate by
highlighting the experiences of language users (Otheguy, García & Reid, 2015). Instead, my
study is guided by more expansive interpretations of translanguaging that make space for a range
of dynamic language practices, including going between
different modalities (speaking, writing, signing, listening, reading, remembering) and
going beyond them. It includes the full range of linguistic performances of multilingual
language users for purposes that transcend the combination of structures, the alternation
between systems, the transmission of information and the representation of values,
identities and relationships. (Li Wei, 2011 p. 1223)
This definition of translanguaging emphasizes the range of meaning-making resources people
draw upon in learning.
This is an idea present in the sociocultural learning theories literature as well. Luis Moll,
a scholar of culture, psychology and education who has applied Vygotskian theories to the
education of Latinx children, notes five “classes of mediators” which produce “qualitative
transformations both in individuals and environments” (2014, p. 4). Those mediators include
social mediation (e.g. interaction with other human beings), instrumental/tool mediation (e.g. the
use of artifacts), semiotic mediation (e.g. the use of symbol systems like language or art), and
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individual mediation (e.g. a person’s subjectivity and agency). Students’ learning and languaging
in computer science contexts cannot be understood divorced from the other people, artifacts, and
technologies in their learning environments. For this, I am attracted to conceptualizations of
translanguaging that emphasize the multimodal and social dimensions of meaning-making.
Definitions of translanguaging that consider the role of meaning making resources
beyond the purely linguistic draw on research and theory in the field of multimodalities (Kress,
2003; Jewitt, 2008). A “mode” in this research refers to the “socially shaped, culturally available
material resources” (Bezemer and Kress, 2015, p. 7) that people draw upon in “ensembles” to
communicate — for example, voice, gaze, gesture, photography, video, etc. Bezemer and Kress
argue that all modes offer different potentials for meaning making, which depend on the material
qualities and the conventions by which a mode has been historically used.
People have always made meaning through modes beyond speech, but rapid
technological change brought on by globalization has underscored the need to consider digital
media and modes in research. The modes we use for communication and learning have
fundamentally transformed in the last decades. A useful theory to help understand the
multiplicity of ways people make meaning, is the concept of the communicative repertoire
(Rymes, 2014), defined as:
[T]he collection of ways an individual uses language and other means of communication
(gestures, dress, posture, accessories) to function effectively in the multiple communities
in which they participate. (p. 117)
The communicative repertoire encompasses language, but also “media references, rejuvenalia,
ways of telling stories, interactional routines” (p. 116).
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Building on this work in multimodalities and communicative repertoires, new
conceptualizations of translanguaging emphasize that people draw on resources “that they
embody (e.g., their gestures, their posture), as well as those outside of themselves which through
use become part of their bodily memory (e.g., computer technology)” (García & Kleifgen, 2018).
The work of Li Wei (2018) and Pennycook (2017a, 2017b) similarly expand what “counts” as
languaging. They draw on the work of theorists such as Thibault (2017), who defines languaging
as a process whereby language agents coordinate and orchestrate “diverse material, biological,
semiotic and cognitive properties and capacities” in their environments “in real-time and across a
diversity of timescales” (Thibault, 2017, p. 82). Li Wei (2018, p. 17) summarizes Thibault’s
work:
...it advocates a radically different view that the novice does not ‘acquire’ language, but
rather ‘they adapt their bodies and brains to the languaging activity that surrounds them’,
and in doing so, ‘they participate in cultural worlds and learn that they can get things
done with others in accordance with the culturally promoted norms and values.’ (Thibault
2017: 76)
This view is also consistent with Vygotsky’s viewpoints about learning in general being a
process of internalizing social interaction.
The conceptions of translanguaging I have discussed in the previous sections have
informed my approach to this study in a few key ways. As I analyze how emergent bilinguals use
language to participate in computational literacies, these theories help me...
● notice a wider range of meaning-making practices of emergent bilingual students,
including linguistic, embodied, semiotic
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● consider how students’ unique repertoires have been shaped by particular experiences
interactions, and social histories
● notice when deficit-based views of student populations operate to marginalize students
for their language practices
Translanguaging, “Second-order languaging” and “the White Listening Subject”
People may draw on multiple kinds of languaging resources to make meaning, but society
plays a role in determining which kinds of resources are available and which language practices
are considered powerful and legible. All people may engage in what Thibault calls first-order
languaging — which “includes a whole range of bodily resources that are assembled and
coordinated in languaging events together with external (extrabodily) aspects of situations,
environmental affordances, artifacts, technologies” (Thibault, 2011, p. 7) — but they will still be
judged against what he calls “second-order languages,” constructs comprised of those patterns
that emerge from cultural dynamics and which get sedimented as normative. We can see this
dynamic at work when teachers ask students to use particular kinds of “accountable talk” frames
during classroom conversations so their practices might be read as “academic.” Second-order
languaging often constrains first-order languaging dynamics.
Some “second-order languaging” practices have become enmeshed with ideologies
concerning racial, class, and gender superiority. Those ideologies which reinforce the racial
status of speakers have been called raciolinguistic ideologies (Alim et al., 2016; Flores & Rosa,
2015). Such ideologies are perpetuated when people and institutions take up the position of a
“white listening subject” which perceives racialized (especially Black and Brown) bodies as
languaging in nonstandard ways, no matter the content or form of their communicative acts
(Flores & Rosa, 2015). This ideology can be traced back to European colonization of the
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Americas, Africa, and Asia, which imposed structuralist language ideologies privileging Western
European notions of “one language, one people,” reinforced the power of state-endorsed standard
named languages (Makoni & Pennycook, 2007), and drew connections between racialized bodies
and sub-standard language practices (Quijano, 2000; Veronelli, 2015).
The legacy of this period lives on. Scholarly literature has highlighted the process by
which some emergent bilinguals come to be “language minoritized” in society (García, 2009;
Flores & Rosa, 2015), meaning, unlike white American students, language minoritized students’
bilingualism is viewed as a problem for institutions to “fix,” rather than as an asset or resource.
Students’ language practices are thus perceived as deviant or “inappropriate” even as
bi/multilingualism is the norm around the world. The enactment of raciolinguistic ideologies in
policy and pedagogy shape the extent to which students can realize the benefits of their
education (García, 2009; Flores & Rosa, 2015). Translanguaging theory counters ideologies that
position particular languages as superior to others and the language practices of monolinguals as
superior to those who are said to speak with linguistic resources that go beyond the strict
boundaries of named languages. For this, translanguaging is viewed as a theory crafted in
solidarity with minoritized language users (García et al., 2012).
In this dissertation, I use the term emergent bi/multilingual to refer to the student research
participants in order to highlight their dynamic bi/multilingualism. I also recognize the ways that
the system has minoritized these students for how their language practices intersect with their
identities as Latinx, African, or Middle Eastern, Black and Brown, low-income, recent
immigrants, and for this, at times use the term “language minoritized” to refer to them.
Translanguaging’s intersections with the theory of raciolinguistic ideologies will help me
notice...
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● How raciolinguistic and other dominant language ideologies manifest in pedagogy,
policy, expectation setting, and other elements of computing activities and also broader
school life
● How students resist and/or critique dominant language ideologies enacted in software and
technologies, their school, and other communities.
Translanguaging and Technology
My study considers how students translanguage about, with, and through computers and
computational artifacts. For this, considering the role of technologies in interactions is key. To
arrive at a frame for analysis for these aspects, I have drawn on and re-worked theories from the
fields of science, technology and society studies, sociolinguistics and applied linguistics. These
theories have all considered concepts from actor-network theory (ANT) (Latour, 1992) as they
interpret the interrelationships between humans, objects, and technologies, and attempt to
recognize the contributions of human and non-human entities in analyses of phenomena in their
respective fields. However, theories from both fields raise key questions about ANT’s
assumption that human and non-human actors should be viewed as symmetrical or “ontologically
equivalent in potential power and importance in their connects and effects” (Fenwick et al.,
2011, p. 98). Below, I explore engagements with Latour’s ANT in Science, Technology and
Society, and then sociolinguistics / applied linguistics. My study acknowledges the contributions
of theories derived from ANT without accepting all of its assumptions.
From “Affordances” to “Assemblages”: Theories from Science, Technology and Society
Theories in the field of science, technology and society studies use the concept of
“affordances” to describe humans’ interactions with technologies. These theories have
traditionally oscillated between privileging the contributions of things/machines and those of
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humans (Blewett & Hugo, 2016). One recent trend in affordance theory sits “in-between” these
extremes: “social affordances of objects emerge from the relationship between these abstract,
functionally defined properties of the perceiver and the environment” (Schmidt, 2007, p. 142, as
cited in Blewett & Hugo, 2016, p. 64). This definition draws on the work of French sociologist
Bruno Latour, whose actor network theory (ANT) (1992) viewed the social as “assemblages”:
connections and associations between material and non-material entities. Latour theorized that
when entities come together in assemblages, a process called translation occurs — when entities
“change one another in the process of forming links” (Fenwick et al., 2011, p. 98) in
unpredictable, dynamic ways. Individual entities are “actors” exerting force within these
networks, and are also “actants” being worked over by actors. In addition, the entire network or
assemblage of actors and actants itself is an actor, capable of exerting force and doing work in
the world (Fenwick et al., 2011). ANT’s notion of the assemblage opens up possibilities for
focusing not just on what on technologies offer people, or what people perceive about the uses of
a technology, but also on the “sociomaterial, on the interconnections between human and nonhuman entities” (Blewett & Hugo, 2016, p. 68), and the “minute negotiations” taking place
between and among actors and actants (ibid p. 69) when they come together. Latour arrived at
the idea that studying the “in-between” helps account for the dynamism of the relationships
between humans and technologies.15
Wholeheartedly adopting ANT means reckoning with a key assumption: ANT treats “all
human/non-human entities as effects performed in relations, thereby decentering human
intention and agency as the engine of society and history” (Fenwick et al., 2011, p. 96). Latour
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Social theories that are guided by notions of the “in-between” have been advanced by many scholars and writers,
especially feminist women of color who have drawn on lived experiences at literal and figurative borderlands
(Anzaldua, 1987).
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called this assumption symmetry — that “all things are assumed to be capable of exerting force
and joining together, changing and being changed by each other” (Fenwick et al., 2011, p. 96).
Scholars using ANT are “charged to genuinely represent human and non-human entities as
ontologically equivalent in potential power and importance in their connects and effects”
(Fenwick et al., 2011, p. 98). The notion of “symmetry” makes the theory useful for those who
study how networks of things and people exert force in our world. The conception also brings the
environment and animals into social sciences after centuries of Western thought privileging
narrow conceptions of the human (European white male property owners) over all other people
and entities.16
But the assumption of symmetry in ANT also raises uncomfortable questions for me. The
research questions of my study cast students as agents and tune in to their practices as sensemakers, learners, and creators, even in moments when they come into assemblages with
computers and technology. As Fenwick et al. (2011) put it: “how can human subjectivity and
meaning-making be set aside to consider humans as entities on par with non-human elements?”
(p. 98). Scholars who use ANT are asked to walk a tight line between representing humans and
non-human entities as “ontologically equivalent” but without “erasing distinctions, flattening
political hierarchies and inequitable distributions, or failing to account for interests, imagination
and subjectivity” (Fenwick et al., 2011, p. 98). These questions related to the challenges of
distributing agency have also surfaced in theories from sociolinguistics and applied linguistics
(Pennycook, 2017a) that have drawn on Latour’s ideas.
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Some posthumanist scholars evoke or build on worldviews and traditions of indigenous peoples who have long
acknowledged the connectedness of humans, animals, the land, and nature, though many have also come under fire
for erasing those worldviews and traditions (Pennycook, 2017a; Todd, 2016)
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Semiotic Assemblages: Theories from Sociology of Language, Applied Linguistics
Theorists in applied linguistics such as Li Wei (2018) and Pennycook (Pennycook,
2017a, 2017b) have also used Latourian concepts of the “assemblage” to expand what “counts”
as languaging, considering the roles that objects and technologies play. Pennycook’s studies of
linguistically diverse urban environments (Pennycook, 2017b) suggest that important to
languaging is not just what speakers say, but how their linguistic resources are “interwoven” in
transitory and emergent “semiotic assemblages” with other “momentary material and semiotic
resources that intersect at a given place and time” (2017b, p. 280), including those “embodied,
embedded, [and] distributed” (p. 276) across people, places, and objects. Pennycook does this
work to urge applied linguists “we cannot merely add more semiotic items to our translinguistic
inventories, but need instead to seek out a way of grasping the relationships among a range of
forms of semiosis” (2017b, p 269).
Some of Pennycook’s work to acknowledge the role that artifacts, technologies, place,
history, animals and other features of the environment play in languaging goes even further,
aligning itself more closely with Latour’s ideas and posthumanist thinking. In that work,
Pennycook recognizes the influence of feminist and indigenous scholarship and worldviews on
some posthumanist scholarship, questioning “the centrality and exceptionalism of humans as
actors on this planet” and fundamentally “relocating where social semiotics occurs” (Pennycook,
2017a).
As in the work of scholars in science, technology and society, there is a tension brought
about by applied linguists’ use of ANT’s assumptions of ontological symmetry. As Pennycook
asks, anticipating his critics: “why, we might ask, give voice to voiceless objects when so many
voiceless humans are still waiting to be heard?” (2017a; p. 13). This question is underscored by
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research from decolonial/anticolonial studies which trace the histories of European imperialism
that brought into being racialized Latin American indigenous and African-descended subjects,
whose meaning-making and languaging were treated as illegitimate and subhuman (Mignolo et
al., 2018; Quijano, 2000; Veronelli, 2015). Responding to this anticipated critique, Pennycook
suggests a “both/and” view, recognizing both humans’ abilities to speak and make meaning, and
also, the languaging capacities of assemblages of people and things:
The argument, however, is not that we should listen to a cat, a flagpole, an alarm clock or
a coffee table before we pay attention to people who need to be heard...the question
becomes what new relations emerge in research and political activism when voices have
to be understood as not only emerging from a human capacity to speak but also from
assemblages of people, objects and places, when new modes of listening urge us to be
more attentive to the more-than-human world? (2017a, p. 13)
This is a fine needle to thread. Next, I address how I’ve attempted to reconcile the tensions of at
once centering my research questions on the agentive translanguaging of students, while also
drawing on theories that recognize roles for languaging of assemblages that bring humans,
objects, technologies and other entities together.
Framing Human Agency in “Cyborg” Semiotic Assemblages
Given the context for this research project in technology rich environments, and my
interest in how students sense-making about, with, and through computers and computational
artifacts, my study accepts Pennycook’s premise that important to languaging is not just what
speakers say, but how their linguistic resources are “interwoven” in transitory and emergent
“semiotic assemblages” with other “momentary material and semiotic resources that intersect at
a given place and time” (2017a, p. 280), including those “embodied, embedded, [and]
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distributed” (p. 276) across people, places, and objects. Locating language and learning in the
social and the environmental, rather than purely in the mind, opens me up to addressing political
questions such as those posited by Li Wei (2018) about the properties of material resources used
for learning and meaning-making, the conditions under which they become available, and their
differential distribution in society, and the availability or lack thereof of various materials. At the
same time, I accept Li Wei’s premise that translanguaging is an agentive act, which involves
people “not only reacting to the agentive forces of higher level societal structures but also
intentionally constructing their own systems which will in turn be constructive of the broader
systems and structures” (2011, p. 1225). As Li Wei writes, people have the capacity to “give
meaning” to the languaging choices they make, underscoring an imperative for applied linguists
to discover not just how people language, but how they understand that languaging (2011, p.
1225).
To reconcile the tension that potentially comes with adopting both of these premises —
centering the agency of my research participants while acknowledging the contributions of
technologies and objects in assemblages — I present two key ideas. The first idea considers that,
rather than attributing equivalent potentials to human and non-human entities, assemblages with
technologies orient people to certain kinds of possibilities for action, which people embody and
enact. To make this argument, I draw on notions from Haraway (1985, 2006); Dant (2004) and
García & Kleifgen, (2018).
In her well-known essay A Cyborg Manifesto, originally printed in 1985, and updated in
2006, feminist scholar Donna Haraway drew on the metaphor of the cyborg or “couplings
between organism and machine” (2006, p. 117) to chart a course forward for feminist
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movements and scholarship.17 The cyborg challenges traditional dualisms like culture/nature,
male/female, agent/resource that have emerged from Western philosophy and have propagated
inequality and oppression. The cyborg’s ability to highlight the strange juxtapositions,
disjunctures and contradictions of modern life and politics offers possibilities to crack “matrices
of domination” (p. 140). Thinking of assemblages as cyborgs help me reckon with the tensions
around human agency associated with Latour’s assemblage. Like Latour’s assemblage,
Haraway’s cyborg blurs lines between human and machines, bestowing capabilities for action
(both liberating and oppressive) on the formation that emerge from their relations (Haraway,
2006). At the same time, Haraway’s thinking on the cyborg differs from Latour’s assemblage in
that she views machines and the cyborgs created when humans come together with them as
aspects of human embodiment.
Our bodies, ourselves; bodies are maps of power and identity. Cyborgs are no exception...
The machine is not an it to be animated, worshipped, and dominated. The machine is us,
our processes, an aspect of our embodiment. We can be responsible for machines; they do
not dominate or threaten us. We are responsible for boundaries; we are they. (2006, p.
146)
This theoretical move leaves space for human responsibility and agency while also recognizing
the new possibilities brought about by humans’ interactions with tools and technologies.

17

Feminism had been rocked to its core by women of color scholars and thinkers such as bell hooks (1981), Gloria
Anzaldúa and Cherríe Moraga (1981) whose work highlighted the ways that sexist and racist forms of oppression
converged to shape the experiences of Black and Chicana women, revealing the intersectional nature of oppression
(Crenshaw, 1991) and critiquing hegemonic forms of feminism that centered the experiences of white women.
Haraway was inspired by Chela Sandoval’s model for the formation of political identity called “oppositional
consciousness,” which recognized the ability for feminists across varying languages, cultures, ethnicities, races,
classes, and genders to define their different, potentially contradictory experiences of oppression and approaches to
opposition and resistance while also charting “the points through which differing oppositional ideologies can meet,
in spite of their varying trajectories,” (2008, p. 338).
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I also employ the way that sociologist Tim Dant used the concept of embodiment to reframe the concept of Latour’s assemblage. Dant wrote that Latour’s assemblage “transforms
such interactive and embodied relationships into ones that are textual and symmetrical and
threatens to attribute equivalent agency to humans and nonhumans” (2004, p. 24). In Dant’s
view, when humans come together with machines, “the human remains complete in his or her
self” (2004, p. 62), but there are new possibilities for action in the assemblage. Dant writes about
the driver-car, the assemblage created when a driver uses a car, which “is neither a thing nor a
person; it is an assembled social being that takes on properties of both and cannot exist without
both” (p. 23). This assemblage — rather than the human or the machine alone — produces social
actions such as driving, speeding, polluting, transporting, etc. At the same time, the technology
does not have independent agency, but the assemblage itself enables “a range of humanly
embodied actions” only possible when the human and technology interact (Dant, 2004, p. 22). As
Dant writes:
the assemblage of the driver-car produces the possibility of action that once it becomes
routine, habitual and ubiquitous, becomes an ordinary form of embodied social action.
People who have become familiar with the driver-car through participating in the
assemblage become oriented to their social world, partly at least, through the forms of
action of which it is capable. (2004, pg. 23)
This idea of people embodying the interactions they have with technologies is also echoed in
translanguaging scholarship, such as in García & Kleifgen’s (2018) argument that in addition to
linguistic resources, people draw on resources “that they embody (e.g., their gestures, their
posture), as well as those outside of themselves which through use become part of their bodily
memory (e.g., computer technology)” to communicate and make meaning (p.96). These ideas
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about embodiment from Haraway (1985, 2006), Dant (2004), and García & Kleifgen (2018) help
me at once acknowledge how tools and technologies shape languaging while still centering
research participants’ agency as meaning-makers.
The second idea to help me reckon with human agency in assemblages leans into
definitions of translanguaging that cast it as “orchestration” of resources. “Orchestration” has
been used to describe what people do when they translanguage and create translanguaging spaces
(Hua, Otsuji, et al., 2017; Hua et al., 2019; Li Wei, 2018). Just as many different instruments
contribute to make music, many different “lingual and modal semiotic resources work together in
meaning-making” (Hua, Otsuji, et al., 2017, p. 388). This orchestration especially involves
integrating meaning-making resources that have been labeled as separate, “breaking down the
boundaries between spatial and other semiotic resources” (Hua, Li Wei, et al., 2017, p. 413),
countering not just monolingual bias, but lingual bias (Block, 2013; Hua et al., 2019) — a
dynamic especially important to recognize in classrooms where students use not only their
voices, but also their bodies, objects, and semiotic elements like code, images, and so on, to
communicate and make meaning. Orchestration as a metaphor captures the social nature of
interaction, in that “it requires ‘attunement’ of all of the participants” to each other. Even when
we use “orchestrate” as a verb for what people do, thus making space for human agency, its
inclusion of many meaning-making resources makes it compatible with the idea that meaning
doesn’t reside in one semiotic resource (like language) but is viewed as “emerging from the
momentary assemblages of people, places and objects” (Hua, Otsuji, et al., 2017, p. 388). In this
dissertation, I count as translanguaging how people orchestrate embodied social actions they
become oriented to in assemblages with machines and technologies.
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Translanguaging: My definition
All of this brings me to a final synthesis expressing how I define what counts (and
doesn’t count) as translanguaging. The definition of translanguaging I use for this study is: how
especially bi/multilingual people orchestrate a range of resources, including those embodied,
embedded, and distributed across people, places, and objects (e.g. linguistic, technological,
semiotic resources) for making meaning and communicating, fluidly and flexibly, in ways that
defy named language and other traditional categories and conventions (García & Li Wei, 2014;
Hua et al., 2019; Li Wei, 2018; Otheguy et al., 2015; Pennycook, 2017a, 2017b).
Even readers who accept that there is a need to broaden traditional named language-based
definitions of language, may find this definition quite broad. A common critique of this recent
body of work in translanguaging has been: where does it end? (Jaspers, 2018). It would seem that
translanguaging would not occur in moments where standard language practices are rigorously
policed and where individuals conform to norms of the dominant group — though, many have
argued the translanguaging corriente (current) is always present in especially multilingual
environments, as people covertly and invisibly draw on many resources to make sense and
communicate (García & Li Wei, 2014). Ultimately, translanguaging is not just a set of
observable fluid meaning-making practices (like bringing Spanish, English, or gestures into the
same utterance). What counts as translanguaging becomes known through later critical reflection
and analysis as scholars, educators, and speakers come to value the ways especially
bi/multilingual minoritized language users creatively orchestrate language resources, challenging
dominant societal norms and expectations forged in oppressive and racist colonial projects
(Flores & Rosa, 2015; Veronelli, 2015).
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Bringing this definition of translanguaging, including concepts of orchestration, and
assemblages with technology, helps me view students’ language practices from an asset-based
perspective, rather than against the standards of a “named language” or from the perspective of a
“white listening subject.” It helps me notice, identify, and analyze:
● the special possibilities for action and expression that students come to learn about,
embody, and enact when they use computers in combination with fluid linguistic and
semiotic features.
● students’ choices and attitudes about language and meaning-making resources within
semiotic assemblages, and how those resist / reject / conform to dominant expectations
● the social actions that interfaces, programming languages, manipulatives, and the design
of materials like handouts and slides make possible and limit.
I offer one more supplementary note on how I write up my analysis, vis a vis translanguaging:
To truly write from a translanguaging perspective would require using a statement such as the
“language practices from what society would call the ____ language” anytime one references a
named language, to recognize the socially constructed nature of named language categories
(Otheguy, García & Reid, 2015). At times, I adhere to this practice, while in other moments, I
shorthand and simply refer to the names often used for these language practices, with the
presumption that readers will keep this caveat in mind.
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Chapter 4 - Research Questions and Methods
Three research questions guided my dissertation. Findings from the first two questions
informed how I answered the third, which is more theoretical in nature:
1. How do emergent bilingual students translanguage as they engage in computational
literacies? Specifically, how do they orchestrate linguistic, semiotic and technological
resources as they navigate computational literacies in classrooms?
2. How do students understand their linguistic, semiotic, and technological choices in those
translanguaging moments?
3. What are the relationships between students’ translanguaging and engagement in
computational literacies?
As illustrated in Figure 1, this dissertation is embedded within a larger Research-PracticePartnership (Coburn et al., 2013) and Design Based Implementation Research (Fishman et al.,
2013) study called Participating in Literacies and Computer Science. This dissertation employs a
qualitative case study methodology (Dyson & Genishi, 2005) guided by two other overarching
methodological approaches to research: moment analysis (Li Wei, 2011) and multimodality
(Jewitt, 2013). I also integrate elements from teacher action research (Mertler, 2017), given my
positionality in the classrooms where the research took place.
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Figure 1. Overarching Methodologies.

In this section, I describe the overarching methodological approaches, the data collection
and analysis methods employed, the threats to validity of each element and how I handled those
threats.
Overarching Methodologies
There are three overarching methodologies guiding this study, the qualitative classroom
case study (Dyson & Genishi, 2005), moment analysis (Li Wei, 2011), and multimodality
(Jewitt, 2013).
Qualitative Classroom Case Study
My research questions center on students’ translanguaging as students live those practices
in dynamic and complex classroom contexts. I selected the qualitative classroom case study
methodology because it is an effective way of understanding “the messy complexity of human
experience” (Dyson & Genishi, 2005, p. 3, citing Erickson, 1986). It does not presume that each
case directly represents a particular phenomena, but rather that “phenomenon may look and
sound different in different social and cultural circumstances, that is, in different cases” (Dyson
& Genishi, 2005, p. 4). At the same time, by understanding the context around given phenomena,
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the case study enables me as the researcher to suggest local working hypotheses which may be
tentatively transferred across similar contexts. One cannot know everything about the context,
but can know enough about it based on “thick description” (Geertz, 2017) or a “melange of
descriptors” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 125).
Moment Analysis
In their book on case studies in language and literacy classroom research, Dyson and
Genishi (2005) remark that researchers engage in a process called “angling one’s vision” (p. 14).
This is a dynamic process, as research relationships develop and the lens widens or narrows over
time. The unit of analysis for my case study is the “translanguaging moment.” This construct
comes out of Li Wei’s work on moment analysis, a methodology for applied linguistics research
(2011).
With moment analysis, Li Wei offered a corrective to what he viewed as an overemphasis in applied linguistics research on seeking out “universal principles,” “maxims,” and
patterns in language use. In his empirical work on the creative and critical ways that three
Chinese youth used language in their daily lives in London, Li Wei sought to emphasize instead,
the “spontaneous, impromptu, and momentary actions and performances of the individual” (Li
Wei, 2011, p. 1225). How does a researcher know a “moment” has taken place? Li Wei writes:
A moment can be a point in or a period of time which has outstanding significance. It is
characterised by its distinctiveness and impact on subsequent events or developments.
People present at such moments would recognise their importance and may adjust their
behaviour according to their interpretation of them. Once it has occurred, a moment
becomes a reference point or a frame; patterns can be detected by comparing the
frequency and regularity of such moments. (p.1224)
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For multilinguals, a “moment” often takes place in what Li Wei calls a ‘‘translanguaging space’’,
“a space for the act of translanguaging as well as a space created through translanguaging” (p.
1223). Such a space is transformative because “it is not a space where different identities, values
and practices simply co-exist, but combine together to generate new identities, values and
practices” (p. 1223). Such spaces are common, created through everyday social and multilingual
practices. To conduct moment analysis, the researcher collects and analyzes both recordings of
naturally occurring interactions and metalanguaging data — the commentary and
reflection of language users about their language practices. This focus on people’s own
sense-making about language centers multilinguals’ language users as active agents “not
only reacting to the agentive forces of higher level societal structures but also
intentionally constructing their own systems which will in turn be constructive of the
broader systems and structures. (p. 1225)
This methodological approach is well-suited to my study. Firstly, the goal of moment
analysis to analyze “the creativity and criticality of multilingual practices” (p. 1225) is
compatible with my aim to capture the wide range of ways students make meaning while
engaging in computational literacies. For its focus on the agency of language users, moment
analysis invites me to consider how students’ and repertoires of practice (Gutiérrez & Rogoff,
2003) — especially regarding their experiences with technology and language — shapes the
kinds of translanguaging they do in these moments, and also, how students interpret and explain
their own language use and strategies.
Li Wei conducted the empirical research that brought forth moment analysis with young
adults, focusing mostly on their social language use with peers. For this, I fleshed out and made a
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few modifications to Li Wei’s methodology, given my context and aims. Firstly, in his research,
Li Wei defined criticality as:
[T]he ability to use available evidence appropriately, systematically and insightfully to
inform considered views of cultural, social and linguistic phenomena, to question and
problematize received wisdom, and to express views adequately through reasoned
responses to situations. (p. 1223)
Young students such as the middle schoolers participating in my dissertation research and the
broader PiLaCS project certainly have the capacity to exercise criticality in these ways. As will
be demonstrated in the findings sections, students had incisive ideas about why, for instance,
they chose particular images, characters, or code for their projects, or why they decided to use
the Scratch programming interface in English or Spanish. Their reflections were rooted in their
lived experiences and were key to understanding their language practices. At the same time,
middle school students are in the process of deepening their metalinguistic skills. While Li Wei’s
older research participants demonstrated their criticality in conversation with the researcher, in
our classroom field sites, students are expected to be engaging with language and code in their
“zone of proximal development,” which means the learning is still fresh. In fact, one of the aims
of PiLaCS is to model and provide supports for students to practice justifying their language use.
Sometimes, student research participants were not sure why they chose particular language
practices, and/or the questions and activities posed by researchers during interviews and focus
groups were not sensitive enough to elicit their ideas. I will more deeply discuss implications of
this point in sections on data collection and analysis methods, but it is important to note here that
while Li Wei relied more on metacommentary than recordings of data in use to understand
students’ criticality, I drew equally on both inferences from observation data, as well as the
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students’ commentary.
Additionally, Li Wei (2011) defines creativity as:
the ability to choose between following and flouting the rules and norms of behaviour,
including the use of language. It is about pushing and breaking the boundaries between
the old and the new, the conventional and the original, and the acceptable and the
challenging. (p. 1223)
Students — especially in middle school — intentionally and unintentionally test and flout
boundaries, and question authority all of the time. At the same time, in schools, students’
language use is often monitored, and they can be sanctioned or corrected if they “flout the rules
and norms of behavior” in ways that teachers, administrators or others deem unacceptable. The
translanguaging pedagogy approach we have fostered in focal classrooms guides teachers to
legitimate the ways students use language, even some forms that might be viewed as “rulebreaking” in traditional classrooms. As I conducted my fieldwork, I aimed to attune myself to
how students pushed and broke the boundaries of named languages and other traditional social
structures and systems, and even how they reframed or resisted our own pedagogical designs,
keeping in mind that the school context and power hierarchies between adults and children may
have limited this kind of creativity. I also looked for moments when students sustained the rules
or asked for permission to “break” rules — another form of agentic behavior vis a vis language. I
also added to Li Wei’s notion of creativity, the dictionary definition of the word — “the use of
the imagination or original ideas, especially in the production of an artistic work” given that
students are actively creating using language, code, text, images, etc.
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Moment analysis provided a framework for the kinds of data I would seek to collect
(language-in-use through observation and meta-reflections in interviews), and baseline criteria
for helping select moments. It did not specify an exact approach for reading and interpreting the
data once gathered and selected. I fleshed out that framework during analysis, and will discuss
this in the last section of this chapter.
Finally, moment analysis also offered a useful methodological approach for this study
because it exercises an expanded conception of translanguaging that goes beyond noticing the
alternation of linguistic features. To further emphasize my definition of translanguaging — as
semiotic, social and linguistic practices that bring people into dynamic interaction with each
other and the surrounding context and environment — I layer on one more methodological
approach.
Multimodality
Multimodality is an approach to research on meaning-making and communication that
“attends systematically to the social interpretation of a range of forms of making meaning”
(Jewitt, 2013, p. 1). Whereas often in research on communication, non-linguistic elements have
been treated as “para” or “extra”-linguistic features, or are reduced to the status of “context,”
multimodality assumes that “non-linguistic elements are never semiotically innocent” (Flewitt et
al., 2009, p. 41).
My proposed study is guided by multimodality because of its ability to focus attention on
“how teachers and students orchestrate a range of resources” in specific contexts and moments
(Jewitt, 2013, p. 6). Those different “modes” of interaction may include gesture, gaze, facial
expressions, and positioning with respect to other people and artifacts in the environment. In a
classroom where students are using computing tools like Scratch to participate in computational
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literacies, they contend with a range of texts, artifacts, and technologies (code, websites,
animations, digital objects, models, worksheets) each designed with their own potentials for
meaning-making, like color, shape, images, layout, font, texture, dynamic animation, movement,
music, etc. In taking these elements of a learning environment seriously, multimodality is in line
with the expanded notions of translanguaging I outlined in my conceptual framework.
Specifically, it does the following:
provides an inclusive research lens that enables the technologies and objects that are so
much a part of our everyday world that we no longer notice them, or enables silent
embodied engagement to be seen differently. Looking at all of the modes together brings
them into the frame — into the research picture. (Jewitt, 2013, p. 6)
In contrast to how traditional schooling focuses on the ways emergent bilinguals fail to measure
up to particular standards for language and literacy — what Block calls the “lingual bias” (Block,
2013), multimodality enables the researcher to notice more of students’ meaning-making assets.
“Opening up” the frame to consider multiple meaning-making modes will help me remain
sensitive to the potentially subtle ways students exercised meaning-making agency during CS
activities — through glances, intonations, posture, drawings, “likes” on Scratch projects,
machine translated text. Additionally, multimodality guides me to consider the “uneven
distribution of modal resources across social groups” (p. 7) — issues around the kinds of
semiotic possibilities offered by particular kinds of software in particular moments.
Necessarily, multimodality “changes what comes to be seen and considered as data”
(Jewitt, 2013, p. 6). Depending on the researcher’s purpose and unit of analysis, she may be
interested in capturing data about any number of modes. Many studies that take up a multimodal
approach use video-recording technology because it captures meaning-making via a range of
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modes at once — facial expressions, gesture, intonation, gaze, etc. Such methods are employed
critically and reflectively, and in combination with others given the distorting effect of the video
camera on the researched (Lomax and Casey, 1998, as cited in Flewitt et al., 2009). At the time
this study was conducted, the school district’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) prohibited most
video for research purposes. For this, I relied on other tools (field notes, photographs of screens
and students hands on keyboards, student work samples) to generate multimodal data,
recognizing the limitations of those methods (these will be discussed more thoroughly in the next
sections).
A key part of multimodality research is the creation of the multimodal transcript. In this
step, the researcher processes large quantities of multimodal data for reflection and analysis in a
way that reduces observed reality, reflects the researcher’s aims, and ultimately directs the
research findings (Flewitt et al., 2009). As Ochs (1979) argues, transcription is theory, (also cited
in Flewitt et al., 2009). There are many formats that such transcription can take, with scholars
arguing there is no one right way to produce multimodal transcripts. Researchers determine what
to transcribe based on their purposes and units of analysis. Some transcripts take the form of
spreadsheets charting language, actions, and gestures, other take the form of annotated series of
still frames from video, while still others include drawings or sketches. Flewitt et al. (2009)
suggest that while written or visual formats are still privileged in the publication and presentation
of scholarly work, that multimodal transcription can include video clips, links and other
interactive media, enabling researchers and readers to make their way through materials in nonlinear ways. In my data analysis section, I will describe my approach to multimodal
transcription.
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Research Relationships
Relationships are core to educational research (Maxwell, 2012). Below I describe my
approach to forging and sustaining ethical relationships with teachers and students in my
research site.
My Positionality
As in all research projects, the identity of the researcher matters. I am a white, Jewish,
upper middle-class university-based researcher whose parents, grandparents, and greatgrandparents settled in the United States from parts of North Africa, the Middle East, and
Eastern Europe. I am from outside of students’ and teachers’ school and community, grew up
using English at home and learned Spanish in school and work contexts in the US, Mexico,
Argentina, and Ecuador. I was a NYC public school student and teacher, an educator in informal
educational environments centered around creative computing, and consider myself a budding
coder/programmer. These identities shape my experiences, worldviews, privileges and biases.
They shape how I attend to classroom interactions, collect and analyze data, and forge research
relationships. I describe some of those dynamics in more depth in the sections below. Aspects of
my positionality at once provided me with deeper access and insights, while also prompting
particular limitations. My goal was to work to understand, and at times, mitigate these dynamics.
Relationships with Teachers
It takes work and courage to permit a researcher into one’s classroom — teachers make
themselves vulnerable when they invite outsiders to experience both good and difficult days in
the classroom, and they must spend precious time on activities such as interviews that might not
seem directly applicable to their work (Ulichny & Schoener, 2010). I worked to mitigate and
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negotiate these challenges with teachers both for my dissertation, and as a representative of the
broader research-practice partnership (RPP) team at PiLaCS. A core value of our project is to
forge productive relationships so that both teachers and researchers see the value of our project
for its duration. At the same time, given the differing institutional positions of our RPP members,
we know that there are inequities in what everyone has the expertise and/or time to contribute to
the project, and must balance those concerns.
Our goal has been to make sure all teachers feel comfortable with the work, feel
ownership and agency over it, and feel their voice matters, while also respecting their time and
constraints. We attempt to reach this goal through several measures. We engage in activities to
set and continually reflect on our expectations for ourselves and others on the project. Teachers
and researchers (as well as school administrators) decide together on the focus of our work and
strive to make decisions as equitably as possible. We meet with principals and teachers at the
start and end of the school year to gauge whether their focal points have shifted, and how we
might respond to them. To ensure teachers feel invested not just in practice, but in research, we
invite them to be involved in whatever capacity they would like in the research process. Both of
the teachers at the heart of this dissertation (Ms. Torres and Ms. Kors) have presented with me at
conferences and PD workshops in NYC and beyond, and have written up their projects as case
studies for teacher audiences with me and other researchers. At a minimum, we ask teachers to
review and provide feedback on any content we publish about them and their students before we
publish. The project compensates teachers with honoraria for their out-of-school work with us. It
also provides funds to schools for release days for teachers and supplies.
In addition to the moves I made in tandem with our broader RPP to ensure the health of
our partnership, for this project in particular, I kept lines of communication open during
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fieldwork and writing and analysis periods so that teachers might feel comfortable coming to me
or a colleague to discuss feedback for me. I informally debriefed lessons with teachers after
observations, shared my noticings and asked for their takes on particular dynamics, incorporating
their ideas into my field notes and often into write-ups. As I wrote up my findings, I incorporated
member-checking practices with teachers: I discussed moments I captured — both during formal
meetings with our PiLaCS team, and informally — walked teachers through drafts of my writing,
and gave them space to respond or reflect, a practice consistent with many teacher-researcher
collaborations (Ulichny & Schoener, 2010).
Relationships with Students
A core task was developing research relationships with students. No doubt there were
students who regarded me as an outsider for my race and ethnic background, class, and status as
a university researcher. Power-dynamics stemming from our differences in age, race, gender, and
other positions of authority (researcher/participant, student/teacher) shaped our interactions.
There were also linguistic differences: I consider myself a bilingual person, and I feel
comfortable enough to communicate with others in most Spanish/English bilingual settings. At
the same time, the linguistic repertoires of students in the focal classrooms were quite different
from mine. Some students’ language practices overlapped with my own more than others: in the
Spanish/English bilingual class, there were more overlaps with my repertoire than in the ENL
class, where students used languages like Tigrinya, Amharic, Arabic, and French. Still, no matter
what named language categories were used to describe students’ practices, all students’ linguistic
repertoires reflected their unique experiences — the regions, countries, and neighborhoods where
they have lived, their families, their experiences with and exposure to different language
practices and literacies (including memes and technologies), their values and attitudes about
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language.
To ensure that students felt comfortable speaking with me and learning alongside me, I
drew on my experiences forging relationships with students as a teacher and informal educator in
similar environments. I engaged with students regularly, during a whole school year, so they
would see me as a constant presence in their classrooms. They came to associate me with using
the school’s laptop computers — for this, they were often excited to see me in their classrooms. I
aimed to approach them in friendly, encouraging, curious, and non-judgmental ways. I
encouraged students to choose their own pseudonyms for me to use in write-ups about their
work. I always asked permission to sit by them, take notes, and audio record our interactions. For
the students who were more comfortable using languages other than Spanish and English, our
project translated assent/consent forms and used a call-in translation service to mediate assent
conversations between researchers and students.
I strove to ensure the formal consent/assent process did not end with the formal IRB
forms, and that assent was continually negotiated and granted (Haney & Lykes, 2010). In the
case of one student, who, after assenting and consenting formally, expressed concern about the
photographs and notes I was taking, I arranged for a special meeting with me and co-researcher
Laura Ascenzi-Moreno to discuss the student’s concerns. We took time to answer the student’s
questions, re-explain our task, discuss what we could and could not keep private, and the ways
we anonymize data. We offered the student an opportunity to end or scale-back involvement, and
ultimately re-negotiated the kinds of information we took down when we sat with the student.
After this conversation, the student was more willing to participate in research activities and was
more forthcoming about telling us to stop recording or take notes at particular moments. I
continually reflected with my advisors about some of the dynamics other researchers have
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experienced in doing classroom work, such as identifying with particular students or developing
aversions to others due to one’s own racial, class, gender background and/or own experiences in
school (Thorne, 2010). Inspired by Orellana (2009), I also talked with my therapist about these
dynamics. I was able to complete some member-checking with some of the student participants. I
discussed preliminary findings with Álvaro and Mariposa. I maintained the role of a friend and
mentor in Nikki’s life after they left the school. I walked them through the data and core
arguments of the findings chapter, taking feedback and asking questions to clarify statements.
Navigating the Practitioner-Researcher and Participant-Observer Roles
In participatory design research projects like the PiLaCS RPP, “the domain of the
‘researched’ in a given project is expanded to include the relational, pedagogical, and designbased activity of researchers themselves” (Bang & Vossoughi, 2016, p. 174). The research
questions for my dissertation are not explicitly interventionist, but embedding this project within
an RPP means I am as much a participant in this research as an author. I wore many hats in field
site classrooms including curriculum designer, CS coach, and co-facilitator/teacher. For this, I
discuss my involvement, its affordances, and its potential threats to validity below. Overall, I
aimed to document, honor, and center participants’ voices and experiences, and took steps to
ensure that my participation would not get in the way of this core goal.
Firstly, I was involved as a co-designer of curriculum. I helped devise premises for
classroom projects and sometimes created curriculum materials and computational artifacts for
students and teachers to use. My investment in co-designing the learning environments may have
made me less likely / able to see limitations in the designs, and more likely to want to defend
particular design choices in my writing. To mitigate limitations of the study from these sources, I
write transparently about my aims as a curriculum designer (e.g. see Chapter 5’s discussion of
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curricular designs). I also capture and present data taken in contexts I played less of a role in
designing — such as Ms. Kors’ ENL unit.
Secondly, my participant-observer status during classroom activities shaped data
collection. In his book on teacher action research, Mertler (2017) describes Glesne’s (2006)
continuum for participant observers in classrooms (see Figure 2) ranging from the observer who
has little to no interaction with students (like the person behind one-way glass in a laboratory
setting), to the observer as participant (the person taking notes at the back who is noticed by
students, but seldomly interacts with them, especially verbally), the participant as observer (who
observes, takes notes, and interacts with the participants in the study), and the full participant
(generally an “insider” to a community who is conducting research as an insider, as in teacheraction research). I inhabited all of these roles — with the exception of pure observer — at
different times and for different purposes.
Figure 2. Participant-Observer Continuum from Glesne (2006), as Cited in Mertler (2017)

There were times when I maintained the “observer as participant” persona simply by
appearing busy, looking down at my computer and focusing on note taking, or by leaving a
recorder on a desk and walking away. Dyson and Genishi (2005) describe this role as the
“regular, nonjudgmental, attentive classroom participant” (p. 52). Such a stance helped me fade
into the background to capture student translanguaging with less interference, though of course,
just being watched by an adult or recorded shapes how students behave (see the data collection
section for more on how I mitigated that limitation). Other times, I was a participant in classroom
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activity, both because I wanted to elicit student responses and ideas about their projects, design
process, and language choices, and because such practice is ethical and natural in a classroom
setting. I contributed to teachers’ lessons sometimes, usually raising my hand for permission to
speak. I tried to keep teaching moments to a minimum so that students would not see me as more
of an authority figure than my age, race, gender, and language practices might already imply.
Students sometimes called me “Miss,” “Teacher” or “Profe,” but they most often called me
“Sara.” Students generally perceived when my role shifted from observer to teacher, given that I
stood up, changed my posture and the tone and volume of my voice.
One particularly challenging tension to navigate was how to respond to students’ requests
for support. Students saw me as someone knowledgeable about Scratch, and therefore asked me
dozens of questions each class period — especially when I parked myself next to them to
observe. I wrestled with how to address students questions: denying support would damage my
relationships with them, and often, students’ questions and their engagements with me revealed
valuable translanguaging data, or data about how student-teacher dynamics around language and
technology would or could work out in real classrooms (see especially chapters 7.1 and 7.4). At
the same time, answering with too heavy of a hand could stifle students’ problem-solving
processes, or influence the data collected in ways that reflected more on me than on students.
I developed some “rules of thumb” around when and how I might provide support. First,
I tried whenever possible to follow the “least to most prompting” strategies recommended for
paraeducators in CS classrooms (Lash et al., 2017) because these promote thinking and sensemaking from students, rather than simple answers. Such strategies include referring students to
knowledgeable peers or resources, and asking students open-ended questions from a
collaborative descriptive framework developed by Lash et al. (2017). Questions might include
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those that help students clarify their goals and strategies, such as “what are you trying to do?”
and “what have you tried already?” These questions often inspired rich examples of
translanguaging. When coupled with prompting questions from me about why students decided
to use a particular word or code in their project, students also engaged in metacommentary that
helped me put translanguaging moments in context. If students tried many strategies, and were
still asking me for help with a bug, I would scaffold the challenge more explicitly by calling their
attention to certain aspects of their code, e.g. “what’s the difference between the code that works
at the top, versus the broken code at the bottom?”
Even with these rules of thumb, tensions surfaced with respect to how I responded to
students requests for support. There were moments where I was perhaps too coy in my coaching.
On one March afternoon, as I attempted to ask open-ended questions to support sixth graders
Álvaro and José with a task in the Scratch environment, I got the following feedback:
125. Álvaro: Yo no sé por qué ella nos está
haciendo coger lucha, lo que ella sabe.
126. José: Es que ella no quiere explicar a
nosotros. (Observation, 3/12)

125. Álvaro: I don’t know why she is making
us struggle so much, she knows it.
126. José: It’s that she doesn’t want to explain
it to us.

I adjusted my strategy in that moment to be a bit more direct, and later, had conversations with
them about why I usually ask questions instead of telling them answers. In some moments, I was
more heavy-handed in scaffolding than I would have liked. During focus groups, when asked
how they resolved bugs, some students mentioned help from me or from their teachers.
Providing heavy-handed support to students could obscure students’ thinking and problemsolving processes -- especially if students do not get practice articulating the source of their bugs
or how they would fix them next time. I kept reflective notes about these kinds of interactions,
which I shared with Ms. Torres. At one point, Ms. Torres said she was also fielding many
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questions from students and we attempted to foster more independence by co-designing and
implementing a mini-lesson about how students could use their classmates, resources on the
electronic whiteboard, and technological resources to support them.
In general, to help readers understand the role of my participation in the classroom, I
exercise transparency in my write-ups. I reproduce transcripts of conversations and discuss my
actions and even gut reflections in particular interactions so that readers understand the ways in
which my presence may have shaped student translanguaging. I developed a few “rules of
thumb” around balancing supporting students while also opening up space for them to solve
problems independently. I aimed to listen to students as much as possible, and to maintain the
attitude of a curious observer — and to be transparent about the moments when I felt I fell short
of those goals.
Selection
Schools, Teachers, Classrooms
The school sites for the larger RPP project were selected through purposive sampling
techniques. Our research team looked for schools where 30% or more of the student body were
emergent bilinguals, where there were bilingual programs, and where administrators were
interested in implementing the DOE’s CS for All policy in the context of content-area
integration. I had initially proposed to my dissertation committee that I would conduct research
across all three schools. Given that my study design necessitated capturing thick descriptions of
classroom interactions over the course of a school year, they recommended zooming in on just
one context. For this, I chose to work at one school, STEM Academy (see context section for
more information on the school), focusing on the bilingual class of just one teacher, Ms. Torres.
During that school year, my work as a research assistant on the project took me into the English
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as a New Language classroom as well as the bilingual setting at STEM Academy. Through that
work, I experienced the unique challenges and strengths of students and teachers in learning
environments where students’ language practices were more dissimilar from those of teachers
and researchers, and realized that I would miss key dynamics if I only focused on the bilingual
class. For this, a few weeks into the school year, I decided to formally collect and analyze data
from Ms. Kors’ ENL classroom for this dissertation project, and added a focal student from her
class (See Chapter 5 - Context for detailed descriptions of schools and teachers.)
Students
This dissertation project’s unit of analysis is the translanguaging moment, so my goal was
not to create detailed profiles or cases of particular children. Nevertheless, of the students who
had volunteered, assented, and consented to be research participants, I selected five focal
students to follow throughout the course of the school year: Álvaro, John, José, Mariposa and
Nikki (see Chapter 5 - Context section for detailed descriptions of student participants). This
helped me narrow my gaze during complex, dynamic classroom interactions and to establish
relationships that would lead to richer exchanges. It also helped me understand how students’
histories, interests, and other details shaped their translanguaging as they participated in
computational literacies. I aimed to select students from a range of backgrounds across gender,
race, country of origin, age at arrival to US, students’ language and literacy practices (including
those used at home, in different communities and at school), and students’ experiences with
technology. I learned about students’ experiences with language, literacy, and technology during
introductory interviews (see Appendix 3 – One-on-one interview protocol) and then trained my
gaze for those practices as the year went on. For instance, knowing that a student watched TV in
Spanish and English, liked sports, played the Fortnite video game, or made videos with their
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siblings helped me notice when he/she/they drew on literacies, language, or other semiotic
practices from those realms.
Given that my unit of analysis was the translanguaging moment and not the individual
student’s experience, I did not shy away from documenting and analyzing interactions involving
students that were not “focal,” if those students had assented and consented to research, and
those moments were illustrative of particular themes in the data. I interviewed and conducted
focus groups involving all five focal students, but additionally interviewed other students whose
participation cropped up in the data, so I would have richer context for their participation as well.
Data Collection
I engaged in a period of data collection from October to June of the focal school year.
Consistent with moment analysis (Li Wei, 2011) and multimodality (Jewitt, 2013), I relied on
multiple sources and kinds of data, collected through varying methods. Below is
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Table 1 summarizing how the research questions align with data collection methods.
Importantly, in line with my definition of computational literacies (creating and communicating
about, with, and through computational artifacts for particular purposes), I had to consider data
that would capture translanguaging across those three dimensions:
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Table 1. Correspondence Between Research Questions, Data Collection Methods

RQ1: How do emergent bilingual students translanguage as they engage in computational
literacies? Specifically, how do they orchestrate linguistic, semiotic, and technological
resources as they navigate computational literacies in classrooms?
What kind of data answers RQ1?

How I collected this data

Data on the linguistic, semiotic,
technological experiences students have
appropriated into their repertoires

One-on-one interviews with students, focus
groups, informal conversations with students
during activities.

Data on the linguistic, semiotic,
technological resources students draw upon
in translanguaging during CS activities with
computers and computational artifacts

Classroom observation

Data on translanguaging moments in
settings where students reflect about
computers and computational artifacts

Classroom observation, interviews and focus
groups

Data on translanguaging during
conversations through computational
artifacts

Student work samples (digital and analog),
focus group and informal interviews about
projects

RQ 2: How do students understand their linguistic, semiotic, and technological choices
in translanguaging moments?
What kind of data answers RQ2?

How I collected this data

Students’ metalinguistic comments (about
language, language choices, code)

One-on-one interviews with students at the
start of the year, focus group comments
Informal conversations with students about
their choices during activities
Recordings and transcripts of classroom
moments when students are presenting and
reflecting about their work.

**RQ3 (What are the relationships between students’ translanguaging and engagement in computational literacies)
is a theoretical question which will depend on the findings from RQ1 and 2.
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Below, I describe and justify each data collection method, explain the data products that
resulted from each method, and address the limitations of each.
Classroom Observations of Whole Class Activities
● When, where, and how many times: I visited focal classrooms from October to June
during a school year when teachers and students were working on CS-integrated units. I
observed 38 sessions of Ms. Torres’ class (nearly all of the class periods when she was
working with students on CS-integrated projects, which included single 45-minute
periods and double 1.5 hour periods) and 13 sessions of Ms. Kors’ class (about ⅔ of the
periods she devoted to the project). Ms. Kors was working with another research
assistant, whose notes I reviewed when I could not be present in her classroom. This
quantity of observations enabled me to follow the units from start to finish and to follow
students as they moved from novices to more experienced creators with Scratch. I spent
an additional 3-4 classroom periods observing lessons that were not explicitly part of the
unit but that were taught to focal classes by the same teachers and observed lessons
taught to focal students by other teachers so I could learn about student translanguaging
outside of our co-designed units.
● Methods: The school district prohibited most video recording for research purposes in
schools. This was a core limitation for my study, given I my interest in multimodal
meaning-making. I attempted to mitigate this with the other data collection tools for
capturing whole-class lessons:
○ Audio recording: I audio recorded nearly all of the lessons I attended. I asked
teachers to keep recorders in their pocket and a lavalier mic on their lapel to
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capture their interactions with students and their own talk during the lesson. I also
placed a second and sometimes a third recorder at the table next to focal students
to record student talk and participation. Audio helped me pay attention to tones of
voice, and sounds made by students, teachers, and computers.
○ Field notes: Field notes were a key data collection strategy in this study. I kept
notes on students’ interactions with each other, teachers, and researchers, with
special attention to their multilingual and multimodal translanguaging. To capture
details on multimodal resources in the absence of video, I took notes on particular
gestures, facial expressions, drawings, computer clicks and moves and other
semiotic resources that students and teachers employed in the moment, and filled
in field notes with recollections of these as I listened back to recordings shortly
after observations. Appendix 1 - Observation Field Note Protocol, includes a
protocol for field notes of whole class observations which I developed along with
other researchers in our project.
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○ Appendix 2 – Training My Gaze also includes a list of what I “trained my gaze” to
pay attention to as I took field notes. In addition to jotting down what I saw and
heard, I also took time to jot down my emotional responses and higher inference
notes in a separate section of the document so I would be able to track themes and
the influence of my own positionality.
○ Photographs: I took non-identifying photographs of students (their hands on
keyboards, or the back of their heads), as well as photographs of their screens. In
the absence of video, photos helped to establish students’ body positioning in
relation to their screens and other students and materials at different points in the
lesson, the language of the Scratch interface at the moment, and what was on
screens at the moment. I also took photos of teachers’ digital and analog
whiteboards, and of manipulatives, anchor charts, and printed student work.
● Researcher role: During whole-class observations, I was generally a participant-observer.
I sat at an unoccupied desk in the classroom, next to focal students so that I could
simultaneously capture teacher and student participation. Colleagues of mine from the
research team often accompanied me on these visits, and also collected data which I used
at times to help contextualize particular moments.
Classroom Observation of Small Groups / Individual Students
● When, where, how many: During parts of the lesson reserved for students to do
independent or small group work, I conducted observations of focal students, aiming to
capture each student at work 1-2 times at the beginning, middle, and end of the unit.
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● Methods: I used the same methods as in the whole class observations. Generally, I sat
beside students or, if they were using computers, behind them so I could get a good look
at their screens. I always asked students if I could record them at work, and if they
consented, I audiorecorded, took field notes and photographs.
● Researcher Role: Primarily, I took notes on student linguistic and semiotic practices as
they worked at the computers, with peers and other materials. I also acted as a
participant-observer at moments during these sessions, asking students to tell me about
their processes, inspired by Brooks’ (2016) interview questions from her study on how
emergent bilinguals constructed meaning while reading (she used prompts like, “tell me
what is going through your mind”). When students were using computers, I also asked
questions from Lash et al. (2017)’s framework for paraeducators in CS classrooms, and
Brennan & Resnick’s (2012) artifact-based interviews for Scratch users, such as, “why
did you choose the Sprites (object or asset) you chose?” or “why did you choose that
code?” or “tell me what you are doing to resolve this bug.” In the moments when students
asked me for support, I additionally took notes about prompts I may have provided and
my own reflections in the moment.
Student Work Collection
After all observations, I collected digital and analog student work including photographs
of notebook pages, worksheets and written reflections students produce related to the CS
projects. I took photographs of paper prototypes or manipulatives that might be harder to scan. I
also downloaded students’ Scratch projects and other digital artifacts they may have produced.
To protect student privacy, I include images of de-identified analog data (worksheets, notebooks,
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etc). To share their Scratch projects, I downloaded the projects that students shared on the
Scratch community or in their teacher’s Scratch “Classrooms,” created anonymized versions of
them using the desktop version of the software, and included those anonymized files with my
digital dissertation companion materials. This makes viewing the projects less convenient for
readers of the dissertation (who will have to download the Scratch desktop software to see them),
but this way, I am not sharing copies of student work on the open web without their knowledge,
or leaving a digital trail back to the students’ accounts.
One-on-one Introductory Interviews With Focal Students
● When, where, how many: I conducted one-on-one 30-45 minute long interviews with 10
students at the start of the school year (between October and November) about their
experiences with language, literacy, and technology. I conducted these to get to know
students and to ground my decisions regarding focal student selection. I conducted the
interviews in quiet empty classrooms.
● Methods: I based my semi-structured interview protocol (see Appendix 3 – One-on-one
interview protocol) on protocols designed by Brooks (2017) and García et al., (2017),
which guide teachers to understand students’ dynamic translanguaging across contexts. I
added a series of questions to understand students’ experiences with technology, such as
how often they use mobile technology and laptops, the media they watch, and the apps
they use. I audio recorded these sessions with students’ permission and transcribed the
sessions of focal students. I decided to conduct these interviews orally rather than do a
survey to accommodate students who might have had interrupted formal education and
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were more comfortable using oral language. I solicited feedback on the protocol from the
PiLaCS team to ensure the wording of questions would promote student talk.
● Researcher Role: I treated the protocol as a framework for a conversation rather than as a
strict survey. I asked many follow up questions. For instance, if a student said she liked
listening to K-pop, I might have asked her about her favorite artists to yield richer data
about her experiences. I took field notes and/or wrote memos about multimodal language
that the tape could not capture, such as facial expressions or gesture, and the context of
the interview.
Focus Groups
● When, where, how many: Rather than interview students one-on-one again at the end of
the year, I conducted four hour-long focus groups at the end of the school year (in May
and June) to draw students out through peer-to-peer discussion about their work and
ideas. I and colleagues from our research team gathered students during a lunch period in
their teacher’s classroom to eat pizza and to speak with us and each other about their
experiences.
● Method: Focus groups were audio recorded, field notes were taken about students’
multimodal translanguaging, and photographs were taken of any drawings or writing that
students produced during the focus groups. These groups included focal and non-focal
students — I grouped focal students with peers they were friendly with to promote
forthcoming discussion. The focus group protocol can be found in Appendix 4 – Focus
Group Protocol. It was divided into thematic sections:
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○ Identity: students orally answered questions, talked, drew, and/or wrote about
their identities and interests.
○ Languaging in general: students answered questions about their attitudes about
language and bilingualism.
○ Languaging at school: students answered questions about how they and others
use and perceive language at school.
○ Meaning making around Scratch projects: Students showed researchers and
peers what they created in Scratch. In an artifact-based interview inspired by
Brennan & Resnick, (2012), students narrated their projects, answered questions
about their various decisions (about code, language, images, text, sounds),
described how the code worked and any bugs that surfaced, and asked peers
questions about their work. We also asked students about the language(s) they use
while programming.
○ General attitudes about the project: We asked students to reflect in a general
way about their teachers’ units and the City’s CS4All policy.
● Researcher role: I facilitated the focus groups with researchers Laura Ascenzi-Moreno
and/or Marcos Ynoa to better manage the complexity of the task. Generally, I engaged
the students in conversation, prompting with open-ended follow-up questions, while
Laura and Marcos took notes on students’ multimodal translanguaging that could not be
captured on an audio recorder.
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Data Analysis
Different aspects of data analysis occurred simultaneously with data collection (Merriam
& Tisdell, 2015), as well as during a post-collection review, and throughout the writing process,
as demonstrated in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Overview of Analysis Process

Below, I describe my iterative approach to data analysis which included memoing, systems of
data management and “tagging,” multimodal transcription (Flewitt et al., 2009), translation
(Marshall & Rossman, 2016), and close reading of data through the lens of my conceptual
framework.
Concurrent With Data Collection: Data Management, Processing and Preparation
In the interest of transparency, I remind readers that my data collection strategies embed
within them an initial round of analysis. The noticings and reflections I chose to write down, the
placement of audio recorders, the angle of my camera lens are laden with interpretations and
assumptions about what is salient and important to capture. This is part of what it means to do
qualitative research and offers both strengths and limitations. I aim to share the circumstances of
data collection in the findings narrative so that readers can understand my approach and lenses.
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More formal analysis began after each observation. I worked to “clean up” and “flesh out” my
field notes so I would be able to reference them weeks and months later. This process included
embedding photographs into the digitally typed notes and, while my recollections were still
fresh, adding descriptions of moments that I remembered but did not have a chance to write
down. I often engaged in this process while listening to the audio-recording of the class to jog
my memory further. I also added higher inference noticings about translanguaging and
computational literacies in the margins of my notes and wrote more extended memos about
themes that seemed to surface. These memos were related to the research questions at the heart
of the study, but also issues related to researcher positionality, biases, and exploring emotions
triggered by the field work.
Multimodal Transcription and Translation of “Translanguaging Moments”
As I compiled my corpus of data, I began locating translanguaging moments to select for
transcription and further analysis.
Criteria for Selecting “Translanguaging Moments” to Transcribe. Li Wei (2011)
writes that a particular practice qualifies as a “moment” for analysis because it is:
[C]haracterised by its distinctiveness and impact on subsequent events or developments.
People present at such moments would recognise their importance and may adjust their
behaviour according to their interpretation of them. Once it has occurred, a moment
becomes a reference point or a frame; patterns can be detected by comparing the
frequency and regularity of such moments. (p.1224)
While the whole year of fieldwork I completed was valuable, key moments stood out to me, for
reasons similar to those articulated by Li Wei. Some moments had a particular emotional quality
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— for instance, students got very excited while applying a reference from the Fortnite video
game to a lesson. Other moments were referenced by students and/or teachers over and over
again in later lessons. Others reflected students’ creativity, powerful learning and participation in
computational literacies. A moment could have taken place during an entire class period, but was
just as likely a brief meta-comment during an interview or a class period where a student was
engaged in decision-making about a project, or explained a concept to a peer. I recognize the
subjectivity inherent in choosing and defining “translanguaging moments.” To be transparent, I
looked for moments when
1. Students were particularly creative and broad in how they tapped into their meaningmaking repertoires
2. Students actively grappled with computational literacies (having conversations about,
with, and through computational artifacts)
3. And moments that students recall and reference repeatedly in classroom observations,
focus groups, and reflection activities.
My very presence and interest in a particular practice may have highlighted it for student
participants, thus making it a moment for them too. I aimed to mitigate this kind of influence
through open-ended, least-prompting questions and interactions with students.
Frequency of “Moment” Selection. Given teachers conducted their units weekly, I
revisited my field notes every 3-5 observations on the lookout for particularly potent
translanguaging moments. I also reviewed fieldnotes with my dissertation advisor, classmates,
co-researchers, and teachers to help me determine whether and which aspects of field notes were
“moments” to transcribe.
Making a Multimodal, Multilingual Transcript. The goal of the multimodal transcript
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was to reconstruct the selected translanguaging moments, paying special attention to the
meaning-making that occurred, the languaging that was involved in that meaning-making, and
the context and environment for the activities. These documents brought together excerpts of
verbatim transcripts of recorded classroom talk, narrations of actions with computers and
gestures from my field notes, images of student work, photographs of students’ screens and/or
non-identifying photos of students at work, and links to interactive Scratch projects. I fully
transcribed 3 focus groups, 7 interviews, and 15 classroom observations. I also built on 2
preliminary transcripts that were completed by PiLaCS research assistant Sarah Radke. When I
created transcripts for audiences beyond myself and bilingual colleagues, I also included my
English interpretations of what was said.
The findings chapters of this dissertation embed excerpts of these multimodal transcripts
set into the text in tables and figures. I used modified transcription conventions from Goodwin
(1994), which are based on Sachs et al. (1978) (

Figure 4).
Figure 4. Transcription conventions used in this text.

Bold italics indicate talk spoken with special emphasis
Left bracket [ to mark onset of overlapping talk
Numbers in parentheses (3) note length of silences
Dash marks- indicate cut off of current sound
Colon:: indicates prolonged vowel or consonant
((italicized in double parentheses)) Indicate transcribers’ comments, usually from fieldnotes
(Single parentheses around talk): indicate a problematic hearing
Bold indicates talk presented with author’s emphasis
Ellipsis … indicates omitted speech
(Observation/Focus Group MM/DD) – Indicates the type of data and the month and date of the
school year when it was captured
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In line with the translanguaging approach of this work, I recognize that standard written Spanish
and English conventions did not always capture research participants’ words as they were
spoken. I had to balance a desire to ensure clarity for readers without indexing values around
“correcting” speech. For this, I attempted to transcribe what I heard the participant say,
indicating places where what was said may be different from readers’ Spanish and English
practices, with apostrophes. For instance, I transcribe “na’ mas,” “pa’rriba,” and “tú quiere’”
rather than writing “nada mas,” “para arriba,” and “tú quieres.” I recognize this is an imperfect
solution.
I label excerpts with the month and day when they were captured (year omitted to protect
participants’ identities) and the data type (e.g., field notes, interview, focus group), and number
turns of interactions corresponding with their position in the longer transcripts from which they
were excerpted. This means that when I include multiple excerpts from a single classroom
observation transcript, readers can track where in the lesson or interview particular moments
occurred in relation to each other. This numbering strategy will also help me refer to particular
lines in my analysis.
When I present transcriptions for readers, I also include English translations when
students’ practices include language society would recognize as Spanish. Key to recognize is that
“issues of transcribing and translating are subtle and complex; they are not merely technical
tasks” (Marshall & Rossman, 2016, p. 211). I count myself as an interpreter of students’
language practices rather than a translator, which permits me to “lift the burden of absolute
accuracy” instead aiming for “reasonable approximation of interview partner’s words and intent”
(p. 210). At the same time, I consulted colleagues and teachers to member-check translations that
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I was not sure about and provide side-by-side transcription and translation so that readers with
knowledge of students’ language practices can do their own translation work. To display data
requiring translation, I use two columns, with the left-hand side featuring the transcript and the
right-hand side, my interpretation of comments using English. In moments when I had to
reproduce Scratch code in my narrative, I follow the conventions of writing Scratch blocks using
text, documented in the Scratch Wiki (Block Plugin/Syntax - Scratch Wiki, n.d.). I also use the
Courier New

font to distinguish instances referring to specific Scratch blocks, versus how these

blocks were referred to in students’ and teachers’ speech and writing.
During the data collection period, as I generated multimodal transcripts, I periodically
shared them with the PiLaCS research team, asking for their noticings, connections, and salient
themes around particular questions, such as “What resources are students drawing on to help
support their learning and participation?” and “What teacher moves support student learning?” I
prepared a few transcripts for teachers to review at our co-analysis sessions in the Winter and
Summer of that school year. These meetings helped me surface aspects of the data I had not
previously been attuned to, such as teachers’ and students’ particular tones of voice, in one case.
Post Data Collection Review
Following the data collection period, I continued my analysis by reviewing and
processing the data approximately three times.
First, I created a spreadsheet to help me take stock of the materials I had collected at a
high level. I compiled information about the type of data I had collected, what students and
teachers had been doing during the lessons, the level of detail and my confidence in the field
notes and transcripts I had produced. I also reviewed all of my memos that had flagged potential
translanguaging moments. I used this opportunity to flesh out and produce additional
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transcriptions of salient moments and to identify preliminary ideas and themes from the data.
With my research questions and conceptual framework in mind, I created a list of those tentative
themes (see Appendix 5 – Themes After Initial Review) on post-its, and then clustered ideas with
similar foci (see
Figure 5, which depicts how I grouped and circled post-its that seemed to relate to a
particular theme).
Figure 5. Thematic Clusters After Initial Review

Those clusters included themes relating to:
● Translanguaging features: the range of practices students were employing to make
meaning and express (e.g. use of gestures and movement, images, drawing, role-play,
metaphors, language associated with youth subcultures or particular neighborhoods or
regions)
● How computers were integrated into students’ semiotic assemblages: moments when
students seemed to “talk to” and “with” computers
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● The various topics of conversations that came up as students worked on computing
activities (like family, memory, identity, technology)
● Students’ justifications of their semiotic, linguistic, and technological choices.
At this point, I had a sense for a few of the translanguaging moments that could help me explore
some of the themes but wanted to ensure a more systematic review of the data. This prompted a
second review. I loaded my field notes and transcripts into the NVivo qualitative coding
software. My goal was not to “code” the data into separate categories as is the goal of most
traditional coding schemes (Miles et al., 2014). Instead, I aimed to “tag” the data to locate
moments that included particular translanguaging features, computing practices and concepts,
conversation topics, and metalinguistic practices. This tagging scheme evolved as I read through
the data. After this review, I looked for moments where tags overlapped and seemed to “generate
heat.” See Appendix 6 – Themes from NVivo Qualitative Software (After Second Review) for a
list of the themes used in NVivo tags. See Figure 6 for an example of a transcript snippet that
would make its way into my analysis. This transcript had an especially dense set of descriptors
and thematic tags, which made it ripe for further interpretation.

Figure 6. Screenshot of an NVivo Report Demonstrating Overlapping Tags Associated With a Focus Group
Transcript
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I reasoned that it would be at the site of overlapping tags where students would be orchestrating
translanguaging features to engage in computational literacies. As I “tagged” the data, I refined
themes and sub themes, and then tagged the corpus of data one more time to ensure a systematic
review with the new themes. This also helped me get to know the corpus well and highlighted an
additional set of moments to transcribe and translate.
Analysis Through and While Writing
The third review involved selecting and writing about moments within the newly refined
themes. I ran reports on the NVivo software to notice those “heat generating” moments, and
slotted data that would help illustrate examples of the refined themes and subthemes. As I wrote,
guided by my methodological approaches to notice multimodal meaning-making moves and to
understand the meaning research participants ascribed to them, the subthemes became more
defined. Based on those themes, I added additional supporting examples from the corpus. It was
at this point, when I realized that organizing findings along the three dimensions of
computational literacies — conversations “about,” “with,” and “through” code, computers, and
computational artifacts — was a salient way to organize the various moments in my findings
chapters. Throughout this stage, I let myself be surprised as I read and wrote about the data,
testing my assumptions even as I looked for illustrative examples. I triangulated the text-based
sources with the images and student work, the data captured from classroom observations with
the focus group and interview data to ensure additional validity.
Limitations
Throughout this chapter, I surfaced potential limitations of the study stemming from my
positionality, and how I sought to address them. Limitations also stemmed from the fact that the
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Institutional Review Board restricted me from video-recording students in schools. I likely
missed many multimodal micro-interactions. I aimed to mitigate this limitation by triangulating
many forms of data collection including audio recording, field notes, and taking photographs of
screens and student work, but future work should use video, screen capture, and other data
collection techniques to shed a brighter light on students’ multilingual and multimodal practices.
Throughout the writing and analysis process, I was able to mitigate some threats to
validity by member-checking preliminary findings and ideas with teachers, students, and
researcher-colleagues throughout the study year, and afterwards, though not as much as I would
have liked. I reviewed findings from chapters 6 and 7 with focal student Nikki, and with teachers
Ms. Kors, and Ms. Torres during periodic visits after the study period.18 I also member-checked
some findings with focal students Álvaro and Mariposa during the study year. Focal student
John’s family had moved out of the neighborhood before I could member-check findings with
him, though Ms. Kors and Ms. Torres helped on this front as well. I had hoped to do more
member checking but issues related to state testing, and then the spread of the COVID-19
coronavirus made this process difficult.
I had hoped to share more moments involving José — a focal student who displayed
much creativity and problem-solving in computing as he negotiated learning to read and
receiving special education services. The intersection between emergent bilingualism and special
education is key for the CS for All movement to explore and remains supremely under-studied. I
had also hoped to share more about students’ translanguaging at different stages of the design
process of their computational artifacts, and the many creative strategies that Ms. Torres and Ms.
Kors used to help students build on their translanguaging practices along this process. It was

18

See Chapter 5 - Context for more information on these participants
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difficult to imagine how the various moments of the design process (e.g. brainstorming,
prototyping, researching, building, testing, and iterating) would fit into just one of the
dimensions of computational literacies (“about,” “with,” or “through”). Perhaps this process is
orthogonal to that framework for analysis — future theorizing and work is needed in this area. I
treat the conclusions of this work as evolving. This is possible in a research practice partnership,
where researchers, practitioners, and school communities engage over extended periods of time,
refining ideas together.
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Chapter 5 - Context
My dissertation research is situated within various contexts. It is in conversation with
Department of Education school district policies and embedded within the PiLaCS RPP’s
particular approach to CS education. It is also situated within neighborhood, school, classroom,
and curricular contexts. I describe these contexts below. I also describe the teacher and student
research participants.
Policy Context
Two New York City Department of Education initiatives form a backdrop to my
dissertation research: its attempts to provide equitable education to emergent bilinguals, and its
efforts to integrate computer science into the curriculum for all students.
Educating Emergent Bilinguals in New York City
In New York City, 13.2% of students are categorized as “Multilingual Learners / English
Language Learners” (ELL/MLL) according to New York State data (New York City Department
of Education, 2019). Forty-eight percent of MLL/DLL in New York City were born within the
United States, though students were also born in 185 other countries (Division of English
Language Learners and Student Support, 2018). The most common language other than English
spoken by students in New York City is Spanish (60.58%), though over 200 languages are
spoken by public school students across the state (Office of Bilingual Education and World
Language, 2019). Students labeled “Multilingual Learners/English Language Learners”
(MLL/ELL) in New York State’s 2014 cohort had a 29.0% high school graduation rate and a
27.5% dropout rate, as compared to 80.4% of all students graduating and 6% of all students
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dropping out (Office of Bilingual Education and World Language, 2019)19. In 2018, 9.2% of 3rd
through 8th graders labeled MLL/ELL scored proficient on the State’s English Language Arts
exam, as compared to 45% of all students.20 As described in the Literature Review, there are
many systemic factors which contribute to that statistic.
In New York City and State, there are several policies that have attempted to improve the
education of emergent bilinguals. The landmark 1974 federal court case, Aspira v. Board of
Education of the City of New York required New York City public schools to provide
transitional bilingual education to students in their native language (Jesús & Pérez, 2009). The
legacy of that case lives on in the form of Part 154, a state regulation which requires all schools
in New York to offer bilingual education if there are 20 or more students who speak the same
language in one grade level, and as of 2014, requires districts in which more than 20 students per
grade level speak the same language, to ensure sufficient numbers of bilingual programs to
accommodate those students (EngageNY, 2014). New York City currently has over 300
transitional and dual language bilingual programs (if special education and general education
programs in the same school are counted separately) (New York City Department of Education,
2017). At the same time, Menken & Solorza’s (2014) research suggests that the number of
bilingual programs in New York City has actually declined since the federal No Child Left
Behind Act of 2001 made passing a high stakes tests in English the marker of a successful
student. Many administrators and educators express beliefs that the best way to bring a student to
“proficiency” on the state exams is to immerse him or her in English-only environments
(Menken & Solorza, 2014), even though research suggests otherwise (García 2009, pg 187). The
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The numbers are different for students who were labeled by the state as “Ever ELLs,” meaning, students who
passed state English proficiency examinations, with 85.5% of them graduating in the 2014 cohort, and a 2.4%
dropout rate.
20
3rd-8th graders labeled “Ever ELLs” by the state had a 54.7% proficiency rate on the ELA exam in 2018.
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Department of Education under chancellor Richard Carranza, has aimed to open 50 more dual
language programs (Viega, 2018), though most emergent bilingual students are still served in
English as a New Language programs — especially those who use lower incidence languages.
The school at the heart of this study reflects two of the city’s approaches for supporting emergent
bilinguals — it has a Spanish/English Dual Language Bilingual program as well as an English as
a New Language program (more will be shared about these programs in the section about the
school context).
New York’s Computer Science For All (CS4All) Initiative
Another key policy context shaping my work is the New York City Department of
Education’s CS4All initiative, which has committed to teaching CS perspectives, practices, and
concepts in at least one meaningful, 10-25 hour instructional unit per grade band (K-2, 3-5, 6-8,
9-12) to all 1.1 million students in NYC (Office of the Mayor, n.d.). The city faces the daunting
task of doing CS education professional development and curricular support for 5000 teachers in
less than ten years. Within this initiative, there are efforts in the works to develop culturally
responsive “critical computing” curriculum, and to develop frameworks for students with
disabilities. There is little data on the participation of emergent bi/multilinguals in CS4All
courses and programming, but preliminary analyses suggest inequities for emergent bilingual
students in computer science education: in New York City, despite MLL/ELL students making
up 13.2% of the student population (New York City Department of Education, 2019), less than
one percent of students taking AP Computer Science in NYC in 2018, were designated as
English language learners (NYC DOE, internal research, 2019).
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Project Context
At the intersection of the DOE’s CS for All policy and its efforts to equitably serve
emergent bilinguals is a key problem of practice: how to ensure the massive scale-up of CS ed
meaningfully includes emergent bilinguals. My dissertation research is embedded within an
ongoing research-practice partnership called Participating in Literacies and Computer Science
(PiLaCS), which has attempted to address this problem of practice. I have been lead research
assistant on this project throughout my dissertation process. PiLaCS brings researchers from
NYU and CUNY into partnership with teachers at three public middle schools in the Washington
Heights neighborhood of Manhattan to iteratively design and test curricular materials (lesson and
unit plans, assessments, and design principles) that leverage translanguaging pedagogy to
support emergent bilingual students as they participate in computational literacies. We are also
studying the process, and were initially guided by the following research questions: (1) How,
when, and why do students translanguage in the course of learning computational thinking? (2)
How do teachers leverage student translanguaging in their teaching of computational thinking?
and (3) How are translanguaging and learning computational thinking linked, if at all?
My dissertation research is at once intertwined with and independent from the PiLaCS
project. It is intertwined with PiLaCS in that my dissertation field site is a school we work with
in the broader RPP, I have taken on research questions of interest to the RPP, I have jointly
developed aspects of the conceptual framework and some of the data collection techniques with
other researchers in the project, jointly collected some of the data, and solicited feedback and
ideas from researchers and teachers involved in the RPP. My dissertation research is independent
from the PiLaCS project in that I have developed my own angles on the research questions. I am
driven by a particular definition of translanguaging (how especially bi/multilingual people
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orchestrate a range of resources, including those embodied, embedded, and distributed across
people, places, and objects in ways that defy categories and conventions). I aim to capture
students’ understandings about their linguistic, semiotic, and technological choices, and the
relationships between computational literacies and translanguaging in a general sense. I also
independently developed some of my own approaches to data collection and analysis. Given the
collaborative nature of our project, the approaches I developed have also fed back into the
ongoing research and practice work of PiLaCS. While my dissertation is solo-authored, some of
the ideas I advance in this dissertation were inspired by the collective and will no doubt morph
into solo and collaboratively authored papers, presentations and chapters over the years.
Neighborhood/District Context
School partners for PiLaCS include three public schools in a predominantly Latinx New
York City neighborhood.21 This neighborhood is an ideal location for a study of computer
science education with emergent bilingual students because multilingualism is woven into the
fabric of the community. Spanish varieties from rural and urban parts of the Dominican
Republic, and to a lesser extent, Puerto Rico, Mexico, Central and South America are wellrepresented in the area’s multilingual ecology, as are many varieties of English. Increasingly, as
families from Africa and the Middle East move to the area, languages such as French, Arabic,
Wolof, and others have become part of the linguistic landscape. Forty-eight percent of area
residents are foreign-born, two-thirds of them from the Dominican Republic. Like many
neighborhoods in New York, the neighborhood is rapidly gentrifying. As area rents rise,
immigrant families have been getting priced out and have moved to other neighborhoods, cities

21

Residents of the area are primarily Latinx (at 71% ), with 17% White (non-Latinx), 7% Black (non-Latinx), 3%
Asian (non-Latinx), and 1% Other (NYC DOH, 2015).
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and states in search of affordable housing and lower costs of living. Many newcomers enter
school mid-year or midway through elementary, middle, or high school and may leave before the
end of the year or before graduation. Additionally, gentrification has meant local middle schools
compete for students to enroll.
The neighborhood’s school district had one of the highest shares of students classified as
“English language learners” in the City (nearly 29 percent) (Office of the State Comptroller,
2015). This area has long prioritized and fought for bilingual education for its public school
children. There are many stand-out programs serving emergent bilinguals in the area, including
some of the first wholly bilingual schools in New York (García, Velasco, et al., 2018). At the
same time, many of the schools in the area struggle to serve emergent bilingual students. In
addition to being an important context for this study due to its multilingual student population,
the district’s superintendent is particularly enthusiastic about the CS4All initiative. It has cohosted an annual technology fair in the neighborhood, and the superintendent has encouraged
principals to join the early cohorts of DOE schools implementing CS4All.
School Context
Three schools participate in PiLaCS. For my dissertation, I zoomed in on one school in
particular, STEM Academy22. The year this study took place, STEM Academy served 6th to 8th
grade students; including 84% Hispanic (Latinx) students, 9% Black non-Hispanic, 3% Asian
and 4% white students (often, students from the Middle East are designated “White” in New
York City — there were few, if any, Western or Eastern European-descended students at the
school). Fifty-one percent were classified by the DOE as English language learners, and 36%
have an individualized educational plan for a special learning need. Ninety-eight percent of
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All names of schools, teachers, and students are pseudonyms.
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students qualified for free and reduced lunch in 2018-19, a proxy for living at or under the
federal poverty line (STEM Academy—InsideSchools, n.d.). Conversations with teachers
revealed that the majority of the students in the bilingual program arrived to the United States
between zero and two years prior to enrolling. Students had varying experiences with language
and literacy. Some had experienced interrupted or inconsistent formal education, while others
had consistent and rigorous schooling in the US or in another country.
At this school, one section of the three or four homeroom classes at each grade level was
considered a “bilingual class,” which followed what administrators called a dual language model.
Students labeled MLL/ELL whose families stated they speak Spanish at home were encouraged
to join the bilingual program, while all other students labeled MLL/ELL were provided language
learning services in an English as a New Language program. Every day, the “language of the
day” was announced on the loudspeaker, and the teachers of the bilingual classes were expected
to speak to students and teach using that language. Bilingual teachers tended to implement this
policy with discretion and flexibility. The few teachers who did not speak Spanish (for example,
the sixth-grade math teacher) generally delivered instruction to the bilingual classes in English
with support from Spanish-speaking paras, the English-as-a-New Language teacher, and/or
student translators. While students in the bilingual class were aware of the language of the day
policy, students used their full translanguaging repertoires in the hallways and in classrooms to
express themselves, socialize, and to make meaning. Whether or not student translanguaging was
sanctioned or built upon in instruction varied by teacher. Some school staff learned about
translanguaging theory and pedagogy as participants in one of the precursor projects to PiLaCS,
the CUNY-New York State Initiative on Emergent Bilinguals. Though many of those teachers
have since left the school, some of the effects of that professional development lingered. During
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morning announcements, student volunteers would share the school’s word of the day (generally
a word for a literacy strategy like interpret or analyze) in English, Spanish and Arabic.
The school emphasized technology in its mission statement. Every classroom had an
electronic whiteboard. Within the last year, the school purchased new laptops and robots for
afterschool programming. Computer carts with enough for each child sat in nearly all of the
classrooms. The school’s computer lab hosted each section of students 1-2 times per week for
technology. During this class, students were expected to engage with the adaptive personalized
learning reading and math program, iReady.
Teachers
This dissertation work follows students who worked with two teachers during their
second full year of involvement with the PiLaCS project. Teachers had not explicitly integrated
computer science concepts and practices into their teaching prior to their involvement in the
project. Below I describe a few relevant details about the teacher’s experiences, language
practices, and orientations towards technology.
Ms. Amy Torres. At the time this study was conducted, Ms. Amy Torres was a 25-year
old, 6th grade bilingual (Spanish/English) language arts teacher in her third year. She came to the
profession via the NYC Teaching Fellows program, which provides transitional certification for
new teachers (generally people who come to teaching straight from undergraduate study or
another career) as they work towards a Master’s Degree and fulfill the other requirements for full
certification. She completed her master’s studies a few months before the study period school
year. She was born in the United States, her parents are Dominican and are both teachers. Her
approach to language use in the classroom was flexible. As she put it in a member-check
interview: “I wouldn’t necessarily restrict the kids from speaking in the language they felt
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comfortable in. However they felt they could best express themselves was the way they
responded.” She would sometimes hew to the school’s language-of-the-day policy, but more
often, translanguaged. She said she adapted her language to ensure her students were engaged in
the lesson and were accessing content. She enjoyed using new technology in her classroom,
including her electronic whiteboard, Google classroom, and online quiz tools. While she found
Scratch challenging, she implemented it in her classroom readily, encouraging students to learn
about it alongside her. She decided to integrate computer science practices and concepts into her
work in the two subjects she taught the sixth-grade bilingual class — reading and social studies.
Ms. Elizabeth Kors. At the time this study was conducted Ms. Elizabeth Kors was a
36-year old, English as a New Language teacher and the bilingual coordinator for STEM
Academy with ten years of teaching experience. She was born in the United States; her parents
are from the Dominican Republic. She co-taught general and special education classes with other
teachers to support 6th to 8th grade students labeled MLL/ELL, and taught her own “pull-out”
groups to support smaller numbers of students with more targeted English objectives. She came
to the profession via a four-year college degree in elementary education. After college, she
worked as an ESL teaching assistant in Long Island, and a kindergarten teacher in a private
school, where she implemented ENL strategies with her students, many of whom were emergent
bilinguals. She completed her master’s degree studies in TESOL. Her approach to language use
in the classroom varied with the student groups she was attending to. When working with
students from the Middle East and Africa whose language practices included some English,
Arabic, French, Amharic, Wolof and others, Ms. Kors used mostly English orally. She also used
machine translation software to provide handouts and slides to students who could read in
another language. She additionally used Spanish orally with emergent bi/multilinguals whose
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repertoires included Spanish. When asked about her approach to language use, she said: “I really
wanted to have them be comfortable… I try to show them things in both languages so they
would see it and feel comfortable explaining things to me eventually in English.” Prior to our
work with Ms. Kors, she had integrated software like PowerPoint and Microsoft Word into her
teaching. She was tentative about integrating computer science tools like Scratch at first, saying:
“When I first went for the training I thought, when am I going to use this, how am I going to use
this. I was worried I wouldn’t find a way to use it.” As she implemented her first Scratch units,
her attitude changed: “The fact that they knew they could tell their story using Scratch and they
were using it more and more, I realized oh, this is very helpful for them to do an extension on
their story so they can explain themselves a little better” (Member check interview).
Below is a table summarizing the teacher profiles.
Table 2. Teacher profiles

Name

Subjects and
grade levels
during study
period

Ms. Amy Torres

Ms. Elizabeth
Kors

Years of
teaching
experience
going into
study
period

Language practices

Approach to
technology

6th grade reading 3
and social
studies

Flexible use of
Spanish, English,
prioritizes student
comfort and sensemaking

Open to using
new tools, found
Scratch
challenging

6th, 7th, 8th
grade English as
a New Language
push-in support
and pull-out
groups

Uses English and
Spanish, depending
on student practices,
prioritizes student
comfort and sensemaking

Tentative at first,
increasingly
more open.

10
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Classroom and Students
The two teachers chose to integrate computational literacies into particular subject area
classes and sections.
Ms. Torres’ Social Studies and Language Arts Classes. Ms. Torres chose to integrate
computing into classes she taught to the sixth-grade bilingual section of students, including
periods of language arts as well as social studies. The number of students in the class fluctuated
between 12 and 17, as newcomers arrived to the country, city, and school. Mid-year, two
students in the class were classified as needing individualized educational plans and
administrators transferred them to classrooms attended by special education teachers. I chose
four focal students from the bilingual class: Álvaro, José, Mariposa, and Nikki. A few additional
students were interviewed or took part in focus groups, and their experiences contributed to the
overall data corpus, even though I did not explicitly follow them as focal students. The table
below provides some basic information about Ms. Torres’ class and students.
Table 3. Ms. Torres’ 6th Grade Bilingual Social Studies and Reading Class

Grade and subject area(s)

Bilingual 6th grade Social Studies and Reading

Total number of students in 12-17 (number of students grew over the course of the year)
the class
Named languages used in
the classroom23

Spanish, English (students and teacher)

Focal students

José, Mariposa, Álvaro, Nikki

23

As has been discussed throughout this dissertation and will be clear in the descriptions of students below,
people’s language practices are fluid and richer than any category can capture. I use the “named languages” row of
this table to shorthand this diversity for the reader, with an understanding that categorizing students’ practices with
named languages is problematic.
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Additional students

10 additional students interviewed and/or observed more
informally: Franky*, Ivan*, Jake*, Javier*, Julián*, Kyle,
Michael*, Pablo, Sony*, Wilson*
*student was interviewed or part of a focus group

I chose those four to be focal students for a number of reasons. Firstly, they represented
gender diversity — Álvaro and José self-identified as boys, Mariposa as a girl. At the time of
data collection, Nikki’s teachers and classmates identified them as a girl. Later, Nikki told me
that they were exploring their gender identity and wanted me to use the “they” pronoun. Nikki
and Mariposa were the only non-male students in the sixth-grade bilingual class until late in the
school year. I also selected these students to highlight the within-group diversity that is often
overlooked in educational research about emergent bilinguals. All four students had arrived from
the Dominican Republic between zero and two years prior to the start of the school year, but they
all had different experiences with language, literacy, and technology, and different orientations
and attitudes towards language, school, and programming.24 I provide brief descriptions of those
aspects of the four focal students from the sixth grade bilingual class below:
Álvaro. Álvaro was an 11-year-old 6th grader who had come to NYC from the
Dominican Republic the previous school year. When we asked him to draw or write about his
identity during the focus group, he chose to speak with us instead. An avid gamer, he spent time
after school playing video games like Fortnite and Grand Theft Auto with his friends and older
brothers. He also enjoyed recording videos of his friends’ adventures playing outside. He took up
24

In my interviews and focus groups, the portion of the interview about language included questions such as where
and how they learned their language(s), about the language(s) they used at home and at school and online, how
important it was for them to learn English, use Spanish, and be bilingual, and times in their life when it was
important to be bilingual. While this study takes a translanguaging lens, using named language categories in these
interviews provided helpful starting points to discuss and reflect upon language with students. Even as I use named
language categories in these descriptions to reflect what was said in those conversations, it is with recognition that
all of the students’ language practices were fluid, evidencing much translanguaging.
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baseball at his elementary school and loved soccer. He read texts assigned in school haltingly,
and his writing used invented spelling. He showed me some of the poetry he had written covertly
in the back of his notebook but said he was often frustrated by the writing and reading tasks
assigned in school. He used oral language and gestures to fluidly express his ideas and ask
questions during class discussions. He said he used mostly Spanish with his friends and family
and at school, though he would use some English with monolingual English-speaking teachers,
and while playing team sports and speaking to fellow gamers online. He had complex and
dynamic attitudes about language, connecting language to notions of identity and culture. He
used particular words, phrases, and gestures which he said came from his neighborhood and
community in Santo Domingo, saying about these words in a focus group, “esto nos representa,
maestra” (these represent us, teacher). He told me in a one-on-one interview that he hoped to
learn English and recognized its utility for finding a job in the United States — saying that
without English “Yo no voy a ser nadie” (I’m not going to be anybody). At the same time, when
asked if he considered himself a bilingual, he said “Yo na’ mas me considero cien por ciento
dominicano… digo que hablo español cien por ciento” (I just consider myself one hundred
percent dominican…I say that I speak Spanish a hundred percent) (Interview, 11/16). He said he
worried that if he became bilingual, he would lose that which made him “tigueraje” — a word
used across the Dominican Republic meaning cunning and street-smart.
Mariposa. Mariposa was an 11-year-old sixth grader who came to New York City from
the Dominican Republic at age 9. When asked to describe herself, she said she was “Una persona
que trata lo mejor que puede” (a person who tries the best they can). In our focus group, she
drew a picture of herself and her aunt swimming in a pool, depicting a memory from her time
living in Santo Domingo (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Mariposa's Focus Group Drawing

She used both Spanish and English with her siblings, friends, and teachers, and mostly Spanish
with her parents and the customers at her father’s deli, where she said she worked some evenings
and weekends. She said the customers of the deli always remarked about her being smart and
well-behaved. She explained that sometimes she spoke in English at home when she got into
fights with siblings and did not want them to know what she was saying. She enjoyed watching
channels 41 and 47 (Telemundo and Univisión) with her family and had some experiences using
her grandmother’s old camera (“de los años ochenta,” as she put it [from the eighties]) to film a
short movie starring her friends and family in Santo Domingo, DR. She loved math class,
reading, writing, and drawing. She took thorough notes during classes. A popular student who
was considered by many to be a good friend, she was an active participant in class discussions
and would often translate for her classmates and teachers. She said that before coming to the US,
she knew how to say things like “thank you” and “how are you” but that it was in the US when
she started learning English in earnest. While she said she wanted me to use mostly Spanish
during our intro interview, by the end of the year, she used more English in our conversations.
Technology played a role in her language development – she said she used apps like KidAC and
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Google translate to help her learn English, and has favorite YouTubers she tuned into. She also
remarked that she liked to read in English to practice her skills. When asked how important it
was for her to be a bilingual person, she said: “For me it's super important because in my home,
we speak only Spanish, no English, only if I want to, and here I have to speak two languages.
And even in my class, two” (Focus group, 6/14/2019).
Nikki. Nikki was an 11-year-old sixth grader who came to the United States from the
Dominican Republic in the middle of the previous school year. As previously mentioned,
students, teachers, and I used “she” pronouns to refer to Nikki during the school year, but as I
spent more time with Nikki after the year ended, I learned “they” was their preferred pronoun.
Nikki called themself “bastante inteligente” (very intelligent), someone who likes going off on
tangents, and when asked to draw or write about their identities, Nikki drew a two part figure,
with the top one representing their more “childish” and “curious” part, and the bottom one the
more “smart” and “antisocial” part (Figure 8).
Figure 8. Nikki's Focus Group Drawing
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Nikki had used technology from an early age, when their mom would give them a laptop to keep
them busy while she was at work. Nikki said they were inspired by their mom’s crochet and
embroidery work to become an artist, specifically an animator. They enjoyed spending time
creating detailed drawings by hand and, after her mom bought them a phone, on mobile apps.
They wrote imaginative fantasy stories in their journal and were an active member of online roleplaying game “fandoms,” and fanfiction communities. In a fifth grade after school program, they
learned to use the Scratch programming environment and created many animation projects.
When they had access to a computer, Nikki engaged in the Scratch community by sharing their
projects, remixing and liking other users’ projects. At the start of the year, Nikki said they mostly
used Spanish to communicate with friends and family, mentioning they felt more comfortable
reading and writing English than speaking it “Porque yo me confundo como lo escribe y cómo se
pronuncia” (Because I get confused with how it’s written and how it is pronounced) (Interview,
12/7). At the end of year focus group, Nikki described their language use as “Espan-English” or
“Span-English”:
Espan-English. Spanish and English in the same language, at the same time. Like if you don't
know words in English, you can use words in Spanish, if you don't know words in Spanish,
you can use them in English… There is Span-English everytime, even if with my mom when
she don't know, eh, eh eh, she don't know English. We're like, wait, what? (Focus group,
6/7/2019)

They added that they tailored their language use depending on the person they were talking to
and their objective. Often bored with school readings and assignments, they enjoyed reading
comics and other books they procured at the library — I once spotted Nikki with anime graphic
novels and Neil deGrasse Tyson’s book Astrophysics for People in a Hurry in tow. Nikki played
with language, delighting in using words they found “fancy” or “sofisticadas.” They said they
used context clues to help figure out the meaning of unknown words while reading.
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José. José was an 11-year-old sixth grader who came to the United States from the
Dominican Republic at the start of the school year. During our introductory interview, when I
asked what pseudonym he wanted me to use, he suggested Albert, before quickly changing his
mind to Diós, and then José Cristo. I shorthanded that to José. He answered my interview
questions with brief 1-2 word responses — I learned he enjoyed playing shooting and racing
video games, and that he liked to use computers to listen to music. At one point, he picked up the
microphone and began to rap. I later learned he had extensive knowledge of the rapper
Tekashi69 and the performer’s run-ins with the cops. He drew a baseball diamond when we
asked to draw or write about himself during our focus group (Figure 9).
Figure 9. José's Focus Group Drawing

He said he used Spanish to speak with his family members and watched YouTube videos that
used English. José said he considered himself a bilingual person because he used both languages,
though he said he wanted to learn more English. He was curious about language — asking
students who spoke languages other than English and Spanish how to say words in their
languages during our focus group. When I met him, José was emerging in his abilities as a reader
of written English and Spanish. His teachers learned he had experienced interrupted schooling in
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the Dominican Republic and for this, he was provided with instruction in Spanish phonics in
small group sessions with the school’s dean. During the last third of the school year, José was
transferred to a bilingual self-contained special education class to receive services required by an
Individualized Education Plan. José adopted many strategies to support his learning. I witnessed
him copying notes from the board every day, even if he could not always read all of the words he
wrote down. He asked adults to read aloud to him and take dictation of his responses to
questions. With his teachers’ encouragement, he would sometimes draw instead of write his
responses during some classroom activities. While José had used family members’ mobile
devices for gaming, he had limited experiences using laptop computers prior to coming to the
United States and was eager to explore with them. He was persistent in asking adults and peers
for support with all classwork, including with Scratch, and frequently pulled adults close to
announce and show off his accomplishments. He was a consistent volunteer when teachers asked
students to run errands. He also supported his classmates when they asked him for help —
especially during Scratch activities.
Students in Ms. Kors’ ENL class. As noted in the previous chapter, my initial plan was
to select focal students from just Ms. Torres’ class, to dive deeply into just one setting. But as I
completed my duties as a research assistant on the PiLaCS project, I recognized that there was
much to learn from Ms. Kors’ ENL class, where teachers and researchers did not share many of
students’ language practices, and I decided to add a focal student, John, from her class to ensure
those dynamics would be captured. John was one of between 6 and 8 students in Ms. Kors’ ENL
pull-out group over the school year. Other students took part in focus groups and interviews,
were observed and their experiences are captured in various moments in my analysis (see Table
4).
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Table 4. Ms. Kors’ English-as-a-New Language Class

Grade(s) and subject
area

Mixed grades (6-8th) English-as-a-New Language pull-out small
group

Total number of
students in the class

6-8 (number of students fluctuated over the year)

Named languages
used

Amharic, Arabic, French, Fula, English, Tigrinya, Wolof (Students)
English (Students and teacher)
Spanish (teacher)

Focal student

John

Additional students

2 additional students, Aisha and Alex, were interviewed and
observed more informally

John. John was an 11-year-old sixth grader who migrated from Eritrea in East Africa to
the neighboring country of Ethiopia at seven years old, before migrating to the United States in
the middle of the previous school year. When asked to draw or write about his identity, he
produced a short writing piece (Figure 10). John aspired to become a professional soccer player.
He told me his first language was Tigrinya (commonly spoken in Eritrea, Ethiopia, and their
diasporas) and his second language was Amharic, (also widely spoken in that part of East
Africa). He also read and wrote some Amharic, which he learned at school in Ethiopia. Not shy
to practice English with adults and peers at his school, he participated readily and openly in class
discussions, often waving his hand in the air vigorously to get teachers’ attention.
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Figure 10. John's Focus Group Writing Piece

Comfortable typing and navigating applications like PowerPoint, Google Translate, and Google
Maps on the school’s Apple laptops, he explained that he often asked to use his father’s
computer at home, and that one of his older sisters taught him skills like how to type and copypaste. He seemed to enjoy learning, naming a PowerPoint file “john need the story he learn so
much.” He had taken English lessons at his school in Ethiopia, though he explained his English
was mostly a result of his time in the US. He also used a few Arabic words he picked up from
movies in his speech with his classmates from West Africa and Yemen. He maintained attitudes
that linked language, identity, and place. He connected Tigrinya (what he called “his language”)
to Eritrea, (what he called “his country”), and commonly spoke using practices that would be
recognized as Tigrinya with his family. At the same time, he noticed the ways that language
practices differed in the various places where he lived. When asked how important it was to him
to be bilingual, John brought up the ongoing wars between Eritrea and Ethiopia, noting that to
him, being bilingual was at once a good thing, because it enabled communication with more
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people, and a bad thing, because language could be used to mark tribe, religion, and where
someone is from, potentially putting one in danger.
Curricular Design and Software Context
Some schools carrying out New York’s CS4All initiative have chosen to teach standalone courses, such as the Advanced Placement CS Principles course. Teachers involved in the
PiLaCS RPP, by contrast, have chosen to integrate computer science into their subject areas. For
this, rather than hand teachers a pre-set curriculum, PiLaCS has worked with teachers to teachers
to adapt/modify existing curriculum, or to produce new units, given their contexts and content
area goals. Below, I describe the software platform teachers integrated into their units, and some
details about the unit designs themselves.
Software
Teachers used the Scratch programming environment and software as they integrated CS
into their content area units. Scratch is a blocks-based programming environment that can be
accessed through a web browser and can be used to create animations, games, digital stories,
models, and other projects. When a user calls up the Scratch editor on their web browser, they
are presented with a canvas on the left, blank except for the program’s signature “Scratch Cat.”
The user is also provided with basic graphic design tools and a library of characters/objects
(“sprites”) and backdrops which can be placed on the “stage.” Importantly, students can drag and
drop code “blocks” from the library (center) to write programs (“scripts”) that animate the
sprites. The screen that users interface with when they create projects in Scratch is depicted in
Figure 11.
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Figure 11. A Screenshot of the Scratch Interface

Members of the Scratch community — the target users are children and teenagers — have
produced games, animations, holiday cards, presentations, simulations, and a variety of other
projects. Users can share their projects with the community, comment on each other’s work, and
frequently build on and “remix” projects produced by others. As of February 2020, there were
more than 52 million users registered worldwide, and more than 49 million projects shared on
Scratch (Lifelong Kindergarten Group at the MIT Media Lab, n.d.).
Teachers and researchers in the PiLaCS project selected this tool for a few reasons. Our
research team recommended Scratch because it was available in more than 60 languages, which
would help support teachers’ multilingual populations. Scratch was also a tool I and other
researchers felt comfortable supporting teachers to use, given our prior experiences using it in
teaching and learning. Additionally, partner teachers – all novices with CS concepts, practices,
and pedagogy -- had some familiarity with the tool from a NYC Department of Education
CS4All professional development session that we (researchers) had encouraged them to attend a
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few months before our project officially began. The PiLaCS project also works most often with
Scratch because it is consistent with our computational literacies philosophy that code should be
mobilized in conversations in and for communities, for particular purposes. Scratch can be used
to create many kinds of projects and engage with many school disciplines, and projects can be
openly shared with communities.
Curricular Unit Designs
PiLaCS’s approach to curriculum design was consistent with translanguaging pedagogy
(García et al., 2017) because we aimed to center students’ diverse linguistic backgrounds and
experiences in unit design. Another tenet of translanguaging pedagogy is that designs for
learning can “set up the affordances for students to engage in discursive and semiotic practices”
(García & Li Wei, 2014, p. 93). This means that even as students are viewed as creative and
critical agents and users of language for expression and learning, curricular designs and available
resources have the capacity to shape and channel the translanguaging “corriente” in a classroom
(García et al., 2017). This point is echoed in the work of Otsuji and Pennycook (2018) who use
the concept of “semiotic assemblage” to demonstrate the role that resources afforded in designs
might play in leveraging translanguaging for learning:
The idea of semiotic assemblages suggests not only that multiple resources come together
at any moment, but also that the dynamic effects of such assemblages are also productive:
Learning affordances are emergent from the interactions of semiotic assemblages. So
again, as educators, if we cannot predict such moments, we need at least to make their
emergence possible. (Otsuji & Pennycook, 2018, p. 86)
One goal of designers was to facilitate the emergence of semiotic assemblages that promoted
learning about concepts in computer science and language arts. Below, I provide context on the
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design of the three units that focal students experienced: the “Telenovela unit” in Ms. Torres’
bilingual language arts class, the “Journey to School / Viaje a la escuela unit” in Ms. Torres’
bilingual social studies class, and the “Multilingual Family Stories unit” in Ms. Kors’ English-asa-new language class.
The Telenovela Unit. The unit we called “The Telenovela Unit” came about in 2017 and
was conducted in bilingual language arts classes across all middle grades. Two teachers (Ms.
Torres and another Language Arts teacher at her school, Ms. Hernández), plus researchers
(including Laura Ascenzi-Moreno, Chris Hoadley, and myself) were hoping to introduce the
teachers’ middle-school aged emergent bilingual students to Scratch and programming, while
simultaneously meeting objectives in language arts. We also hoped to build on students’
translanguaging through a translanguaging pedagogical approach. During one meeting, I told the
group that a common way teachers introduce the Scratch programming environment was to use
an analogy to a play: both employ actors (or in Scratch’s case, the objects or “sprites” that are
animated on the screen), a stage, costumes, sounds, and scripts, and involve “performances” of
some kind. With her language arts students in mind, Ms. Hernández suggested drawing an
analogy to a telenovela instead, given she knew her students watched them with their families at
home every night.
Taking her suggestion, our team designed activities in which students would compare a
live action version and a Scratch version of the same telenovela scene as a first step towards
“remixing” a Scratch project to produce their own digital telenovela dialogue. We hoped that
through these activities, students would come away with answers to questions like “What is
code?” “What does it do?” “How is it different and similar to other ways of expressing
yourself?” We hoped students would come to see Scratch code as one more tool they could use
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to communicate. The telenovela unit was designed to take several class periods to complete: first,
volunteer students would act out a dramatic telenovela scene and the class would watch an
animated story programmed in the Scratch environment (Figure 12, the “Telenovela” sample
project can also be found in the digital dissertation companion at this link:
https://translanguagingcsed.org/disMaterials/items/show/1.). Next, they would compare and
contrast elements of the Scratch interface to the components of a telenovela, making connections
between Scratch code and a telenovela script. Finally, over the course of a few periods, students
would plan out and complete a remix of the telenovela Scratch project using the Scratch blocks
and interface for themselves.
Figure 12. A Screenshot of the Telenovela Dialogue Scratch Project as Students Saw it in the Fall

In line with PiLaCS’s “computational literacies” view on computing education,
incorporating the telenovela into this introductory unit about programming would provide a
context for code — incorporating it into conversations students already have in their
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communities. It aimed to leverage what students understood about language and expression in
telenovelas to help them learn about code, and vice-versa. The unit took approximately 8 periods
spread over one month (Vogel, Hoadley, et al., 2020).
The Journey to School / Viaje a la escuela Unit. The Journey to School / Viaje a la
escuela unit was developed by Ms. Torres and myself for her bilingual sixth grade social studies
class at the start of the school year. During design meetings, Ms. Torres shared the New York
City DOE’s social studies curriculum guide, which called for her students to learn about the
relationships between humans and geography, using case studies from the Eastern Hemisphere.
Building on the unit in the guide, we decided to have students explore an aspect of life that
would be relevant to her students and which would highlight that relationship — children’s
journeys to school.
Students first analyzed photographs and captions written in English from a United
Nations digital exhibit that depicted the sometimes treacherous, long, and circuitous paths that
children around the world must take to school (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Álvaro and Pablo’s Notes on an Image of a Young Girl’s Journey to School in the Kibera Slum in Kenya

Next, Ms. Torres led students in an activity to play, discuss, critique, and modify a game I
created on Scratch that depicted the journey to school of one of the students in the photographs
(The “Journey to School” sample project can also be found in the digital dissertation companion
at this link: https://translanguagingcsed.org/disMaterials/items/show/3). Students then worked to
brainstorm and create a paper prototype of a game depicting their own journey to school either in
the US, or in another country (Figure 14), and finally, to bring their games to life in the Scratch
environment, where it would be possible to not just describe a geographic obstacle, but to code it
in and have a player experience it as an obstacle (see an example of a students’ project here).
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Students solicited and incorporated feedback from peers into their games and presented their
games orally in front of peers, educators, researchers, and school administrators.
Figure 14. Nikki Uses Legos, Toys, and Drawings to Create a Paper Prototype of Their Game

Ms. Torres ended the unit by asking students to create one more project in Scratch — a
fictionalized dialogue between themselves and a student from the Eastern Hemisphere who's
experienced they researched. In these dialogues, sprites in Scratch discussed the obstacles they
faced in journeying to school, and issues of educational inequity. Students engaged in this unit 13 periods per week from November to June, with a break in April for state testing.
The Multilingual Family Stories Unit.
Ms. Kors co-designed the family stories unit with PiLaCS research assistant Marcos
Ynoa, with support from Chris Hoadley, Laura Ascenzi-Moreno, and myself. In this unit, Ms.
Kors asked students to interview family members about important family stories. Then, she
asked students to write these stories on paper graphic organizers (
Figure 15), PowerPoint (Figure 16), and Word documents, and finally, to animate them
using the Scratch programming environment.
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Figure 15. John's Written Graphic Organizer

Figure 16. John's PowerPoint Story
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Ms. Kors modeled many translanguaging strategies (Celic & Seltzer, 2012), throughout the unit.
For example, she frequently modeled using machine translation to include the script of many
different named languages on her PowerPoint slides. John took up Ms. Kors’ strategy while
making his own PowerPoint in Figure 16, including Amharic, Arabic, English, and French script
explaining he wanted all students in the class to be able to read his work. As Ms. Kors turned to
Scratch, she and Marcos designed an activity where students would debug teacher-created
Scratch stories before creating their own projects. After animating their stories, students in Ms.
Kors class presented their PowerPoint or Word and Scratch projects to classmates, teachers, and
researchers.
Figure 17. John Practicing His Presentation of the Scratch Version of His Family Story

Students engaged in this unit approximately 1-2 times per week from October to March.
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Chapter 6 - “El programa no es como nosotros”: Translanguaging in Conversations About
Code, Computers, and Expression

Key computational literacies involve coming to terms with the computer itself. What can
computers do? What is code for? What is my relationship to computers and code as a user and a
programmer? Students may formulate answers to these questions through tinkering and using
computers to make artifacts and do things in the world with those artifacts. They may also come
to answers in conversations about technology with their families, teachers, and peers, like sixth
grader Nikki, whose quote from a class discussion comparing computers and people — “el
programa no es como nosotros” (the program is not like us) — I use in the title of this chapter.
This chapter interprets moments from a sixth-grade bilingual classroom and mixed grades
English as a New Language classroom at STEM Academy, where Nikki and their schoolmates
engaged in activities to talk about code and programming computers. This chapter interprets the
sense students made during those activities about code and computers and documents the
translanguaging students brought to bear as resources for making that sense.
Overall, this section finds that:
● Addressing RQ1: Students’ translanguaging supported students in coming to
understandings about what code is and how to use it, by enabling them to build on
linguistic, semiotic, and experiential resources they had embodied, and which were also
embedded and distributed across other people (peers, educators), places (school, home,
the media and digital environments), and objects (curricular designs, classroom materials,
technologies). Educators curious and open to students’ many sense-making moves
promoted and validated students’ translanguaging in these conversations.
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● Addressing RQ3: Students’ translanguaging expanded notions of what counts as valid
meaning-making resources for “doing CS” and “doing language arts,” forging
computational literacies with syncretic qualities (Gutiérrez, 2014) and suggesting
implications for instructional design and pedagogy.
● Addressing RQ 3 and RQ 2: Students’ unique metaphors about code and computers
provide evidence for the utility of theoretical frameworks that view students’
engagements with computers as conversations and communication between human and
machine interlocutors.
The findings of this chapter are presented in four sections, described in brief below.
● 6.1. John’s Discovery: Translanguaging To Make Meaning of Code: This section
demonstrates the density and richness of the meaning-making resources that one
multilingual student orchestrated in his translanguaging during a conversation that helped
him express to a particular interlocutor how the code in a Scratch program worked.
● 6.2. Emergent Possibilities for Translanguaging and Learning: When Students
Think With “Telenovelas”: This section considers moments that highlight how students
orchestrated meaning-making resources during a series of lessons designed to leverage
students’ experiences with “telenovelas” to support making sense of code. This analysis
views the telenovela as an example of a “boundary object,” following Pennycook
(2017b), and demonstrates how its inclusion in the lesson afforded students and teachers
opportunities to leverage specific kinds of resources, namely embodied ones, in their
translanguaging in conversations about code. Teachers and students took up those
opportunities, especially through role-play practices with their bodies and voices. These
moments also demonstrate how students’ translanguaging expanded notions of what
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counts as valid meaning-making resources for “doing CS” and “doing language arts,”
suggesting implications for instructional design and pedagogy. These moments
demonstrate the syncretic nature of the computational literacies (Gutiérrez, 2014) that
students engaged in, supported by learning environments that invited students to
translanguage fluidly.
● 6.3. Translanguaging, Translation, and Bilingualism as a Resource for Sensemaking About Code and Computing Practices: This section presents translanguaging
moments that cast students’ sense-making about code as acts of translation25. It illustrates
how students’ orchestration of embodied, linguistic, semiotic and experiential resources
in these “translations” helped them come to understandings about what code is and how
to use it and expanded the range of resources traditionally considered salient for “doing
CS.” It demonstrates the role that teachers play in inviting and supporting students in
leveraging translanguaging for sense-making about code.
● 6.4. Translanguaging and Meta-languaging to Understand How Humans and
Computers “Communicate”: This section features moments where students conversed
about the “step by step” nature of programming and the “specificity” a programmer
exhibits while programming. Students’ comments employed communication and
conversation-based metaphors for programming which promoted their understandings,
and in one case, supported a student’s own identity construction. This section builds
theory that draws upon these metaphors, positing the affordances of using communication
and conversation as frames for analyzing students’ interactions with computers and code
when they program computers.

25

As will be noted in this section, I view “translation” from a translanguaging perspective and not in the traditional
sense of the term.
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All sections in this chapter address Research Question #1 of this dissertation about how
emergent bilingual students translanguage as they engage in computational literacies, with a
special focus on conversations that emergent bilingual/multilingual students had about code and
computing. In addition to addressing RQ1, sections 6.2 and 6.4 also address RQ3, about the
relationships between students’ translanguaging and engagement in computational literacies.
Each section includes a discussion of core themes and findings, as well as implications for
pedagogy and practice.
6.1. John’s Discovery: Translanguaging To Make Meaning of Code
Just as many different instruments contribute to make music, many different “lingual and
modal semiotic resources are orchestrated in meaning-making” (Hua et al., 2019, p. 388). This
section discusses how one student, John, a student in Ms. Kors’ English as a New Language
classroom, orchestrated a variety of practices and resources — oral and written language,
drawing, gesture and movement, tone of voice, role play — in his translanguaging in order to
assign meaning to programs in the Scratch environment during a conversation about code, and to
attune himself to his interlocutor.
An Eritrean student who immigrated from Ethiopia the previous school year, John had a
multilingual repertoire including languaging features commonly used in East Africa (features
from what would be called Tigrinya, and Amharic) in addition to some features of what would
be called English and Arabic. In early December, John’s ENL teacher, Ms. Kors, was planning
for students to use Scratch to create animations depicting a family story. To prepare students, she
showed the class a project she had made in Scratch to tell her own family story: a time when her
mother told her a superstition about how putting your purse on the floor is bad luck, and will
cause you to lose all of your money. She gave the class time to explore her project on their own
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laptops, as a way to introduce students to the Scratch interface and codes. One week later, as part
of a “Do Now” assignment26, Ms. Kors asked the class to talk to a partner about what they had
discovered in Scratch that previous week. She expected students to practice the phrase “I
discovered” in English, but consciously paired them with other students who spoke the same
home languages so they could draw on their full linguistic repertoires more fluidly during these
conversations. Given his unique language profile in the classroom, John was left without a samelanguage partner, so I volunteered to work with him. He seemed enthusiastic regarding sharing
with me. He asked if he should write his answer to the teacher’s question, and I told him he
could write or talk it out. He stated:
1. John: OK. I want to tell you.
2. Sara: OK.
3. John: I discovered in Scratch is like the thing, the new thing, like the, how to like, how
to like, how li- Hm. How to move li-. how to move thing-es like, like th- the purse, like
when she touch it, like it flip. And like, you can move the purse, like from here ((picks
up his notebook and motions with his pencil on its upper right hand corner)) to, like
from here to somewhere, like that ((moves his pencil to the lower left hand corner of
his notebook)) (Observation, 12/07)
Figure 18. John Gestures With His Pencil on a Notebook Cover to Show the Movement Taking Place in a Scratch
Project

26

Many U.S. teachers call the assignments they use to kick-off their daily lessons a “Do Now.”
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John began his explanation orally, intending to “tell” me what he discovered. His phrase “when
she touch it, like it flip” indexed and paraphrased the Scratch code blocks he had experimented
with the previous week, When this sprite clicked / turn (180) degrees. After a
moment, John took hold of his notebook and pencil, using them to gesture from one spot to
another to describe how “you can move the purse like... from here to somewhere like that”
(Figure 18). His use of “you” communicates the idea that a person has the ability to move an
object in the Scratch environment. He did not mention code during his explanation, but through
his translanguaging, drawing on his own oral language interpretations of Scratch keywords,
gestures and manipulation of physical objects, he hinted at the ways that people interact with the
sprites or objects in the program — as users who can “touch” or click on sprites, and as
programmers who can dictate how Sprites’ movement happens.
A few seconds after this exchange, John continued explaining something else he
discovered in Scratch: that to produce a back and forth dialogue between sprites (programmable
objects such as characters) in Scratch, the programmer must add codes for one sprite to wait for a
few seconds while the other “speaks,” so their speech bubbles do not overlap. In the program he
had experienced the previous week, which can be accessed in the companion materials for this
dissertation (see “Purse Story” https://translanguagingcsed.org/disMaterials/items/show/2), the
teacher intentionally included overlapping speech bubbles as a “bug” for students to resolve.
John began his explanation of this to me verbally, but then recruited a host of linguistic and
semiotic resources to help him. He opened up his notebook to a blank page and drew some stick
figures to represent the two sprites (Figure 19).
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Figure 19. John Draws Stick Figure Representations of Sprites Dialoguing in Scratch to Describe How to Insert
Codes So They Do Not “Interrupt” Each Other

John narrated as he drew:
5. John: If this one is a girl, if, ((draws a stick figure)), and if this one is a girl, if this one
is a girl ((draws another stick figure)). When this thing, when this, when this one talks
((gestures to the first stick figure)), if she said hell-, if she say, if she say hi…
6. Sara: uh hm. (Observation, 12/07)

He drew stick figures on opposite sides of his notebook page. He wrote some text to represent
the stick figure “saying” the word “hello,” narrating as he wrote.

10. John: how you say h- hello, ‘H’ ‘L’ ‘L’ ‘O,’ ((writing these letters down)) like this ‘H’
‘E’ ‘L’ ‘L’ ‘O,’ and this this one have to make, I have to stay five min:utes, because
like, like she cannot say this one, when she hello, she is going to say like faster? This
girl has to stay ten, like five seconds, then she say “hello” to her. And like they, and
like, they don’t have to talk faster. (Observation, 12/07)
He wrote the phrases “5 min” “5 second” next to the stick figures as he stated them, as if to
represent the wait blocks in Scratch. John’s choice to jot down the “commands” for each of his
stick figures in a different area of his notebook page mirrored the Scratch layout, which employs
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separate scripting areas for each sprite. He also wrote his “commands” vertically, perhaps
representing how Scratch code blocks stack one over the next, line by line. I then asked a
question:
11. Sara: Why does she have to wait five seconds?
12. John: Because like, like, like, that’s one, you have to talk one at a time.
13. Sara: Got it. Ok. Cool. So, she talks ((gestures to first stick figure))
14. John: Fi- like, like when she talk, and this this one, she have to stay, like after she
finish, and she have to finish, she have to stay five minutes because like, she cannot
like, she cannot interrupt her like, while she talk like something. (Observation, 12/07)
Next, John recruited me as a resource for his explanation, asking me to say the phrase “I want to
tell you a story,” so that he could demonstrate waiting for me to finish, the way one sprite must
wait while the other speaks.
To share his discovery about code, John used oral language in what would be recognized
as English (including the “I discovered” sentence starter his teacher had provided [line 3]), oral
and written language, gestures with objects around the table, drawings created with a particular
layout and performed sequentially with accompanying gestures, and an embodied role-play. John
also repeated the word “like,” a number of times, as if warming up his ideas. As John talked,
gestured, wrote, and drew, his verbal explanation became clearer and more precise. He used
phrases denoting cause and effect (“when she talk...she have to finish”) and the phrases “one at a
time” and “she cannot interrupt her” to describe how the sequencing of the code ensured the
characters took turns when they spoke. He also coordinated the timing of his speech and
mobilized it as a resource during the embodied role-play portion of the moment. The whole
performance helped John represent the functions of particular codes in a project, and to describe
how one must sequence codes in a specific order to achieve a desired effect (a back-and-forth
conversation between two sprites). Brennan and Resnick (2012) highlight sequencing as a core
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computational thinking concept that students grapple with when they use Scratch. In this
moment, translanguaging was the vehicle by which John expressed his evolving understanding
of this concept.
John fluidly and simultaneously orchestrated resources to help him share his discovery
about code. The term orchestration recognizes the ways that, when people language especially in
multilingual environments, not only might their linguistic practices “go beyond” named
languages, but they also integrate and coordinate semiotic and embodied resources that are
traditionally labeled as separate. “Orchestration” breaks “down the boundaries between spatial
and other semiotic resources” (Hua, Li Wei, et al., 2017, p. 413), countering not just monolingual
bias, but lingual bias (Block, 2013; Hua et al., 2019). This term allows me to recognize how
emergent bilingual students like John bring their full linguistic repertoires together with their
bodies, objects, and semiotic elements like code, drawing, intentional layout of drawn and
written elements on paper, timing, and so on, as they communicate.
Orchestration as a metaphor also captures the social nature of interaction, in that “it
requires ‘attunement’ of all of the participants” to each other. In addition to supporting his own
meaning-making about code, John’s orchestration of resources across voice, body, written text
and drawn images, and objects, supports my understanding as his interlocutor. John knew I did
not share his language practices with Tigrinya, Amharic and Arabic. He often attuned his
language practices to his interlocutors and context, and did so intentionally. For example, weeks
later, I observed John asking his multilingual classmates what languages they spoke, and then
using machine translation software to translate words in his PowerPoint presentation into those
languages to ensure they would feel included (Vogel, Ascenzi-Moreno, Hoadley, et al., 2019). In
John’s case, the fact that I was his interlocutor may have played some role in how many different
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resources he drew upon to not just tell me, but to show me what he discovered in Scratch. At the
same time, this kind of translanguaging is not just something an emergent bilingual would do to
communicate with someone who does not share their language practices. Using interactive,
visual modes like gesture and demonstration to express the interactive, visual nature of Scratch is
a move that would be effective for anyone.
Discussion
The example of John sharing his discovery makes concrete how students might
orchestrate meaning-making resources and language features in the context of a conversation
about code. John did not outwardly use linguistic practices that would be recognized as other
than English but his practices here still count as translanguaging. Firstly, students’
bi/multilingual repertoires are with them and are active no matter their outward presentation
(García et al., 2019). Additionally, John orchestrated oral language, gesture, role-play, drawing,
writing, and depictions of computer code. These practices supported him to express his evolving
understandings of computational concepts like sequencing (Brennan & Resnick, 2012) and about
people’s relationships to code — the way people can play the role of users who can click to make
things happen on a screen, but also programmers, who can arrange codes in certain ways to
achieve particular effects. The layout of his drawing of sprites and writing of code commands
reflected his appropriation of particular aspects of the interface of Scratch as well. His practices
also reflected the work John did to attune his communication to his interlocutor.
Viewing John’s practices here as translanguaging helps call attention to the ways that
John’s practices “go beyond” the kind of language practices expected in traditional CS education
classrooms, which do not often leave space for students to express themselves about code using a
wide variety of modalities and languages. This research supports findings of scholars and
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practitioners of “creative computing” who recognize that much can be learned about students’
creative engagements with Scratch though artifact-based interview conversations with students at
different points in the design process, and by analyzing students’ written or drawn reflections in
design journals (Brennan & Resnick, 2012). Artifact-based interviews can help teachers and
researchers assess students’ engagement with specific computational thinking concepts,
practices, and perspectives. Doing so can reveal the nuances of students’ understandings, given
that computational thinking is not a matter of “knowing” or “not knowing” about a concept in a
binary way (Brennan & Resnick, 2012). These examples suggest that inviting especially, but
perhaps not only, emergent bilingual students to translanguage — use objects, drawings, varying
linguistic practices, in unexpected, creative, and boundary-defying ways — during these
interviews and assessments can capture what students know about code and Scratch more
accurately and holistically than simply asking them to speak, write, or code alone.
For the field of bilingual education, this moment expands more traditional notions of
translanguaging beyond simply noticing the alternation of named languages. John was agentive
in selecting and mobilizing languaging features for his purpose, context and interlocutor, etc.
Meaning did not reside in just one semiotic resource (like oral or written language) but emerged
“from the momentary assemblages of people, places and objects” (Hua, Otsuji, et al., 2017, p.
388). The properties of the people (me) and objects (pencil, notebook) around him made
particular resources more or less attractive for him to orchestrate, and made certain kinds of
languaging practices possible that would not have been otherwise (e.g. drawing). This example
demonstrates how having conversations about code in multilingual settings can involve
orchestration of a range of resources — from oral language, to gesture, to coordination of
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objects, drawing, role play, etc. Viewing John’s practices through the lens of orchestration-based
definitions of translanguaging also has implications for instructional design and pedagogy:
● Teachers can open up space for students to orchestrate resources in their
conversations about code. Ms. Kors asked an open-ended question — “what did you
discover in Scratch last week,” and encouraged students to use whatever language they
wanted in order to express themselves first with a peer, and then to use more English with
the larger class, a by now well-known translanguaging strategy (Celic & Seltzer, 2013).
John, faced with an interlocutor who did not share many of his language practices,
grabbed his notebook and a pen, and used gestures and drawings and an embodied role
play to express his ideas about the Scratch code. Even as he did not audibly use home
language practices, he took advantage of and expanded the translanguaging space that
Ms. Kors created. This moment may encourage teachers to similarly invite students to
use their full repertoires, to model and encourage the use of manipulatives, role-play,
home language, and other resources for having conversations about code.
● Teachers can open up space for orchestration of resources during assessment of CS
activities. Ms. Kors’ asked her “Do Now” question about what students discovered in
Scratch not only to support students’ English language development, but also to assess
what they had picked up about the Scratch platform the prior week so she would be able
to plan more informed future lessons. This moment provides support for the argument
that assessments that allow for emergent bilingual students to use a range of language
practices (including use of drawing, manipulatives, presentation, etc) can more
sensitively capture what they know and can do.
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6.2. Emergent Possibilities for Translanguaging and Learning: When Students Think With
“Telenovelas”
John orchestrated the various meaning-making resources described above fairly
spontaneously, in a “pupil-directed” way, unplanned by teachers and researchers (García & Li
Wei, 2014; Lewis et al., 2012). The next set of moments focus on conversations about code that
demonstrate how possibilities for translanguaging and learning emerged from students’
interactions with particular lesson and unit designs. This chapter builds on scholarship that
illustrates how even as students are creative and critical agents and users of language for
expression and learning, designs and available resources can shape and channel the
translanguaging “corriente” in a classroom (García et al., 2017).
These moments take place during Ms. Torres implementation of her “telenovela” unit, a
unit that we designed to open up spaces for students to use various linguistic, semiotic,
experiential, and especially embodied resources to build knowledge about code by incorporating
a culturally relevant artifact, the telenovela -- or Spanish soap opera -- into classroom activities.
In these moments, the telenovela operated as a “boundary object.” This term emerged in
sociology (Star & Griesemer, 1989) to describe objects that people and machines “act toward
and with” (Star, 2010, p. 603), and allow for convergent but flexible meaning-making across
communities so that people from different domains can more efficiently talk to each other
(Akkerman & Bakker, 2011; Star, 2010). Pennycook (2017b) takes this term up for the field of
applied linguistics. As he describes them, ironically, “boundary objects traverse, rather than
create boundaries” as they are “mobile ideas, things, practices shared across different social,
cultural, linguistic, geographic domains” (p. 274). Boundary objects help create the “conditions
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of possibility that enable” the conversations and meaning-making that take place around them
(Pennycook, 2017b, p. 274). Pennycook writes:
Perhaps better called adaptable artefacts rather than boundary objects, they are
sufficiently flexible to be taken up by different people in different contexts, yet also
sufficiently robust to be recognisable as ‘the same thing’ across these different contexts.
(p. 274)
The telenovela is usually associated with domains like the Spanish-language entertainment
industry, and the living rooms and kitchen tables of especially of Latinx families in the US and
around the world. In this case, because the telenovela was culturally relevant to students,
teachers, and researchers, it was taken up as a valuable resource for doing school-based bilingual
language arts and computer science, and to facilitate talk about code and programming. Moments
6.2.A and 6.2.B demonstrate how incorporating such a culturally relevant boundary object
opened up possibilities for students to draw on particular translanguaging practices and features
(especially particular kinds of embodied roleplay and analogies) to participate in conversations
about code and computers.
6.2.A: “¡Me traicionaste!” (You Betrayed Me!): Orchestrating Resources With The Body and
Voice
During the first lesson of the telenovela unit, students watched an animation project in
Scratch and used vocabulary associated with telenovelas (costumes, scripts, stage) to help them
make connections to the parts of the Scratch interface. The bulk of the class period, however,
was devoted to acting out a live-action telenovela dialogue. Students’ “acting” in this moment set
the stage to discuss the especially embodied resources that students would draw upon from their
full repertoires to make and communicate meaning about code.
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Ms. Torres began this particular lesson by asking students what they knew about
telenovelas. While it was clear from one-on-one interviews with focal students that telenovelas
were not generally students’ favorite shows, students were excited to talk about them. Students
listed out novelas they had heard of or watched, such as La rosa de Guadalupe and La novia.
Manny said that a telenovela “es una película que tiene muchos episodios” (is a movie that has
many episodes) and “sale por temporada” (it comes out by season). Nikki described a Mexican
telenovela they had watched about “problemas de personas que son resueltos con amor, cariño”
(problems of people that are resolved with love and care). Students underscored the moral
dimension of the genre, with Álvaro stating that they are made so that people “lo copian pa' que,
para como, darle consciencia a las personas” (copy them so that they bring consciousness to
people) and Mariposa remarking that in a telenovela “tú actúas como si fueras malo o fueras
bueno” (you act as if you were bad or good) (Observation 10/11). Telenovelas were part of Ms.
Torres’ students’ “repertoires of practice” (Gutiérrez & Rogoff, 2003) as vehicles for telling
stories, transmitting moral values, and entertaining. In the activities that followed, Ms. Torres
would help students bring this familiar object to bear in a new context.
Ms. Torres asked two student volunteers, Mariposa and Jake, to act out a Spanishmedium telenovela-style dialogue at the front of the room. The student-actors came up to the
front of the room to select costumes to wear for their performance. Mariposa put on a pair of
white sunglasses and a blue feather boa, and Jake chose the brown hat and the large green plastic
glasses. Ms. Torres ushered Jake and Mariposa to the electronic whiteboard, where they stood in
front of an image of the beach, which the class had selected for this purpose. She quieted the
other students, who had begun to laugh at the students’ costumes, and said “Ahora” (Now),
signalling to Jake and Mariposa to begin reading from the telenovela script:
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223.
Jake ((reading with a
monotone, flat voice)): No lo puedo
creer, me, me traicionaste mi mejor
amigo
224.
((Students in the audience
laugh, and talk, unclear on
recording))
225.
Mariposa: Yo no fui. ((also
with a low, monotone voice))
226.
((Students in the audience
continue to laugh and talk))
227.
Ms. Torres: No se escucha la
línea.
228.
Sony: Así no se actúa
229.
Ms. Torres: Vamos a comenzar
de nuevo.
230.
Sony: Así no se actúa.
(Observation 10/11)

223.
Jake ((reading with a
monotone, flat voice)): I can’t believe
it, you betrayed me, me. My best
friend.
224.
((Students in the audience
laugh, and talk, unclear on
recording))
225.
Mariposa: It wasn’t me. ((also
with a low, monotone voice))
226.
((Students in the audience
continue to laugh and talk))
227.
Ms. Torres: I can’t hear the
line.
228.
Sony: That’s not how you act.
229.
Ms. Torres: Let’s start again.
230.
Sony: That’s not how you act.

This interaction began with Jake reading the first line of the “telenovela” script with a low voice
and a monotone, flat affect (line 223). Other students in the class reacted to this with laughing
and talking. Mariposa read her line with a similar affect (line 225). As the students in the
“audience” continued laughing, Ms. Torres interrupted, saying “no se escucha la línea,” she
could not hear their lines (line 227), which had the result of briefly quieting the audience. Sony
commented twice, “así no se actúa,” (that’s not how you act), referring to Jake and Mariposa’s
performances (lines 228 and 230).
In this first attempt at acting out the telenovela dialogue, Jake and Mariposa performed
reading aloud as they likely would have any other text in language arts class, with a flat affect
and neutral tone. While members of the class were possibly amused by Jake and Mariposa’s
costumes and efforts, in referencing acting in his comment “así no se actúa,” Sony took up the
premise of the lesson design that the students were indeed, actors in a telenovela, judging their
performances and hinting at the existence of criteria he might have been using to make those
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judgments. Sony’s comments reference his prior knowledge of this genre, highlighting that there
is more to telenovela acting than simply the flat reading of words.
Ms. Torres initiated a chant of “tres, dos, uno, acción” (three, two, one, action) to prompt
Jake and Mariposa to try acting out the scene again. Their voices continued to be low and flat.
After, I asked students to describe the bodies and voices of telenovela actors. Kyle suggested that
actors change both their voices and their clothes. Nikki elaborated, suggesting that actors use
their bodies to convey various emotions. I proposed that we try the scene again, this time using
emotions, taking up Nikki’s idea. Ms. Torres validated Kyle and Nikki’s responses by jotting
some phrases on the whiteboard, capturing students’ comments about how actors use emotions,
change their voices, and use costumes (Figure 20).
Figure 20. Ms. Torres’ Whiteboard Notes

Transcription of Ms. Torres’ notes on
the board, bottom right quadrant:
Actores
- usan emociones
- cambian su voz
- usan disfraces

Translation: Actors use emotions, change
their voices, use costumes.
(Observation 10/11)

My question oriented students towards the bodies and voices of telenovela actors, prompting
them to draw out the implied criteria underlying Sony’s idea that “así no se actúa” (that’s not
how you act). The students did not discuss word choice, as in a metalinguistic conversation, but,
were perhaps having a meta-semiotic conversation, as they considered how actors use their
bodies and voices.
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Ms. Torres told the two students on the stage to try again. She prefaced their performance
with: “Lo tienes que leer del corazón” (you have to read it from the heart), and led students in
chanting “tres, dos, uno, acción” again.
286.
Jake: No lo puedo creer, me
traicionaste, mi mejor amiga. ((his
voice has a subtle, mumbly, pitched
down tone))
287.
Ms. Torres: ¿Dónde está la
emoción detrás de eso?
288.
((Many students talk at once,
stand up out of their seats, some
performing lines from the dialogue))
289.
Álvaro: ¡Me traicionaste! ((in a
sobbing tone, bringing his fists up to
his chest))
290.
Ms. Torres: Tienes que decirlo
triste, enojado con ella.
291.
Kyle: ¡Así no!
292.
Ms. Torres: Vamos a tratar de
nuevo, [tres, dos, uno, acción
(Observation 10/11)

286.
Jake: I can’t believe it, you
betrayed me, my best friend. ((his
voice has a subtle, mumbly, pitched
down tone))
287.
Ms. Torres: Where is the
emotion behind that?
288.
((Many students talk at once,
stand up out of their seats, some
performing lines from the dialogue))
289.
Álvaro: You betrayed me! ((in
a sobbing tone, bringing his fists up to
his chest))
290.
Ms. Torres: you have to say it
sad, angry with her.
291.
Kyle: Not like that!
292.
Ms. Torres: We are going to
try again [three, two, one, action

The student-actors began to read their lines again. This time, Jake’s voice hinted at sadness with
a subtle, mumbly, pitched down tone (line 286). Ms. Torres interrupted the scene, calling for an
even more emotional performance. At line 288, students in the audience began standing up,
calling out, using exaggerated voices to project their own delivery of the lines. Álvaro called out
“me traicionaste” in a sobbing tone, bringing his fists up to his chest as if to beg and plead (line
289). Ms. Torres provided more direct instruction about how to say the line with more sadness
and anger (line 290).
At this moment, more of the students watching Jake and Mariposa’s performance got
involved in modeling and coaching their performances. There were now more resources on hand
for students to draw upon as they did this modeling and coaching, including Nikki’s meta-
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comments about using the body to express feelings, Kyle’s ideas about how actors change their
voices, the suggestions written on the whiteboard, and potentially Ms. Torres’ recommendation
to “leer del corazón” (read from the heart). Álvaro chose to demonstrate his recommendation,
rather than talk about it, using his body and his tone of voice to bring forth the emotional
resonance of the line “me traicionaste” (you betrayed me). Students in the audience leveraged
their bodies, voices, and experiences with telenovelas to describe the genre’s conventions and
convey the emotions behind the words written in the script. Ms. Torres asked the actors to try
again. Jake told the class to count down, and after they did so, Jake delivered the line with his
voice pitched such that it sounded even more forlorn and sad. Students in the audience burst out
laughing as Jake depicted the final stage direction, to cry and run off the stage. As Jake and
Mariposa listened to their classmates’ comments about telenovela actors, watched their
classmates’ mini-performances, and practiced reading their lines, they began performing in more
fluid, expressive ways.
This translanguaging moment did not include any references to code or computing, but
by making telenovela actors’ expressive techniques with body and voice explicit to students, this
activity set the scene for students to make connections to how code can be used to convey
intended meaning in Scratch programs. This moment was enabled by several “conditions of
possibility” (Pennycook, 2017b, p. 273). One key condition was the introduction of the
telenovela as a culturally relevant “boundary object” in Ms. Torres’ enacted lesson design. The
everyday objects and images used as costumes and backdrops in the “telenovela” helped signify
that students were taking on new roles, potentially putting students like Sony in the frame of
mind to express critiques like “así no se actúa,” hinting at some criteria for “good acting” from
his experiences with this genre. It was also facilitated by teacher moves that prompted for and
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validated students’ comments about actors’ use of the body during “meta-semiotic”
conversations, during which Nikki and Kyle surfaced ideas about linking body and voice to
emotion. These conditions afforded opportunities for Álvaro to orchestrate his voice and body to
demonstrate to his classmates how to convey the emotion of the text, and ultimately,
opportunities for Jake and Mariposa to practice using their bodies and voices to imbue a text with
feeling and thus, meaning – a key language arts skill. These examples demonstrate that written
and oral language resources – most often privileged in a traditional language arts class -- alone
were insufficient for meaning-making in this context. To address Sony’s critique about acting,
express the emotional quality of the script, and forge a foundation for programming sprites in
Scratch, students had to orchestrate linguistic along with embodied, linguistic, and experiential
resources (Hua et al., 2019; Hua, Otsuji, et al., 2017; Li Wei, 2018).
Students would make explicit connections between telenovela acting and programming a
computer in the following activity.
6.2.B: Roleplaying to Make Sense of Code and How Computers Communicate
Orchestration of resources through roleplay with the body and voice continued occurring
the next day, as Ms. Torres initiated an activity asking students to compare a telenovela actor’s
script to a Scratch sprite’s code. She passed out a handout on which was written the script of the
telenovela live-action scene on the left side, and the Scratch programs for the telenovela
animation on the right-hand side (Figure 21). The Scratch program used code blocks from
Scratch’s Spanish interface.
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Figure 21. The Telenovela Script vs. Code Handout Ms. Torres Gave to Students

Ms. Torres asked students to fold their sheet so they would see only the left-hand side (Figure
22Figure 22). She then provided students with colored pencils, markers, and highlighters and
asked them to take four minutes to color-code the script of the telenovela based on whether the
line of the script was something said (purple), a movement (blue), or a sound or noise (pink).
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Figure 22. The Handout After Students Folded it in Half

During this activity, I sat at a table cluster next to three boys - Álvaro, Pablo, and Ivan. A
few seconds after Ms. Torres launched the activity, all three boys began working quietly and
independently. Álvaro whispered to himself as he read over the script and began to highlight his
sheet. Pablo read silently to himself. Pablo underlined “llorar” in purple, then over-wrote his
purple line with a pink one. At this point in their activity, I began to record the boys’ interactions
at their table:
2. Pablo: El rosado es para para que
ponga ((inaudible)) y llorar. Llorar.
Porque este es como un sonido o algo.
3. Álvaro: Sonido.
4. Pablo: Sonido o sound.
5. Álvaro: ¿Llorar es sonido?
6. Pablo: Uh huh.
7. Álvaro: Ahhhhhh.
8. Pablo: Es como un sonido, sonido o
algo
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2. Pablo: Pink is for, for, it to put
(inaudible), and cry. Cry. Because this
is like a sound or something.
3. Álvaro: Sound.
4. Pablo: Sound or sound.
5. Álvaro: To cry is sound?
6. Pablo: Uh huh.
7. Álvaro: Ahhhhhh.
8. Pablo: It’s like a sound, sound or
something.

9. Álvaro ((reading the script)): Empieza
a llorar
10. Pablo: uh huh.
11. Álvaro: Empieza a llorar ((highlights
this part of his sheet pink))
12. Pablo: ((Giggles)) (Observation,
10/12)

9. Álvaro ((reading the script)): She
starts to cry.
10. Pablo: uh huh.
11. Álvaro: She starts to cry ((highlights
this part of his sheet pink))
12. Pablo: ((Giggles))

As the activity progressed, Álvaro and Pablo shifted from completing the task
independently (reading silently or whispering to themselves), to engaging with their partner and
using oral language as they highlighted. Pablo had initially highlighted a word that appeared in
the stage direction, “llorar” (to cry), in purple, thus counting it as “algo dicho” — speech. Then,
he reconsidered, changing the highlight to pink (for noises and sounds). He shared with Álvaro
his discovery that llorar is a sound (line 2). After Álvaro’s repetition of the word “sonido,” Pablo
reiterated his noticing using English and Spanish words for sound (line 4). Álvaro asked Pablo
about this, ¿llorar es sonido? (line 5). After Pablo’s “Uh huh” (line 6), Álvaro tried it out for
himself, saying “Ahhhhhh” (line 7) possibly mimicking screaming or crying. Pablo validated and
repeated that indeed, this is a sound (line 8), with Álvaro reading the line “empieza a llorar”
twice more and highlighting it in pink. As in the previous day’s telenovela activity, it was an
embodied performance that helped Álvaro make meaning of the text. Álvaro’s performed
“Ahhhhhh” along with his partner’s validation, helped him confirm that indeed, llorar is a sound,
and thus, something to highlight pink on his handout (Figure 23).
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Figure 23. Álvaro’s Handout After the Highlighting Activity

Note: Ignore the pen-lines, which were created later.

Álvaro, Pablo, and Ivan continued informally role-playing and playfully repeating aspects of the
dialogue for each other and for themselves as they finished this highlighting activity, perhaps
testing out the expressive quality of these lines to help them determine if they were indeed
examples of dialogue and sounds.
Merging this role-play to the color, Spanish and English words for sound, dialogue, and
movement proved a useful sense-making translanguaging orchestration for the next part of the
activity, which brought code into the conversation. Ms. Torres showed students a slide on the
smartboard, telling students to copy the sentences written in red. As students opened their
notebooks, she told them “Los programadores tienen que usar programas para comunicar que es
lo que quieren que los objetos hagan, ¿verdad?” (Programmers use programs to communicate
what they want their objects or sprites to do, right?) She read a sentence from the slide aloud to
students: “Todo los programas consiste de códigos. Y los códigos son todo los pasos que usas
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para crear el programa” (All programs consist of codes, and the codes are all of the steps that you
use to create the program). Ms. Torres then asked the class to unfold their handouts, revealing
the Scratch code for the telenovela scene on the right side of the page. She told students to draw
lines connecting parts of the telenovela script on the left to code on the right, telling them “tienen
que conectar el guión entero con el código dentro de Scratch” (you have to connect the entire
script with the code inside of Scratch) and modeling an example on her electronic whiteboard.
Álvaro and Pablo began connecting the purple highlighted lines of dialogue first (see Figure 24),
as they found code blocks embedded with the exact same phrases as in the telenovela script. As
Álvaro said, when I asked him why he decided to connect a line of the script to the code, “es lo
mismo” (it’s the same).

Figure 24. Álvaro’s Handout After He Makes Connections Between the Telenovela Script and Scratch Code
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The conversation continued as Álvaro spotted the pink code block “tocar el sonido:”

88. Álvaro: Pero, llorar, con esto
((gesturing to the line in the telenovela
script “empieza a llorar”))
89. Pablo: Deslizar. Ooh.
90. Álvaro: Un sonido, llorar ((Álvaro
draws a line connecting the pink
Tocar sonido [llorar] code block
to the blue underlined “corre al otro
lado” telenovela text))
91. Pablo: y el- y el92. Sara: ¿Ah, pero llorar, o corre al otro
lado?
93. Álvaro: Llorar, tiene que ser esta.
((draws another line branching out
towards the pink underlined words
“empieza a llorar” in the telenovela
script))
(Observation, 10/12)

96. Álvaro: But, to cry, with this one
((gesturing to the line in the telenovela
script “empieza a llorar”))
97. Pablo: To slide. Ohh.
98. Álvaro: A sound, to cry ((Álvaro
draws a line connecting the pink
Tocar sonido [llorar] code block
to the blue underlined “corre al otro
lado” telenovela text))
99. Pablo: And the- and the100.
Sara: Oh, but, to cry, or run to
the other side?
101.
Álvaro: To cry, it has to be this
one. ((draws another line branching
out towards the pink underlined words
“empieza a llorar” in the telenovela
script))

Álvaro stated he knew where to connect the “llorar” line of the telenovela dialogue (line 96), a
point he confirmed when he saw that the code block was denoted as “un sonido” and contained
the word llorar, which he said with special emphasis (line 98). He initially drew his line from the
pink code block to the blue underlined text, contradicting his point from line 96. With some
prompting from me (line 100), he corrected the location of his line, stating “llorar” once more,
and re-stating his choice (line 101). While it was unclear from the students’ oral comments
whether the colors played a role in their decision-making, Pablo and Álvaro, in reading the
Scratch code “tocar sonido [llorar] y esperar,” honed in on the words llorar and sonido, the
connection they had been discussing using English and Spanish words, and role-playing earlier.
Here, Scratch code block keywords were also integrated into students’ oral speech.
The embodied role-play of the telenovela and its iterations in Álvaro’s mini performances
of “me traicionaste” from the previous day and of mimicking crying, are translanguaging
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practices that, orchestrated with his line drawing, integration of Scratch code keywords into
speech, and oral conversations with Pablo and I, supported particularly Álvaro’s participation in
this conversation about what blocks of code might signify and do in a Scratch project. Álvaro’s
translanguaging enabled him to engage in what Goodwin (1994) called the “coding” of a
perceptual field.27 To Goodwin, this practice helps “participants build and contest professional
vision,” meaning, it helps people within a particular social group organize how they see and
understand events of interest to that community (1994, p. 606). Coding in the way that Goodwin
uses the term — not to be confused with what computer programmers do — is meant to
“transform the world into categories and events relevant to the work of the profession” in the
way that, for instance, sociologists create gender and class-based categories (p. 614). For
Goodwin, “coding” practices help people within a community create multimodal graphical
representations of the world that enable them to “see” like an architect, a scientist, a social
worker, a Scratch programmer.
In this case, beginning to “see like a Scratch programmer” meant starting to pay attention
to various meaning-laden aspects of Scratch code blocks and the interface. Álvaro “coded” (in
the Goodwin sense) the telenovela dialogue, sorting aspects of it into categories of meaning that
corresponded with the most relevant Scratch code blocks for creating digital stories —
movement, sound, and dialogue. In leveraging students’ experiences and welcoming their
embodied resources in her lesson design, Ms. Torres opened up spaces where students like
Álvaro could use their bodies and voices in creative ways to have conversations about code and
telenovelas simultaneously.
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Thank you to Jasmine Ma for making this connection and recommending the reference
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Role-playing played a key role a few minutes later in the class period. After students
made connections between the telenovela script and the Scratch code on their own and in small
groups, Ms. Torres asked students to come up one by one to draw their connections on the
electronic whiteboard (Figure 25).
Figure 25. Students’ Connections as Ms. Torres Captured Them in Notes on the Electronic Whiteboard

Ms. Torres then led a discussion about the elements of the code on the right that did not have a
match in the telenovela script on the left. During this conversation, Ms. Torres asked the class a
question:
265.
Ms. Torres: Los actores tienen
dirección. ¿Le dice espera 5 segundos
y después di tu próxima línea?
266.
Nikki: No.
267.
Ms. Torres: No. Pero en
Scratch, ¿Por qué tú piensas que hay
que ponerle el tiempo? Yeah.
((gestures to call on Nikki))
268.
Nikki: Porque si no, ellos lo
van a hacer muy rápido y no se va a

265.
Ms. Torres: The actors get
directions. Do they tell them wait five
seconds and then say your next line?
266.
Nikki: No.
267.
Ms. Torres: No. But in Scratch,
why do you think that you have to give
it a time? Yeah. ((gestures to call on
Nikki))
268.
Nikki: Because if not, they are
going to do it very fast and they are
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dar en el tiempo que supone que se
debe dar, osea, va a aparecer la
respuesta tan rápido que no vamos a
[poder ver
269.
Ms. Torres: [So vamos a estar
hablando así a la misma vez porque
nunca... pues, sigue hablando
270.
Wilson: ((makes sounds)) Blah
blah blah.
271.
Nikki: ((repeats these sounds))
Ra ra ra.
272.
Ms. Torres: So los personajes,
los dos, van a estar hablando a la
misma vez, nada se va a entender,
¿verdad?
273.
Nikki: y van a decirlo rápido
que no van a darle tiempo de
responder uno al otro.

not going to give them the time that
they are supposed to give them,
meaning, the answer is going to appear
so quickly that we are not going [to be
able to see…
269.
Ms. Torres: [So we’ll be
talking like this at the same time
because we never… well, keep
talking!
270.
Wilson: ((makes sounds)) Blah
blah blah.
271.
Nikki: ((repeats these sounds))
Ra ra ra.
272.
Ms. Torres: So the characters,
both of them, are going to be talking at
the same time, and you won’t be able
to understand anything, right?
273.
Nikki: And they are going to
say it so fast that they are not going to
give them time to respond to each
other.

In 265, Ms. Torres asked students whether actors are told to wait five seconds before they say
their next line, a yes or no question which began an Initiate - Response - Evaluate (IRE)
sequence. Interaction analysts recognize the IRE sequence as a conventional conversation
pattern often used in schools — teachers ask questions, students provide generally oral language
answers, and then teachers evaluate the students’ language production (Mehan, 1979). Nikki
responded in an expected way, saying “no” (line 266). Ms. Torres then asked students why
“tiempo” (time) has to be put into Scratch, continuing the IRE pattern (line 267). As Nikki
answered (line 268), Ms. Torres broke the IRE sequence, initiating a role-play (not unlike the
one John initiated with me in the previous example) in which she purposefully interrupted Nikki
to explain that if the wait blocks were not present in the code, then “vamos a estar hablando así a
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la misma vez” (we will be talking like this at the same time) (line 269). Meanwhile, Nikki had
stopped talking. Ms. Torres then asked them to keep talking (“pues, siga hablando”) (line 269),
and Wilson and Nikki did so, saying nonsense words (lines 270-271) which kept the analogy
going. Ms. Torres then summarized her point about wait blocks (line 272), with Nikki adding on
their ideas about what would happen without “wait” commands (line 273).
Ms. Torres and Nikki were technically talking about different code blocks where the
“wait” function is utilized — Ms. Torres was focused on the yellow wait code blocks, which can
be used to ensure one sprite “waits” while the other is speaking, while Nikki was talking about
how the “wait” functions within the purple dialogue blocks to determine for how long a given
speech bubble appears on the screen — but both of them made points about the differences
between how humans and machines process directions. Ms. Torres drew on the telenovela
metaphor, bringing human actors and the directions they receive, explicitly into the conversation
as a resource for contrasting with the “wait” code block. This demonstrates the continued power
of the “boundary object” at the heart of this lesson’s design. Ms. Torres’ question about whether
or not actors need to be told to “wait” before saying their next line, was meant to have an
obvious answer — of course human actors simply “know” when to stop talking: as students are
told everyday by their teachers, talking over someone is against the rules. When Ms. Torres
asked Nikki why wait time had to be put into Scratch code, Nikki began saying their answer only
to be purposefully interrupted by Ms. Torres who took up the role of a sprite following the
commands of a “dumb robot” who breaks the “no interrupting” convention. Ms. Torres, as she
role-played interruption and described how code without wait blocks would lead to sprites
interrupting each other, used the first person plural (“vamos a estar hablando asi”), signalling she
was pretending her and Nikki were sprites in line 269. Ironically, Nikki’s decision to stop talking
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in 268, proved Ms. Torres’ point that it is customary not to speak while someone else (especially
a teacher) is speaking. Ms. Torres had to explicitly ask students to talk over her to make her point
about how forgetting to include a “wait” code in a Scratch animation leads to a situation in which
“nada se va a entender” (nothing will be understood). Ms. Torres’ evoking of telenovela actors,
use of timing, interruption and role-play with Nikki to demonstrate how the “wait” code
functions within in a Scratch dialogue project, continues to illustrate the potency of the
telenovela boundary object.
In this moment, students and teachers also grappled with some of the differences between
how humans and computers process directions. As Ms. Torres role-played conversations
between Scratch sprites, and compared them to human conversations, she also alluded to another
conversation — one that people (programmers) have with computers. I say “alludes to” because
while neither Ms. Torres nor Nikki explicitly mentioned programmers here, Ms. Torres referred
to some agent that has to give the Scratch sprites “wait time” when she asks her question, ¿Por
qué tú piensas que hay que ponerle el tiempo? (why do you think that you have to give it a time?)
This conversation between programmer and program is taken up more explicitly in the fourth
section of this chapter.
Discussion
The translanguaging lens at the heart of this dissertation reveals how curricular designs
which brought in the telenovela as a boundary object interacted with student resources to create
new possibilities for engagement with computational literacies. In acting out a telenovela,
students were prompted to orchestrate not just written or spoken text, but their bodies, role-play,
and tones of voices to make meaning. These embodied practices were reflected in Álvaro’s roleplay of crying, which helped him attribute meaning to the “tocar sonido” Scratch code block.
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They were also reflected in Ms. Torres’ roleplay with her students, which featured telenovela
actors interrupting each other in order to demonstrate the literal nature of instructions one must
give to a computer.
Telenovelas bring together a predictable combination of linguistic and semiotic features
— certain varieties of the Spanish language, body positioning and facial expressions, vocal
intonations, clothing, character archetypes, and plot tropes — into episodic, serialized television.
Our designs for the activity and within the Scratch telenovela exemplar attempted to evoke and
leverage what students knew about these with simple linguistic and semiotic cues — a Spanish
dialogue about a betrayal, a feather boa, an image of a beach projected onto the electronic
whiteboard as a “backdrop,” the recorded sound of someone weeping in the animated dialogue
— so students might make connections to the parts of Scratch’s interface, and its potential for
storytelling and the role of code within that. Our selection of telenovelas was a culturally
relevant design choice.28 Ms. Hernández suggested using this genre versus the stage play because
she knew students had telenovelas in their “repertoires of practice,” and as such, would make
ready connections.
Incorporating students’ cultural practices in designs for CS learning indexes facets of
creative (Brennan et al., 2014), culturally relevant (Madkins et al., 2020; Scott et al., 2015),
situated and critical approaches to computing pedagogy (Kafai et al., 2019). I argue that bringing
such a culturally relevant boundary object into the domains of school based CS and Language
Arts also has the potential to result in what Gutiérrez called syncretic literacies — an opportunity
to “make everyday genres and texts the objects of analysis” in school disciplines, in ways that

28

I stop short of characterizing the activity as Culturally Relevant and Sustaining (as posited by Ladson-Billings,
1995; Paris & Alim, 2014) because the design did not include explicit moments for social action, or critique of this
or any other genre.
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grapple with, but do not erase, the tensions between practices associated with those different
domains (2014, p. 53):
…it involves making sense of the relationship between the everyday genres and their [the
students’] own lives, as well as the relation between the everyday genres, texts, and
conventions and the conventional school-based forms. (2014, p. 53)
The broader PiLaCS project has drawn on the idea of “syncretic literacies” to describe partner
teachers’ classroom units (Radke et al., 2020; Vogel, Hoadley, Ma, et al., 2019). Syncretism is a
term with a complex, evolving meaning (Stewart, 1999). It is often used to describe the religious
practices of indigenous and indigenous-descended peoples, who, in acts of resistance, brought,
and continue to bring pre-colonial religious traditions together with Western, Christian traditions
imposed upon them by European colonizers in sometimes covert ways. Syncretism
acknowledges the tensions in this “bringing together” – traditional and colonial practices are not
equally valued by the colonized or colonizers. Nevertheless, syncretism allows people to sustain
cultural practices through their reinvention and transformation. Gutiérrez uses the term syncretic
because it resists dichotomizing students’ knowledge into “home” and “school” practices, and
emphasizes the identification and reconciling of practices often set up in opposition to each other
in society (Gutiérrez, 2014).
The telenovela unit promoted some syncretic literacy practices because it centered an
element of students’ everyday lives — the telenovela — as an object for analysis in the context
of Language Arts and CS — school disciplines that typically do not make space for such texts
and practice. Introductory programming courses typically assign programming exercises
disconnected from students’ experiences, language practices, and other literacies — a scenario
which has exacerbated inequities in the field (Arpaci-Dusseau et al., 2013). Language Arts
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instruction often centers around state standardized exams offered in English only. During the
telenovela unit, students leveraged their everyday experiences with the telenovela genre to
promote practice in CS and Language Arts and applied disciplinary practices to promote
understanding of the telenovela genre. In the process, new literacies were forged that had
syncretic qualities, transforming the object of CS and Language Arts education from
standardized objectives to what Gutiérrez called “resonant spaces” (2014, p. 49) providing
opportunities for participation in new domains. Students’ translanguaging made this syncretism
possible, as students leveraged their full linguistic repertoires, drawing, color, voice, gesture, and
their experiences, in order to make meaning of the genre conventions of telenovelas and the
functions of code together.
There are implications of these findings for designs of instructional units. Firstly, while I
document the syncretism involved in students’ practices in this unit, these moments left me
wondering whether students truly participated in syncretic literacies as defined by Gutiérrez
(2014). While unit designers might have been aware of the tensions and oppositions between the
texts and practices in these various domains, students were not engaged in critical conversation
about or prompted to engage with those tensions. This is a point which could enhance future
instantiations of the unit. Another consideration for teachers looking to engage learners in
computational literacies is the following:
● What are the culturally relevant boundary objects teachers might bring into their
lesson designs that will support building on students’ translanguaging to make
meaning about what code is and does? The commonalities between telenovelas and
Scratch (performance, dialogue, sprites/characters, scripts/programs, costumes) were
especially useful for Ms. Torres to highlight, given her goals around digital storytelling.
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Telenovelas were also part of Ms. Torres’ students’ “repertoires of practice,” (Gutiérrez
& Rogoff, 2003) though this does not mean they would be part of the repertoire of all
children, or all Latinx children. Teachers can consider what boundary objects might spark
their students’ orchestration of a wide range of resources in conversations about code and
computing.
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6.3 Translanguaging, Translation, and Bilingualism as a Resource for Sense-making About
Code and Computing Practices
Translanguaging theory recognizes that students’ bilingualism is always active and
present as a “fluid corriente of practices that work within the entanglement of words and worlds
in which many minoritized bilingual children live” (García et al., 2019, p. 85). In the previous
excerpts and examples, students drew on a host of embodied, linguistic, and semiotic practices to
make meaning of code, but the role of students’ bilingualism in those conversations was subtle.
In Moment 6.1, John actively selected specific features of his multilingual repertoire to use with
his interlocutor (me), potentially suppressing other features (Otheguy et al., 2015). In Moment
6.2.B, Pablo said “sound o sonido,” perhaps to emphasize his inferences about lines of the
telenovela dialogue in a fluid languaging practice that goes “beyond” named languages.
Some moments in the data I collected, however, foreground students’ bilingualism as a
resource for talking about code and computing practices. The following examples document
students engaging in creative and agentive meaning-making acts of translation involving
embodied and bilingual linguistic resources to make sense of code. Some of the moments are
multilayered, featuring students making sense of named language features and code
simultaneously. When I use the term translation, I do not view it as the process of constructing
bridges between two languages and cultures — what García et al. (2019) would call a
“traditional” view of translation). The bridge metaphor maintains the notion that two languages
exist as separate, stable, and static entities, and that the important work is in casting the meaning
expressed in one language, using the terms of another. To decolonial theorists, that view of
translation is rooted in colonial era attempts to make the local practices of colonized peoples
commensurate to those of colonial powers, erasing subaltern bodies and ways of knowing in the
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process (Mignolo et al., 2018; Quijano, 2000; Veronelli, 2015). The traditional view also
assumes that translation takes place between entities that are recognized and sanctioned as
named languages, and for this, does not make space for language practices that go beyond those
borders, privileging traditional power inequities. Taking up a translanguaging perspective on
translation suggests another view (García et al., 2019). From this perspective, translation is an
innovative, creative practice of bi/multilingual children who use their own epistemologies and
tools developed in the literal and figurative borderland (Anzaldúa, 1987) to make sense of their
worlds for their own ends:
…beyond pleasing dominant listening subjects who adhere to monolingual conventions.
Translation, if analyzed through a translanguaging stance, can be a way of making
minoritized speakers visible and audible, offering them legitimation and empowerment as
valid languagers. (García et al., 2019, p. 90)
The next four moments employ a translanguaging perspective to interpret how students engaged
in translation and meaning-making practices during conversations about code. Students
translated to make sense of code blocks containing keywords written using Scratch’s Spanish
and English interfaces and other computing terms and concepts. In the first example, a student
used his own experiences, words, and embodied language practices to translate code in a way
that opened up new possibilities and relevant domains for doing CS and computing. Second,
students’ translanguaging drew on terms from domains of interest — gaming and animation —
to discuss the ubiquitous computer code “bug.” In the two examples that follow, students
mobilized their full linguistic repertoires to recast code in their own words, and to learn or
reinforce new linguistic practices at the same time. These moments also demonstrate how
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educators exhibited a curious and open stance to students’ many sense-making moves (García et
al., 2017), promoting and validating students’ translanguaging in these conversations.
6.3.A: “Eso es deslizarte” (That is Sliding): Creating a “Boundary Object” Through SenseMaking With Movement and Experience
The following moment offers an example of how Álvaro created his own unique
resources for CS practice through his translanguaged translation practices in conversations about
code.29 It took place shortly after the moment previously discussed, as Álvaro matched the
telenovela script to the Scratch code during Ms. Torres’ lesson. It began when I asked him about
another code block on the right side of his handout, a dark blue colored code block which read
Deslizar en (1) segs a x (240) y [-70].

85. Sara: ¿Y ese? ((I point to the blue code
block on Álvaro’s handout))
86. Pablo: ¿Y ese?
87. Álvaro: ((reading)) Deslizar en un
segundo.
88. Sara: ¿Qué es deslizar?
89. Pablo: Deslizar, [como
90. Álvaro:
[Es como que tú
hace’ esto… ((Álvaro gets up out of
his chair, and slides across the floor
between the desks, knees tucked under
his body.))
91. Sara: ((giggles)) Ah huh. Ah huh.
Entonces corre al otro lado puede ser
como un movimiento así.
92. Pablo: Sí.
93. Álvaro: Cuando tú ve’ que hace un
((inaudible)) que te mete’ así a la base.
Eso es deslizarte. ((Álvaro puts his

29

85. Sara: And this one? ((I point to the
blue code block on Álvaro’s handout))
86. Pablo: And this one?
87. Álvaro: ((reading)) Slide30 for one
second.
88. Sara: What is glide?
89. Pablo: To slide, [like
90. Álvaro: [It’s like when you do this…
((Álvaro gets up out of his chair, and
slides across the floor between the
desks, knees tucked under his body.))
91. Sara: ((giggles)) Uh huh. Uh huh. So
then running to the other side could be
a movement like this.
92. Pablo: Yes.
93. Álvaro: When you see that
((inaudible)) that you throw yourself
like that to the base. That is sliding.
((Álvaro puts his arms above his head
and swings them.))

This moment also unpacked for a different analysis in Vogel et al., (2020) and Ascenzi-Moreno et al. (2020).
The Scratch software translates “deslizar” as “glide.” Glide would have been the translation I had in mind at the
start of this conversation. As Álvaro uses the word in a baseball context, I translate his usages as “slide.” I also
translate Pablo’s usages as “slide” but do not know whether he was using the term that way.
30
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arms above his head and swings
them.))
94. Sara: Como en béisbol.
95. Álvaro: Ah, ha, que te
96. Sara: Ah ha. Qué es un-. ¿deslizar es
que? Es un::
97. Pablo: Movimiento.
98. Álvaro: Movi- movi99. Sara: Es un movimiento. ¿Entonces de
qué color son los movimientos?
100.
Pablo: Azul es.
101.
Álvaro: Azul.
102.
Sara: Azul es. ¿Entonces dónde
ves un código azul?
103.
Álvaro: Allí. ((motions to blue
code block)) (Observation, 10/12)

94. Sara: Like in baseball.
95. Álvaro: Uh huh, that you
96. Sara: Uh huh. What is a- gliding is
what? It’s a::
97. Pablo: Movement
98. Álvaro: Mov- Mov99. Sara: It’s a movement. So what color
are the movements?
100.
Pablo: It’s blue
101.
Álvaro: Blue.
102.
Sara: It’s blue. So where do
you see a blue code?
103.
Álvaro: There. ((motions to
blue code))

In this moment, Álvaro once again engaged in an embodied role-play, but this time, to
“translate” a code block on his own terms. When I called his attention to the word “deslizar” in
the Scratch code, rather than explain the word orally, he demonstrated with his body by sliding
across the floor (line 90). I took up his performance as simply a “movimiento” (movement) (line
91), because I was unfamiliar with how the word “deslizar” is used in baseball. I had in mind
only how this word appears in the English version of the Scratch interface — glide. When he
elaborated orally about players throwing themselves towards the bases and swung his arms
overhead (line 93), my response in 94 evidenced my understanding that he was referring to
baseball. In this translanguaging moment, Álvaro brought together words, role-play and body
movements describing when a batter might slide towards a base, bringing in and leveraging a
new boundary object — baseball — to help him translate the word “deslizar,” and to help him
construct meaning for the function of this blue movement code block.
To construct this metaphor, Álvaro drew on his own experiences. He told me during a
one-on-one interview a month after this moment that he enjoyed playing sports like fútbol
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(soccer), basquetbol (basketball), and that he played béisbol (baseball) on a team at his prior
school. Álvaro’s leveraging of baseball to make sense of code shows that there is not just one
way to develop the “professional vision” of a Scratch programmer. Teachers and assignment
designers are not the only ones who can bring in relevant “boundary objects” for meaningmaking. Álvaro constructed his own powerful metaphor for what a code block did and did so
through translanguaging practices drawing on embodied resources. Most traditional introduction
to CS courses limit peer interaction, are conducted in what society would call Standard
Academic English — despite this category being highly contestable (Flores, 2020) — and do not
engage students in much movement or role-play. His creative embodied and linguistic
translanguaging expanded notions of what are typically considered valid resources for “doing
CS.” Álvaro’s translanguaging performance also made space for co-learning, as he slipped into a
teaching role, and I into a student role: I was unfamiliar with the word deslizar’s associations
with baseball, and through his role-play, I learned, and gained a new metaphor for this code
block as well.
6.3.B: Bugueando, Lagueando, Glitches, Bichos and Bugs: Words from Video Games,
Animation, and Beyond
Students’ translanguaging also included translations that drew upon language practices
students had acquired through their participation in out-of-school “communities of practice”
(Lave & Wenger, 2002) centered around gaming and animation. During one lesson, Ms. Torres
reviewed the concept of “pair programming” with students — where two students sit at the same
computer screen and code together, with the “driver” using the keyboard and mouse, and the
“navigator” providing directions. She and I had generated a list of potential useful phrases for
drivers and navigators to use to communicate with each other. Ms. Torres showed these on a
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slide, and before sending students off to practice, she asked students if they had any suggestions
of additional phrases to add to the list. As students came up with suggestions, she typed them in
red on the slide (Figure 26). They included phrases they would say in these partnerships, some
supplemented with gestures, like “Ve ahí (y enseñala con el dedo)” (Look here [and show with
your finger]).”

Figure 26. Ms. Torres’ slide of suggestions of phrases for drivers and navigators in pair programming interactions

Notes: Pre-created phrases typed in blue and black. Students additional ideas typed in red.

As we discussed the phrases, I asked students what they thought it meant to say, “I think we have
a bug in the program / Creo que tenemos un bicho (bug) en el programa.” Ms. Torres and I were
not initially sure which terms to use to discuss “bugs” and debugging in this activity. We
ultimately decided to use “the bug,” “el bug” and “el bicho,” with the latter being a word used to
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refer to small insects and animals. A conversation about “bugs” ensued, in which students
engaged in translanguaging acts of translation, generating several different terms to describe this
phenomena, drawing on their experiences with video games and animation.
The conversation began with Nikki’s response to my question about what a bug was:
193. Nikki: Es cuando el programa se
laguea o que el programa hace cosas que no
está destinado hacer. Un ejemplo, uno está
haciendo que vaya hacia un lugar y hace
hacia el otro, o que hacer eh, las cosas, eh, a
lo loco. Eso podía hacer un bug, pero
también podría hacer que algunas cosas no
aparezcan o que no carguen.
(Observation, 10/22)

193. Nikki: It’s when the program lags ((se
laguea)) or the program does things that it is
not supposed to do. An example, one is
making it go towards a place and it goes
somewhere else, or that it does things, um, all
crazy. This could be a bug, but it could also be
that things don’t appear or they don’t load.

As they began their explanation, Nikki used the phrase “se laguea,” to explain what it is that
programs do, adding that “un bug” could also happen when a program does not do what it is
supposed to do, providing examples like telling something to go somewhere and to have it go
somewhere else, or something acting “a lo loco” (all crazy). Nikki’s use of “se laguea” is a
translanguaging practice. This term goes beyond the standard named languages of English and
Spanish. If I were using an “external perspective” to describe it, I would say it turns the English
verb “lag” into a Spanish verb, “laguear.” A word like this would be especially employed in
multilingual communities when speaking about technology. In Nikki’s case, this translanguaging
practice is an “own words” translation for the term “bug.”
Nikki’s comment provoked some excited side conversations from students, which were
difficult for me to make out on the transcript. A moment later, Álvaro took up Nikki’s use of the
term “laguea,” but in a different way:
218.
Álvaro: Cuando usted está
lagueado en Fortnite, hay una cosa que
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218.
Álvaro: When you are lagged
in Fortnite there’s a thing called ping

se llama ping
219.
Ms. Torres: Pin?
220.
Álvaro: Ping. P-I-N-G.
221.
Ms. Torres: P-I222.
Álvaro: Sí, ah huh. Que cuando
usted está lagueado eso sube a Google,
y una persona (lo siente el lagueado al
mismo tiempo) [
(Observation, 10/22)

219.
Ms. Torres: Pin?
220.
Álvaro: Ping. P-I-N-G.
221.
Ms. Torres: P-I222.
Álvaro: Yes, uh huh. That
when you are lagged, this uploads to
Google and a person (can feel the lag
at the same time) [

Here, Álvaro transformed Nikki’s verb, “laguear” into an adjective, “lagueado” as he shared a
method for fixing lagging graphics while playing the popular video game, Fortnite. He used the
word “ping,” which Ms. Torres repeated with a questioning tone (line 219) and asked him to
spell aloud, potentially because she had not heard him, but also perhaps because she had not
heard of this term before. Ms. Torres did not close down this conversation; her question invited
Álvaro to share his expertise in this domain. I did not know what Álvaro was referring to either,
but upon searching the term “ping” along with “Fortnite” in Google later, I found several articles
(e.g. Gough, 2018) defining it as a term used by gamers to refer to the reaction time of one’s
internet connection. A gamer can adjust a game’s settings to display their ping rate, so they have
a sense for how fast any of their in-game actions will register on the game’s server. Álvaro began
an explanation of this process but was interrupted by students talking excitedly over one another
about video games and games.
Nikki added:
225.
Nikki: [oh F-P-S, F-P-S
((Students talk excitedly over each
other, it becomes difficult to make out
their comments))
226.
Nikki: Fotogramas por
segundo. Eso era en animación (de un
programa) cuando se va muy lento.
Eso pasa.

225.
Nikki: [oh F-P-S, F-P-S
((Students talk excitedly over each
other, it becomes difficult to make out
their comments))
226.
Nikki: Frames per second. This
was in animation (of a program) when
it goes very slow. That happens.
227.
Álvaro: Yes
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227.
Álvaro: Sí
228.
Nikki: Yo hago animación el
personaje, aunque tú no la crea’, todo
lo que hace un personaje son
animaciones predeterminadas
229.
Álvaro: Sí sí sí
230.
Sara: Es un programa231.
Álvaro: Cuando va más lenta
de que tú quiere’.
(Observation, 10/22)

228.
Nikki: I make animation, the
character, even if you don’t believe it,
everything that a character does are
predetermined animations.
229.
Álvaro: Yes yes yes
230.
Sara: It’s a program231.
Álvaro: When it goes slower
than you want it to.

Here, Nikki used the acronym “F-P-S” and then the phrase “fotogramas por segundo” or frames
per second, making a connection between Álvaro’s gaming-based explanation and another
explanation for lagging software rooted in their experiences with animation (line 228). Both
students orchestrated specialized language from domains of interest to them to make sense of the
idea of a bug in the code. Álvaro affirmed Nikki’s point with his quick and excited replies of “Sí
sí sí.” On line 231, Álvaro responded to Nikki’s comment from line 227, re-stating the idea that
bugs are when computers act differently (in this case, slower) from how you (the user) want
them to. By drawing on his experiences playing Fortnite, Álvaro built knowledge of a core
concept in computing and programming.
Ms. Torres then asked for clarification from the students.
233.
Ms. Torres: ¿Eso sería un
bicho en el programa?
234.
Álvaro: No. Un bugueo,
bugueo, porque [en Fortnite, en
Fortnite
235.
Kyle: [Bugueo bugueo
236.
Ashley: Bugueo in English is
like lagging? Lag?
237.
Nikki: Lag, sí.
238.
Kyle: Yo tengo un ejemplo
(como un edificio)
239.
((students talking excitedly
over each other again))

233.
Ms. Torres: That would be a
bug ((un bicho)) in the program?
234.
Álvaro: No. A bug, bug ((un
bugueo, bugueo)) because [in Fortnite,
in Fortnite
235.
Kyle: [Bug bug ((Bugueo
bugueo))
236.
Ashley: Bugueo in English is
like lagging? Lag?
237.
Nikki: Lag, yes.
238.
Kyle: I have an example (like a
building)
239.
((students talking excitedly
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240.
Nikki: Ah hah, que el mapa se
hace invisible y tú te caes.
241.
Ms. Torres: Like a glitch
242.
Nikki: Ah huh
243.
Ms. Torres: Yeah, ok.
244.
Kyle: A glitch, eso mismo
(Observation, 10/22)

over each other again))
240.
Nikki: Uh huh, that the map
makes itself invisible and you fall
down.
241.
Ms. Torres: Like a glitch
242.
Nikki: Ah huh
243.
Ms. Torres: Yeah, ok.
244.
Kyle: A glitch, that’s it.

Ms. Torres used the phrase “un bicho en el programa,” which Álvaro rejected in favor of calling
it “un bugueo” which he also related to his experiences in Fortnight. Kyle — also a gamer —
repeats the word bugueo a number of times, identifying with it. Continuing to take up a curious
co-learning stance (García, et al., 2017), Ms. Torres asks whether bugueo in English is like
lagging, which Nikki confirmed. Kyle and Nikki offered two more examples of bugs they had
encountered in games before students began talking over each other excitedly again. Ms. Torres
then suggested one more word — glitch — which Kyle also affirmed. Ms. Torres and her
students surfaced many possible terms for this “bug” phenomena in computing, drawing on their
experiences with domains like gaming and animation in a moment that engaged several students.
Ms. Torres’ prompt to students about the language they would use to communicate with peers
during programming invited students to translate and translanguage, validating their personal
terms and experiences while also exposing them to terms used by their peers and teacher, and
expanding their repertoires. Similar to Álvaro’s baseball metaphor, the students’ translanguaging
surface the relevance of conversations that students are already taking part in — in this case
about gaming and animation — to building computer science knowledge.
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6.3.C: “...Dice a Time That You Have to Wait”: Bilingualism as a Resource for
“Highlighting”
In this next moment, one of Ms. Torres’ sixth graders, Mariposa, translated a code block
into her own words through dynamic bilingual translanguaging practice. It also took place during
Ms. Torres’ telenovela unit, as Ms. Torres began her conversation with the class about the
similarities and differences between the telenovela script (on the left side of the handout and
electronic whiteboard) and the Scratch dialogue (on the right side) (Figure 27).
Figure 27. Students’ Connections as Ms. Torres Captured Them in Notes on the Electronic Whiteboard
(reproduction of Fig. 23)

261.
Ms. Torres: ¿Qué no hay aquí
que tenemos aquí? ((points to the two
sides of the chart on the board)). Yes,
Mariposa.
262.
Mariposa: Que en la parte
derecha dice a time that you have to
wait.
263.
Ms. Torres: OK. So aquí tienes
tiempo. ((while she speaks, she draws
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261.
Ms. Torres: What is not here
that we have here? ((points to the two
sides of the handout)). Yes, Mariposa.
262.
Mariposa: In the right part, it
says a time that you have to wait
263.
Ms. Torres: So here you have
time. ((while she speaks, she draws an
arrow from the first Esperar (3)
segundos code block and writes the

word “tiempo” next to it, draws dots
on the board next to the other yellow
wait codes see Figure 27).

an arrow from the first Esperar (3)
segundos code block and writes the
word “tiempo” next to it, draws dots
on the board next to the other yellow
wait codes see Figure 27)

Ms. Torres’ tone of voice and gestures in line 261 repeated and emphasized the words aquí and
aquí31 as she asked students what they noticed in the code that was not in the telenovela script.
Mariposa honed in on a code block in the program with the keyword Esperar (2) segundos,
sharing that this block specifies “a time that you have to wait.” She began sharing her noticing
using Spanish words, and then continued her answer using English words, slowing down her
speech and emphasizing the words “time” and “wait” as she did so (line 262). Ms. Torres
validated Mariposa’s answer in line 263 with her “OK,” re-casting Mariposa’s ideas using the
Spanish words “tiempo” both orally, and in written notations next to the Scratch code.
Ms. Torres’ translanguaging orchestration of her voice, gestures, and notations to
emphasize particular aspects of the code in the above exchange facilitated her engagement in
what Goodwin called “highlighting practices” (1994)32. Highlighting practices “divide a domain
of scrutiny into a figure and a ground so that events relevant to the activity of the moment stand
out” (Goodwin, 1994, p. 610). Ms. Torres assembled various semiotic resources to help her ask
students a question about particular differences between the telenovela script and Scratch code,
focusing students’ attention and highlighting particular elements of the code salient for Scratch
programmers to notice. Mariposa took up Ms. Torres’ challenge, through a translation-based
translanguaging practice. Mariposa chose to use words that would be recognized as English to

31
32

Thank you to Jasmine Ma for pointing this out
Thank you to Jasmine Ma for this connection and reference
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help her share her noticing, even though the keywords in the Scratch code block were written in
Spanish. Mariposa did not just read the Spanish keyword text within the code block as it was
written. By re-casting the Spanish code block using words beyond those on the screen and the
handout from her bilingual repertoire, Mariposa demonstrated a key purpose for translanguaging:
making sense of an idea by recasting it in her own words (Baker, 2011).
6.3.D: “¿Y si lo traduzco?” (And if I Translate It?) Mobilizing Bilingual Translanguaging
Practices
Building on themes from 6.2.B, the following moment explores how students
orchestrated bilingual translanguaging practices in interpreting and translating code blocks, this
time considering dynamics when code blocks were written using English (language practices that
were relatively new for many students). It took place in January, during a unit that Ms. Torres
taught to guide students to create another project in Scratch — games representing students’
journeys to school. At this point of the unit, students had planned out the pathways and obstacles
for player characters in their games to traverse and were working on adding codes to make the
main player characters walk with the arrow keys, avoid obstacles, and stay on particular paths
(see “Journey to School” Scratch project in the supplemental digital materials for this
dissertation, here: https://translanguagingcsed.org/disMaterials/items/show/3).
To support them in these efforts, Ms. Torres asked students to look at and have a
conversation about the code in an exemplar project before sending them off to work. She gave
pairs of students a sheet of paper with some code printed in black and white, which she had also
displayed on her electronic whiteboard in color. She asked students to look at the program they
were given and to talk with a partner to identify what they thought was happening with each
block they saw. She encouraged students to draw arrows and annotate the code, modeling with
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an example on the electronic whiteboard. Unlike in the telenovela activity, the code in this
activity was written using code blocks from Scratch’s English interface. As Ms. Torres modeled
(
Figure 28), she wrote annotations and spoke orally about what the code blocks would do, using
mostly Spanish.
Figure 28. Ms. Torres Models for Students How to Annotate Code

Students’ annotations were not limited to just what would be recognized as English or
Spanish. Students’ written annotations from this activity provide evidence that they orchestrated
their full linguistic repertoire and beyond, which resulted in sense-making “translations” for the
code.
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Figure 29. Wilson and Michael’s Annotated Code

Wilson and Michael’s handout used the words “left” and “right” to annotate codes that made the
character in the game move those directions (Figure 29). Annotations also included circles,
arrows, and written language that went beyond Spanish and English, stating “pasos para cuantaz
vecez tenemos que mover” (steps for how many times we have to move) and “para los colores”
(for the colors).
Students also leveraged their full linguistic repertoires in oral explanations of the code.
After students worked in pairs, Ms. Torres asked students to come up to the electronic
whiteboard to talk through the code they received, and to use the digital pen to mark it up, as she
did in her model. Ivan was first to come up to the board (Figure 31). During the pair work
portion of the activity, he and his partner, Kyle, had annotated the English code blocks using
language that went beyond what would be called Standard English or Spanish (Figure 30).
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Figure 30. Ivan and Kyle’s Annotated Code

Transcription / Translation:
→ Tu le tines que dar a la bandera cuando tu term / You have to click on the flag when you
fin→ le das para que se mueva para los lados / you click so that it moves to the sides
→ aqui tu pones lo que tu quiera que diga / here you put what you want it to say
Figure 31. Ivan “Translates” the Code at the Electronic Whiteboard (Left) as José Watches On (Right).

During his oral explanation, Ivan focused on one of the purple code blocks that stated set size
to (100)%. This

was a code block he and his partner had not annotated in writing. He stated:
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8. Ivan: Que eso es, como dice size, yo puedo 8. Ivan: That this is, because it says size, I can
eh eh, en mi opinión, yo creo que como pa' pa' um, um, in my opinion, I think that it’s for, for
el tamaño del del personaje.
the size of the the character
(Observation, 1/29)
Ivan drew on a translation of the word, size (tamaño) to support his argument for what he
believed the code block would do, putting the English Scratch code block into his own words.
Later in the conversation, his partner, Kyle, talked through the annotation that the pair had
written for the say [...] dialogue code block.
57. Kyle: Esto es, esto es para ponerlo, lo
que ustedes quieran de, un ejemplo pa’
que el personaje diga lo que ustedes
quieren que diga.
58. Ms. Torres: So el color morado.
59. Kyle: El color mora- sí. Entonces, la
banderita cosa amarilla es para que
ustedes le den al comienzo ha ha ha
60. Ms. Torres: Para comenzar el
programa
61. Kyle: Sí, para que comience el
programa
62. Ms. Torres: Beautiful job guys
(Observation, 1/29)

57. Kyle: This is, this is to put it, what you
want to, an example so that the
character says what you all want it to
say.
58. Ms. Torres: So the purple one
59. Kyle: The purple color, yes. So the
little flag yellow thing is so that you
all can click it at the start ha ha ha
60. Ms. Torres: To start the program
61. Kyle: Yes, so that the program starts
62. Ms. Torres: Beautiful job guys

Kyle used bilingual oral language practices to make sense of the written code. His explanation
went beyond a simple translation of the English Scratch keywords to Spanish, as he considered
not just what the code “said” but what programmers could do with it — make a character say
what they want it to say. While the handout that students received was printed in black and
white, Ms. Torres’ use of the phrase “el color morado” in line 58 called Kyle’s attention to the
colors of the code blocks on the board, a semiotic resource he took up in line 59 to support him
in making sense of another code block, which he creatively termed “la banderita cosa amarilla”
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(the little flag yellow thing), and defined as the code to start the program. “La banderita”
(sometimes spelled “vanderita” in students’ work) was a term that many students throughout all
three schools in PiLaCS classrooms invented and deployed to refer to this code block (Vogel,
Hoadley, Ascenzi-Moreno, et al., 2019). Students’ use of the diminutive personalizes the word,
demonstrating another way that students’ translanguaging appropriated ideas and went beyond
simple translations “between” named languages.
Sony and Álvaro came up next to talk through the code they had annotated in the
previous pair activity (Figure 32):
Figure 32. Sony and Álvaro’s Annotated Codes. These Control the Character’s Movement With the Arrow Keys

As he approached the board, Álvaro asked Ms. Torres whether he could translate the code:
68. Álvaro: ¿Y si lo traduzco?
69. Ms. Torres: You can translate it to
Spanish, you know, yeah you do. Go
ahead. Dale Sony.
70. Álvaro: Esto es como que va pa’rriba
o pa’bajo
71. Ms. Torres: Ok.
72. Álvaro: Esto es pa’ como, esto es si tú
quiere’ que el personaje se mueva
pa’rriba o pa’ bajo
(Observation, 1/29)
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68. Álvaro: And can I translate?
69. Ms. Torres: You can translate it to
Spanish, you know, yeah you do. Go
ahead. Go ahead, Sony.
70. Álvaro: This is so that it goes up or
down.
71. Ms. Torres: Ok.
72. Álvaro: This is so that, this is if you
want the character to move up or down

With Ms. Torres’ affirmations and permission to “translate” using Spanish, Álvaro launched into
his explanation for what the Scratch programs do. His question about translation might be
interpreted as revealing Álvaro’s desire to use oral features of his linguistic repertoire that he had
told me during focus groups and interviews that he was more comfortable with. But his answer
also evidences a more complex and creative negotiation of code block keywords written using
Scratch’s English interface. Like Kyle’s explanation, Álvaro’s answers go beyond simple
translation, evoking how the code can be used, not just what it “said.” First, he offered a general
statement in line 70, that the code moves something up and down. Recasting his ideas in a
second statement in line 72, he brought in a more specific subject for his sentence, saying that if
you want (tú quieres), this code can help you move a character (personaje) up or down.
Ms. Torres validated Álvaro’s answers, and then made a slight unplanned shift (García et
al., 2017) in her lesson plan.
73. Ms. Torres: Alright, beautiful. Dice up
((she pronounces “up” like OOp))
significa pa'rriba y este que dice left
[significa
74. Sony: [esto significa a la izquierda
75. Ms. Torres: A la izquierda, very good
76. Álvaro: Allí tú pone
77. Sony: Teacher, esto es para la derecha
y esto es pa' ir pa' bajo. ((pointing to
the respective code blocks on the
electronic whiteboard))
78. Ms. Torres: ¿Cuál es la derecha, cómo
se dice la palabra?
79. Sony: Right
(Observation, 1/29)

73. Ms. Torres: Alright, beautiful. It says
up ((she pronounces “up” like OOp))
meaning up, and this one that says left
[means
74. Sony: [this means to the left
75. Ms. Torres: To the left, very good
76. Álvaro: There you put
77. Sony: Teacher, this is to go to the right
and this is to go down. ((pointing to
the respective code blocks on the
electronic whiteboard))
78. Ms. Torres: What is right, how do you
say the word?
79. Sony: Right

Ms. Torres and her students’ language practices during this lesson can best be described as
translanguaging — despite the school’s dual language policy dictating the “language of the day.”
In line 73, Ms. Torres mobilized this translanguaging in service of an English language
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objective, asking students to translate vocabulary words for the four directions, in English. She
modeled this translation practice first. She pronounced the word “up” with Spanish phonetics,
and then translated it to pa’rriba (a phrase that, in traditional classrooms, might be regarded as
informal and non-standard Spanish, despite its common use among students in this class and
people throughout the Caribbean, its diasporas, and beyond). At the end of line 73, Sony
interrupted her with a translation for “left,” and continued in line 77 to translate the code blocks
orally. In 78, Ms. Torres then referred to the word “derecha” and asked “¿cómo se dice la
palabra?” Sony took up her question to mean “how to say the word in English,” providing the
word “right” in line 79. Ms. Torres validated this answer and jotted down the terms down on the
board, using a blue marker for the English and a red one for the Spanish (Figure 33).
Figure 33. Ms. Torres’ Notes on the Whiteboard

In this moment, an activity Ms. Torres designed to support students’ sensemaking with
code became an opportunity to practice and review English vocabulary too. This was an
unplanned “shift” in Ms. Torres’ lesson (García et al., 2017), but was potentially enabled by her
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choice to print handouts featuring code blocks from the English version of the Scratch interface.
Something to note here is that while she and students were using the phrases “pa’rriba” and
“pa’bajo” orally, Ms. Torres’ notes on the board used a standard spelling for the four directions
in Spanish. This discrepancy between what students and teachers say, and what gets validated in
notes and written materials is a point I will reflect upon in the discussion for this section.
Next, Ms. Torres asked Nikki to come up to the board to explain (she used the phrase
“explicar”) the last Scratch program on the handout. Nikki’s annotations on their handout were
fairly brief, but also involved drawing on their full repertoire to interpret the functions of code
blocks from Scratch’s English interface (Figure 34).
Figure 34. Nikki's Annotated Code

Transcription / Translation:
Top: Mover al color o realizar algo al teclado / Move to the color or do something to
the keyboard.
Side: Se mueve / It moves

Nikki began their explanation by using the electronic whiteboard pen to circle the first code in
the Scratch program (Figure 35)— a code for handling messages broadcast between sprites,
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which stated When I receive [start game]. Referring to that code, Nikki began their
explanation:
87. Nikki: Aquí en el código que dice start
game, esto de aquí. Eso viene diciendo para
empezar el juego. Últimamente, cuando
empieza el juego, pa’ para todo este
mecanismo que se ve allí. Vamos con lo que
pasa, aquí, esto de touching color...
(Observation, 1/29)

87. Nikki: Here in the code that says start
game, this one here. This one is saying to start
the game. Ultimately, when the game starts,
for, for all of this mechanism that you see
here, let’s go with what happens here, this
one, touching color...

Nikki fluidly integrated the “start game” phrase embedded in the Scratch code block, into their
oral language speech, translating the code block into their own words as they went.
Figure 35. Nikki Circles Code Blocks as They Orally Describe What the Blocks Do. José Looks On (right).

Nikki continued their explanation homing in on the light blue sensor codes within the
project which were embedded inside of an if/then block. Taken together, this part of the Scratch
program read:
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if <<touching color [selection]?> or <touching color [selection]?>>
then
move -5 steps

Nikki said:
89. Nikki: Eh, cuando tú, cuando toque tal y
tal color, cuan- un color toque el otro, es
cuando este color ((gestures with the pen to
the first brown color box in the code block))
toca ese ((gestures with the pen towards the
second blue color box in the code block)), va a
pasar algún, va, alguna cosa va a pasar o
alguna, alguna. Un ejemplo. Yo lo tengo para
saltar. Yo uso eso, eso para saltar, yo no uso
en la manera en que lo está usando. Pero
también, lo uso para hacer otras acciones y no
estoy segura en la que ésta(Observation, 1/29)

89. Nikki: Eh, when you, when it touches
such and such color, when a color touches the
other, it’s when this color ((gestures with the
pen to the first brown color box in the code
block)) touches this one ((gestures with the
pen towards the second blue color box in the
code block)), something is going to happen,
um, something is going to happen or some,
some. An example. I have it to jump. I use
this, this one to jump, and I don’t use it in the
way that it is being used. But also, I use it to
do other actions, and I’m not sure the action
that this one-

As Nikki translanguaged through their ideas — talking, gesturing, and making jottings on the
board — their translation and sense-making of the code blocks emerged and evolved. With their
first phrase “Eh, cuando tú,” Nikki’s use of “tú” (you) would perhaps imply that they believed
this code relied on the player of the game to touch a color. Changing this idea mid-utterance,
Nikki began their idea again with the phrase “Cuando toque…” which used a more generic
subject for the sentence as implied by the third person conjugation of “tocar.” I have translated
this phrase to “it touches” to demonstrate that Nikki may know it is not the player who touches
the color, but has perhaps not yet ascribed a particular subject. Next, perhaps registering that the
block contained spaces to insert two colors, Nikki changed the idea mid-utterance again,
attributing a subject to the sentence and suggesting that something must happen when one of
these colors touches the other color.
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Nikki then provided an example, which evidences a potential resource for their
supposition about how this code works. They brought up how a code block was used in their own
project. At the time, Nikki’s journey to school project contained a similarly shaped and colored
sensor code block which read (in the English interface) <color [insert color] touching
[insert color]?>.

While this is a different code block from the snippet Nikki was explaining

to the class at the moment, both codes contained two boxes where a user could select colors.
Even if Nikki mistook one code block for another, they were drawing on their memory and
application of a code block from a previous project to help them here. They were engaging in a
creative, active, spur-of-the-moment “translation” orchestrating receptive and productive oral
and written language from their full repertoire, and knowledge about the functions of code
blocks from two different projects. More evidence of savvy translation practices that go beyond
the word-for-word is Nikki’s use of the phrase “tal y tal” (such and such) to refer to the colors
embedded in the code blocks. This phrase evidences Nikki’s understanding that the colors
presently selected in these code blocks were only temporary, and that certain blocks in Scratch
can be dynamically edited, for instance, by selecting items from a dropdown list. Nikki was not
just “reading” the code aloud, but actively negotiating its meaning.
Towards the end of line 88, after all of this sense-making, Nikki stated that while they
knew their project used that code block to direct a character to jump, they were not sure exactly
what action this code was performing in this project after all. I encouraged Nikki to venture a
guess, but before I finished, they jumped in with an interpretation of the next part of the code:
90. Sara: Eh, creo que sabemos, creo que
podemos, eh, [adivinar lo que está
pasando
91. Nikki: [y aquí, aquí ((gestures inside
of the if/then statement)) se te dice lo
que hace estos colores, aquí te dice

90. Sara: Um, I think we know, I think we
could um [guess what’s happening
91. Nikki: [and here, here ((gestures inside
of the if/then statement)) it tells you
what these colors do, here it tells you
that it has to move five steps back,
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que tiene que moverse cinco pasos pa'
tras, osea, si este color toque este
color, el personaje se va a mover hacia
atrás.
92. José: ¿Atrá’?
93. Nikki: osea cinco pasos hacia atrás
(Observation, 1/29)

meaning, if this color is touching this
color, the character will have to move
back.
92. José: Back?
93. Nikki: Meaning, five steps back

In this excerpt, Nikki continued sense-making and translating the code through active
translanguaging practices. Nikki translated the code block move (-5) steps to “cinco pasos
hacia atrás,” in a move that evidences inferences about what mathematical symbols (-5) signify
— in this context reverse movement on a screen by a character. This moment suggests Nikki’s
understandings about these code blocks are intertwined and co-constructed with how they
understood the behaviors of sprites in a particular project.
Throughout this segment, Nikki’s speech also evidences their grappling with the logic of
the Scratch script. In Scratch, there are differences between how the computer processes the
commands “when” and “if/then.” “When” is generally used to indicate an “event” — an action
usually performed by a user which triggers other code blocks and actions (“behaviors”) to
execute. This is different from how Scratch understands “if/then” statements, which are
considered “control” structures. An “if/then” statement commands the computer to perform a
check to see if a particular condition is true or false, and then directs the system to perform
behaviors based on the state of the condition. In the initial part of their explanation, Nikki used
the word “cuando” (when), to help them interpret the conditional if/then statement, suggesting
that something happens cuando (when) a particular color is touched, or when one color touches
another. This is an example of the flexibility of natural language versus that of computers.
Nikki’s use of “when” expressed a point about how one action depends on the state of another to
progress, even if this language would not syntactically work in Scratch. As they continued to
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refine their ideas through continued translanguaging, their explanation began to converge on the
Scratch syntax, as Nikki used if/then logic, stating “si este color toque este color, el personaje se
va a mover hacia atrás” (if this color is touching this color, the character will have to move
back). Translanguaging by orally drawing on linguistic features beyond particular named
languages and programming languages supported Nikki in reading and making sense of a
computer program written in Scratch’s English version.
Discussion
Taken together, the examples in this section demonstrate how students brought to bear
resources that included and went beyond bilingual linguistic features to “translate” and makesense of code blocks on their own terms, in context. When code was presented to students using
blocks from Scratch’s English interface, students’ bilingual selves were active and engaged.
Students orchestrated idiosyncratic words like “banderita,” words from domains like animation
and gaming, embodied gestures, drawings and written annotations, to grapple with computing
concepts — like bugs — and elements of Scratch code blocks — like keywords, color, text,
sequencing, logic, mathematical symbols, embedded selection boxes, and drop-down menus.
They drew on experiences tinkering with and creating in Scratch, and domains that many would
not associate with CS, such as baseball, expanding notions of what resources are valid and useful
for “doing” CS. Simmering up just under the surface of the data in moment 6.3.C were also the
signifying and meaning-making power of resources like body positioning. Ms. Torres’ decision
to invite students up to the board and to give them the digital pen placed them in powerful
teaching roles. Additionally, while sixth-grader José participated minimally in the class’
conversation with oral language, as the photographs in Figure 31 and Figure 35 demonstrate, he
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moved himself to the middle of the action at the electronic whiteboard, looking on and listening
intently as his classmates talked through their code.
The “translations” that students generated through their translanguaging practices went
far beyond word-for-word correspondences between English and Spanish keywords. Students
interpreted what code blocks did by considering their functions in context. These practices
mediated emergent-bilingual students’ meaning-making about code, enabled them to leverage
prior experiences, and to participate in computing conversations with their whole selves — even
as novices to CS and new users of English.
These translanguaging engagements were supported by many of their teacher’s moves.
Ms. Torres employed the strategies and lens of a literacy teacher in a translanguaging classroom
(García et al., 2017) to computer science learning. Ms. Torres asked students to annotate the
Scratch code as if it were a literary or informational text. She asked them to compare and
contrast elements of the code in her “highlighting” moves in 6.3.C. When Álvaro asked if he
could “translate” the code, she invited him to do so, and he used his full repertoire to make sense
of it. Ms. Torres took opportunities to help students unpack new vocabulary related to Computer
Science as well as common words in English. She provided students with space and time to
brainstorm words and phrases they would use in their interactions with peers, and maintained a
curious, co-learning stance about the words and phrases her students used in reference to
computer bugs. These computational literacies activities supported students’ practice with
translanguaging objectives in general, such as how to translate ideas into one’s own words, and
how to negotiate meaning in all of its forms — skills that are key to being a bilingual
programmer, but also a bilingual person.
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These findings suggest that maintaining strict language policies (as in a “side by side”
dual language classroom environment) may not support the dynamism of language practices
involved in meaning-making about code and computing. These moments provide evidence that
bilingual programs with flexible language policies (Sánchez et al., 2017) open up spaces where
students like Nikki, Ivan, Kyle, Álvaro, Sony, and Mariposa can leverage all of their linguistic
resources to produce and dynamically refine translations for what code blocks do.
At the same time, these findings also demonstrate that in classrooms with flexible language
policies, teachers can create opportunities for explicit practice with particular language features.
Ms. Torres’ shift to discuss how to say the four directions in English was impromptu and simple,
but it demonstrates that teaching code and language can happen simultaneously. Her choice to
print code blocks using Scratch’s English interface encouraged students to grapple with text
made challenging across two dimensions: code and written language.
In planning for objectives that support students’ development of particular named
languages, however, bilingual teachers integrating conversations about code into their instruction
must be aware of which kinds of language they legitimize. As they talked about what the
movement code blocks did, Ms. Torres and her students used words like “pa’rriba,” and
translanguaging practices that would be viewed as “informal” or “non-standard” if written on a
state exam. While students’ oral language and annotations demonstrated they knew the function
of the yellow “banderita” block to start the program, none used Scratch’s term “Event” to help
them define it. It might be a future goal for Ms. Torres to expand students’ repertoires to include
such words so students can signify particular elements of code precisely, but looking at the
trajectory of many school disciplines, the pitfalls of creating a CS “academic language” canon
are potentially many (Flores, 2020). At the moment, there are few standards, glossaries, and
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exams that mandate the “codes of power” (Delpit, 1988) for CS education in New York City.
There are literacies and ways of languaging that signify and confer power in CS departments at
universities, in the technology industry, and related fields (e.g., Standard English, high value
text-based programming languages, the “casual” hoodie worn across Silicon Valley, the slick
PowerPoint deck). There are also class, race, and gender-based power inequities in the industry
which shape how students of color like the emergent bilinguals in Ms. Torres class may be
treated and “read” whether or not they master those language practices and literacies (Flores &
Rosa, 2015). But Ms. Torres’ students’ fluid and flexible language practices during
conversations about code suggest that educators of CS and computational literacies should resist
efforts to identify and hierarchize “academic CS language,” instead encouraging teachers to
welcome and legitimize all of the terms they and their students use to talk about code and
computing. Maintaining such a translanguaging stance may not only promote emergent
bilinguals’ meaningful participation in CS education, but might potentially shape and transform
the industries and fields that students become a part of in the future.
Some pedagogical implications of the moments of this section for teachers include:
● Validating in notes, word walls, anchor charts, and other materials the many terms
(words, images, diagrams) and metaphors students use to have conversations about code,
placing them alongside words used in academic, artistic, and professional software
engineering communities.
● Supporting students to have metacognitive conversations about the “translation” work
they do, considering how making sense of code is similar and different to what students
do when they encounter complex text in a new language.
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6.4. Translanguaging and Meta-languaging to Understand How Humans and Computers
“Communicate”
Thus far, all of the moments I have discussed in this chapter home in on conversations
where students translanguaged to make sense of particular code blocks. Another conversation
that students and teachers maintained over the course of the school year was about the nature of
programming a computer. This section documents the resources students orchestrated during
those moments, and how those supported sense-making about programming through their own
unique frames and metaphors, and in one case, identity construction. It also interprets students’
comments and ideas through the lens of this dissertation’s conceptual framework to explore the
affordances of using “conversation” and “communication” as frames for thinking about
programming. In doing so, it uses students’ comments about programming to build theory that
will be useful in the next chapter of this dissertation, which will analyze moments when students
were engaged in conversations with computers.
6.4.A: “El programa no es como nosotros” (The Program is Not Like Us): Making Language
Choices, Constructing Identity
During the telenovela unit, after students made connections between the Scratch code and
the telenovela dialogue, Ms. Torres and her students identified several aspects of the Scratch
code that were not present in the telenovela dialogue script as written. They included the wait
blocks, the al presionar

code, and the presence of an ordered (x, y) pair in the blue “glide”

movement code block. Summarizing these findings, Ms. Torres initiated a conversation about
what these code blocks do, and why there might be extra “steps” in the Scratch code as compared
to the telenovela script:
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358.
Ms. Torres: So ¿qué piensan
qué hacen estos códigos? O ¿por qué
hay tantos pasos en el guion? Yes.
359.
Nikki: Profe, yo puedo
responder a la segunda al menos.
360.
Ms. Torres: Yeah, you can
respond.
361.
Nikki: La segunda eh, por qué
no hay estos pasos en el guion, porque
el programa no es como nosotros,
nosotros podemos, eh, pensar y
deducir cómo hay que hacer las cosas,
pero el programa, al programa le
explique paso por paso que supone que
debía hacer. Porque si no, no lo va a
hacer de acuerdo a como el
programador o la programadora quiere
que sea.
362.
((Ms. Torres writes the first
two bullets in the “notas” bottom right
quadrant of the whiteboard, Figure
6.4.1: “Programas necesitan que le
expliquen paso por paso” and
“Personas pueden entender más.”))
(Observation, 10/12)

358.
Ms. Torres: So what do you
think these codes do? Or why do you
think there are so many steps in the
script? Yes.
359.
Nikki: Teacher, I can respond
to the second one at least.
360.
Ms. Torres: Yeah, you can
respond.
361.
Nikki: The second one, um,
why there are not so many steps in the
script, because the program is not like
us. We can, um, think and deduce how
you have to do things, but the
program, is explained to step by step
what it should be doing. Because if
not, it is not going to do it the way the
programmer (male) o programmer
(female) wants it to be.
362.
((Ms. Torres writes the first
two bullets in the “notes” bottom right
quadrant of the whiteboard, Figure
6.4.1: “Programs need to be explained
to step by step” and “People can
understand more.”))

Figure 36. Ms. Torres’ whiteboard notes. She paraphrased and wrote down the bullet points in the bottom right
quadrant as Nikki commented.
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Ms. Torres asked why there were so many “pasos” (steps) in the script. Nikki took up Ms.
Torres’ word, pasos, as they provided their answer to the second question. They explained that
programs are not like “us,” adding that while “we” can think and deduce how to do things for
ourselves, a program must be explained to, in a step by step way, so that it can perform the way
the programmer wants it to (line 361). It is not clear exactly who Nikki grouped into their
“nosotros” or “we.” Nikki may have been talking about their classmates and teachers in the
room. Given Ms. Torres’ explicit reference to the telenovela script, Nikki may have included
telenovela actors in their “we” as well. In any case, by using “we,” Nikki included themself in
that group, which then they distinguished from “el programa” (the program). Nikki’s comments
positioned programmers as active agents who decide how they want the program to work, and
computer programs as simply steps to be executed. They also gendered programmers both male
and female as they spoke using Spanish. During a member checking moment the following Fall,
I asked Nikki why they might have done this, and they said: “because at that time I was kind of
getting out of the she or he, because I’m not a she or he, I’m an ‘I’.”
Nikki’s response itself here does not exhibit explicit evidence of what scholars typically
look for and label as translanguaging. In their oral language comment, Nikki used words that
would be recognized as belonging to the Spanish language, and did not use any gestures, role
play, or vocalized Scratch keywords to make the point. And yet, this is still a powerful moment
that sheds light on the students’ translanguaging practices. In analyzing translanguaging
moments, Li Wei does not just observe, record, and analyze participants in natural settings, but
he also looks for instances of metalanguaging, or when research participants “give meaning” to
and understand their language choices (2011, p. 1225). This is particularly important because it
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is on this basis that “[t]hey consciously construct and constantly modify their socio-cultural
identities and values through social practices such as translanguaging” (p. 1223). Nikki’s
comment in 363 makes use of the word “explain,” echoing other moments in observation data I
have collected throughout the school year when teachers and students used communicationbased metaphors for programming (like “telling” a computer what to do), made passing
references to how computers “think,” and in the case of Álvaro, remarked after a long debugging
session, “¡Por fin entendió!” (Finally, it understood!) When discussed this way, it would seem as
if that during programming, humans and computers are in conversation, with code framed as a
language resource for communication among and between humans and machines. For this,
Nikki’s comment in 363 can be read as a meta-comment making sense of how programmers
choose language features to “explain” their vision to a computer. Nikki argued that programmers
need to use a particular kind of language, characterized as “paso por paso” (step by step), if they
want to communicate effectively with a computer.
This meta-comment also supports Nikki’s identity construction, as it has been found that
translanguaging often does (García-Mateus & Palmer, 2017; Kim, 2017). Firstly, they were able
to assert their own evolving conceptions of gender identity through their careful use of both
programadora and programador, Secondly, they asserted their identity as a programmer.
Introduced to Scratch by a fifth-grade teacher the year they arrived in the US, Nikki had been an
enthusiastic user of Scratch at the time this lesson was recorded. They had spent time remixing
and creating and sharing Scratch projects with friends in an afterschool program at their old
school, and with Scratchers they had met through the site. When Nikki stated that “el programa
no es como nosotros” and suggested how a programmer should choose “step by step” language
to communicate with a computer, Nikki drew on their prior experiences coding. They made
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sense of choices they had made to “explain” to a computer, choices that make programmer /
animator part of their identity. In this meta-moment, Nikki drew on their experiences with
Scratch and programming, asserted their identity as a programmer and animator, and expressed
understandings about the ways humans make choices about how to use language to become
interlocutors with computers.33 Nikki’s comments also evidence their development of the
“computational perspective” that Brennan and Resnick (2012) call “questioning” — or
“interrogating the taken-for-granted” aspects of technologies and software “and, in some cases,
responding to that interrogation through design” (p. 11).
In the next moment, Nikki’s classmates, most of whom have not had experiences with
Scratch at this point, built on Nikki’s comments to also make-meaning about human-computer
communication, drawing on different resources.
6.4.B: “Del paso a paso” (From Step to Step): Translanguaging to Make Sense of Humancomputer Interaction
After Nikki’s comment, and as Ms. Torres finished writing on the board, Álvaro then
made an observation:
368.
Álvaro: Ese igual que, que el
coso que estaban haciendo eso del pan.
369.
Manny: El sanduche
33

368.
Álvaro: It’s just like, that thing
that you were doing with the bread.

This is not the first time that Nikki mentioned the role of the programmer during this lesson. Earlier, when Ms. Torres invited
them up to the electronic whiteboard to draw a line connecting a line from the telenovela Script and a line of code, Nikki stated
“allí tú puede controlar el código de cada personaje” (there you can control the code of each character). When Ms. Torres
explained that all programs use code, Nikki expressed curiosity, not just about the Scratch code that animates sprites in the
environment, but speculated about the code that must make the back-end of Scratch work too, in a comment that baffled even Ms.
Torres:
281. Nikki: Osea que Scratch debería de tener un poco más complejo que los normales porque también aparte que emplea
códigos también emplea códigos para codificar dentro del programa, osea, y sería, se podría decir que crear Scratch fue
un poquito más difícil comparado al normal
Nikki: So that means Scratch should have a little more complexity than normal, because apart from
employing codes, it also employs codes to code inside the program, or, and it could be, it could be said
that to create Scratch it was a little more difficult compared to normal.
282. Ms. Torres: I think I understood ((laughs))
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370.
Álvaro: A paso a paso.
371.
((José talking, inaudible))
372.
Ms. Torres: so::
373.
Álvaro: Del paso a paso
verdad, que estaban haciendo del pan
(Observation, 10/12)

369.
Manny: The sandwich Álvaro:
Step by step
370.
((José talking, inaudible))
371.
Ms. Torres: so::
372.
Álvaro: step by step, right, that
they were making the bread.

While it is unclear exactly what Álvaro referred to with the word “ese” (that), the fact that he
echoed Nikki’s phrase “paso por paso” with his “a paso a paso” suggests he keyed into this
aspect of Nikki’s comment and what Ms. Torres wrote on the board. In 368, Álvaro connected
what Nikki said to “el coso que estaban haciendo, eso del pan,” (that thing that they were doing,
with the bread). Here, Álvaro is most likely referring to an activity that Ms. Torres completed
with students the previous week. In that activity, which I was not present to observe, Ms. Torres
told me she asked students to provide her with instructions for making un sánduche de jamón y
queso (a ham and cheese sandwich), which she hoped would help students understand how
programmers have to give concrete, step-by-step instructions to a computer. Álvaro drew on his
memory of this moment as an experiential resource to make sense of Nikki’s comment about
“explaining” to computers. Ms. Torres took up Álvaro’s connection, asking students to recall
what had happened when the class was writing down all of the steps for making their sandwich:
376.
Ms. Torres: Y ¿qué pasó,
cuando estábamos escribiendo todos
los pasos? ¿Qué había pasado?
377.
Mariposa: Que tenían muchos
pasos ni siquiera hemos comenzado el
sándwich
378.
Nikki: ((inaudible))
379.
Ms. Torres: Llegamos al paso
once380.
Álvaro: Y no teníamos el pan
hecho.
381.
Ms. Torres: Y todavía no
teníamos el pan afuera de la funda, ni
el jamón y queso separado. No había

376.
Ms. Torres: And, what
happened, when we were writing all of
the steps? What had happened?
377.
Mariposa: That they had lots of
steps and we hadn’t even started the
sandwich.
378.
Nikki: ((inaudible))
379.
Ms. Torres: We got to step
eleven
380.
Álvaro: And we didn’t even
have the bread made.
381.
Ms. Torres: And we still didn’t
have the bread outside of the bag, nor
the ham and cheese separated. We
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hadn’t created any sandwich. We were
still hungry, right?

creado ningún sándwich. Todavía se
quedaron con hambre, ¿verdad?
(Observation, 10/12)

In this excerpt, Mariposa and Álvaro recalled their frustrated attempts to instruct Ms. Torres,
playing the robot, to complete what would appear to be the simple task of putting cheese and
ham between two slices of bread. Here, shared role-play experiences continued to serve as a
resource for meaning-making. Ms. Torres then asked students to summarize their learning.
386.
Ms. Torres: OK. ¿Qué están
aprendiendo? Todos estos pasos. ¿Qué
significa? ¿Qué tienen que incluir
siempre?
387.
Nikki: Tenemos que incluir eh,
pasos para que la máquina sepa que
tiene que hacer porque eso es lo que
hace un programador, da pasos para
que eh, la máquina, la computadora o
lo que sea, en cualquier. Que haga lo
que el programador quiere. Pasos
específicamente para que eh, la
máquina hagalo como quiera
(Observation, 10/12)

386.
Ms. Torres: Ok. What are you
learning? All of these steps. What does
it mean? What do you have to include,
always?
387.
Nikki: We have to include, um,
steps so that the machine knows what
it has to do, because this is what a
programmer does, give steps so that
um, the machine, the computer, or
whatever, in whatever. That it does
what the programmer wants. Steps
specifically so that the machine does
what [the programmer] wants.

In response to Ms. Torres’ question, Nikki cast the idea they had expressed prior about
programmers writing “pasos” (steps) for a machine, in another way, this time, using the word
“específicamente.” Ms. Torres told me that she had used this phrase repeatedly during the
sandwich lesson. Ms. Torres took up Nikki’s idea, adding the phrase “detalles / pasos
específicos” (specific details, steps) to her notes on the whiteboard, and drawing a box around
the word “específicos.” Then, Ms. Torres shifted the activity, asking students to give Nikki
instructions for throwing a piece of paper into the trash can. The room was loud and boisterous
as students stood up from their seats, and shouted instructions and Nikki attempted to act them
out as the “robot.” Álvaro was an active participant in this activity, shouting directions and
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numbers of steps for Nikki to take, correcting himself when the number of steps he proposed fell
short. Ms. Torres’ impromptu activity provided students with another chance to use their bodies
to understand this idea of “específico,” as it related to programming a computer.
Here, ideas about “specificity” developed during the previous sandwich lesson were
connected to the use of code blocks in Scratch, imbuing codes with not just function and
meaning as in the previous sections’ examples, but also a way to think about using those blocks
to “communicate” with a computer as an interlocutor. This meaning was made collectively and
through the orchestration of many meaning-making resources by many actors — too many to
count, but including some of those also discussed in sections 6.2 and 6.3: telenovelas as a
“boundary object,” the juxtaposition of Scratch code blocks and telenovela dialogue on a
handout, students’ “coding” practices with colored highlighters, students “recasting” codes
through their bilingual translations, Ms. Torres’ “highlighting practices” to call students’
attention to similarities and differences, various moments of embodied (sometimes dramatic)
role-play, a student’s experiences using Scratch outside of Ms. Torres’ class and identity as a
programmer, students’ recall of classroom demonstrations for making sandwiches, and key
phrases like “paso por paso,” and “específico.” Translanguaging practices bringing together
notions about “pasos específicos,” Scratch code blocks, sandwiches, and the “conversation” as a
form of interaction, came together in a semiotic assemblage that would prove an enduring
resource for students in Ms. Torres’ classroom.
The next moment shares data from interviews and focus groups to discuss how Álvaro
and Sony developed their own idiosyncratic metaphors drawing on that assemblage and their
own experiences.
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6.4.C: “Claro que tiene que ser específico” (Of Course You Have To Be Specific): Developing
Metaphors for Human-computer Interaction
During a one-on-one interview at the end of the school year, I asked Álvaro what he
thought students had to do to be successful in Ms. Torres’ class activities involving Scratch. He
said:
230. Álvaro: Tiene’ que tener creatividad, lo
que más tiene Nikki. Y también tiene’ que,
tiene’ que ser muy específico con tus cosas. Y
ser estricto, ser serio cuando vas a hacer eso.
No siempre con un relajo, que “pon esto acá!”
No. Tiene’ que ser cuando ya estamos en
trabajo, pues, ya hay un poco más seriedad,
tiene que, tú sabes, no siempre un relajo
(Interview, 11/16)

230. Álvaro: You have to have creativity,
which Nikki has a lot of. And also, you have
to, you have to be very specific with your
things. And be strict, be serious when you are
going to do this. Not always joking around,
like “put this here!” No. You have to be when
you are working, well, there has to be more
seriousness, you have to, you know, not
always a joke

I read Álvaro’s comments back to him during a focus group at the end of the school year to see if
he still maintained that creativity, specificity, and seriousness were important factors for him. He
confirmed his prior comments, and when the other student in the group, Sony, mentioned
“especifico” again, I asked what the students meant by that term. Álvaro elaborated:
865. Álvaro: No, no más lo que si tú quiere’
una vaina, tú lo quiere’, mira. Eh, tú sabes
cuando tú tiene’ hambre, que a ti no te gusta
la mayonesa, como cachu, tú dice, mami, y,
no mayonesa ni cachú. Y que que mayonesa,
mostaza o mayonesa. No, mayonesa, la blanca
esa que le echan eso. Tú sabes. Allí
específico. (Focus group, 6/7)

865. Álvaro: No, no it’s that if you want a
thing, you want it, look. Um, you know that
when you’re hungry, that you don’t like
mayonnaise or ketchup, you say, mami, no
mayonnaise, no ketchup. And that, that
mayonnaise, mustard, or mayonnaise. No,
mayonnaise, the white one that they put, that
one. You know. That’s specific.

To describe the meaning of “specific” here, as it relates to what one needs to be successful with
Scratch, Álvaro evoked a hypothetical conversation with his mother, in which he tells her exactly
what he wants on his sandwich, and how he wants it. In this instance, like Nikki in Moment
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6.4.A, Álvaro engaged in meta-talk, justifying his choice to use specific language in his imagined
scenario. Through this talk, he created a personally relevant metaphor for human-computer
interaction that drew on many of the concepts that had been assembled in October during the
telenovela unit — specificity, sandwiches, conversations, giving step-by-step directions.
Álvaro’s point does not explicitly underscore the ways that being “specific” in a humancomputer “conversation” differs from being “specific” in a human-human one, but like in
Nikki’s comments about “explaining” to a computer, and in Ms. Torres’s sandwich activity from
months prior, Álvaro's comment evidences that he had come to understand programming through
the frame of a simulated conversation.
Álvaro and Sony’s comments also evidence their understandings that communication
with a computer involves negotiating one’s intention for the computer using language a
computer would be able to process. I asked Sony and Álvaro why they have to be specific when
they use Scratch or do CS, and Álvaro responded:
880.
Álvaro: Míralo. ((Álvaro looks
over to the electronic whiteboard,
where the Scratch interface is on the
screen.)) Allí está, míralo allí ((points
to screen)), tú lo, tú sabe’ porque.
881.
Sara: ¿Por qué? ¿Por qué?
882.
Álvaro: Mira, mi- mi- mira
todo eso, Sara. Mira.
883.
Sara: ¿Los códigos?
884.
Álvaro: Mira, Sara, ah huh.
885.
Sony: Porque así va a
funcionar bien
886.
Álvaro: No. Aparte los códigos
tiene’ que poner los números.
887.
Sara: hm hm.
888.
Sony: No va a funcionar bien
889.
Álvaro: Claro que tiene’ que
ser específico.
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880.
Álvaro: Look at that. ((Álvaro
looks over to the electronic
whiteboard, where the Scratch
interface is on the screen.)) There it is,
look at it there ((points to screen)),
you know it, you know why.
881.
Sara: Why? Why?
882.
Álvaro: Look, loo- loo- look at
all of that, Sara. Look.
883.
Sara: The code?
884.
Álvaro: Look, Sara, uh huh.
885.
Sony: Because that way it will
work well.
886.
Álvaro: No. Apart from the
codes you have to put the numbers
887.
Sara: hm hm.
888.
Sony: It’s not going to work
right.
889.
Álvaro: Of course you have to
be specific.

890.
Sony: Y si le pone algo mal,
va, un error chiquito, puede ser
grande.
891.
Álvaro: Hm hm. (Noventa)
(que es chiquito), le vas a (poner)
noventa puntos fue, y estaba todo ugh.
Y no se movió.
(Focus group, 6/7)

890.
Sony: And if you put
something wrong, like, a small error, it
could be big.
891.
Álvaro: Hm hm. (ninety)
(which is small), you’re going to (put)
ninety points it was, it was all ugh.
And it didn’t move.

Álvaro pointed at the Scratch code, using a tone that suggested the answer to my question about
specificity was quite obvious [880-884]. Sony remarked that codes are needed to ensure the
program works [885]. With his comment “tiene’ que poner los números” (you have to put the
numbers), Álvaro pointed out that many intricate pieces of the code blocks need to be
coordinated beyond dragging out the block itself, including writing in what he called the
“números” (e.g. angles for direction of movement, and [x, y] coordinates where sprites should
move). He reiterated, “Claro que tiene’ que ser específico” (of course you need to be specific).
Sony added that one small error could make a big difference ìn a Scratch program (line 890).
Álvaro built on this comment by bringing in an example of writing 90 degrees (as he says it, “90
puntos”) in the wrong code block and having nothing move as a result (line 891). Here, Álvaro
and Sony reckon with an idea central in translanguaging pedagogy (García et al., 2017) — that
people adapt their language use depending on context, purpose, and interlocutors. In this case,
the computer is their interlocutor.34

34

While for programmers, this adjustment is especially pronounced, it happens for non-programming users of
computers, too. Even in an age when machine learning and artificial intelligence allow for processing of natural
language, images, and so on, people must cast their intentions into inputs that the computer can process, make sense
of interfaces, and follow the logics programmed into software. When employing features like text-to-speech, people
change the speed of their talking, or their accents, to be “understood” by computers (Lopatovska & Williams, 2018).
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Programming as “Communication” and “Conversation”: Building Theory
During conversations about code in Ms. Torres’ class, Nikki and Álvaro’s
translanguaging and metalanguaging helped them create and employ metaphors for programming
a computer. In the examples, students referenced communication and conversations between
people, and between people and computers. This makes some intuitive sense: during
programming, humans “explain” things to computers using code and other inputs, and computers
process those inputs and give feedback in the form of error messages and output. But should
students’ programming interactions with computers be framed as a “conversation”? While CS
educators and researchers have long recognized how students draw on what they know about
human communication to support them with programming, they highlight some of the potential
pitfalls of equating programming with conversing with a human: Many of the “bugs” that novice
students work through when they begin to learn to program stem from an overgeneralization of
this metaphor, as students make assumptions that, like humans, computers can process elements
out of order, have goals and intentions, or “infer” the programmers implicit intentions (Pea,
1986).
Putting aside the challenges of applying a conversation metaphor for CS pedagogy,
should researchers interested in languaging and meaning-making use a conversation frame to
analyze programming interactions? This would imply assuming that computers, like people,
other objects, and places, do some languaging work. There is some precedent for distributing
languaging capacities across people, places, and objects. The concept of the “semiotic
assemblage” (Pennycook, 2017b) posits that meaning is made as speakers’ linguistic resources
are “interwoven” with resources “embodied, embedded, [and] distributed” (p. 276) across
people, places, and objects.
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But a tension surfaces in adopting this frame. Is the languaging of a person equivalent to that of a
computer? In this case, I agree with Nikki: “el programa no es como nosotros.” I grappled with
some of the core questions about distributed agency posed by Actor Network Theory (Latour,
1992), and how it has been considered and applied to the field of applied linguistics (Pennycook,
2017a) (see conceptual framework). I accept that objects and things do meaning-making work,
but retain the idea that humans are primary orchestrators of semiotic resources in languaging to
honor my research questions’ focus on students’ creative translanguaging acts. I built on
concepts put forward by Haraway (1985, 2006) and Dant (2004) who reasoned that assemblages
of humans and machines make possible social actions that humans and machines alone could not
accomplish. Humans embody these social actions and become oriented to them through repeated
experiences in the assemblage.
Informed by students’ comments and metaphors and the literature, I find value in framing
the languaging that happens when humans and computers come together into assemblages as a
conversation — keeping in mind the caveat that they do not participate in languaging in the same
way. Doing can help the field notice how all interlocutors — human and machine — contribute
to interactions in computational literacies. Framing humans and computers as in conversation
during programming interactions may help emphasize and center translanguaging practices that
occur during these conversations. It can also shed light on comments such as these, where Álvaro
and Sony describe the role of creativity in using Scratch:
902.
Álvaro: (Pero), allí se ve
cuando crea la vaina, tú 'tás usando
creatividad. Porque todos esos códigos
de, del, del carro, mover, tú sabes.
903.
Sara: Hm hm.
904.
Álvaro: Tú estás usando
creatividad, maestra.
905.
Sony: Tú estás usando-
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902.
Álvaro: (But), there you see
when the thing is created, you are
using creativity. Because all of these
codes, of, of, of the car, to move, you
know.
903.
Sara: Hm hm.
904.
Álvaro: You are using
creativity, teacher.

906.
Álvaro: Y más los colores, que
esos dan un toque especial, tú sabes
907.
Sony: Ah hah.
908.
Álvaro: Son la salsa
909.
Sony: Y el chile picante
(Focus group 6/7)

905.
Sony: You are using906.
Álvaro: And what’s more, the
colors, which give a special touch, you
know
Sony: Ah hah.
Álvaro: They are the sauce
Sony: And the spicy chili

Here, Álvaro and Sony reason that code and other features of the Scratch environment, like
color, help them express their creativity. They cast themselves as primary agents who use
creativity and cast code and color as agents that help them provide that special “touch.” Perhaps
extending Álvaro’s metaphor from earlier, they compare these elements to the sauce and spicy
chili35 one might use to make a sandwich tastier. Students bring their vision and ideas to
interactions with a computer, and tools from the computer provide a range of semiotic resources
to support them in expressing that creativity. Just as possibilities for creativity might emerge
from understanding students’ engagements with computers as conversations with tools, so too
might a conversation frame reveal the biases and limitations of tools and technologies when
students use them. Future work in this area (including in the next chapter of this dissertation)
may include investigating the kind of “listener” a computer is — how software systems process
and display students’ inputs and language, and the kind of feedback computers provide.
Conclusion
To recap, this chapter explored the wide-ranging and creative linguistic, semiotic,
embodied, and experiential resources that students orchestrated in their translanguaging during
conversations about code and computers, addressing RQ1 of this dissertation. These resources
were intertwined with each other, and extended beyond single named languages, modalities, and

35

It is also entirely possible that there was some innuendo happening with this line too…!
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even the boundaries and borders of students’ own bodies. Students’ translanguaging practices
supported them in “translating” and making sense of linguistic features and code, especially
when students were invited to make meaning with their full repertoires through curricular
designs and teacher moves (García et al., 2017).
Some curricular designs, like the telenovela unit, achieved this by integrating culturally
relevant boundary objects that surfaced particularly salient resources for students to draw upon,
such as use of embodied resources. I also argue that students’ engagements with the telenovela
boundary object in the context of CS and Language Arts evoke syncretic literacies (Gutiérrez,
2014), given the ways that students’ translanguaging helped them make sense of everyday and
disciplinary practices simultaneously.
Students translanguaging interactions with the telenovela boundary object, and others
they would bring in from their own experiences, like baseball and sandwiches, expanded notions
of what counts as valid meaning-making resources for “doing CS” and “doing language arts,” a
finding which addresses RQ3 of this dissertation — the relationships between translanguaging
and computational literacies. Also addressing RQ3 and RQ2 are the findings related to students’
unique metaphors about code and computers. As students discussed the programming process,
they were “metalanguaging” — talking about how to best communicate with computers, as if
they were interlocutors. Those metaphors provide evidence that there is utility in theorizing
students’ engagements with computers as conversations and communication between human and
machine interlocutors.
Implications for pedagogy and practice included recommendations for how teachers can
value student translanguaging practices and open up space for students to orchestrate a range of
meaning-making resources during conversations about code, suggestions for the kinds of
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“boundary objects” teachers might incorporate in designs to surface resources for students to
orchestrate in meaning-making, and the value of a flexible language policy in classrooms taking
on computational literacies.
This chapter demonstrated the central role of translanguaging in conversations about
code. What kind of dynamic language practices might students mobilize during conversations
with computers when students use code to make computational artifacts, and interpret the
feedback that machines produce? I will be exploring aspects of that question in the next chapter.
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Chapter 7 - “Tengo que intentar, a ver si pasa”: Translanguaging in Conversations With
Code and Computers
During one conversation in Ms. Torres’ sixth grade bilingual social studies class in late
January, Mariposa speculated aloud about what a few lines of code might do in a particular
Scratch program. Her classmate, Nikki, responded to her comment with some ideas, but
suggested that ultimately, they did not know if the code would do exactly what Mariposa said.
As Nikki put it, “podría pasar, no podría pasar, por eso tengo que intentar a ver si pasa.” (It could
happen, it could not happen, for this I have to try and see if it would happen.) Nikki’s comments
frame this chapter to emphasize the idea that in computing education, having conversations
about code and computers is not enough. Engaging in computational literacies means engaging
with computers — running your code, seeing what happens on screen, clicking, dragging,
dropping, downloading, uploading, typing, and performing many other actions. In this chapter, I
examine moments when emergent bilingual middle schoolers in two classrooms worked to create
computational artifacts in the Scratch programming environment — in other words, moments
when students were having conversations with computers. By “with,” I mean, this analysis treats
the computer as another — albeit, non-human — interlocutor in moments when students worked
with code and computers to understand, modify, and create their own computational artifacts.
Overall, this chapter finds that:
● Addressing RQ1: When emergent bilingual students were in conversation with
computers, they engaged in practices that do languaging and communicative work but
that are traditionally not treated as such in language arts or computer science education.
This chapter employs and justifies use of the term “embodied digital languaging
practices” to recognize how students leveraged those practices in their translanguaging.
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● Addressing RQ2: Emergent bilingual students perceived and critiqued the possibilities
and constraints for languaging that emerged from their interactions with computer
software. They made intentional and strategic meaning-making choices around those
possibilities, driven by issues such as: their comfort and preference for particular kinds of
language, their desire to learn new language, their desire to accommodate others around
them, and issues of language politics.
● Addressing RQ3: New possibilities for translanguaging, sense-making, and expression
emerged from emergent bilingual students’ interactions with computer software in the
context of computational literacies, but software and algorithmic design also constrained
those possibilities.
Taken together, the analyses presented in this chapter support the argument that in order to
understand how emergent bilingual students use language in the context of computational
literacies, one must examine how students’ translanguaging and identities intersect with the
designed properties of the software they use. The findings of this chapter are presented in three
sections, described in brief below.
● 7.1. Unpacking a Computational Literacy: Orchestrating Embodied Digital
Languaging Practices in Conversations with Computers: This section identifies the
languaging practices that one student orchestrated as he participated in a conversation
with a computer. It describes actions that the student carried out with the computer
(“Click, drag, drop,” “typing,” “hovering the mouse”), examines how the student
orchestrated these practices into his translanguaging, and highlights the communicative
work those practices did. The discussion in this section labels those practices as
“embodied digital languaging practices” (building on Hua et al., [2019], Haraway [1985,
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2006], Dant [2004]) and provides reasons to do so rooted in both language education and
computer science education. Implications of this analysis for computational literacies
pedagogy with emergent bi/multilingual students are also included.
● 7.2. Making Linguistic Choices: Translanguaging and the Language of the Scratch
Interface: This section explores how students negotiated the linguistic demands of using
Scratch code and elements of the interface. Given that the Scratch interface is available in
multiple languages, students could engage in the embodied digital languaging practice of
“selecting” a named language to use to mediate aspects of their conversations with
computers, and “toggling” between those languages at different moments and situations.
This section considers when and why students made choices about which language(s) to
select for the Scratch interface. It finds that students had relative agency to make
translanguaging choices when they came together in assemblages with the Scratch
environment and made their choices with great intentionality. The translanguaging and
meaning-making possibilities that emerged from students’ interactions with Scratch came
into sharper relief especially when compared to the disempowerment students felt while
using other software in school that is only available in English. This chapter also
discusses the limitations of Scratch’s change language feature for emergent bilinguals.
● 7.3 Computer Biases and Affordances Shaping Possibilities for Translanguaging,
Sense-making and Expression. The first part of this section considers how biases
embedded in the designs of computer software surface when students are in conversations
with computers, limiting possibilities for students’ self-expression and representation. It
demonstrates how students, teachers, and me, as a participant-observer, negotiated and
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worked around those biases. The second part discusses possibilities for exploration and
critical awareness around languages that emerged from conversations with computers.
All sections address RQ1 of this dissertation about how emergent bilingual students
translanguage as they engage in computational literacies. Section 7.2 additionally addresses
RQ2, as it analyzes students’ understandings of their linguistic, semiotic, and technological
choices. Sections 7.1 and 7.3 additionally address RQ3 about the relationships between students
translanguaging and computational literacies, with section 7.1 employing the translanguaging
lens to promote a more holistic views of students’ engagements with computers, and section 7.3
exploring how students’ translanguaging practices expand what might count as relevant
computational literacies to include critical language exploration.
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7.1 Orchestrating “Embodied Digital Languaging Practices” to Participate in
Computational Literacies
In this series of moments, I describe the translanguaging practices of sixth grader and
ENL student John, as he engaged in a conversation with Scratch. I identify several actions that
John performed with the computer that did communication and sense-making work with and for
himself, the software, and the educators around him. I also highlight ways the computer made
these actions possible and/or constrained them. In the discussion section, I argue that these
moves are examples of “embodied digital languaging practices” that supported participation in
computational literacies and discuss the implications for taking up this view for both applied
linguistics / language education and computer science education.
The following moments were captured as John used the Scratch interface at his own
screen for the first time in Ms. Kors’ class in November, the week before the moment captured in
Section 6.1. Even as he was new to Scratch, John was comfortable and eager to use computers at
the time I had met him earlier that Fall. John said he had started using a computer when his
family came to the US from Ethiopia in January of the previous school year. He told me he
learned to use computers by practicing in school. As he told me, “I sit everyday in here, like how
to type faster.” He said that sometimes he got permission to use his father’s computer at home,
and that his older sister also helped him learn how to use a computer. According to John, she had
learned to use computers at her school and in the library in Ethiopia and in their family’s home
country, Eritrea. (For more background on John, see the context section).
In November, Ms. Kors began a unit with the eight emergent bi/multilingual students in
her English as a New Language pull-out group. The unit would culminate in students using
Scratch to tell digital family stories. Her first few lessons aimed to introduce the Scratch
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interface. She did some activities to introduce Scratch-related vocabulary, and then showed
students the software on the electronic whiteboard. During the lesson under focus in this section,
which took place before and prompted the activity in section 6.1, Ms. Kors aimed for students to
try Scratch out on their own laptops. She began by displaying an unfinished Scratch project on
her electronic whiteboard which depicted Ms. Kors and her mother talking about a common
superstition in their family and culture — that if you leave your purse on the floor, you will lose
all of your money. Ms. Kors asked students to identify things they recognized in the project. As
students pointed out elements, Ms. Kors used the pen on the electronic whiteboard to write labels
for the table, the purse, the sprite representing Ms. Kors, and the sprite representing her mother,
which Ms. Kors chose to label as “Mami” — given her own language background and family
practices (see Figure 37).

Figure 37. Ms. Kors’ Labeled Scratch Project
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Ms. Kors then pressed the green flag button to run the project. Given it was still unfinished and
she had some bugs to work out, Ms. Kors asked students to tell her about the “problems” that
came up. Students said that the characters did not really move, and that the dialogue of the
mother and daughter sprites overlapped. The students also noticed that the purse sprite flipped
upside down when it was clicked. Ms. Kors clarified that instead of flipping, she wanted the
purse to move up onto the table. Ms. Kors passed each student a laptop and directed them to
search for her project in Scratch’s library. She asked students to “fix” the problems coming up in
her project. Throughout the activity, John tested out different strategies to achieve this task with
the Scratch software.
7.1.A. Click, Drag, Drop
John began proposing and trying out strategies for getting the purse onto the table even as
Ms. Kors reiterated the directions of the activity for students:
1. Ms. Kors: So now what I want you to do is. Just a quick review. Remember when you
go to the script, what is the script let you do? (3) What is a script? Script tells you what
to
2. John: Do
3. Ms. Kors: What to do, right? So. Let's look at the list. First you gotta try to flip the
purse and put the purse where? Where are we going to put the purse?
4. John: On the table. Oh yeah, here. ((points to the table area on his screen))
5. Ms. Kors: On the table.
6. John: ((uses the trackpad button on his own laptop to click on the purse. Keeping one
finger pressed, uses another finger to “drag” the purse from the “floor” to the
“table,” and then releases his fingers from the trackpad button to “drop” it.))
7. Ms. Kors: Oh, that's not the way I wanted you to put it on the table.
8. John: Like this?
(Observation, 11/30)

In line 6, John used the laptop’s trackpad to click, drag and drop the digital artifact of the purse
to another location on the screen. The deft way John carried out this move evidenced that he had
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practiced this drag and drop move with the laptop trackpad before. Some students who I met
during my year of observation had not used laptops with trackpads prior to their teachers
introducing them during these units36. There are several audio recordings and fieldnotes in the
corpus which captured moments when teachers, researchers, and peers more experienced with
computers taught students new to this technology how to click, drag and drop among other
similar moves with the laptop’s trackpad and keyboard. Communicating with computers involves
embodiment and practice of these moves. John’s effortless deployment of “click, drag, and drop”
suggests that the student’s prior experiences with technology shaped how he engaged with the
computer here.
The design of hardware and software contributed to this interaction as well. Tools
explicitly designed to teach programming concepts, like some of those on the website Code.org,
require students to place code blocks in a particular order to get characters to move and do other
actions. In those environments, only code (and not characters) can be “dragged and dropped” and
ways of directing visual assets beyond using code blocks are not supported (Figure 38).
Figure 38. A Code.org Programming Puzzle

Note: The user cannot “drag and drop” the red Angry Bird or the green pig, she can only drag

36

While some had not used laptops, most, if not all students were more familiar with “digital gestures” like drag and
drop, spread, and swipe used commonly with phone and tablet touch screens (Belaud et al., 2016).
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and drop code blocks to the scripting area, which in turn, move the Angry Bird character
(captured 12/16/2019).
As a “sandbox” environment for tinkering and creation, Scratch provides students with many
choices and pathways for engagement (Rusk, 2016). Students might choose to play with and
comment on other users’ projects or they might create their own. They might spend time
tinkering with code or drawing their sprites. In this moment, John “clicked, dragged and
dropped” a sprite to move it, and did not engage with the code blocks — a choice that the
software made possible.
Ms. Kors’ questions in lines 1 and 3 set up an Initiate-Respond-Evaluate (IRE) sequence
with John. Interaction analysts recognize the IRE sequence as a conventional conversation
pattern often used in schools — teachers ask questions, students provide generally oral language
answers, and then teachers evaluate the students’ language production (Mehan, 1979). In this
case, John provided oral language answers to her questions about the functions of scripts and the
location where the students should move the purse in lines 2 and 4, which Ms. Kors validated.
Despite not being a traditionally recognized form of language (like oral language), John’s “click,
drag, drop” move in line 6 elicited an evaluation from Ms. Kors. She began her comment with
“Oh,” expressing some surprise that John’s problem-solving method deviated from her
expectations. His oral language question in line 8, “like this?” called attention to and
complemented the move he made with the computer. It sought additional confirmation from his
teacher in line 8 about the validity of his practice with the computer.
Ms. Kors’ surprised reaction here is noteworthy. She hoped that students would use her
activity as an opportunity to experiment with using Scratch code blocks. Instead, in this moment,
John bypassed the code by simply dragging and dropping the digital object to the requisite
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location. He also met the requirements of Ms. Kors’ challenge, who had asked students to “put”
the purse on the table. This was a learning moment for Ms. Kors, who reflected to me during a
member checking session later that John “did the task, just not the way I expected him to,” and
that if she could do this activity again, she would provide more specific directions. She also
agreed with my assessment that this moment evidenced John’s prior experiences with computers,
as she reflected on other newcomer students she has worked with, who needed tutorials for using
keyboards and mice. Ms. Kors’ reaction to John’s “click, drag, drop” move demonstrates that
embodied digital languaging practices convey meaning for people, not just machines, and can
serve as prompts for teacher reflection.
John orchestrated a “click, drag and drop” move — one that he had likely performed
many times before with laptop computers — together with oral language to execute and call
attention to his strategy to solving the problem in his teacher’s story. These moves
communicated his intention for the digital artifact to the Scratch software and elicited a response
and subsequent reflection from his teacher. They were also made possible by the design of the
Scratch environment.
7.1.B. “Can I Write Here?”
A few seconds after the above moment, as John continued looking at the Scratch project,
he said he wanted the purse to move to the table “like at the end of the story.” He may have come
to recognize that while his “click, drag and drop” worked in the context of Ms. Kors’ directive to
move the purse onto the table in a literal way, it did not meet the goal of moving the purse at a
particular moment in the story to demonstrate Mami’s superstition. I suggested he take a look at
the code for the purse sprite, which I have reproduced below:
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Figure 39. Zoomed-in Code for the Purse Sprite (Captured in a Later Version of Scratch).

Note: The code states:
When this sprite clicked
turn (180) degrees

I gestured to the screen as I asked John the following:
22. Sara: So what is it doing now?
23. John: This one is the, like.
24. Sara: What does it say the bag is doing?
25. John: When this sprite turned, no not turned. No, it have to be like, how to put like, put
it on the table.
26. Sara: hm hm.
27. John: How t- Can I write here? ((gestures with the mouse pointer to the white box
embedded in the turn (180) degrees code))
28. Sara: What you can do is find a different code for that.
(Observation, 11/30)

In the above dialogue, I asked John what the code was doing (line 22), and before receiving a
complete answer from John in line 23, I rephrased the question to ask what it (the code) said the
bag was doing. John’s response, “when this sprite turned” brought words from both of the code
blocks on the screen together into the same utterance (line 25). This is not exactly what the
code’s keywords stated, but John’s idiosyncratic reading of the code served him as he built on it
with his next statement in line 25, which narrated his thinking and inferences in real time: “no,
not turned. No, it have to be like, how to put like, put it on the table.” With this statement, John
recognized the problem — the code turned the purse when, it should have been placing it
somewhere else. Here, he engaged in a key aspect of what computer science education
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researchers would recognize as a debugging practice (Brennan & Resnick, 2012). He recognized
the ways the computer’s actions were different from what the programmer intended, and
identified the part of the code that may be responsible for producing that bug. He did this through
translanguaging practices that integrated Scratch keywords with his own language in an
idiosyncratic way, across written and oral modes.
In this transcript, John also posited a solution for the problem: writing something within
the white box embedded in the turn (180) degrees code, where presently, the number 180 had
been typed. Typing into text fields is a practice he had likely had experience with as a user of
computers — typing search terms into Google, for instance. As noted at the start of this moment,
John had some awareness of his own typing skills and had goals to improve them. John was
drawing on his prior experiences getting computers to comply with his intentions through typing
to help him generate this strategy.
Figure 40. John’s Screen When He Asked Whether He Could “Write Here”
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John’s question “Can I write here?” (line 27), coupled with his gesture with the mouse
pointer, provides evidence of John’s working hypothesis that he would be able to “type” in plain
text what he wanted the computer to do with the purse. While there are some efforts in computer
science to make programming languages more like natural language, at the moment,
programming requires programmers to learn to use specific keywords, and to sequence them in
ways that the computer’s compiler can process. This provides another example of how the design
of the Scratch programming language and environment itself shapes the moves students can
make to communicate effectively with the computer.
I, the informal educator at his side, understood John’s intention but my statement in line
28 did not take up or engage John’s suggestion. Instead, I asked him to turn his attention to the
Scratch code library. My suggestion to “find a different code” was rooted in my knowledge that
if John had started typing words into the box where the number 180 was written, Scratch would
not have “processed” his language as a viable command. Upon further reflection, however, I
asked myself what opportunities for learning might have emerged if instead of moving past his
idea, I had asked him to try out and evaluate his strategy — to engage him in conversation about
it. As in the last example, my reaction as an educator demonstrates how students’ moves with
computers convey meaning, not just to computers, but to other people.
John employed oral language to read and interpret written Scratch keywords as he sought
to help Ms. Kors debug her code. He suggested that he might try “typing” — another practice he
had prior experience with — to get the computer to respond to his intentions and solve the
challenge. My directing of John towards another strategy kept him from testing it out, though the
computer software itself would have rendered John’s chosen strategy ineffective.
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7.1.C. Hovering the Mouse
Next, I called John’s attention to a code block that said Go to x(0),y(0), which he read
aloud as “go to X.” Then, I asked him to notice an aspect of the Scratch programming
environment that was present in the 2.0 version of the Scratch software that John was using at the
time: When a user of this version “hovered” their mouse-pointer over the “stage” part of the
screen, the software displayed numbers representing the x and y coordinates for that location of
the screen.
36. Sara: Just notice for a second. Move your mouse around the screen, what do you see is
happening to these numbers when you move your mouse.
37. John: ((moves his mouse around the scripting area))
38. Sara: Go into the screen ((pointed to the stage area of the screen))
39. John: ((John hovers his mouse over the stage part of the screen)) Ohhhh. It tells me
like, are you in there? You don't have to be here, like, if you are here ((hovers mouse
to a different part of the stage))
40. Sara: Uh huh.
41. John: It show you like, like, if you are here, in the, on the like on the ((clicks teeth))
like, while they talk like, uh, it shows you like that's negative, if I put here. ((hovers his
mouse over a different part of the stage))
42. Sara: Uh huh
43. John: That's like that's not negative, it's just like
44. Sara: Uh huh.
45. John: Here. ((hovers his mouse to the center of the stage))
46. Sara: So [what
47. John: Here is zero
48. Sara: That's zero right, it's x zero, and [y
49. John: ((continues hovering his mouse over the stage)) [Ohhh. What? What's
happening. ((continues hovering his mouse over the stage)) (3)
50. Sara: So, what's happening?
51. John: Oh I don't. Oh yeah, I think if you go this, if you go this, if your mouse go this
way ((hovers his mouse to the left)), that's negative, if you go this way ((hovers his
mouse to the right)), that's like positive, like.
(Observation, 11/30)
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As John hovered his mouse in different locations on the screen, the numerical values on the
display depicting the (x, y) coordinates also changed. In describing what happened as he moved
his mouse pointer, John used the phrase “it tells me,” a phrase which ascribes some
communicative capacity to the computer (line 39) as he performed the hovering action. John
orchestrated this hovering practice along with oral language — words like “there” and “here” in
line 39. Taken together, these supported him in making connections between spatial locations on
the screen and numerical values. As he hovered, he keyed in on the negative symbol in the
coordinates display, ascribing a spatial meaning to it — “it shows you like, that’s negative, if I
put here” (line 41). He drew on what was most likely an understanding of negative and positive
numbers and coordinate planes that he had developed prior to this interaction. His meaning
making was also supported by experimentation, as he moved his mouse to different parts of the
screen to see what would happen to the coordinates (lines 41, 45, 49, 51).
Once again, the software itself shaped John’s and my sense-making moves. At the time
this moment was captured, the publicly available 2.0 version of Scratch displayed the
coordinates of the user’s mouse pointer as it hovered around the “stage” — an option not
available in today’s 3.0 version of Scratch, which displays only the coordinates of sprites placed
on the screen. While a teacher could still direct a student to drag and drop a sprite around the
screen, and to see how the coordinates changed, the dynamic nature of the change is less
apparent than when one could simply hover around the screen, and see the coordinates change in
real time.
John’s hovering practices, like his “click drag and drop” moves also did communicative
work with people. From lines 36 to line 39, as I directed John to hover his mouse over the
specific part of the screen tagged with coordinates, I used oral language and gestures to carry on
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the conversation, and John responded with hovering practices, and then his own oral language
sense-making. Additionally, I, as his informal guide for this activity, understood through his
hovering practices that he knew how this function of Scratch worked, and gained a sense for his
prior knowledge about coordinate planes, and negative and positive numbers.
John’s tinkering, interpretation of semiotic inscriptions such as the negative symbol and
the spatial layout of a coordinate grid, his “hovering the mouse” and oral language narration
practices supported John’s communication with the computer and with me.
7.1.D. Using Code Blocks
Next, I called John’s attention back to the Go to x(0),y(0) block. He clicked on it, and
dragged and dropped it into the scripting area.
52. Sara: Hm hm. So if you want this purse to go here ((pointing at the table on the
screen)), where does it have to go? To what numbers?
53. John: Hm the, (right)? Oh, one hundre- yeah, one hundred. Here. ((hovers his mouse
pointer to a spot on the “table”)) Here. Eighty six.
54. Sara: And?
55. John: Fifty nine. Negative fifty nine
56. Sara: So?
57. John: OK. I'll do this thing. Sorry. Thank you. Eighty, eighty, no. Eighty five. ((writes
“86” in his notebook)) (2) Eighty six by negative fifty six, I did. I have to change this
thing. Eighty six. Eighty six. ((types 86 into the space for the x-coordinate in the code
block)). Negative fifty- negative fifty six. ((types -56 into the space for the y-coordinate
in the code block.)) Finished!
(Observation, 11/30)

I asked John which numbers he would type into the Go to x () y() code block. He hovered
the mouse (line 53) and then notated the coordinates in his notebook (line 57). John then deftly
typed the coordinates’ numbers into the code block. When he clicked the code block to run it, the
purse moved to the “table.” In order to make this code block work, John had orchestrate all of the
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actions described in the previous sections — “click, drag and drop” to get the code onto the
scripting area, “typing” the numbers for the x and y coordinates into the spaces in the code block,
and “hovering the mouse” to know which numbers to type into the block. John also jotted some
notes, talked out his process verbally, engaged in some “trial and error” to test out coordinates
and make changes, and drew on semiotic resources commonly used in mathematics, like the
positive and negative symbol, and ordered pairs. His screen after engaging in these actions is
depicted in Figure 41.
Figure 41. John’s Screen After He Used Code to Get the Purse to Move onto the Table

Note: By the end of this period, he had also added a code to reset the purse’s location to the
floor at the start of the story.
John additionally wrote a reflection about his work in Scratch that day in an “exit ticket”
assignment:
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Figure 42. John’s “Exit Ticket” Reflection After Completing the Purse Activity

Transcription: I learn how to Fix and Add. I Add words and how move things at time like I
move the purse at time. The step is ((erased text)) I go to the purse then I chang go to x and y.

In this reflection, John wrote that he learned to “move the purse at time.” I interpret this to mean
how he moved the purse at a particular moment in the project. He also wrote “I go to the purse,”
which I interpret to mean, clicking on the area of the Scratch interface where he could find the
code for the purse sprite, and then changing the Go to x () y() code block. He used written
language in what would be recognized as English to help him convey his message. In putting his
activities from the class period in his own words, John engaged in a core function of languaging
vis a vis learning: “transform[ing] the internalized interaction on the basis of their own
characteristics, experiences, existing knowledge” (Tudge & Scrimsher, 2003, p. 213). He also
practiced using written English to share his experiences in the exit ticket.
Discussion
By the end of the class period described above, John had successfully participated in a
computational literacy — debugging Scratch code to help his teacher improve her digital story.
To participate, John orchestrated various semiotic and linguistic language practices — from oral
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and written language to semiotic symbols — in a conversation with his teacher, the computer,
and me. He also performed several actions with the computer (e.g: “Click, drag, drop,” “typing,”
“hovering the mouse,” and “using a code block”). Should those practices be counted as
languaging too?
I argue that they are languaging practices. Hua et. al. (2019) addressed what Block (2013)
called the lingual bias in applied linguistics research — the tendency in the field to value
linguistic forms of language over all others. They counter this tendency by highlighting the
embodied repertoires people orchestrate to communicate, teach and learn in a karate studio.
Viewing their research site through the lens of translanguaging allowed them to notice how
linguistic repertoires actually play complementary roles to embodied repertoires in some
contexts, and how learning of linguistic features (in this case, Japanese words) occurred through
coordinating them with embodied movement.
John’s actions with the computer did a great deal of communication and sense-making
work during conversations the student had with himself, the computer, his teacher, and me, as a
participant observer. These practices mediated communication with the computer, enabling John
to express what he wanted the computer to do, and to take in what the computer “tells” him in
return. John’s practices with computers also did communicative work in teaching and learning
interactions. His “drag and drop” move challenged his teacher’s expectations, and while I
overlooked it in the moment, his attempt to “write” in the code block signified the kinds of prior
experiences John may have had with computers, and his active problem-solving strategies. If I
had encouraged him to try out his move, it might have opened up a conversation about what
kinds of inputs that Scratch could and could not support in code blocks, deepening his
understanding of how the software worked.
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For the communication and sense-making work that actions like “click, drag, and drop”
and “hovering the mouse” did in moments when John participated in computational literacies, I
identify them as languaging practices. I call them “embodied digital languaging practices.” Like
the moves identified in Hua, et al.’s karate class (2019) they are carried out by the body (the
hands, fingers, the mind). Using the word “embodied” in this context also indexes Haraway’s
(1985, 2006) reflections on how to cast relationships between humans and machines to promote
responsibility and agency, and Dant’s (2004) work on the driver-car, which recognizes the ways
that people come to embody and orient themselves to the social actions produced in assemblages
involving people and technologies. I use the word “digital” in this construction because these
practices are made possible when digital technologies and people come together in assemblages.
I opt not to use the word “computational” here because in the CS education community, the
phrase “computational practices” is linked to the notion of Computational Thinking (Wing,
2006) – a specific set of concepts, practices, and perspectives that are beginning to become
standardized and even privileged in CS education. It is worth documenting when students engage
in Computational Thinking practices with and without computing tools, and many researchers do
that work (Grover & Pea, 2013a). But using “digital” in this context is meant to recognize a
greater range of what students do with computers and digital tools including, but not limited to
activities that CS education would consider “computing” – such as moves students make with
technology when they engage as users, gamers, etc. Those practices must be recognized as
resources in CS education.
What’s the use of framing emergent bilingual students’ practices with computers as
embodied digital languaging?
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For the field of language and literacies education: Over two decades ago, scholars
highlighted what would become two of the most transformative trends in literacy education: the
increasing multilingualism of young people in schools, and the increasing pervasiveness of
technology in people’s lives (New London Group, 1996). And yet the monolingual bias in
schools — especially schools serving emergent bilingual students — is real. The lingual bias is
just as present.37 Standardized assessments require students to demonstrate competencies through
reading, writing, speaking, and listening in what society calls standard English, and for this,
language and language arts courses still must maximize “time on task” in these domains. While
no doubt, linguistic forms of language are prime mediators of learning and experience
(Vygotsky, 1978), as the nature of literacy education changes in response to those two core
trends, delivering instruction in and of “standard languages” falls short. In integrating
computational literacies into their curricula, ENL classrooms like Ms. Kors’ are working to
respond to these trends — to truly value and support language diversity while also promoting
students’ exploration in key computational literacies.
In language classrooms that serve emergent bilinguals and integrate computing, there are
sense-making and communication practices that must be valued beyond the learning of static
“standard languages.” Those include valuing students’ translanguaging as bi/multilinguals
(García et al., 2007; García & Li Wei, 2014), and also, how they orchestrate languaging features
beyond the linguistic, including embodied digital languaging practices. Like linguistic, semiotic,
and other embodied forms of language, these do real communicative work with people and open
up space for thinking about the acts people take to language with machines. John’s participation
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The karate school described in Hua et al., (2019) provides a solid example of a classroom where embodied
repertoires are closer to the center of languaging practice than linguistic ones. This is just as true in traditional
classrooms where teachers do not always pay attention to what their students’ body language, dress, drawings and so
on tell them about what students know and can do, and their emotional and physical states (Rymes, 2014).
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in the computational literacy of digital storytelling hinged on his engagements with the computer
— actions like clicking, dragging, dropping, typing, hovering the mouse, and using code blocks.
He orchestrated his linguistic repertoire in service of doing and making sense of those embodied
digital languaging practices — by narrating, making inferences, and asking questions about his
interactions with the computer. His linguistic production in these moments was spontaneous and
might have been viewed in a more traditional ENL classroom as “non-standard.” But taken
together, John’s linguistic, semiotic, and embodied digital practices evidenced problem-solving
and learning. Viewing what emergent bilingual students do with computers as embodied digital
languaging practices ensures that researchers and educators recognize those practices are part of
what it means to language in the 21st century. Doing so will also help educators get a fuller
picture of how students language in the context of computational literacies, truly viewing
students for the meaning-making assets they bring.
For the field of computing education: Traditional visions for computer science
education would likely deem some of the moves I have called embodied digital languaging
practices — like typing, dragging and dropping, and so on — as basic “computer literacy skills.”
But conceiving of these practices as static skills ignores the communicative work these practices
do in conversations involving people and computers. Framing these practices as languaging
highlights their contributions to meaning-making — the meaning and messages for computers
and people that get embedded in clicking, dragging, dropping, and using particular code blocks.
Framing these practices as languaging from a translanguaging perspective also highlights
that these practices are learned socially and dynamically in context — the way any languaging
practice or literacy would be. People do not move predictably from skill to skill when they learn
new language practices, but rather, through use, come to “adapt their brains and bodies” to the
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languaging activity that surrounds them (Thibault, 2017, p. 76). They translanguage —
orchestrating language features in integrated ways for communication and sense-making in
context — despite the standard languages that societies’ dominant groups prescribe (Otheguy et.
al., 2015), and how white listening subjects may perceive especially racially minoritized
language users’ communicative acts (Flores & Rosa, 2015). Translanguaging’s focus on context
means attention is paid to understanding and leveraging the experiences and opportunities a
student has had to develop and apply particular languaging features. Locating language and
learning in the social, rather than purely in the mind implicates questions of politics:
what resources are needed, available, and being exploited for specific learning task
throughout the lifespan and life course? Why are some resources not available at certain
times? What do language users do when some resources become difficult to access?
(Li Wei, 2018, p 26).
Translanguaging also prompts scholars and educators to ask questions about how certain kinds of
languaging gain privilege and status over others in society.
Framing students’ activities with computers as embodied digital languaging practices
may prompt scholars to ask more holistic questions about students’ prior experiences during
computing activities. Instead of identifying the computer skills students have or do not have, a
lens treating these skills as languaging — which scholars of translanguaging have argued is
developed in rich contexts, over time, non-linearly — might prompt investigating students’
experiences and trajectories: when did they have opportunities to communicate with computers?
For what purposes? With what kind of support? John’s experiences using computers at school
and at home with his father and sister (as well as his sister’s experiences learning at the library in
Ethiopia) shaped the resources John brought to his first investigations with Scratch. John also
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drew on semiotic and linguistic resources he had developed as a reader, writer, and
mathematician. Just as students’ linguistic repertoires vary, so too might their embodied digital
repertoires vary. Some students in Ms. Torres’ and Ms. Kors’ classrooms used laptop computers
to “hang out, mess around, and geek out” (Ito et al., 2008) at home and at school throughout their
childhoods. They used computers independently and with peers and family members to do
assignments, play games, read and write fan fiction, create games and animations, record videos,
and communicate with relatives in the U.S. and abroad. Others had access to their parents’
mobile devices from time to time for gaming, social media, and looking up information, but had
not used laptop or desktop computers before coming to school in the United States. When asked
about the technologies they and family members used, students referenced parents and relatives
who learned to fix phone screens (Sony) and worked programming lottery kiosks in the
Dominican Republic (Nikki) — funds of knowledge (González et al., 2006; L. Moll et al., 2005)
that may be overlooked in U.S. computing education contexts. This framing might also prompt
scholars to investigate the ways in which elements that shape students’ journeys as bilinguals,
also shape their participation in computational literacies: their immigration history, their ages,
their schooling, their families’ socioeconomic conditions and education, how society views their
racial, class, and language backgrounds (García, 2009).
Unpacking the meaning that teachers ascribe to students’ embodied digital languaging
practices could support educators to build on, rather than ignore, students’ practices. Zooming in
on Ms. Kors’ reaction to John’s “click, drag and drop” surfaces a key tension of working with
Scratch’s “sandbox” environment within a classroom context (Brennan, 2013). Just as teachers
might attempt to promote practice of particular features of English in an ENL classroom,
computing teachers may want students to practice using code to communicate with a computer
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so they can achieve particular objectives around programming. Ms. Kors did not expect John to
solve the problem by manually dragging and dropping sprites. But John’s experimentation with
this move helped him solve the problem in his own way. Experimentation and reasoned trial and
error are valued practices in learning computational literacies (Brennan & Resnick, 2012). This
moment opens up questions about how teachers might at once value and build on students’
creative, unexpected problem-solving methods (even if students are drawing on prior experiences
with computational literacies that teachers themselves have not had), while also supporting
students’ to learn new embodied digital languaging practices. How might a teacher help a student
like John to understand and contextualize their choice to “click, drag, and drop” over using code
in a particular moment? When and why would one choose one of those strategies over another?
Conceiving of students’ practices with computers as static “skills” to be acquired in a set
order has had damaging implications for the equity of CS education and fields. Many schools
institute policies that require students to master “basic” skills before advancing to computational
thinking and programming. Policies like these have actively excluded low income students of
color and young women from rigorous courses, shuttling them into classes emphasizing “the
basics” (Margolis et al., 2010). These policies mirror those in traditional school settings rooted in
assumptions that emergent bilingual students must master English before they can do authentic
work in school disciplines (Callahan & Shifrer, 2016). The translanguaging perspective (García
& Kleyn, 2016) has helped interrogate those assumptions by demonstrating how students can
leverage their full repertoires to participate in rigorous and meaningful school activities, no
matter how they perform when asked to use only what society would call English. Viewing what
students do with computers not as computer literacy “skills” but as embodied digital languaging
practices has the potential to re-frame similar dynamics in CS education. Asking more holistic
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questions about students’ embodied digital languaging practices may help researchers and
educators avoid constructing a “skills” gap — judging students against a list of standards
(usually those common in dominant groups) and then casting others as “behind” — as has been
done in many other disciplines. Instead, they would notice how students communicate and
attempt to communicate with computers, the conditions that promoted this practice, and the
conditions that constrained opportunities for practice. This knowledge might inspire pedagogical
designs that are more relevant to and sustain students’ interests and cultural practices. It might
also make researchers and practitioners more informed advocates for emergent bilingual students
in computing education.
Below are some recommendations for teaching and learning rooted in this analysis.
● Translanguaging pedagogy encourages teachers of emergent bilinguals to understand,
channel and expand their students’ language practices (Garcia & Kleyn, 2016). They are
asked to go beyond using standardized assessments to get to know students, and to learn
about how students use language across the disciplines, in their homes and other contexts
(García et al., 2017). In technology rich environments, where emergent bilinguals are also
expected to engage with computational literacies, teachers should also learn about
students’ prior experiences and everyday interactions with technologies at home and
in school. These include the ways students use technologies independently, and
collaboratively with peers and family members (Pina et al., 2018). Given especially
emergent bilingual students’ diverse experiences with language, literacy, and technology,
it is important that teachers take care not to assume that all students have used laptops
before, have computers they can use at home, know where to find the letters on a
keyboard, or how to copy-paste. While technology may be a part of most students’ daily
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lives for play, information seeking, communicating with family and friends, and engaging
in online communities, many emergent bilinguals immigrated from countries and
contexts where technology is not as embedded into schooling. Doing this “detective”
work (García, 2017, p. 22) about students’ language practices — embodied digital and
otherwise — can help teachers differentiate instruction, and to know where and how to
target extra practice, enrichment, and support. It will also help teachers devise culturally
sustaining and relevant ways to explore computing terms and ideas (see the previous
chapter) and build on students’ prior knowledge. As seen in the analysis of these
moments, teachers and researchers (myself included) don’t always notice opportunities to
build on students’ embodied digital languaging practices. What would have happened if I
had encouraged John to type into the code block and attempt to run it? What learning
would have come from such an exploration? Teachers might anticipate such moments in
their planning. More research is needed to understand how teachers build on students’
embodied digital languaging practices as resources for CS education and beyond.
● Coupled with working to understand students’ practices, educators should understand
the seemingly “micro” embodied digital languaging practices involved in engaging
in computational literacies with code. Using just a single code block in Scratch may
involve drawing on many other embodied digital languaging practices (click, drag, and
drop, typing, hovering, etc.) as well as literacies (mathematical understandings about
coordinate planes). Students may need practice with the component aspects of various
computational literacies. However, there is a key caveat to keep in mind: Teachers should
take care not to spend too much time on disembodied skill-based drilling, if they see that
students are new to particular practices. John learned to apply “hover the mouse” practice
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as a resource for eliciting feedback from the computer in the context of a meaningful
challenge. There is a delicate balance to strike: teachers should scaffold and promote
students’ perseverance with tasks like typing that will enable them to communicate with
computers across literacies, without narrowing the curriculum to only basic “computer
literacy,” which low-income, minoritized youth have traditionally been most often
exposed to (Margolis et al., 2010).
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7.2 Making Linguistic Choices: Translanguaging and the Language of the Scratch
Interface
This section explores how students negotiated the linguistic demands of using Scratch
code and elements of the interface. Given that the Scratch interface is available in multiple
languages, students could engage in the embodied digital languaging practice of “selecting” a
named language to use to mediate aspects of their conversations with computers, and “toggling”
between those languages in different moments and situations. This section analyzes the
translanguaging and linguistic choices that emerged from the assemblages students created when
they used and created with the Scratch tool, honing in on why students chose different
language(s) for the Scratch interface at different moments.
7.2.A. The Linguistic Demands of Programming
Programming a computer makes linguistic demands on a programmer in addition to
computational ones. Syntax presents less of a challenge for creators using Scratch because of its
block-based nature, but using the software still presents linguistic and semiotic demands. There
is a great deal of written text on the screen of the project editor (Figure 43).
Figure 43. The Scratch Online Editor Interface With My “Journey to School” Project
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This text includes written comments that creators write in their code for themselves and others in
yellow “sticky notes.” There are also project titles and instructions, and text strings that creators
might write for their sprites to “say.” Creators can also record their own voices or set Scratch
sprites to use the text-to-speech function to produce audible “oral” language. The color and
shapes of code blocks in Scratch are meaning-laden, and there are mathematical symbols and
icons embedded within many of them. In this section of the chapter, I focus particularly on the
written text used in the Scratch interface — the keywords inside of the Scratch code blocks (e.g;
move (10) steps, When this sprite clicked,

etc.) and labels for elements like “Sprites,”

“Stage,” “Costumes,” etc.
Creators can choose which of over sixty languages they would like to use to view those
elements (How to Translate Scratch - Scratch Wiki, n.d.) (Figure 44).38
Figure 44. The Dropdown Menu Where a User Can Change the Language of Scratch’s Interface

38

When one toggles from one language to another using Scratch’s dropdown menu, one translates the keywords
used within the code blocks (e.g.: from “glide” in English to “deslizar” in Spanish), and the labels for the various
components of the interface (e.g.: from “stage” to “escenario”). Items that do not automatically translate include any
text that a creator wrote for a sprite to say or comments that a creator left in the code.
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There has been some research regarding how Scratch users employ this function. Quantitative
research conducted on the Scratch community found that students across various countries using
Scratch in their “local” language incorporated a wider range of code blocks into their repertoires
than students from those places using the interface in English (Dasgupta & Hill, 2017). The
authors highlighted several limitations of their study, including assumptions made that Scratch
users’ language practices matched the dominant language of the countries where they were using
the software, and that students always used the interface in just one particular language. These
assumptions do not recognize the potential for Scratch users to exhibit dynamic bilingualism —
to engage in translanguaging practices and to make intentional choices about when and why to
use particular languages for the interface. This section of my study seeks to nuance the
conversation about the choices that emergent bilingual students make regarding the language of
Scratch’s interface, starting with dynamic bilingualism and translanguaging as premises.
When emergent bilingual students in Ms. Kors and Ms. Torres’ classes initiated
conversations with the Scratch software, they had to make choices about which of Scratch’s
available named language(s) they would “select” or “toggle” between, and then had to negotiate
the written text of the interface employing that named language. I argue that students’ selecting
and toggling39 actions are also embodied digital languaging practices that students orchestrated
in their translanguaging. These practices implicate their bilingualism and attitudes about
language in core ways. Students justified their choices for the language of the Scratch interface
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To be clear, I use the phrase “toggling” to describe what students do when they shift the language setting of a
digital interface, and not as a metaphor for people’s bi/multilingualism. Using toggling as a metaphor for
bilingualism would imply adopting an external “code-switching” view of bilingual language practices, that is
epistemologically at odds with the notion of translanguaging because it preserves named language categories and
does not accurately represent the dynamism of language practices that “go beyond” named languages (Otheguy,
García & Reid, 2015). There are genuine questions to raise about how the toggling languages feature of the design
of the Scratch environment reinforces a code-switching / external perspective on bilingualism, a point I will re-visit
at the end of this section.
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based on factors such as personal comfort, their desires to develop new language practices, the
involvement of other people and activities beyond the screen in their conversations, and their
budding understandings about language and power. Keeping the notion of the assemblage in
mind, both students’ bilingual/multilingual languaging repertoires as well as the design of the
Scratch tool were imperative to shaping possible linguistic choices.
7.2.B. Limiting Translanguaging: The Contrastive Case of iReady.
The Scratch software’s design (including the ability to select and toggle the language of
the interface) played a key role in shaping the range of possibilities for linguistic choices that
emerged from the assemblages students created when they used the tool. To demonstrate this, I
make a slight detour to present a contrastive case that analyzes the opportunities for
translanguaging that students perceived and enacted when they used another education
technology tool at school called iReady.40
All students were scheduled to work with the iReady software two times per week in the
school’s technology lab. The software, an example of a “personalized learning” platform,
presents students with multiple choice and short answer questions related to specific math and
literacy skills, and is meant to be adaptive in nature — the more questions a student answers
correctly, the higher that students’ “level” in the topic is presumed to be, and the more “points”
students get in the gamified system. Animated cartoons provide students with instructions and
“breaks” between lessons. Students were asked to work on iReady activities individually at their
own desktop computers and to wear headphones so they might hear the software’s outputs.

40

My thinking on this issue was prompted by sixth grader Nikki, who critiqued iReady and compared it to Scratch
during my initial interview with them. From that point, I began asking other focal students to talk about their
experiences with iReady and to venture comparisons.
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Students’ perceptions of and actions with iReady suggest that opportunities to
translanguage and make choices about language in the iReady classroom were limited. The
students in Ms. Torres’ class that I interviewed about iReady said the software interface was only
available in English, an observation I corroborated during two visits to their iReady class. As
Nikki described, even when the school computers’ browser-based translators were turned on,
many of the instructions and cartoons delivered audibly could not be translated, leading to breakdowns in meaning-making:
Nikki: ...deberían pensar un poquito mejor en
lo de que solo sea en inglés… Es que el, las
computadoras vienen con un traductor
equipado y traducen cada página en la que tú
vas. Y cómo eso está la mayoría [de iReady]
hecho en animación, la página no se permite
traducir, por lo cual no vas a poder em,
entender casi nada de lo que te dice. Y
también, como dije, es como que, los
programadores debieron pensarse como dos
veces antes de decir vamos a publicar eso... Es
como que, fuera de los Estados Unidos hay
más personas que le gusta allí aprender otros
idiomas, osea, aprender inglés, aprender
matemáticas, eh, subirse su nivel del
lenguaje… no solo deberían poner, que no
solo uno aprende inglés, que también uno
puede aprender otros lenguajes, porque así
uno expande eh, los lenguajes y nunca es
malo aprender, tener dos o tres idiomas que
más. (Interview, 2/28)

Nikki: ...they should think a little bit better
about how it’s only in English…. It’s that the,
the computers come equipped with a
translator and they translate every page that
you go to. And since the majority of [iReady]
is made in animation, the page doesn’t let you
translate, for that, you’re not going to be able
to, um, understand almost anything that it tells
you. And also, as I said, it’s that the
programmers should think like twice before
they say, let’s publish this… It’s like, outside
of the United States there are more people
who would like to learn other languages, or
learn English, learn math, or raise their
language level… They shouldn’t just have
that, that one isn’t just learning English, but
that also, one can learn other languages,
because that way, one can expand um, their
languages, and it is never bad to learn, to have
two or three languages or more

In these comments, Nikki critiqued iReady’s interface, which was made available to their class
with an all-English interface.41 The fact that it was incompatible with the browser-based
translation work-arounds they tried to enact, further limited possibilities for them to

41

iReady can be made available in Spanish, but this capability was not enabled at STEM Academy.
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translanguage and sense-make. An experienced programmer themself who has thought about
how to ensure the language used in their digital project connected to their intended audience (see
Chapter 8), Nikki advanced a critique not just of the software, but of the programmers who made
it — saying they wished that iReady’s designers thought twice before releasing an English-only
product. These comments also evidence Nikki’s frustration with iReady’s narrow goals around
teaching English and math. They wondered why the software did not not offer students the
ability to “expand” their capacities by learning languages other than English. The word “expand”
is used in scholarship to describe what translanguaging pedagogy should help students do with
their language repertoires: iReady is not accomplishing this for Nikki.
Sony and Álvaro confirmed that iReady is “cien por ciento inglés,” (one hundred percent
English) with Álvaro calling this aspect of the software “malísimo” (very bad). They also
critiqued the modality that iReady used to communicate with students — oral language through
headphones. Álvaro voiced frustration about how, unlike Scratch, iReady has “una freaking
grabadora allí allí allí rompiendo tu oído” (a freaking recording there there there hurting your
ear) (Focus Group, 6/7). In observing students using the iReady software, I noted that
sometimes, the system did not provide written directions for tasks, leaving students with only
auditory input in English, which, for some emergent bilinguals, could be more challenging to
process on its own.
Other students went further with their critiques. Sixth grader Mariposa called iReady’s
inability to be translated “racist,” saying, “and the other problem for me is that, I think it's racist
because it doesn't have two languages, it only have one. So it’s much difficult for kids that
doesn't know English” (Focus group, 6/14). Documenting the connections that students and
teachers make between race and language is a growing trend in sociolinguistics (Flores & Rosa,
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2015; Seltzer, 2019). Mariposa's comments layer upon those reported dynamics the idea that
emergent bilingual students perceive educational software as a possible agent of harmful
raciolinguistic ideologies, and that software can index and promote those ideologies in
classrooms. Emergent bilingual students are capable sociolinguists, as has been documented
(Flores & Rosa, 2015; Flores, 2020) — these comments illustrate how this critical capacity of
students extends to sociotechnical spaces as well.
In my observations, I noticed that the software’s constraints on students’ translanguaging
was reinforced by the actions of some of the teachers who facilitated iReady periods. I observed
students being reprimanded for not wearing their headphones, or for talking to their classmates
during iReady activities — even when students were translanguaging with peers to get
clarification or translations for particular tasks. The school computer lab technician also
configured the network to block websites other than iReady. While this may have kept students
“on-task,” students who wanted to use machine translation in another browser window or tab to
make sense of an iReady activity were not able to do so.
When students came together in assemblages with the iReady software, the school
computer permissions configuration, headphones, and with teachers charged with facilitating this
“personalized learning” in particular ways, limitations on translanguaging practices emerged.
Students in Ms. Torres’ class perceived this lack of choice and expressed savvy critiques for their
school, teachers and the iReady tool designers.
7.2.C. Making Intentional Choices: “Selecting” and “Toggling” the Scratch Interface as
Embodied Digital Languaging Practices
The case of iReady offers a contrasting example to help demonstrate the possibilities for
linguistic choices that emerged when students used Scratch in Ms. Torres’ and Ms. Kors’
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classroom environments. Early in the school year, both Ms. Kors and Ms. Torres showed
students how to select and toggle the Scratch interface between languages, an opportunity most
of their students took advantage of. In my observations, a few students consistently used the
Scratch interface in one language or another. But most used the interface in multiple languages
over the course of their teachers’ Scratch units, and even over the course of just one class period.
I count what students do when they “select” a language to use or “toggle” between the available
named languages at different points as another embodied digital languaging practice students
could orchestrate along with others in their translanguaging, because this activity supported
students’ sense-making and communication with computers and each other. Students deployed
these “selection” and “toggling” activities agentively, and with some intentionality. Students
justified their choices for the language of the Scratch interface in several ways.
“Selecting” and “toggling” for comfort and preference. In deciding what language to
use for the Scratch interface, some considered their own personal comfort and language
preferences. Javier, who had arrived from the Dominican Republic midway through the school
year, and was just beginning to learn English said in response to the question “¿Qué tan
importante es para ti ser bilingüe cuando estás programando?” (How important is it to you to be
bilingual while you program?):
Javier: ...es importante, cuando uno está
programando porque ayuda, nos ayuda a
manejarla mejor. Yo voy fácil tal vez porque
está, puede ser en Español, pero, ayuda
demasiado. Cuando uno sabe los dos, que uno
puede hacerlo en cualquier idioma que le
ayuda a manejarlo mejor. (Focus group, 5/31)

Javier: ...it’s important, when one is
programming, because it helps, it helps us
manage it better. It’s easier for me, maybe
because it is, it can be in Spanish, but it helps
a lot. When someone knows both, that one can
do it in whichever language helps them
manage it better.

Javier’s comments here underscore the idea that a bilingual person can make choices about the
language of the Scratch interface by considering what they are more comfortable with.
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Mariposa also justified her choice to mostly use Scratch’s English interface citing
comfort and preference. She said, “I mostly know how to read, I think, more English than Spanthan Spanish” (Focus group, 6/14). While she told me in a one-on-one interview that she used
mostly Spanish at home orally with her family and in class with peers, she had been going to
school in the US since the fourth grade, and said she was more comfortable with English reading.
In mentioning reading in her answer, Mariposa’s answer considers which modality of language is
most relevant to her when she programs in Scratch. Her comment indexes the complex and
dynamic dimensions of biliteracy — what Hornberger would call the “continua of biliteracy”
(2003). Her comments highlight that the language features that students use to talk about Scratch
to themselves and their peers might be different than those that they read on the interface. This
was true of Mariposa, whom I observed most often using the English Scratch interface, but
whispering to herself, discussing with peers and adults using her full linguistic repertoire.
“Selecting” and “toggling” to learn new language. Other students said they chose to
view the interface in a particular language to help them learn new language practices. When I
asked José, who had arrived in New York from the Dominican Republic at the end of the school
year, which language he preferred to use for Scratch, he said:
José: Yo pienso tenerlo en inglés mejor.
Sara: ¿Por qué?
José: Pa’ aprender, pa’ tratar inglés, para ir
aprendiendo a paso a paso. (Focus group,
5/31)

José: I think it’s better to have it in English.
Sara: Why?
José: To learn, to try English, to learn step by
step.

José here also uses the phrase “paso a paso,” which, as noted in the previous chapter, many
students in Ms. Torres’ class came to associate with coding — perhaps José’s point also indexes
the idea that students can literally learn English code by code, step by step. Along these lines,
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both Mariposa and Alex (a student from Senegal, via France, in Ms. Kors ENL class) also said
that Scratch helped them learn new vocabulary words in English (Observation, 3/8, 3/15).
“Selecting” and “toggling” to accommodate others. In some cases, students took into
account the presumed preferences of peers that were working alongside them and their screens.
While when on their own, Nikki used the Scratch interface in both English and Spanish, when
Ms. Torres asked them to come to the electronic whiteboard one day to model something in
Scratch for the class, they chose to use the Spanish version of a project “porque la mayoría van a
entender” (because the majority will understand) (Fieldnote, 12/19). Similarly thinking about the
other people around him while he was coding, John said the following at a focus group in
response to the question, “how important is it to be bilingual when you are programming?”:
John: Uh that's uh, it's a good thing. Because uh, you got, if someone like if someone do not
speak uh like - if someone, you speak uh, like uh, your language and you do not speak English,
you can just change it, the language. Or like, you can, if he doesn't know the language and
he speak, or he don't speak English, you can change the language. (Focus group, 5/31, my
emphasis)

Both Nikki and John thought not just about their own preferences, but about those of classmates
and others in the room.
“Selecting,” “toggling,” and language politics. The political dimensions of language —
students’ attitudes towards particular language practices, and how these interfaced with dominant
language ideologies — may have also influenced some students’ decisions about which language
to select for the Scratch interface. John’s attitudes about language, identity, and place were
complex. He connected Tigrinya (what he called “his language”) to Eritrea, (what he called “his
country”), and commonly spoke using practices that would be recognized as Tigrinya with his
family. John also learned to read, write, and speak some Amharic when he lived and went to
school in Ethiopia for three years, before moving to the US. He noticed the ways that language
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practices differed in the various places where he lived. When asked how important it was to him
to be bilingual, John brought up ongoing conflicts between groups in Eritrea and Ethiopia:
John: I think it's ((being bilingual)) a good thing and bad thing. Because like I said before, I
came from Ethiopia, from Eritrea to Ethiopia then before, like before they were in peace? Like
uh, if I went to Ethiopia then I speak my language, they'll be like, they'll hurt me, like
they will they will hurt me like that? But like, if I, like, and like it's a good thing that you can
talk with them. (Focus Group, 5/31, my emphasis)

John noted that being bilingual enables communication with more people, but can also have
negative consequences, because language can be used to mark tribe, sect, religion, and where
someone is from, potentially putting one in danger. While John’s previous comment endorsed
switching the language to accommodate peers, he himself opted to use Scratch in English, even
though it was available in Amharic. During an in-class presentation, Chris Hoadley of PiLaCS
and I asked him why he personally used the software in English:
Chris: Do you ever use Scratch in other languages?
John: In my country?
Chris: Either your country's language or any other language?
Sara: Do you ever change the language?
John: Oh!
Sara: Cuz now look what they have. ((Sara shows him, on the electronic whiteboard that
Scratch’s dropdown menu of languages now includes Amharic))
John: I will change this, but I will want to change this because if I change this, like, no one
speak my language, that's why I choose English. Like everybody speak English. (Observation,
3/15).

Even as teachers like Ms. Kors translated slides and handouts into Amharic, and encouraged
John and other students to use their home languages during CS activities, John’s comment that
“no one speak my language… everybody speak English” seems to convey a sense that because
he is the only one at school who uses “his language,” that it is not useful to him when he
programs at school. It may also index some of the pressure that John may have felt to speak
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English in the United States. During our end of year focus group with John, as participants
answered questions about bilingualism, John spontaneously posed a question to the group which
revealed his grappling with budding understandings of English as a “language of power” in the
United States:
John: I have a question about the thing - Is it a good thing to only speak English? Or uh, like
or another country like language because like if you speak English like, people know like
what kind of language you speak. But if you speak like my language, people - people doesn't
know like my language more popular. Is that a good thing only to learn English that way
people could speak to you like and they don't - they know that English is like all people know
that - English is like American - uh like they speak American people? And pe- uh like, is it
only - is it good thing to just learn American? (Focus Group, 5/31, my emphasis).

John’s comments “English is like American,” and “is it a good thing to just learn American,”
conflate English with Americanness, suggesting that when you speak English “people know like
what kind of language you speak.” I did not ask John to provide his own answers to the questions
he posed, but his having asked the question reveals tensions he may have been wrestling with as
a student proud of his country and the language practices he learned in East Africa, who also
finds himself in a place that privileges English learning. Even as Ms. Kors encouraged him to use
“his language” at school, potentially for reasons of adapting his language practices to his
audience and interlocutors, and for reasons related to safety and identity, John often pushed
himself to draw on words from his repertoire that would be recognized as English in school.
When emergent bilingual students like John make choices about which language(s) to use for the
Scratch interface, their attitudes about language, and how those attitudes interface with dominant
language ideologies in society were also at play.
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7.2.D. The Limitations of Scratch’s “Selection” and “Toggling” Feature
Even as students could make more agentive choices about the language of the Scratch
interface than they could when they used software like iReady, the feature of the Scratch
interface that allows users to select or toggle between languages can also be viewed as indexing a
“code-switching” logic and a monolingual language ideology. Like users of most other digital
tools — from Facebook to Microsoft Office to text messaging platforms — creators in the
Scratch environment must select only one named language to use for the interface at a time. No
matter how many languages are available on the dropdown menu, this aspect of the Scratch
technology is premised on the assumption that people’s language practices correspond to socially
constructed named language categories. For this, the language dropdown menu of Scratch is in
tension with research demonstrating the dynamic ways that especially bilingual and multilingual
individuals draw on features from their full linguistic repertoires, often defying society’s
dominant norms and named language categories (Otheguy et al., 2015).
The language(s) that students selected from Scratch’s dropdown menu did not reflect
their dynamic bi/multilingual language practices. Most students in Ms. Kors ENL class had
immigrated from parts of the Middle East, and West and East Africa within the last two years.
As a group, Ms. Kors’ students’ language practices included use of features that society would
label42 Amharic, Arabic, English, French, Fula, Tigrinya, and Wolof, with each student telling
their teachers and researchers they spoke between two and four languages. But even those labels
did not capture the dynamism of students’ practices. South African researcher Leketi Makalela
conceived of “ubuntu translanguaging,” a term which highlights the “unboundedness, confluence

42

As a reminder, to truly write from a translanguaging perspective would require this caveat — “language practices
from what society would call the [name] language.” At times, I adhere to this practice, while in other moments, I
shorthand and simply refer to the names often used for these language practices, with the presumption that readers
will keep this caveat in mind.
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and overlap” of peoples and language practices especially across Africa and its diaspora, and that
recognizes the complex histories of migration, trade, and colonization that have shaped those
practices (Makalela, 2016). Students’ ubuntu translanguaging was not captured in any of the
named languages listed in Scratch’s dropdown menu and would likely never be captured by any
named language category.
Usually, students opted to view the Scratch interface using languages they had some
practice reading and writing in — e.g. the language privileged in school in the US (English),
colonial languages that were used in schooling in other countries where they had lived (French,
Arabic), or languages used in religious instruction (Arabic). As Ms. Kors discovered during one
lesson where she gave students worksheets defining words for the elements of the Scratch
interface in those languages, the monolingual, translated interfaces had limitations: students were
familiar with words other than those offered in translations, might have learned those terms
initially in English, might have been unfamiliar with the concepts behind the words, or were
emergent readers in those languages. Some students also used features of what society would call
Fula, Wolof, Tigrinya, or colloquial, regional varieties of Arabic just orally (even though there
are ways of using the Latin and Arabic alphabets to write them). At the time of this study,
Scratch did not offer translations of its interface into those languages.43 It is unclear how
beneficial it would have been for Ms. Kors’ students to use interfaces in those languages
anyway, since they did not have practice with those languages’ written literacies. No matter what
language students selected for the Scratch interface, Scratch’s display utilized just some of the
features of Ms. Kors’ students’ complex and rich translanguaging repertoires.

43

Scratch relies on volunteers to translate its interface into different languages and has a review process for all
translations (https://en.scratchwiki.info/wiki/How_to_Translate_Scratch#Adding_a_language_to_the_Languages_menu)
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The limitations of the Scratch interface’s “change language” feature also surfaced in the
Spanish/English bilingual classroom. Scratch offered two versions of the Spanish interface, one
called “Español” and the other, “Español Latinoamericano.” There are a few differences between
them. In the version called “Español,” the “event” code blocks that trigger movement, sounds,
and other behaviors when a user “clicks” on something, employ the phrase “Al hacer clic en,”
whereas “Al presionar” is used for these blocks in the “Español Latinoamericano” version.
Meanwhile, Ms. Torres and her students used the phrases “al hacer clic” and “al presionar” but
also terms like “dale a,” “click on,” and “tocar” to refer to clicking on things. During my year of
fieldwork, I came to take up the terms students used in computing, like “dale a,” and “la
banderita” for the little green flag in Scratch. My own linguistic repertoire for talking about
technology expanded through my interactions with students. Given Scratch’s “code-switching”
approach to setting the language of the interface, to truly make space for and validate all of the
ways students talked about their actions with computers required taking other actions with and
beyond the computer.
The fact that the “change language” feature did not meet all of students’ needs meant
students had to do real translanguaging work to negotiate the text elements of the interface. This
was especially the case for students who were emergent readers, like sixth grader José, in Ms.
Torres’ bilingual class. One day, José asked me for support getting a sprite of his — a hip hop
dancer — to “ride” in another sprite — a convertible car. I decided to walk José through an
approach to solving this challenge — to program the computer to keep the character “in” the car
for the duration of the program. Since José was using the English version of the Scratch
interface, this would involve using the forever loop block and a block called go to
[selection]

(Figure 7.2.3) — two blocks that José had minimal experiences using at this point.
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Figure 45. Code Blocks from Scratch’s English Interface. I Supported José to Use These to Make a Sprite “Ride” in
a Car

In the following excerpt, I coached José to locate the “forever” code block.
209.
Sara: Ahora, el chico, ¿Quieres
que vaya al convertible, siempre, o
quieres que solo monte y después de
cae?
210.
José: No. Yo quiero para
siempre.
211.
Sara: OK. Entonces en el
chico, tú tienes que decirle que vaya al
convertible para siempre. Forever. ((I
point to the “forever” code block))
Ok, dale a la banderita. ((José clicks
the green flag)) OK. Muevelo. ((José
moves the character with the arrow
keys, and now, the character on the
screen appears to be “riding” in the
car.)) Enseñalo a Sony. Sony, José lo
tiene funcionando.
212.
José: ¡Woo hoo! Venga venga
venga, maestra. ((calling to Ms.
Torres)) ¡Uy!
(Observation, 3/12)

209.
Sara: Ok, the boy. Do you want
him to go to the convertible, always,
or do you want him to get on, and
afterwards, fall off?
210.
José: No. I want it forever.
211.
Sara: Ok, in the boy, you have
to tell it to go to the convertible
forever. Forever. ((I point to the
“forever” code block)) Ok, click the
little flag. ((José clicks the green
flag)). OK. Move it. ((José taps the up,
down, left, and right arrow keys, and
now, the character on the screen
appears to be “riding” in the car.))
Show it to Sony. Sony, José has it
working.
212.
José: Woo hoo! Come come
come, teacher! ((calling to Ms.
Torres)) Uy!

In line 211, I called José’s attention to the code block I thought would help him achieve his goal,
reading its keyword aloud: “forever.” But the terminology we used in the oral aspect of the
conversation was “para siempre,” generated when José responded to my question about whether
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he wanted the character to stay with the car “siempre” (always). In this case, José and I used oral
language to negotiate the written text on the code block and to ascribe meaning to it. José
celebrated (line 212) when he saw the character in the game execute his vision of riding the car
“para siempre.”
When Sony came by with his laptop in response to my prompting in line 211, José
continued to take up “para siempre” to coach his peer to get a sprite to do something similar —
ride a motorcycle:
231.
José: ((looking at Sony’s
screen)) Ah, tú quiere que, que se
quede para siempre
232.
Sony: Ah ha.
233.
José: Ah ya
234.
Sony: Que se quede para
siempre, ¿no?
235.
José: Para siempre, me dijo que
que se quede montado allí no más.
236.
Sony: Ah, sí, sí
237.
José: Para siempre. Pon este
código ((motions to the orange
“forever” block in his code))
238.
Sony: Dale carrito, dale carrito.
239.
José: Mira pon, ponemos los
código
240.
Sony: Espérate, dame que
ponga en español, José.
241.
José: No, déjalo en inglés
242.
Sony: ¿Pero esto es tu cuenta?
243.
José: Sí
244.
Sony: Pero yo no sé qué dice
allí
(Observation, 3/12)

231.
José: ((looking at Sony’s
screen)) Oh, you want it to, to stay
there forever
232.
Sony: Ah ha.
233.
José: Ah ya
234.
Sony: That it stays there
forever, no?
235.
José: Forever, she told me that
it would stay riding there
236.
Sony: Ah, yes, yes
237.
José: Forever. Put this code.
((motions to the orange “forever”
block in his code))
238.
Sony: Let’s go little car, let’s
go little car.
239.
José: Look, put, let’s put the
codes
240.
Sony: Wait, let me put it in
Spanish, José
241.
José: No, leave it in English.
242.
Sony: But this is your account?
243.
José: Yes
244.
Sony: But I don’t know what it
says there

José confirmed orally that his peer Sony also wanted his character to stay riding “para siempre,”
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and then recommended that Sony use the same code block that he did for this task, which at this
moment read “forever,” on the English interface (line 231). As Sony considered the code on the
screen, he asked José to toggle the interface of Scratch from English to Spanish (line 240), later
stating that he didn’t know what the text on the screen was saying (line 244). José told Sony he
did not want to change the language of the interface from English44 (line 241). When José turned
his attention elsewhere, Sony attempted to toggle the language on José’s computer in order to
make sense of the block, and the peer-support element of the interaction ended.
The two students used different resources to negotiate their conversation with each other
and with Scratch. José never read or spoke the word “forever” aloud (though I cannot say for
certain whether or not he was paying attention to the written text). He may have associated the
phrase “para siempre” — which he had verbalized in our prior conversation — to the color and
shape of the code block, and to his character’s movement, as he recommended this block to
Sony. Sony, however, was attempting to read the written text of the code block to support his
understanding and voiced he would have better comprehension with the Spanish version of
Scratch. Simply toggling the language alone was not enough to support emergent bilinguals
working together in computational literacies — to have sustained this peer interaction, an
educator might have modeled and scaffolded for students how to collaborate with peers whose
language preferences differed from their own, and how to translanguage beyond the interface to
negotiate code blocks and their text-based keywords.
Ms. Kors, Ms. Torres and their students did find ways to leverage students’
translanguaging practices in CS activities outside of “toggling.” Those included “on screen”
efforts such as employing machine translation for different terms and text, and typing text into

44

I cannot make any claims about why José did not want to change the interface from English other than his
comments about hoping to learn English through his use of Scratch.
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code blocks for characters to “say” or “speak” using any language.45 They also included
practices beyond the screen, such as asking students to use home language practices to label
elements in Scratch projects (Figure 46).
Figure 46. Ms. Kors’ Students Labeled Various Aspects of a Scratch Project on the Electronic Whiteboard Using
their Full Repertoires

Compensating for software employing language practices that did not reflect the richness of their
students’ practices, teachers and students in bi/multilingual settings employed on screen and
beyond-the-screen (Aguilera, 2017). These strategies brought students’ dynamic and diverse
language practices into their conversations with Scratch.
Student commentary and observations analyzed above demonstrate the opportunities for
language choices that emerged from “selecting” and “toggling” the language of Scratch’s
interface, as well as the limitations of Scratch’s “change language” feature alone for emergent
bilinguals’ sense-making.

45

Not all students knew how to use the QWERTY keyboard to type in languages other than English. I noticed that
John, for instance, used Google Translate to locate words in Amharic and Arabic, and then copy-pasted them into
PowerPoint for a project in Ms. Kors’ class.
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Discussion
The examples in this section illustrate the embodied digital languaging practice of
“selecting” and “toggling” languages for the Scratch interface intersects with many issues
relating to dynamic bilingualism and the politics of educating emergent bilinguals in the United
States.
Too often, as seen by the contrastive case of iReady, the educational technologies that
schools purchase and/or the way these are employed are not designed with emergent bilinguals in
mind. When students came together in assemblages with the software, the configuration of the
technology lab’s computers and headphones, and their teachers’ and school’s policies for the
iReady classroom, opportunities for them to use their full repertoires for meaning-making were
constrained. iReady was only available to these students in English, and even when students
posited or attempted to enact strategies to adapt the technology for their use — by
translanguaging orally with peers about tasks or using browser-based or machine translation
software — their ability to make choices about language to support their sense-making was still
limited. Students perceived this lack of choice. As they discussed the shortcoming of the iReady
software with me and their peers in interviews and focus groups, students engaged in hacker
literacies (Santo, 2011) — the critique of sociotechnical spaces with the intent to improve them.
In this case, students had ideas about the core problems of iReady for emergent bilingual
students like them, and how they would change them.
The student critiques surfaced by this section suggest implications for tool designers and
educators.
● Designers of educational technologies — whether they are tools for computing
education or other areas — should maximize the abilities of students with diverse
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linguistic backgrounds to make linguistic choices with and around their tools. To
learn more about how to do this, tool designers should convene and listen to the students
who use their software: as was seen in this section, even the youngest students in the
middle grades have cogent critiques to offer. Designers should also consider the contexts
in which their tools are used, and offer guidance to schools about how to promote
students’ and teachers’ creative translanguaging around their tools even if their
companies do not have the capacity to offer full translations / localizations, and in
recognition that translations will likely never completely overlap with students’ dynamic
languaging practices. Perhaps designers of Scratch and similar software might create a
version where code block keywords are editable, so that students and educators can
modify blocks’ keywords to reflect their own practices.
● Educators should carefully vet computing software for its languaging, sensemaking, and expressive possibilities. To do so, teachers should consider how the range
of students in their classes will experience the tool given students’ prior experiences with
language and literacy. During this process, educators should encourage emergent
bilingual students to provide their feedback and critiques of educational and other
software. Discussing issues such as the biases of tools and technologies, and their greater
impacts on society is a core part of CS education, recognized in documents like the K-12
CS Framework (A Framework for K-12 Computer Science Education, 2016), the New
York State CS and Digital Literacy standards (New York State Education Department,
2020), and the CSTA standards (The CSTA Standards Task Force, 2011). In CS activities
in Ms. Torres’ class, students considered how they might adapt their languaging practices
to communicate with computers (see chapter 6.4 of this dissertation) but did not explicitly
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reflect upon how computers (should) “listen” or adapt to them. This suggestion builds on
ideas from critical computing education about how students might develop “questioning”
as a computational perspective (Brennan & Resnick, 2012), interrogate socio-technical
spaces with tools from hacker literacies (Santo, 2011), and engage with discourses about
how software and tools might be made more ethical (Khan, 2016). Guiding students to
critique software and tools from the standpoint of a bilingual person may offer a
culturally and linguistically relevant and sustaining way to meet those goals. Such
activities may also provide a rich context for students to exercise their critical thinking
skills as sociolinguists (Rosa & Flores, 2015), and to explore and take action around their
identities as bilingual people (García et al, 2017). If students’ blistering critiques of the
iReady software are any indicator, they are ready for the challenge. Engaging in these
types of conversations will also prepare especially language minoritized emergent
bilingual students to potentially become software designers and engineers ready to act
upon such issues.
Scratch’s ability to display the interface in over 60 languages with the click of a button
offered students comparatively more opportunities to make linguistic choices and to sense-make
through translanguaging. “Toggling” and “selecting” were embodied digital languaging practices
that emergent bilingual students could orchestrate into their translanguaging when they used
Scratch. The option to engage in such practices was made possible not just by the software and
the students, but by other elements that came together in assemblages in classrooms, including
teachers like Ms. Kors and Ms. Torres who expressed openness to students experimenting with
technology and language, and the school administrators and PiLaCS researchers supporting those
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teachers to try out the approach undergirding the “translanguaging classroom” (García, et al.,
2017).
Students justified their choice of languages from Scratch’s dropdown menu by citing
their own comfort and preferences, their desire to learn new language practices, and their desire
to accommodate those around them. Issues of language politics may have also played a role in
these choices, as students navigated their bilingual identities and grappled with what their
language practices signified to others in the classroom, and in broader society. Scratch’s
dropdown menu of languages, alone, however, indexes a code-switching perspective on
bilingualism. No named language version of the Scratch interface would sufficiently capture the
dynamism of students’ diverse languaging practices. Teachers and students engaged in practices
with and beyond their computers to bring students’ diverse languaging practices closer to the
center during conversations with Scratch.
These examples demonstrate that integrating computer science into instruction with
emergent bilinguals necessitates understanding dynamic bilingualism. How students speak, read,
write, listen, and understand their translanguaging practices in broader contexts is shaped by
students’ life experiences. Their translanguaging practices and literacies in turn shape the
linguistic choices they make during CS activities for the Scratch interface and beyond.
There are several implications for classroom practice from these findings:
● Toggling and selecting are actions that all students can do with Scratch — indeed,
monolingual students may enjoy tinkering with the language settings of the program. But
these embodied digital languaging practices are especially relevant to emergent bilingual
students whose language choices are more often scrutinized and policed in schools, and
who have experiences explicitly adapting their language use to context, purpose and
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audience. For this, teachers should legitimize and seek to understand the choices that
especially emergent bilingual students make about the language(s) they select or
toggle between in the Scratch interface. In our article about teachers’ roles in emergent
bilingual students’ use of machine translation technology, Vogel et al. (2018) suggested
that rather than ignoring or policing how students use technology to support their
languaging, that they “teach into” these practices. Computing teachers that work with
emergent bilinguals might consider doing the same when it comes to “toggling” and
“selecting” languages from the dropdown menu by asking students to justify their
choices, and help students explore those choices and their implications.
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7.3 Computer Biases and Affordances Shaping Possibilities for Translanguaging, Sensemaking and Expression
Thus far, this chapter has described how students orchestrated various languaging
practices as they participated in computational literacies, specifically in conversations with
computers. Chapter 8 will focus on the conversations students started and sustained through
code and computing software — the ideas, messages, and stories that students surfaced,
explored, and shared with their computing projects and reflections on them. Before arriving
there, this section highlights two dynamics at the overlap of conversations “with” and “through”
computer systems and software.
The first subsection below, 7.3.A, shares a moment featuring John, in which the student’s
interactions with Scratch surfaced biases in the software that challenged aspects of his
languaging, expression, and storytelling. It also shares ways that John and I, as his informal
educator, attempted to negotiate around the ways that the computer “listened” to John’s inputs.
The second subsection, 7.3.B, shares moments in which students tinkered and experimented with
the translation and “text to speech” code blocks and features of the Scratch tool. These blocks
allow sprites to “speak” aloud in robotic-sounding voices in different languages. They also allow
a user to manipulate the tone, and even the “accent” of this speech. Students’ interactions with
these code blocks and multimodal features of Scratch surfaced their questions, curiosities, and
attitudes about language, as well as tensions related to these. While discussing language politics
in multilingual environments is never easy, students’ interactions with software can offer
teachers a novel and authentic context for engaging their students as critical technologists (Santo,
2011) and sociolinguists (Flores & Rosa, 2015).
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7.3.A. Finding a Picture of Mama: Software Biases That Challenge Storytelling and
Expression
One of the core premises of translanguaging is that while named language categories are
socially constructed, they also have real material consequences (Vogel & García, 2017). There
are efforts among scholars and educators to use translanguaging theory to legitimize and build on
the ways that emergent bilingual students’ language practices “go beyond” and defy those
categories, but many still read students’ translanguaging practices as non-standard or
inappropriate — especially if students are also racialized in society. As Flores and Rosa (2015)
argue, dominant raciolinguistic ideologies permeate education and its institutions, promoting a
“white listening subject” that makes judgments about people’s language use based not just on
what people say or write, but on entrenched beliefs that crystallized during the colonial era about
the connections between racialized bodies and deviant languaging practices (Mignolo et al.,
2018; Quijano, 2000; Veronelli, 2015). This means the dominant “white listening subject”
perceives racialized bodies as languaging in nonstandard ways, no matter the content or form of
their communicative acts (Flores & Rosa, 2015).
In conversations that emergent bilingual students have with computers, listeners are both
human and human-created machines. Thinking with translanguaging and theories of
raciolinguistic ideologies about computational literacies begs the question — what kinds of
“listeners” are computers in conversations with emergent bilingual youth? How does the way
computer systems interpret, process, and provide feedback to emergent bilinguals’ inputs shape a
student’s ability to use the computer to express themselves and tell their own stories? The
moment discussed below will explore these questions.
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In the course of Ms. Kors’ family stories unit, John settled on telling the story of his
family’s journey from Eritrea to Ethiopia, which they took when he was seven years old. As part
of Ms. Kors’ pre-Scratch drafting activities, he had handwritten and created a Word document
and a PowerPoint version of this story. By early February, John had selected a backdrop and a
few sprites to represent him and his siblings for the Scratch version of his story (
Figure 47).
Figure 47. John’s Scratch Project, at the Start of the February Work Session Under Focus

With his Scratch project in-progress on the screen in front of him, I had the following
conversation with John:
5. Sara: How many characters do you have in your story?
6. John: Uh, so many. Like, not so much like. I have a family. But like, d- it have to be
uh, like, a lot of like, another country, like characters. I don't have another, like many
count- characters that I can pick. OK. This one is my sister. (Observation, 2/1)
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In this moment, John said that he did not need too many sprites, but he did need enough to
represent all of his family members. I interpret John’s statement, “it have to be uh, like, a lot of
like, another country, like characters,” to mean that he needed characters who looked like they
are from “another country.” When he said “I don’t have another, like, many countr- characters
that I can pick,” I interpret that he was suggesting there were not enough sprites in the Scratch
library that seemed to be from “another country.” I missed the subtlety of his point when it
happened and did not ask him clarifying questions. But my interpretation, drawing on months of
spending time with John, and in reflecting on this moment in the context of what came next (see
below), is that here, John was highlighting a limitation of the Scratch sprite library vis-à-vis his
own goals for his story. When a user browses the library of sprites in Scratch, they find images
of people of various skin tones, gender expressions, and to some extent, ability (see the
basketball player using a wheelchair, third image from the left in Figure 48), in different
positions and sizes, doing many activities, rendered in different styles from photographs to
cartoons46. Most of the images are of young people, though there are a few adult-looking people
scattered throughout.

46

Scratch developed several of the sprites through a collaboration with the Progressive Arts Alliance non-profit’s
hip hop dance program (Progressive Arts Editor, 2017).
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Figure 48. Scratch’s Library of Sprites, Filtered for Just Those Depicting “People”

In creating a diverse library of Sprites, Scratch works towards ensuring youth see themselves in
the program, and have characters that look like them to use in their projects. But John’s critique
of the software’s options is a valid one. In saying there are not too many “another country like
characters,” John may be focusing less on skin tone, gender, and ability, and potentially on the
sprites’ clothing and other markers that denote American or Westernized identities. John wasn’t
the only student to encounter issues of representation in the Scratch library of assets. Sony, in
representing his journey to school in the Dominican Republic, looked in the Scratch sprite library
for an image of a bicycle, but found only cars and trucks. As he put it, “en RD, yo iba con una
bicicleta” (In DR, I used to go by bicycle). Students in Ms. Torres’ class looking for images of
houses and buildings that resembled those they encountered in the Dominican Republic, or even
in the Washington Heights neighborhood, found images of glassy skyscrapers. Other projects in
creative computing have similarly noticed how limited representation among the assets in
constructivist computing environments like Scratch shape the stories that students and their
families tell (Roque & Stamatis, 2020).
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Scratch does permit users to edit sprites found in their library and offers alternative ways
of generating visual assets: users can draw images themselves or import them from the web. This
process takes a bit more effort, as will be seen next. Later in this class period, John expressed to
me that he wanted to add a sprite representing his mother to the project. He scrolled through the
Scratch library but did not find images of adult Black women that fit the bill. He then opened up
another tab in his browser window to attempt using Google’s Image Search to find a suitable
image. He typed the search term “woman image” into the search bar, yielding the results
captured in Figure 49:
Figure 49. The Laptop Screen When John Searched “woman image” on Google.
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All of the images of women that appeared when John searched “woman image” on Google were
white. In interpreting what kind of “listener” the computer was in this moment, I must explore
how Google’s software interpreted John’s search term — in this case, by making use of a
proprietary search algorithm. John, who hoped to find an image that looked like his mother but
located only white women, was experiencing algorithmic bias — the ways that racial
discrimination gets embedded in computer code and artificial intelligence machine learning
systems (Noble, 2018). Google’s search algorithm may change over time and vary by user and
machine — when I typed the same search terms into Google one year after my conversation with
John, I received a slightly more diverse set of images. But these discrepancies in results only
proves the “black box” nature of the algorithms that produce those results. As Safiya Umoja
Noble wrote in her book Algorithms of Oppression: How Search Results Reinforce Racism, “It is
impossible to know when and what influences proprietary algorithmic design, other than that
human beings are designing them and that they are not up for public discussion, except as we
engage in critique and protest” (2018, p. 4). The way that Google’s search algorithm “listened”
to John and interpreted his search term revealed the biases and values of the system’s designers,
as well as of those who upload and tag images on websites around the internet (given that
Google’s results crawl through those sources). John had to work to make his intentions
“understood” by the software more than a white student would — a white student might have
found images more aligned to their expectations upon searching “woman.”
Next, John tried the search term “black white woman.” Here, I interpret that John was
aiming to find an image of a light-skinned Black woman. Instead, Google returned a series of
images of mostly Rachel Dolezal, the former NAACP chapter president who attempted to pass as
a Black woman despite having no African ancestry. John was exploring a key aspect of
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information literacy — casting one’s queries to a search engine in a way that will support
locating desired information. Google Search has become more sophisticated over the years,
taking into account users’ search habits. Still, algorithms are not easily tweaked or influenced,
and those that rely on machine-learning techniques are trained on data collected from internet
users whose languaging practices differ from emergent bilingual middle schoolers’. People
whose language practices are not as represented on the internet must adapt their languaging
practices to communicate with the computer. Given the algorithmic biases at play, students also
navigate racial literacies when they conduct this search and take a critical eye to the results
(Benjamin, 2019; Noble, 2018).
I stepped in at this point to support John with this task. I suggested he try searching
“Eritrean woman.” This time, the results featured a group of images that might have more
closely represented John’s mother, but there were no head-to-toe images, which was the layout
John needed to match the other sprites in the project (Figure 50).
Figure 50. The Laptop Screen When John Searched “eritrean woman” on Google.
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I asked John what his mother liked to wear, and he told me she wore “habesha” — a traditional
dress from their family’s region of East Africa. With this in mind, John searched: “Eritrean
woman who wear habishan cloth.” He changed his initial spelling in the search term, “habishan,”
to “habisha,” then scrolled down the screen and selected an image (Figure 51).
Figure 51. The Laptop Screen When John Searched “eritrean woman who wear habisha cloth” on Google.

I guided him to import the image into Scratch and to remove the white background of the photo
so that only the silhouette of the woman would remain (Figure 52).
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Figure 52. John’s Laptop Screen After Importing the Image from the Internet into Scratch and Removing the White
Background

After a moment of looking at the screen, John decided to delete this image in favor of using one
of the Scratch library sprites instead (far right in Figure 53 below). While I did not ask him why,
it is my supposition that he wanted the sprites to look more uniformly like each other.
Figure 53. John’s Final Group of Sprites, After Deleting the Image He Imported From Google Image Search
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John and I jumped through a number of hoops to locate visual assets that would help John tell his
story, and represent his family and his imaginative vision with fidelity. This moment highlights
how the blindspots of software designers and algorithmic biases can shape the conversations that
emergent bilingual students have with computers. It builds on arguments contending that even
when a computing environment contends to have a “content agnostic” “sandbox” design, it can
“turn a blind eye towards the pervasive influence of social forces that can limit children’s
cultural development and silence alternative material and perspectives” (Lachney et al., 2016, p.
3). It also demonstrates the complex, multilayered literacies (e.g: information and search
literacies, racial literacies, visual literacies) and embodied digital languaging practices (e.g:
typing search terms, saving and uploading images) that students and educators draw upon in
order to realize a vision for a computational artifact.
7.3.B. Emergent Opportunities for Language Exploration with Code and Computers
Students in the focal classrooms and school were curious about language. It was a topic
of conversation in and outside of class. Students argued with Ms. Torres about using the
language of the day. They debated about the best words to use to refer to everyday items. They
played with language, making jokes that hinged on “doble sentido” (phrases with multiple
meanings) and on translanguaging itself.47 As an outsider to students’ language communities, I
was often implicated in those jokes — like when I used a word for the sound that a cat makes (in
relation to the cat sprite in Scratch), only to have students burst out laughing and Ms. Torres
inform me that “meou” means urine (Fieldnotes, 6/18). Or when Álvaro advised me to say “sé
tranquilo” instead of “sé paciente” when asking students to be patient while their software

47

As an example, one day, Ms. Torres asked students how they would say the word “checklist” in Spanglish.
Students came up with many ideas: “chequeador,” “chancletas,” “un cheque” and so on (Fieldnotes 2/1/2019).
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loaded, because patients belong in hospitals (Fieldnotes, 2/1). Students made powerful
connections between language and identity. During Álvaro and Sony’s focus group, I asked them
to tell me about some of the words and gestures they used that were new to me (words like jevi,
dique, wepa, and tigueraje) and which were commonly used in the neighborhood, and around
where they grew up in Santo Domingo. When asked why those were important to them, Álvaro
noted “esto nos representa, maestra” (Focus group 6/7).
Sometimes students’ curiosities surfaced sensitive issues connecting language, race, and
power. In Section 7.2, I included excerpts of John’s statements about the positive and negative
aspects of being a multilingual person, and his questions about speaking English in the US.
Students also tried on different accents, sometimes reinforcing common stereotypes about
different groups of people. They judged each other’s language use in ways that could make some
feel uncomfortable. Nikki’s classmates, and even teachers, assumed they were not from the
Dominican Republic because Nikki spoke in ways that listeners deemed too “educada”
(educated) for the DR, highlighting a common stereotype and language ideology about what
society would call Dominican Spanish (Toribio, 2006). I overheard classmates comparing Nikki
to a dictionary, or to Google. Nikki had cogent critiques about this:
Nikki: OK. Normalmente las personas, porque
tú estés en un país, o vengas de algún tipo de
comunidad, las personas piensan que
simplemente por los recursos que hay- que
haya en ella pueden tratar de justificar o
subestimar tu inteligencia o tu vocabulario si
ni siquiera conocerte. Muchas personas me
preguntan si realmente soy de la República
Dominicana por la forma en la que hablo, o
por mi acento, o por las palabras que uso. A
veces, a veces hasta me dicen que estoy
mintiendo, que a veces hasta tengo que decir
que soy de otros países simplemente para
evitar el problema y seguir explicando de que

Nikki: OK. Normally people, because you are
in a country, or you come from some kind of
community, people think that simply for the
resources that there are- that there are there,
they can try to justify or underestimate your
intelligence or your vocabulary without even
knowing you. A lot of people ask me if I am
really from the Dominican Republic for the
way that I talk, or for my accent, or for the
words that I use. Sometimes, sometimes they
even tell me that I’m lying, which sometimes
even I have to say that I am from those other
countries just to avoid the problem and keep
explaining that I’m from some specific place.
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soy de un lugar específico. Normalmente las
personas esperan que tú actúes, hables o uses
algunas palabras eh, si(n) tú ser de aquel
lugar. Yo no niego que de vez en cuando me
gusta bromear con el chiste de que vengo de
otros lugares o me gusta bromear con el chiste
del idioma ((claps hands)) y de las palabras
((claps hands)) pero a veces llego a un punto
que es tedioso. (Interview, 7/22)

Normally, people expect you to act, talk, or
use some words, um, (without or if) you are
from a certain place. I don’t deny that
sometimes I like to joke around that I come
from those other places, or that I like to joke
about language ((claps hands)) and about
words ((claps hands)) but sometimes, I get to
the point where it’s tedious.

Students in Ms. Torres’ and Ms. Kors’ classes exhibited the kind of curiosity, critique, and
interest in language that scholars have documented in many other studies of bi/multilingual
students (Flores & Rosa, 2015; Seltzer, 2019).
When focal emergent bi/multilingual students, curious about and in the process of
forming opinions about language, identity, and power, came into contact with the “record sound”
feature and the “text to speech” code blocks in Scratch, opportunities for more play and
experimentation with language emerged. Students’ interactions with these blocks surfaced their
curiosities about language. I extrapolate from these moments to consider the kinds of
conversations that teachers might open up with students rooted in those curiosities, and the
tensions that may crop up in doing so. While discussing language politics in multilingual
environments is never easy, students’ interactions with this software may offer teachers a novel
and rich context for engaging their students as critical technologists and sociolinguists (Flores &
Rosa, 2015).
Voice recording. The function in Scratch which allows students to record their own
voices, and to sequence clips of recorded sounds using code blocks opened up opportunities for
students to experiment with oral translanguaging practices and to amplify those practices for a
larger audience. In a project that seventh graders completed in Ms. Hernández’s class during my
the pilot study (completed the previous school year), students were asked to portray an interview
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dialogue between an interviewer and a character or author of a book in Scratch. Julio and his
partner Yadira picked singer Shakira to interview the author of the book House on Mango Street,
drawing on reasons having to do with her bilingualism, and his and his partner’s ability to
embody a character they admire:
Julio: Yo elegí, primeramente los objetos pores sobre una autora- porque nosotros elegimos
sobre una autora que ya hayamos leído.
Entonces elegimos no para nosotros, no
queríamos que nosotros le entrevistáramos, así
que elegimos a una ícona mundial que pudiera
cantar que supiera inglés y español. Elegimos
estos códigos para poder darle, elegimos estos
códigos para poder darle un toque único y
para poder, eh, para poder poner nuestros
voces y que nosotros los intepretemos como
ellos, aunque ellos no están aquí pero somos
como la encarnación de ellos. (Focus group,
6/22)

Julio: I picked, firstly, the sprites because- it’s
about an author- because we picked an author
that we had read. So we picked not ourselves,
we didn’t want ourselves to be interviewing
her, so we picked a global icon that can sing,
and also who knows English and Spanish. We
picked these codes to give it, we picked these
codes to give it a unique touch and to, and to
put our voices in, and so that we could
represent them, even though they aren’t here,
but we could be like an incarnation of them.

As Julio put it, recording in Scratch literally permitted him and his partner to “poner nuestros
voces” (put their voices) into their projects at the same time as they represented the high-status
identity of an ícona mundial (global icon), the bilingual singer Shakira. Recording permitted
them to capture their bilingual voices — translanguaging and all. The dialogue the students
recorded was bilingual. Researcher Laura Ascenzi-Moreno supported students in planning out
the script for this project. Students learned to formulate questions using English grammatical
constructions, but also experimented freely with language, for example writing “¿Why did you
like contar cuentos?” (including both sets of question marks, as is conventional when writing in
Spanish). This translanguaging worked within the frame of their dialogue given their chosen
characters’ bilingualism (Figure 54). Julio added that he wanted to ensure that his Scratch
character spoke two languages for reasons rooted in wanting to include all segments of his
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project’s intended audience, explaining, “Porque también la gente que hable inglés también al
verlo puede entender un poco de lo que se está hablando y la gente que hable español también no
se desincluye,” (Because also the people that speak English also can, upon seeing it, understand a
bit of what’s being said and the people that speak Spanish won’t be disincluded).

Figure 54. Julio and Yadira’s Planning Sheet for their Scratch Dialogue Project

Selected transcription of interview
questions, fourth and fifth boxes on
first column:
“¿Why did you become author?”
“¿What do you think about the people
that read your book?” ¨¿Why did you
like contar cuentos?”

As Julio and Yadira recorded this dialogue in Scratch, they were prompted by Ascenzi-Moreno
to imagine how meeting the famed Shakira might impact the author’s delivery of her lines, and
to enact those vocalizations (Vogel, Hoadley, Ascenzi-Moreno, et al., 2019). Scratch’s capability
to quickly re-record sounds enabled students to practice the pronunciation of especially the
English components of the dialogue over and over, and to delete sound files that did not meet
their expectations, giving students an authentic context in which to practice new oral language
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features. The “record voice” function of Scratch allowed students to capture their own oral
translanguaging practices in their projects, to control their performance of new language features
through editing and rehearsal, to sequence the sound files in a desired order using code blocks,
and to allow them to embody and depict bilingual characters in their digital stories (see and play
“Julio & Yadira - Shakira Interview Project” in the accompanying digital materials here:
https://translanguagingcsed.org/disMaterials/items/show/4).
Text-to-speech. When text-to-speech code blocks arrived with Scratch’s 3.0 version,
many students opted to use them over code blocks that facilitated the recording of their own
voices. Affordances for translanguaging and the meaning-making potential of tone and delivery
shifted when students engaged with these tools. Emergent bilingual students’ use of these tools
also revealed potential challenges and tensions for teachers of computational literacies.
While the text-to-speech “voices” generally sounded robotic and monotone, these blocks
did capture students’ translanguaging and voices in some ways. During a class session after Ms.
Torres showed students a video tutorial about the text-to-speech blocks, students experimented
with them excitedly. Some of the first words and phrases they typed into the code blocks were
words that Álvaro had identified as those that represented him and where he came from. For
several minutes, a few students repeatedly triggered codes that had their sprites saying out loud,
as Álvaro spelled it, “keloke” (¿Qué lo qué? or What’s up?) (Figure 55).
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Figure 55. Álvaro’s Laptop Screen, Including Text-to-Speech Code Blocks With “keloke” Written in the Text Box

Coding with text-to-speech blocks brought students’ voices into Scratch in a way that differed
from directly recording. Technologies that use the human voice — like Amazon’s Alexa and
Apple’s Siri — take a fairly traditional and structuralist approach to language. Even as users can
select from a few different pitches and accents, this technology still relies on standardizing
language, creating databases and dictionaries that do not reflect the dynamism of especially
minoritized language users’ practices. As students in Ms. Torres and Ms. Kors’ classes became
creators of technologies that used robotic voices in Scratch, they had the opportunity to reinvent
voice-based technologies in their own images, to make robots say phrases they personally
identified with, and to make robots literally translanguage.
Students’ engagements with text-to-speech code blocks in Scratch also surfaced some
tensions, leading to pedagogical challenges. After the first few times triggering robot voices,
students who were using the interface in English noticed something about these voices. Sixth
grader Ivan mimicked the robot voice’s pronunciation, repeating in his own voice “kAY lOH
kAY” (I spell this phonetically as Ivan said it). Something similar had happened earlier in the
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class period when Álvaro used the text-to-speech code blocks for the first time. Álvaro said that
the voice sounded “americanita” (American or white). I asked Ivan a question about what was
happening on his screen.
1. Sara: ¿Cómo arreglaste este::, qué es
el issue que tienes allí?
2. Ivan: El idioma
3. Sara: Que está hablando con un
acento:: diferente
4. Ivan: Sí
5. Sara: ¿Cómo puedes arreglarlo?
6. Ivan: Ponerlo allí, busca eh, el español
7. Álvaro: ¡Acento campesino!
(Observation, 6/18)

1. Sara: How did you fix this::, what is
the issue that you have there?
2. Ivan: The language
3. Sara: That it’s talking with an accent::
that’s different.
4. Ivan: Yes
5. Sara: How can you fix it?
6. Ivan: Put it there, look for um, the
Spanish.
7. Álvaro: It’s a country accent!

In line 1, as I asked Ivan about what was happening on his screen question, I referred to it as an
“issue.” Ivan responded that it was the “idioma” or language of the program. I stated the problem
in my own words, saying that the computer was speaking with a “different” accent. My drawing
out of the last syllable of “acento” provided a moment’s pause before I said “diferente” here,
perhaps serving as evidence that I did not expect this conversation and was not sure about what I
wanted to say.
I jotted down in my post-class reflection notes that I was uncomfortable here. Students
might very well have described my use of Spanish as “americanita,” and in my career as a
bilingual teacher, students have done so. I was also aware that students themselves have felt
insecure about their own accents. To “white listening subjects,” accents of racialized people are
read as foreign and even deviant (Flores & Rosa, 2015). Even if the accent of a white Anglo
person speaking Spanish might be an object of ridicule in some spaces (Rosa, 2016) it is also
celebrated and powerful in many others, e.g. consider reactions to prominent white male
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politicians who speak Spanish (Flores, 2016a). In my reflections, I also noted that the
phonologies used by the “Español” and “Español latinoamericano” text-to-speech engines in
Scratch sounded identical to my ears, evoking for me the voice of a slightly more roboticsounding newscaster on a Spanish TV channel. They certainly do not reflect what students’ and
their communities’ voices sound like — though perhaps the robotic quality of these voices was
part of their appeal for students too.
My reflections did not come through in my exchange with Ivan, which continued with
my question to him about how he would “fix it.” Ivan said he would put or look for Spanish.
Most likely he was referring to either toggling the language of the Scratch interface or using the
code block set language to [English] and selecting “Español” or “Español latinoamericano” from
the code block’s dropdown menu (
Figure 56).
Figure 56. The Dropdown Menu that Creators in Scratch Use to Select a Language for the Text-to-Speech “Voice”
Code Blocks

There are a few dynamics to note here: One, that my use of the terms “issue” and “arreglarlo”
(fix it) in lines 1 and 5, may have implied that the “phonology” used by the robot created an
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accent that was a problem. Second, I chose to end my engagement in the conversation with
students about this issue of accent in line 5, despite the topic continuing to be of interest to
Álvaro, who offered another view that the accent was “campesino” or rural. After this exchange,
a few students changed the language of the text-to-speech engine to Italian, laughing as the robot
voice spoke words that society would call Spanish using a phonology that would be recognized
as Italian. My exchange with Ivan attempted to quickly move on from the “issue,” even though
there was potentially more there to discuss.
I was similarly caught by surprise during an exchange with John around another feature
of the Scratch blocks. PiLaCS researcher Laura Ascenzi-Moreno, was sitting at a table cluster
with John and I. She asked whether the “voices” used in the text-to-speech feature could be
changed. Together with John we discovered that a creator could in fact use code blocks to also
set the voice of the robot voice to one of five options: alto, tenor, squeak, giant, and kitten
(Figure 57).
Figure 57. The Dropdown Menu that Creators in Scratch Use to Select a Language for the Text-to-Speech “Voice”
Code Blocks
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John had already typed a line of dialogue into a sprite to represent his brother, telling him how
many more hours he and his family members would have to walk to arrive at their destination in
Ethiopia. The line of dialogue read “We can get there like at five hour or six hour.”
1. Sara: Set voice to. If you- do you notice that you can change this, alto, tenor, squeak,
giant, kitten. So you can change what the voice sounds like, so like for instance, say
alto and click on it.
2. John: This
3. Sara: Hm hm. And now, when it speaks, let's see what happens.
4. Computer voice (alto): We can get there like at five hour or six hour.
5. Sara: So it sounds kind of like a woman would speak.
6. Computer voice (alto): We can get there like at five hour or six hour.
7. Sara: Click on that, and then that ((points to parts of the dropdown menu of the set
voice to [selection] code block)).
8. Computer voice (tenor): We can get there like at five hour or six hour.
9. John: Oh yes.
10. Sara: So you can decide, if you bring this block in ((points to the set voice to
[selection])), you can have it change.
11. Computer voice (squeaky): We can get there like at five hour or six hour.
12. John: This one I need this one, squeak.
13. Sara: And then move it in.
14. John: This one? I have to put this one squeak. Here at. ((drags this code block into the
codes for a sprite representing himself))
15. Sara: So that will set the voice to the kind of voice that you want.
16. John: yeah.
17. Sara: ((to Laura)) so you can. And I like that they call it alto, tenor, not like a man's
voice, female's voice, but I really like that.

A key point to notice about this exchange is that while Scratch labels many of these various
tones of voice in terms of their pitch and voice quality — alto, tenor, squeaky — I used a genderbased description in my comment in line 7 “so it sounds kind of like a woman would speak.” I
realized that this characterization was problematic fairly soon after saying it — in line 19, I told
Laura that I liked that the program did not use gender-based labels. It occurred to me that
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gendering those tones of voices might have the effect of limiting students’ expression, or
pressuring them to assign voices based on societal conventions and stereotypes, rather than on
more non-binary and fluid conceptions of gender and gender expressions (Butler, 2006). John
used the high pitched “squeaky” voice to represent himself in the project, channeling his youth,
and not traditional associations between pitch and gender. Gendering the voices would also be
limiting for students seeking to represent characters who identify and/or express as non-binary or
gender fluid. Scratch embeds values around gender-based inclusion into other programmed
aspects of the software — during the sign-up process, the Scratch software states that all genders
are welcome, and asks users to self-identify their gender, listing as options “male,” “female,”
“non-binary,” “prefer not to say,” and allowing users to type in “another gender.” Community
members have created projects and studios to explore, celebrate, and inform others about nonbinary gender identities, (e.g. Scratch—Imagine, Program, Share, n.d.). While the text-to-speech
function allowed John some agency to select voices in line with his intentions for his characters,
the sprites’ voices and language practices certainly did not reflect those of his family members.
He did not express a desire to have his characters speak in a language other than English, but if
he did decide to do so, and still wanted to use the text-to-speech blocks, this option would not
have been possible in Scratch, which did not have text-to-speech engines that reflected his home
language practices.
Discussion
As explored in 7.2, introducing computational literacies into any classroom means
contending with the possibilities and constraints that emerge from students’ interactions with
software and tools. The translanguaging lens brought to this study illuminates that when working
with emergent bilinguals, there are additional considerations on this front. Educational software,
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and software like machine translation and search engines, are less likely to be designed with the
dynamic and unique language, semiotic, and experiential repertoires of these students in mind.
John’s particular linguistic practices, racial identity, family and cultural practices, and intention
for his story highlighted the blindspots of Scratch’s designers, as well as Google Image Search’s
algorithmic biases. There are also unique possibilities when considering emergent bilingual
students’ interactions with tools: Ivan and Álvaro, as bilinguals, may have had more of a reason
to explore the “set language to” feature of the text-to-speech blocks in Scratch than students in a
monolingual class. Educators and teachers exhibiting a translanguaging stance would recognize
that as minoritized language users, Álvaro and Ivan’s insertion of “kéloke” in the text-to-speech
code blocks could represent an opportunity for them to see themselves in computer science, and
could trigger potential conversations about accents, bilingualism, and language politics, and
should not be dismissed as simply “playing around.” Even subtle aspects of the modalities of the
Scratch tool — the clothing and perceived “races” of the cartoon Sprites in the library, the voice
recording function, and setting the tone and language of text-to-speech “voices” — triggered
students’ curiosity about language and expression, and were sites ripe with opportunity for
teachers to support students’ critical reflections.
Biases of tools may not be immediately obvious or easy for teachers to predict, but these
interactions with computers have real implications for how students engage in literacies like
digital storytelling, and whether and how they see places for themselves in computing, language
arts, school, and broader contexts. As evidenced by his comments in 7.2.C, John had complex
understandings of his bilingualism and language practices — as both connected to his culture and
a point of pride, but also as something that marked him in society. How might computer software
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and systems support emergent bi/multilingual students’ development of positive perceptions of
their translanguaging and cultures?
Truly exercising a translanguaging stance might have helped me support students to value
voices and accents of all kinds and to work with classroom teachers to dig in a bit deeper to
issues of accent, pitch, technology, and power. Teachers might design lessons to help students
think about how and why programmers can use code to set the language and pitch of the text-tospeech voices, how different pitches and accents are perceived in society and why, the
implications and debunking of pitch and accent-based stereotypes. Students might also think
about who gets to decide what accent is used for the two different Español and English text-tospeech engines — do these accents sound like theirs or of people in their communities? Who got
to decide what the accents would be and why? How would they re-design or modify Scratch’s
text-to-speech function? These are topics that are natural to engage in the context of
computational literacies and represent a critical approach to computing education (Santo, 2011;
Kafai et al., 2019; Khan, 2016). They are also uniquely suited for bilingual classrooms – students
are often already engaging in metalinguistic conversations, and additionally, such conversations
might help prepare emergent bilingual students interested in software engineering to create
technology more reflective of them and their communities. Incorporating such issues into
designs for learning and then studying the conversations that emerge is a relevant avenue for
future research in this space.
The pedagogical implications for this section are similar to those offered in 7.2.D.
● As noted previously, teachers should carefully vet tools to consider how they make room
for students’ translanguaging — this section underscores the idea that translanguaging
involves orchestration of not just linguistic features, but also semiotic ones — like the
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visual assets that John was experimenting with in this section. Teachers should consider
the extent to which their students are represented in visual and other assets of
software as well, and support students in working around tools that have limited
assets (e.g. generating search terms that will help them find specific images or
providing them with time to draw their own images).
● The previous section encouraged teachers to ask students critical questions about their
interactions with software from their standpoints as emergent bilinguals and users of
language. In recognition of the idea that being an emergent bilingual is not a monolithic
experience, teachers might ask students to consider how software provides or
constrains opportunities for students of different racial, gender, nationalities,
cultural identities, and abilities as well.
Conclusion
Through an analysis of classroom translanguaging moments, this chapter addressed RQ1,
regarding how emergent bi/multilingual students translanguaged in computational literacies. It
found that when emergent bilingual students were programming in conversation with computers,
they engaged in “embodied digital languaging practices” that do languaging and communicative
work but that are traditionally not treated as such in language arts or computer science education.
Students orchestrated those embodied digital languaging practices in translanguaging along with
other meaning-making resources to communicate with computers, peers, educators, and
themselves.
Addressing RQ2, about how students understood their translanguaging choices, this
chapter’s analysis found that emergent bilingual students perceived and critiqued the possibilities
and constraints for languaging that emerged from their interactions with computer software —
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including Scratch and other education technology used at their school. They made intentional
and strategic meaning-making choices around those possibilities, driven by issues such as their
comfort and preference for particular kinds of language, their desire to learn new language, their
desire to accommodate others around them, and issues of language politics. Based on that
finding, I recommended that designers of educational software consider emergent bilingual
students’ dynamic repertoires and opinions as they design, and that educators engage students in
critical conversations about the ways that tools and technologies provide or constrain their
linguistic and expressive choices.
Findings in this chapter also addressed RQ3, about the relationships between
computational literacies and translanguaging. Firstly, a translanguaging lens on students’
engagements with computers illuminated the meaning students made through even micro
gestures with computers — clicking, dragging, dropping, etc. Treating those moves as embodied
digital languaging practices is a step towards recognizing the vital role those practices play for
emergent bilingual students’ meaning-making in the 21st century. Taking up this perspective can
also support researchers and educators to ask more holistic questions about students’ experiences
with literacies and technologies, and to truly view students for all of the meaning-making assets
they bring to the classroom. This chapter also suggested the new possibilities for
translanguaging, critical language exploration, and expression that emerged from emergent
bilingual students’ interactions with computer software in the context of computational literacies,
and the need to consider how software and algorithmic design can open up and constrain those
possibilities.
Taken together, the analyses presented in this chapter support the argument that in order
to understand how emergent bilingual students use language in the context of computational
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literacies, one must critically examine the assemblages that emerge from students’
translanguaging with computing technologies and software.
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Chapter 8 - “I Want to Tell Where I Came From”: Translanguaging Through
Computational Artifacts

During an end-of-the-school-year focus group, I asked John why he decided to make a
Scratch project about his journey from Eritrea to the United States. He said: “I want to tell where
I came from.” His answer underscores a core idea underlying “computational literacies”: that
people use code and computational artifacts to participate in and express themselves in
communities (Y. B. Kafai & Burke, 2014; Vogel, Hoadley, et al., 2020). This chapter considers
the expressive nature of students’ computing projects — the messages and stories students hoped
to transmit through their projects and the audiences that they hoped to reach, in recognition that
creativity is one of the core affordances of technology for all students, including emergent
bilinguals (García & Kleifgen, 2018). Students embedded their computing projects into broader
conversations with authentic audiences and interlocutors, orchestrating them along with other
translanguaging practices to support their self-expression. Some of these conversations were
initiated by me and other researchers, but many of them were prompted by students, teachers,
and classmates, and involved family members and communities from outside of school, such as
online youth communities and adult and youth attendees of a citywide digital media festival that
some of Ms. Kors’ and Ms. Torres’ students attended.
There are three core findings, which are explored through an analysis of translanguaging
moments focusing on the projects and reflections of John (section 8.1) and then Nikki (section
8.2):
● Students orchestrated their computational artifacts along with other translanguaging
practices to support various aspects of their self-expression including:
○ Translanguaging to provide context for a story (John and Nikki)
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○ Translanguaging to connect to particular audiences (John and Nikki)
○ Translanguaging to explore experiences, identity and values (John and
Nikki)
○ Translanguaging to engage in professional practice (Nikki)
○ Translanguaging to foreground or resist school project premises (Nikki)
● Educators can support students to intentionally leverage translanguaging for expression
through and around their projects.
● Students’ translanguaging through and around their projects mashed up literacies and
language practices from a multiplicity of domains and communities, transcending what
schools typically expect especially emergent bilingual students to produce in typical CS,
language, and content area classes — forging computational literacies with syncretic
(Gutiérrez, 2014; Radke et al., 2020; Vogel, Hoadley, Ma, et al., 2019; Vogel, Radke, et
al., 2020), and, drawing on Anzaldúa (2015) and Lizárraga & Gutiérrez (2018),
“Nepantla” qualities. I argue students’ translanguaging around their projects supported
their participation in and transformation of CS, school subjects, and other community
literacies and discourses.
For its analysis of both observational and interview/focus group data, the findings of this chapter
simultaneously address RQ1 (how students translanguaged) and RQ2 (how students understood
their linguistic, semiotic, and technological choices). For its consideration of how
translanguaging supported students’ participation in and forging of different literacies and
discourses, the findings also address RQ3 (the relationship between translanguaging and
engagement in computational literacies). In addition to unpacking and interpreting the findings,
the discussion included in this chapter suggests implications for pedagogy and assessment of
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computational literacies in classrooms. Below, I unpack student reflections and moments from
the conversations that occurred through and around the Scratch projects created first by John,
then by Nikki, highlighting how translanguaging supported and characterized those
conversations.
8.1. “I Want to Tell Where I Came From”: John’s Project
For Ms. Kors’ family stories unit, sixth grader John created a Scratch project which he
titled: “my story from Eritrea unit to united state.” An anonymized version of this project can be
found in the supplementary digital materials, it is called “John - my story from Eritrea unit to
united state”: https://translanguagingcsed.org/disMaterials/items/show/8. Figure 58 is a
photograph of the project on the electronic whiteboard as it ran during John’s presentation to his
classmates and teacher.
Figure 58. A Photo of John’s Scratch Project, as it Ran on Ms. Kors’ Electronic Whiteboard During his Class
Presentation

John referred to his Scratch project as “a movie” or “a video” while introducing it to me and
others. It depicted a scene from a journey he took with his family from Eritrea to Ethiopia when
he was seven years old, part of his larger journey to the United States. In John’s project, there are
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five sprites of different sizes, representing himself and his family members, all selected from
Scratch’s library. When the green flag button of John’s project is clicked, the five sprites begin
“speaking” to each other, one at a time, programmed with both the text-to-speech and speech
bubble text code blocks in Scratch. The speech bubble text strings offer simultaneous
transcriptions of the text-to-speech components. Here is an anonymized transcript of the dialogue
“spoken” and “subtitled” by sprites in John’s project:
Computer voice 1 (alto voice, John’s sister L): When do we get there, M? ((this Sprite
moves 10 steps)) (3)
Computer voice 2 (tenor voice, John’s brother M): We can get there in five hours or six
hours, John ((this Sprite moves 10 steps)) (4)
Computer voice 3 (alto voice, John’s sister D): John, are you tired?
Computer voice 4 (squeaky voice, John): Yes, D, I am tired (4)
Computer voice 5 (squeaky voice, John’s sister L): Mama, I think we get there because I
am seeing people. (1)
Computer voice 6 (alto, Mama): Yes, L, I think we are there.
Computer voice 4 (squeaky, John): Yes, Mama, we are there. Mama, I will see my father
for the first time. I am so glad to see my father.
(Observation, 3/15)
Taking a closer look at John’s reflections on the components of his project, reveals that he
orchestrated various components to achieve a desired effect, making his project an example of a
“translanguaged” text — a text that exhibits strategic and intentional translanguaging (Espinosa
et al., 2016).
8.1A. Translanguaging to Tell “Where I Came From” and Express His Intentions
John had a purpose in mind for his project. During the end-of-year focus group, I asked
John why he decided to tell this story:
Sara: You could have made a story about anything in the world. Any experience, you could
have made your story here. You could have made your story there. Why did you choose this
story?
John: Because I want to tell where I came from and I want to tell people that, like you could
travel ano - any country and like you'll miss your fr - place. (Focus group 5/31)
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In using the phrases “tell” and “tell people,” John rooted his rationale in a desire to communicate
with others about his identity and experiences — “where I came from.” His use of the “you”
pronoun here also suggests he aimed to generalize from his experience, sharing the emotions
others might experience when they travel or immigrate to another country. In the focus group, I
also asked John why his teacher might have done this project with his class, and John posed a
rationale similarly rooted in storytelling and expression: “That Ms. Kors is going to know that,
she want to know our story and she want to know what we had did.” Not only did John want to
tell his story, he perceived his teacher as someone who wanted to listen to it. Ms. Kors agreed
with this characterization – she often assigns personal narratives at the start of the school year to
help her learn about her students’ experiences and backgrounds.
John designed several aspects of his project to help him convey these purposes,
orchestrating a range of linguistic and multimodal meaning-making resources with intention. As
noted in the transcript of the project, two of his sprites move slightly after they speak. He said he
included move (10) steps code blocks for some characters, but not for others, in order to show
that some of his characters “have to rest.” I also observed John spending chunks of his allotted
work periods sequencing code blocks so that sprites’ speech would not overlap, and so that the
text-to-speech voices and their text speech bubble “subtitles” would appear simultaneously. To
do this, John put into practice what he had discovered during that first session with Scratch (see
Chapter 6.1), engaging with the computational concepts of “sequencing” as well as the
computational practice of “testing and debugging” when inevitably, he had to make changes to
code to achieve his vision (Brennan & Resnick, 2012).
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John also set the dropdown menus of the set voice to [selection] code blocks to
employ different “voices” for different characters. When I asked why, during his presentation to
his class about his project, John explained, as he manipulated code blocks (Figure 59):
Figure 59. John Tinkering with the Dropdown Menu
for the Set Voice To [selection] Text-to-Speech Code
in Scratch During his Class Presentation

John: Because, uh, like, our sound is not the
same thing. Because I have like a little skinny
uh, voice, and my sister have like a little bit
like- I choose this one from here ((gestures to
the dropdown menu on the electronic
whiteboard, selecting squeaky)), this one for
only girl, it can be for boys but I choose this
one because this one is like the same thing
that that like, that's like, for girl, and my
brother, like, his sound is a little bit like, that's
not the same thing with me, and with my
sister.
(Observation, 3/15)

Here, John expressed a desire to accurately represent the voices of his different family members.
John associated the different text-to-speech voices with gender to some extent, assigning his
brother the “tenor” voice and his sister the “alto” voice, but he also noted that some voices could
be for both boys and girls, as he justified his choice for “this one” (the squeaky voice) for both
him and his youngest sister. His pointing and demonstration with Scratch on the screen
supported his expression of his ideas here, demonstrating that not only do students make
intentional decisions about the meaning-making resources they select, but that they
translanguage in the act of expressing those intentions. Analyzing the moment this way also
surfaces an opportunity for an educator to step in and support students to express their intentions.
John repeated “like” a number of times, potentially reaching for vocabulary to use to describe the
text-to-speech voices — an educator might have offered a translanguaging strategy (Celic &
Seltzer, 2012) to support him, such as encouraging John to express himself fluidly using any
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language to plan out his ideas first, and then trying again using English, and/or perhaps pointing
him to an instructional resource, like reading the Scratch words from the dropdown menu
together. Translanguaging is often “pupil directed,” (García & Li Wei, 2014; Lewis, Jones &
Baker, 2012) but teachers — knowing that students’ bilingualism is “active” in them even when
they are not using what would be recognized as a home language — can support students to
translanguage to support expression and learning during “shifts” in their instruction (García, et
al., 2017).
John also selected his chosen backdrop for the project intentionally. It is an image of a
large rock with the Eritrean flag painted on it. John found this image during a conversation with
me in February, in which he browsed Google Maps, searching and zooming in on various parts
of Eritrea and Ethiopia, including his hometown and locations where his family had stopped
along their journey. As he did so, he pointed out photographs that had been posted on Google
Maps pages, which depicted landmarks he had remembered. He eventually landed on a page that
depicted what he called “the end place” or “the last place” — the border between the countries.
As he said it, when he found the image: “Man, oh yeah, this one. This, I think this place. This
one is the last place. There is a rock.” I did not specifically ask John about why he had chosen to
use English in his text and text-to-speech in his project, though previous sections of this text
explored John’s reasons to use Scratch’s English interface (see Chapter 7.2). Those reasons
included a desire to use language his classmates and teachers would be able to understand and
also surfaced his questions and curiosities about English as a “language of power” in the United
States. His use of English might also have been related to the language(s) available in Scratch for
text-to-speech, as well as the languages of the keyboard of the computer that John was using
(whenever he wanted to type Ge’ez script used for Amharic, he would type English words into
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Google Translate, and copy and paste the resulting text because his Apple laptop was not set up
for Ge’ez). This would be a question to have potentially engaged John in deeper conversation
about, given his family members were likely not using English when this scene at the border of
Eritrea and Ethiopia occurred.
John’s project is an example of a “translanguaged” text in that, while composing it, John
strategically orchestrated particular meaning-making features — linguistic, semiotic, and
computational — to make meaning and communicate a message about where he comes from,
and what it is like to move to a new place. Taking a close look at John’s reflections about his
purposes and intentions for his project also suggests that students employ translanguaging
strategies (like gesturing and demonstrating with Scratch on the electronic whiteboard) to
express their intentions, and that there are opportunities in these moments for educators to
support students to more deeply engage with their intentions, and to express them more fluidly,
promoting expansion of students’ repertoires in the process.
8.1B. “I Speak My Language”: Translanguaging to Provide Context for Classmates,
Teachers, and Researchers
Ms. Kors, Marcos, and I facilitated opportunities for John to share his project in and
outside of Ms. Kors’ class to audiences including peers, researchers, teachers, and his mother.48
During those conversations, John’s project became a boundary object (Pennycook, 2017) which
he embedded in his translanguaging to communicate his story and messages. By translanguaging
around his project, John provided more context for his story, expressed a deeper idea of the
purpose for his project, and communicated with authentic audiences.

48

There were other conversations that John had around his project that I did not document, such as those John had
with other young people and adults at a New York City-wide youth digital media festival where he exhibited his
work.
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One set of conversations occurred at the end of her family stories unit, when Ms. Kors
devoted a class period to student presentations. During this session, when John stood up in front
of classmates, teachers, and researchers (including Chris Hoadley, Laura Ascenzi-Moreno,
Marcos Ynoa, and I) to share his work, he engaged in several acts of translanguaging which
helped him provide context for the Scratch project he would be presenting next. John prefaced
his project by narrating through a Word document that he had created several weeks prior, and
which Ms. Kors helped him display on her electronic whiteboard. Ms. Kors and Marcos’ unit
design encouraged students to remix their family stories again and again across different media.
As the unit progressed, John told the story of his journey from Eritrea on paper graphic
organizers, in a Microsoft Word Document, in a Microsoft PowerPoint slide deck and in a
Scratch project, with each version calling attention to and expressing slightly different elements
of his story. Below is an excerpt from the beginning of his presentation. On the left, I include
photos of what was on the screen as John orally narrated (Figure 60). These photos capture some
of John’s hand gestures as well.
Figure 60. John Gesturing to the Word Document on Ms. Kors’ Electronic Whiteboard at Different Moments
During John’s Class Presentation

4a. Hi. My name is John, and uh, I'm 601, this
one my story, from, uh, Eritrea to here. First, I
was born in Eritrea, I speak my language, which
is- (3). ((In a whisper)) I was born. ((louder)) I
was born in Eritrea, I speak my language which
is Tigrinya. I like my country and my flag
because it is my country.

Figure 60a
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4b. This my country flag, and like, the place.

Figure 60b

4c. In Ethiopia- next I traveled to another
country. The country name of it is Ethiopia.
Before I get to Ethiopia I have to go to another
country called ((name of refugee camp omitted)).
We had to walk for a long time, almost four or ffif-five five day.

Figure 60c

4d. I put this one ((gestures to a photo)) picture
because I'm trave- I'm traveling and this one is
the Ethiopia that- the flag. The flag of it (7).

Figure 60d

In line 4a, John began his presentation by introducing himself, his class number at STEM
Academy, and the topic of his story — “from Eritrea to here.” He then read aloud from the Word
document that was displayed on Ms. Kors’ electronic whiteboard. After sharing that he was born
in Eritrea, he read the phrase, “I speak my language which is,” stopping short before saying the
word that was typed there (Amharic). He paused for three seconds, whispered a moment to
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himself, and then re-read this section of text again, this time, saying “Tigrinya” instead of
reading “Amharic.” Here, he engaged in translanguaging practice, fluidly bringing oral and
written language together to “live revise” his writing.
This “live revision” move indexed some of those questions and tensions about language
that, as mentioned in Chapter 7, were present in many of John’s reflections. During our end of
year focus group, I asked John if he could make a YouTube video about his country or culture,
what he would include, and John mentioned the conflicts between Eritrea and Ethiopia, and tribal
groups in the Tigray region. Even as Amharic and Tigrinya can be written with similar scripts,
and there is some intelligibility among speakers, language in Eritrea and Ethiopia has been
historically intertwined with ethnic and national identity, and tensions between Eritrean Tigrinya
speakers and Tigrinya and Amharic speakers in Ethiopia were further strained during the
Eritrean-Ethiopian war from 1998-2000 (Feleke, 2017; Smith, 2008). Choosing to call
“Tigrinya” his language over “Amharic” during this presentation helped John express an aspect
of his identity. John also expressed that aspect of his identity as he narrated the images he
embedded in the document: while pointing to the Eritrean flag [line 4b], he identified it as “my
country flag,” while he referred to the other flag images as “American flag” and “the Ethiopia”
flag. John’s translanguaging moves here helped him share aspects of his identity, provided key
context for his Scratch project, and situated him in a larger conversation about East African
history, conflict, and politics.
In line 4c, John continued providing context for his Scratch project by sharing details
from his journey to Ethiopia. He stated that he and his family walked for four to five days to get
there and stayed in another “country” before arriving there — I would find out later this
“country” was a refugee camp. John read the text printed in his document aloud, and then, in line
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4d, gestured to an image he embedded in the document (Figure 60d). The image was a stock
photograph of a white woman dragging a roll-around suitcase in what looked like a European
plaza. He explained that he picked this image because, as he put it, “I am traveling.” The contrast
between John’s chosen “traveling” image and the story he described — walking between Eritrea
and Ethiopia for 4 to 5 days — struck me as stark. He may have come up against some
algorithmic biases while searching for images of travelers on Google (Noble, 2018; also see
Chapter 7.4). But John’s selection of this image to represent his travels is also an example of him
exercising agency over the telling of this story to his classmates and teacher. A few weeks prior,
when I asked him which part of his longer story he was telling in Scratch, he shared some of the
struggles he faced in that journey:
11.
John: No, this one like, I was walk like- I was walking like. The place like this, was too
sunny. Uh. Then like we only walked at the night time. Like, we cannot walk like, at the sun
time?
12.
Sara: Oh ok.
13.
John: I bleed sometimes. Like, I bleed. My mother could not let me like go like on this
time, I go in the dark time. (Observation, 2/08)

Despite John being aware of the struggles he faced during his journey, during the presentation to
his classmates, teachers, and researchers, his choice of image for this section depicted himself as
a traveler, rather than as a victim of conflict, or a refugee. Whether or not this was intentional is
not a question I could answer with the data I had collected and was not something probed in my
conversations with him. I will return to this theme of eliciting student intentionality in their
translanguaging when I discuss implications for pedagogy at the end of this section.
As he continued with the section of his presentation titled “Last day in Ethiopia, then we
go to America,” John provided additional “live revisions” of his writing, adding orally to the
printed text that Ethiopia was “not the best country because there, it like, (men), like, they fight
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people,” and that when you get sick there, it is not easy to get help or medicines quickly. In the
last section of his writing, titled “New life in America,” he embedded and narrated another stock
photo of a father and son to go with his text about reuniting with his father (Figure 61).

Figure 61. John Gesturing to the Word
Document on Ms. Kors’ Electronic Whiteboard
During His Presentation

4i. New life in America. Last then, I ha- then I
was happy. The- my first day I see my father for
the first time. This- it lo- looked like this
((gesture)) when I met my father. It is not my
picture of it. ((whispers)) I think I fin-. ((louder)).
Uh. (1) I finish. Thank you.

As he gestured to the photo, he made it clear that “it is not my picture of it,” but that the scene
“looked like this.” John orchestrated the image, his gesture, and his oral language together to
convey the events of his story, and its emotional resonance for him. This section of his
presentation also provided context for the lines of dialogue that appear in John’s Scratch project
about seeing his father again.
John then played the project for his classmates, continuing to translanguage around it to
provide additional context for it. He pointed to its backdrop (Figure 62), describing orally and
with gestures where different regions were, in relation to the rock pictured.
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Figure 62. John Gesturing to the Backdrop
of His Scratch Project During His Class
Presentation

25. Ah, finished, (its) my story. I did the, the this one,
the background of it. This one is my country and when
you go that way ((pointing behind the rock)), a little
bit, it will be Ethiopia, now ((refugee camp name
omitted)) then like, when you go like a little bit farthelike far, you'll find like, Ethiopia.

In response to questions from me, other researchers, classmates, and his teacher, John pointed
out who each of the sprites represented — his two sisters, brother, and his mother.
Ms. Kors was pleased that the class presentation offered John and his classmates an
opportunity to practice English in a low-stakes environment. Her and Marcos’ pedagogical
design enabled students to carefully plan out their presentations using a variety of multimodal
resources. John orchestrated features of written and oral English with many other semiotic and
embodied digital languaging practices, images found through Google image search, gestures, and
live demonstrations with the interactive electronic whiteboard. This conversation also helped
John accomplish his own intention: telling people where he came from. Through translanguaging
during this conversation, John provided more context for the Scratch project — fleshing out
details, and extending the dialogue depicted there. Such translanguaging also enabled him to
assert aspects of his identity and exercise agency in the telling of his story and supported him in
bringing new topics of conversation around East African politics and issues to his English as a
New Language class.
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During his class presentation, John talked about Tigrinya, identifying it as “his”
language, but he did not outwardly use features from a language other than English, and was not
encouraged to do so by educators, a point I will reflect upon in the discussion. John’s
multilingualism, however, did serve as a resource in a conversation involving a key person in his
life later that month.
8.1C. Translanguaging to Connect to a Family Member
In late March, John and his mom came to STEM Academy together to have parent
teacher conferences. After they spoke about John’s performance in Reading and ENL with Ms.
Torres and Ms. Kors, I asked John if he would like to show his Scratch project to his mom, and
he said yes. Here is an excerpt from my field notes that day:
His mom was very attentive as the project ran. John giggled a few times as the characters
“spoke.” As it played, she pointed immediately to the flag on the rock on the image he had
included in the project backdrop. They talked to each other in Tigrinya for a moment,
continuing to point at the screen. She seemed touched by their conversation, though I could not
understand what they said. Then she said to me, “the flag” (pointing to the flag on the rock in
the backdrop). She talked to me using some English about how hard it was when they walked
from Eritrea to Ethiopia – “3 days and 3 nights,” “no food and water.” It was when John was
7. She told me they spent 3 years in Ethiopia. She talked about seeing soldiers and having “no
peace” in Eritrea. She told me they spent time in a refugee camp. She also told me that John is
always talking talking talking at home (Fieldnotes, 3/26).

When I asked John about this moment during our focus group, he said he was nervous at first,
thinking “it would be bad,” but then, “she was saying it was good. I was like, what? I was like,
wh:::at? It's good? Thank you.” This moment is significant because it represents the potential of
translanguaging around Scratch projects for forging connections between students, families, and
educators, supporting educators with the challenging work of understanding their students’
dynamic bilingual progressions and journeys (García et al., 2017). John’s mother noticed the
image of the flag on the rock, situating her in their family’s story and prompting her conversation
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with John. While I could not understand what was said, John’s reflection indicates he was able to
take in and experience his mother’s pride in his work, and to recall and talk about their journey
together. There were also some aspects of John’s experiences that I (as his informal educator in
this moment), learned from his mother in this moment — namely, that one of the locations
mentioned by John in his presentation was a refugee camp. John’s mother also fleshed out some
of the details of John’s story — that the family walked for days, in a conflict zone, under perilous
circumstances. I also learned something about John’s communication at home. I shared these
details with Ms. Kors and Ms. Torres, who had also not known about some of those aspects of
John’s life. In fact, Ms. Kors mentioned that none of the teachers knew about John’s journey
before he had created his Scratch project and accompanying documents. Creating conditions for
conversation around Scratch projects with audiences whose repertoires included more and
different linguistic practices than those present in the classroom and school, provided the student
with an authentic opportunity to share “his language” and a new aspect of himself with his
teachers and his family and to forge connections between home and school.
Next I describe how translanguaging featured in Nikki’s conversations around their
Scratch project.
8.2. “Tú puedes imaginar la historia que quieras”49: Nikki’s Project
As a culminating project for Ms. Torres’ “Journeys to School” social studies unit, Nikki
created a draft of a game they titled: “proyect F.R.I.S.K(draft).” An anonymized version of this
project can be found at: https://translanguagingcsed.org/disMaterials/items/show/6. A screenshot
of this project’s page on Scratch, is also depicted in (Figure 63).

49

“You can imagine the story that you want”
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Figure 63. A Screenshot of Nikki’s Scratch Project Page as it Appeared at The End of the School Year

When users of this project press the left and right arrow keys, a sprite representing the player
character (which Nikki drew using Scratch’s digital drawing tools), cycles through a series of
costumes which move the character’s legs and arms, and make the scenery pass by to make the
Sprite appear to “walk.” As Nikki put it to a visitor to their booth at the citywide digital media
festival, “...el personaje no está moviéndose realmente. Es la ilusión del movimiento, lo que se
mueve en realidad es el background” (the character is not really moving. It’s the illusion of
movement, what is moving really is the background). When the user presses the “up” arrow, the
player character “jumps” up, following a parabolic trajectory. When the user presses the
spacebar, the character’s outfit changes from blue to red. If the user attempts to “move” the
character too far to the left, the character will get stuck in front of an image of a red brick
building and will not be able to move any further. A user of Nikki’s project on the open web (but
not in the files attached to this dissertation) would also be able to read the “Instructions” and
“Notes and Credits” that accompanied the project. These will be excerpted and analyzed in more
depth in sections that follow.
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As I shadowed Nikki working on their Scratch project in Ms. Torres’ class, I learned that
their game was referencing a video game and its fan-fiction community, and that they were
making intentional choices to appeal to that audience. Nikki’s game “proyect F.R.I.S.K” got its
title from the main character of an online independent role playing game (RPG) called Undertale,
which Nikki had told me about months earlier during our initial interview. At that point, they
described their affection for the game in these terms:
29. Nikki:...yo me encariñé de este juego
desde que lo vi, eh, la diferencia de todos los
RPG ((role-playing games, spelled with
Spanish letter names)) que he visto, porque
allí te da la capacidad de perdonar, no tienes
que solo pelear, pelear, pelear, ganar XP
((experience points, pronounced as EX
PEH)), eh destruir todo, también te da, te deja
perdonar, también te deja ser neutral… aún,
pasarían años y yo creo que la, el fandom,
fandom, supong— es es la combinación de f,
eh, de los fanes y el y kingdom, fandom, el
fandom, aún creo que en cinco años más,
todavía no se habría muerto. Porque como eh,
el juego fue tan querido, empezaron a crear
sus propias versiones, que se llaman universos
alternativos…” (Interview, 11/30)

29. Nikki:...I was enchanted by this game
from the first time I saw it. It’s different from
all of the other RPGs ((role-playing games,
spelled with Spanish letter names)) that I’ve
seen, because it gives you the ability to
forgive. You don’t only have to fight fight
fight, gain XP ((experience points,
pronounced as EX PEH)), or destroy
everything. It also gives you, it lets you
forgive and it also lets you be neutral… so,
years could pass and I think that the, fandomfandom, I guess, is the combination of f- um,
of fans and kingdom, fandom, the fandom,
even in five years, it still will not have died.
Because, the game was so loved, they started
creating their own versions, which they’ve
called alternate universes.

Nikki’s Scratch game offers up one of those “universos alternativos.” Nikki incorporated aspects
of Undertale into their game, transforming others. Nikki modeled the player character for their
game on Undertale’s main character, Frisk. In Nikki’s game, Frisk must travel from home
through Times Square to get to school on time, as per Ms. Torres’ guidelines to depict a journey
to school. Knowing that Nikki used applications like Amino and Wattpad to connect with others
in Undertale’s “fandom,” I asked them during the focus group if they wanted to show the project
to a particular community, and they said they wanted the Undertale community to see the game.
Nikki also added their project to a Scratch studio which compiled games and animations created
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by students in the after school club they had joined at their previous elementary school,
suggesting they also wanted to share the project with friends and teachers from that Scratch
community.
Like John, Nikki orchestrated various components of their project to achieve a desired
effect, making their project an example of a “translanguaged” text (Espinosa et al., 2016) as well.
Nikki employed translanguaging to strengthen the messages and deepen the story of the project
with the purpose of reaching particular audiences. Their translanguaging also supported them in
exploring their interests and aspects of their identity, and in communicating their values.
Additionally, their translanguaging helped them conform at some points, and resist at other
times, Ms. Torres’ and my Social Studies curriculum-based objectives for the project.
8.2A. “You’re Not Going to Understand the Joke”: Orchestrating Linguistic Resources to
Appeal to An Audience
Nikki made intentional choices about language use while writing their “Instructions” and
“Notes and Credits” for the game. During the class session while Nikki wrote those instructions,
I asked them:
65. Sara: Tengo una pregunta, ¿por qué
decidiste escribir las instrucciones en
inglés?
66. Nikki: ¿Por qué? Porque, eh, eh, la
mayoría de personas que andan en
Scratch, hablan inglés, so, puede que
el juego de adentro va a ser bilingüe
pero fuera puede que, puede que
decida ponerla en los dos idiomas,
puede que no. Aunque yo me lo, yo sé
cómo ponerlo en los dos idiomas,
porque yo soy la persona que escribí
eso.
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65. Sara: I have a question, why did you
decide to write the instructions in
English?
66. Nikki: Why? Because um, the majority
of people who are in Scratch speak
English, so it could be that the game
on the inside is bilingual, but it could
be that I decide to put it in both
languages, maybe not. Though I know
how to put it in both languages,
because I’m the person writing this.
67. Sara: Ok, perfect, so you are going to
put, first the part in English and then
after
68. Nikki: [In Spanish

67. Sara: Ok, perfecto, entonces tú vas a
poner, primero la parte en inglés y
después
68. Nikki: [En español.
69. Sara: [En español.
70. Nikki: Ya los thanks los thanks lo voy
a dejar en inglés porque cada persona
que yo voy dejando thanks habla
inglés. (Observation, 3/19)

69. Sara: [In Spanish
70. Nikki: Already, the thanks, the thanks
I’m going to leave in English because
every person I am going to thank talks
English

In these comments, Nikki expressed their assessment of the linguistic repertoires of members of
the Scratch community, perceiving them to mostly speak English. They acknowledge that they
might put text in the game in both languages, given they are a bilingual person, but ultimately
decided to prioritize writing the game’s instructions in English to attract potential players first.
They also explain that they would leave the “Notes and Credits” section where they recognize
their own accomplishments and thank users that have contributed to the work (in this case, my
Scratch account, saravogel), in English, given we both know English. This example is an
example of how writing for a particular audience can provide an authentic context for emergent
bilingual students to practice using new and different language practices, and to expand their
repertoires (García, et al., 2017).
While Nikki’s instructions use words that would be recognized as English, the text is in
fact, translanguaged. The writing draws on particular phrases, acronyms, and symbols that go
beyond English as a standard named language and which would be recognized as conveying
particular meanings to members of specific online communities. Figure 62 is an excerpt from the
instructions of Nikki’s game.
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Figure 64. An Excerpt of the Written “Instructions” for Nikki’s Game

-This "beautiful".....ehww......THING, takes place in times square (I know is a wonderful idea
to put a child that have`s to go to school early in the most alive point of NYC, I know that I am
a genius) I never lived there.....because..reasons, but I how looks so that`s is a start, but we are
going so far of the point so I`m going to leave this like a Work.In.Progres (W.I.P) because I`m
to perfect for spend my time on this ( who read wttpd is going to understand the joke......... oh
(T/N) :,v )

In this text, Nikki shared that their game takes place in Times Square and that it is a Work In
Progress, making a few side comments as they do so.50 Their use of the phrase
“because..reasons” draws on popular internet speak and memes to shrug off explaining why they
have never lived in Times Square. Nikki’s instructions also include a joke that is meant to appeal
to creators in the fan-fiction community, Wattpad, which they abbreviated as “wttpd.” With their
project called up on a screen, I asked Nikki what this meant:

331.
Sara: WTTPD, ¿qué quiere
decir?
332.
Nikki: Oh no, I just take the
As. ((they type the letter A back into
the word, so it now reads WaTTPaD))
I just take the As because, I- I- don't
people to try to find the page, so I just
write it like that, so people who really
read the page is going to know what it
means.
(Focus group, 6/14)

331.
Sara: WTTPD, what does it
mean?
332.
Nikki: Oh no, I just take the
As. ((they type the letter A back into
the word, so it now reads WaTTPaD))
I just take the As because, I- I- don't
people to try to find the page, so I just
write it like that, so people who really
read the page is going to know what it
means.

Nikki explained here that they did not want someone to be able to search “Wattpad” and locate
their project, but that if someone from the Wattpad community were to stumble upon their
project, they would find a hidden joke just for them. In the Wattpad community, creators often

50

As Nikki once explained to me, “siempre me voy por las ramas” (I always go off on tangents).
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label their fan fiction projects as WIP or “Works in Progress.” Nikki wrote here that they were
just too much of a perfectionist to ever finish a project (“I`m to perfect for spend my time on
this”), a point that users of Wattpad who are always labeling their projects WIP would surely
understand. As a way of further appealing to their intended audience, Nikki added “oh (T/N)” at
the end of the instructions. I asked Nikki what this meant during the focus group.
328.
Nikki: You're not going to understand the joke. Like, you're not going to
understand it. This thing. Normally people put this thing- I read the stories, like stories
that are- online stories that are free and sometimes, people were like, oh I want to put
the reader into the story. They put this. T N means, en in Spanish, your name.
329.
Sara: Tu nombre.
330.
Nikki: Like, normally, normally people who read like this thing right here,
normally people who use this thing, they know, they know what it means, they know it
((laughs)).
(Focus group, 6/14)
As Nikki described, T/N stands for “tu nombre,” or “your name.” When a writer of fan fiction
writes T/N, they mean for their reader to insert their own name into the story (see an example
from Wattpad on the companion site:
https://translanguagingcsed.org/disMaterials/items/show/7). Y/N (your name) is used by writers
who produce their work using mostly English. In using T/N, Nikki aimed to appeal to a specific
subcommunity on Wattpad — a bilingual, largely international fan fiction community. Armed
with this information, an educator might have probed Nikki to justify their choice to write the
Instructions text using mostly English and encouraged them to think about the potential
affordances of writing bilingually for their intended audience.
Nikki translanguaged intentionally as they wrote the Instructions for their project,
drawing on linguistic features beyond what would be called standard English, keeping their
intended audience in mind. My analysis of these moments surfaced opportunities for educators to
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support Nikki in deepening their rationale and strengthening the alignment between audience and
chosen linguistic and semiotic elements.
8.2B. Translanguaging Remixes to Explore Identity and Values
As I learned about Nikki’s involvement in fan-fiction and gaming communities, I learned
that Nikki incorporated aspects of Frisk, the player character of the game Undertale, into their
Scratch project. I asked Nikki about their relationship to the source material from Undertale
(created by developer Toby Fox) after the school year was over:
21. Sara: ... you are using Frisk as inspiration to do something, would you say that?
22. Nikki: Kind of. Like, I'm using, I'm using what Toby Fox did, like the creator of of
Undertale, I'm using what Toby Fox did and changing some things that I will like to
see, or putting things that I know other people love to see. (Interview, 7/22)

This orientation of “using” what another creator did but then “changing some things that I will
like to see” is consistent with the “reusing and remixing” computational practice (Brennan &
Resnick, 2012) and the ethos of many open source software communities that encourage
programmers to experiment with and build on code and projects created by others. “Reusing and
remixing” is also a way to understand what people do when they translanguage — combining,
assembling, and orchestrating semiotic, linguistic, and other resources acquired and developed in
many domains to produce new meaning.
In addition to leveraging aspects of Undertale to support their own story and message,
Nikki was also using a project I had previously created and annotated as a reference to support
them with the programming needed to create a platformer-style game (something they had never
attempted in Scratch before). Even as Nikki was building on source material from Undertale and
referencing my project for support, they had complex feelings about using the “Remix” function
in Scratch, which automatically creates a copy of another project so that one can modify it.
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During a conversation we had during one January work session, they suggested that they wanted
their project to be “original.” I told Nikki that most programmers use other people’s code to
make their own projects. They said they understood there are moments to use someone else’s
code, but that originality mattered to them:
118. Nikki: ¿Por qué pienso que tiene que ser
original? Porque yo soy el tipo de persona que
odia odia copiarse del original, de la
originalidad de otra persona. Me siento como
que, pero ¿por qué estoy subiendo esto si me
copio de otra persona? Osea, me siento como
que, no- si otra persona me dice, o mira, que
bien te quedó, o, mereces esto o esto. Yo no
siento que me merezca esto realmente.
(Observation, 1/15)

118. Nikki: Why do I think that it has to be
original? Because I’m the type of person that
hates hates to copy from the original, from the
originality of another person. I feel as if, but
why am I uploading this, if I’m copying from
someone? Or, I feel like if, no- if another
person tells me, oh, look how nice it came out,
or you deserve this or this. I don’t feel like I
deserve that really.

Nikki’s comments, casting doubt on a person’s ability to remix a project in Scratch without
taking credit for someone else’s originality, raise questions for CS educators around how to
frame “remixing and reusing” as a legitimate practice students can use to express themselves,
while also acknowledging issues such as giving credit where credit is due, knowing what can and
cannot be remixed, and even about copyrighting digital intellectual property. At the same time,
taken together with Nikki’s actual remixing practices, these comments underscore the utility of
remixing as a potential tool for expressing one’s own originality for one’s own purposes. To help
understand choices Nikki made around employing Frisk, it helps to think about Undertale and
“Frisk” as semiotic assemblages that bring together digital artwork, code, community, and
particular identities, values and stories to convey meaning and support player experience, and
Nikki as agentic in representing and transforming elements of those assemblages in their own
work.
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As described in the Fandom Wiki for Undertale, the character Frisk has no stated gender
and the pronoun “they” was used to refer to them throughout the game: “Frisk’s personality is
ambiguous, allowing the player to project their personality onto Frisk” (Frisk, n.d.). The
character is drawn in a pixel-art style and animated simply, evoking classic role playing games.
The game’s programming allows players that use Frisk as an avatar to make particular choices
about how to move through the game. Figure 65, a screenshot from the Fandom Wiki depicts an
image of Frisk from Undertale, along with several of the names for Frisk used by the games’
designers and fans.
Figure 65. A Screenshot from the Wiki Page Describing the Frisk Character in Undertale at
https://undertale.fandom.com

Nikki drew and animated the character for themself, including elements from how it is depicted
in Undertale, such as its signature blue and purple striped sweater and mop of brown hair, but
employed their own style for the drawing using Scratch’s graphic tools (Figure 66).
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Figure 66. A Screenshot of Nikki’s Digital Drawing of Frisk in Their Game. Left, See a Column of Derivative
“Costumes” Nikki Drew to Facilitate the Character’s Animation

Nikki reused and remixed different aspects of Frisk’s story in their work. The Instructions for
Nikki’s game stated that the player character was a boy/girl. Nikki explained their rationale for
employing the gender neutral aspect of Frisk during one classroom observation:
3. Nikki:...el juego viene tratando de una
chico-chica porque… el jugador que juega
podrá identificar con cualquier género.
Porque, se, puede ser como una chica, pero al
mismo tiempo puede ser un chico con un pelo
bastante corto. (Observation, 3/19)

3. Nikki: The game is about a boy-girl
because… the player who plays can identify
with whichever gender. Because it could be
like a girl, but at the same time it could be a
boy with short enough hair.

In this comment, Nikki justified their decision by referencing the intended player for the game. I
followed up with Nikki about this choice over the summer after the formal study period. I asked
them if they thought that by making Frisk “cualquier género,” that it changed who played the
game. They said yes — that in most games you can be only a boy or a girl, “that’s it.” But with
Frisk, “Tú puedes pensar que eres tú, tú puedes imaginar la historia que quieras. Tú puedes poner
cualquier personaje con Frisk.” (You can think that it’s you, you can imagine the story that you
want. You can put any character with Frisk). Nikki’s rationale during that conversation indexed
inclusion as a value: most games offer players a binary choice, whereas using Frisk in their
Scratch game would leave space for players of all genders who wanted to imagine themselves in
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the story. With this gender-neutral player character, Nikki was aiming to appeal to an intended
audience of players, but also, potentially using Frisk as an avenue to explore their own evolving
identity and gender expression. After this conversation, during an informal meet up with them in
the Fall, Nikki told me it would be best if I use the “they” pronoun to refer to them in my
writing, saying (as I noted in Chapter 6), “I'm not a she or he, I'm an ‘I’.”
Nikki’s reusing and remixing of particular game mechanics from Undertale’s Frisk also
helped them express their values around overcoming particular obstacles. One element that Nikki
modified about Undertale’s Frisk had to do with the potential obstacles Frisk would encounter.
Nikki told me during our introductory interview, about their experiences being bullied at their
school in the Dominican Republic, including one incident which took place on the bus on their
way to school. They also mentioned differences between themselves and the other girls at their
all-girls Catholic school.
189.
Nikki: ...allá, el bullying era
algo bastante normal, y que muchas
ignoran, por lo cuál yo- se puede decir
que yo era una de estas muchas
personas que sufría bullying. Por lo
cual, yo casi siempre actúa a la
defensiva...

189.
Nikki: ...there, bullying was
something really normal, and that a lot
of people ignored, for that I- you could
say that I was one of those many
people that suffered bullying. For that,
I almost always acted on the
defensive.

193.
193. Nikki: Allí todas las
chicas grandes eran las creídas, las
creídas del lugar. Osea que, la cara
estaba ((makes some faces)).
194.
Sara: Hm.
195.
Nikki: O era que, si no era con
el pelo, era con la ropa. Cuando no era
con la ropa, era con el maquillaje, con
esto, y aquello.

193.
Nikki: There, all of the older
girls were stuck up, the stuck up ones.
Or that, their faces were like ((makes
some faces)).
194.
Sara: Hm.
195.
Nikki: Or it was that, if it
wasn’t with their hair, it was with their
clothes, it was with the make-up, with
this and that.

Nikki explained that because they are peaceful by nature (“alguien pacífica”), that they would
not physically fight in those situations, but they would use words to defend themselves. Nikki
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told me in a member-checking interview while they were not necessarily inspired to create their
game because of their real-life experiences, that “most games have a personal connection” for
their creators, and they included bullies as potential obstacles for players to confront in order to
connect to other people given bullying is “a universal experience.” To do this, they built on the
mechanics of Undertale, which, as Nikki described, enable a player to specially tailor their
responses to particular enemies, overcoming challenges without having to resort to violence.
To incorporate responding to bullies into the game, Nikki had to program game
mechanics, orchestrating code and other embodied digital languaging practices along with the
images they had drawn. In the process, they engaged with computational concepts such as events
and behaviors, conditionals, loops, and variables. I documented one moment from a work session
in January, below, as Nikki coded the character to change form when the user pressed the
spacebar, a first step towards programming the sprite to confront different obstacles. The
moment occurred as I checked in on Nikki, who reminded me of their plan for the “change
character” part of the game mechanic. Nikki explained that in order to confront bullies, a player
would need to take on a new form that would have sufficient powers, calling on and embodying
different versions of Frisk. Nikki planned to add “fighting” to the game another time but decided
to focus first on frightening a bully away, inspired by the non-violence in Undertale. Nikki set
off to work on this aspect of the game, which they explained they had accidentally erased the
previous day. I was not present for their process, but did check in a few minutes later, after they
had made some progress. Nikki showed me how, when they pressed the spacebar, a new
character, wearing red, appeared, obscuring the original Frisk, which had been wearing blue.
Later, I would learn, Nikki had named this alter ego for Frisk, “Determination.”
162.
Nikki: Yo puse color diferente
para yo poder diferenciarlo, pero ya

162.
Nikki: I put a different color so
I could differentiate them, but now
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mire ((points to the screen, where
Frisk has changed from wearing blue
to wearing red)), ya, ya después de
veinte segundos, ya desaparece. ¿Ves?
Ya no parece lo mismo.
163.
Sara: ¿Por qué?
164.
Nikki: Y yo pienso, yo pienso.
¿Por qué? ((speaks the next part very
quickly)) Porque yo quiero poner que
sea como un timer en el que tú puedes
durar siendo el personaje. Porque no
más sé que va a volver a ser el
personaje que anda, el personaje,
porque puede que el personaje se
crashee, y parezcan los dos personajes,
uno encima del otro. [Por lo cuál165.
Sara: [¿Cómo lo hiciste?
166.
Nikki: Así. ((clicks onto the
code for the new red version of the
character)). El código era más fácil de
lo que yo pensaba, así. Espacio,
mostrar, esperar veinte segundos,
esconder.
167.
Sara: Esconder
168.
Nikki: Cuando hacer clic a la
bandera, esconder. (Observation, 1/29)

look, ((points to the screen, where
Frisk has changed from wearing blue
to wearing red)), there there, after
twenty seconds, it disappears. Did you
see? Now it doesn’t appear the same.
163.
Sara: Why?
164.
Nikki: And I think, I think.
Why? ((speaks the next part very
quickly)) Because I wanted to put there
like a timer in that tells you how long
you last being the character. Because it
will just return to be the character that
was walking, the character, because it
could be that the character crashes,
and the two characters appear, one on
top of the other. [Because of that165.
Sara: [How did you do it?
166.
Nikki: Like this. ((clicks onto
the code for the new red version of the
character)). The code was easier than
I thought, there. Space, show, wait
twenty seconds, hide.
167.
Sara: Hide
168.
Nikki: And when the green
flag is clicked, hide.

Here, Nikki orchestrated code and animation to express their vision for the story of their game.
As they mention in line 162, they created a red-tinged version of Frisk, animating its different
costumes to make it flash as it walked, evoking the “powered up” version of the character Mario
in that classic Nintendo platformer game (Figure 67).
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Figure 67. Screenshot of Frisk’s Alter Ego “Determination,” as Drawn and Modified by Nikki.

Nikki explained, narrating along with the animations happening on the screen, that this version
of Frisk was set to appear for 20 seconds on top of the original Frisk, and would then disappear,
so that a player would have a limited amount of time to take an action as Determination. In line
162, they discuss a “what if” scenario, imagining what would happen if the character crashed
into something while walking — perhaps that would cause Frisk and Determination to appear
next to each other, sparking a potential issue to debug. To engage in this thinking, Nikki
imagined running code as if they were the computer, testing out different scenarios aloud. This
supports the theory I had developed at the end of chapter 1 and in chapter 2, that when people
code, they embody the possibilities and logics of the technology. I interrupted Nikki before they
could imagine some solutions for this issue, but in response to my question, Nikki explained in
line 166 how they got the code for Determination to work, which, they remarked, was easier than
expected. Their translanguaging incorporated phrases from the Scratch keywords themselves:
“Espacio, mostrar, esperar veinte segundos, esconder.” (Space, show, wait twenty seconds, hide.)
Meaning, when the player presses the space key, Determination appears, waits twenty seconds,
and then hides again. They also added in line 168 that they programmed the character to hide
when the player clicks the green flag button at the start of the game, demonstrating their
application of the computational concept of “events and behaviors” (Brennan & Resnick, 2012)
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— the idea that different event commands (clicking the green flag, pressing the space key) can
control different behaviors (hiding or showing a sprite). Nikki also exhibited engagement with
the concept of initialization here — the idea that once a programmer codes a particular behavior
to occur mid-game (e.g., showing a new character), they must ensure that when a user reinitializes the program, all of those changes revert (hiding that character). These programmed
mechanics work together to convey just part of Nikki’s intended story about how to overcome
obstacles like bullies.
Nikki’s strategic remixing of elements from Undertale, their drawing, coding, and oral
and written language descriptions came together to animate their version of Frisk and to
communicate Nikki’s story about overcoming obstacles, their values around inclusion and fluid
gender expression.
8.2C. Translanguaging to Engage in Professional Practice
Nikki also made semiotic choices for their game in line with their professional
aspirations. During the end-of-year focus groups, we asked students if participating in this
project gave students any ideas for their futures. Nikki said: “Hm hm. I was already wanting to
do coding, so, but this gave me more the feeling of oh, I want to do coding! I want to draw! I
want to be animator! I want to do coding!” (Focus group 6/14). This aspiration was indexed in
Nikki’s comments during a work session in January, where they remarked that they wanted to
“darle un acabado, como pueda decir, profesional” (give it a, how can I say it, professional
finish), and to “hacer todo lo posible para hacerlo lo mejor que puedo con los materiales que
tengo” (Do all I can to make it the best I can with the materials I have) (Observation 1/29). For
Nikki, this meant sweating the small stuff — working on crafting each part of each costume, or
frame, of the animation carefully. When asked about how they worked on the animation involved
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in Frisk’s walking, they said “...tengo que guardarla parte a parte. Las piernas iban en un lado. El
cuerpo iba en un lado. El brazo, no los brazos, el brazo iba a un lado, y la cabeza iba a un lado”
(I have to save it part by part. The legs were in one place. The body was in one place. The arm,
not the arms, the arm, was in one place, and the head was in another place” (Observation, 1/29).
Nikki also discussed wanting to use a more professional animation program, and employed code
blocks in Scratch meant to support animators, such as those that send a particular object to the
front or back layer of an image. They also used vocabulary terms employed in game design and
animation industries to describe their progress, such as “V slice” or “Vertical Slice” (a term I
had to look up, which refers to the benchmarks or milestones in a software engineering project
[“Vertical slice,” 2018]). Nikki’s translanguaging supported engagement and experimentation
with professional animation and programming, aligned with Nikki’s interests in these domains.
8.2D. “I Want to Do My Own Thing at the Same Time”: Translanguaging to Foreground or
Resist the School Project Premise
In a few conversations, Nikki’s translanguaging supported them in describing and
foregrounding the social studies content that premised Ms. Torres’ “Journeys to School / Viajes a
la escuela” project. The first of those conversations took place during a session that Ms. Torres
arranged for students to present their projects for peers, teachers, and researchers. The principal
of STEM Academy also attended to observe this class session. Since there was not enough time
for all students to present to the whole group, Ms. Torres asked Nikki if they might share the
purpose of the class project and save presenting their Scratch project for another time. Nikki
agreed, and when they stood up to present to the class, shared the following:
1. Nikki: Eh, el propósito de este
proyecto viene empezando haciendo

1. Nikki: Um, the goal of this project was
to start making um, when Sara came
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eh, cuando vino Sara y nos empezó a
presentar como niños empezaban a ir a
la escuela, cuál eran sus caminos, cuál
eran sus [obstáculos.
2. Student: [((murmuring))
3. Nikki: Y, espero. (2) ((student quiets))
Cuál eran sus obstáculos, qué eran lo
que, por dónde iban y qué era lo que
necesitaban para enfrentar estos
obstáculos. ... Al final, eh, nosotros
nos dimos eh, cuenta de que realmente
no solo tenían problemas ir a la
escuela, a veces nosotros también
necesitábamos ayuda para llegar y a
veces nosotros también presentamos
algunas dificultades que nos ((clears
throat)) nos hacían difícil nuestro día a
día… (Observation, 3/8)

and she started to present to us how
students started to go to school, what
their journeys were, what their
obstacles were.
2. Student: [((murmuring))
3. Nikki: And, I’ll wait. (2) ((student
quiets)) What were their obstacles,
what was it that they, where they went
and what they needed to overcome
those obstacles. … Lastly, um, we
realized that not only did they have
problems getting to school, but at
times we too needed help to arrive,
and sometimes, we also had some
difficulties that ((clears throat)) made
our day to day life difficult

Here, Nikki grounded their comments about the purpose of the project in the social studies-based
activities that kicked off the unit — examining photos and learning about students’ journeys to
school around the world. Nikki made a connection between those students’ lives and obstacles,
and Ms. Torres’ students’ own obstacles arriving at school. Nikki used mostly Spanish and a
formal tone, referencing me once in this excerpt, and then me and her teacher three times
afterwards. In line 3, hearing students in the class having side conversations, Nikki said “Y,
espero” or “I’ll wait,” a common classroom management tactic used by teachers at their school.
Perhaps knowing their audience included the principal and several adults might have prompted
Nikki to model their speech and demeanor after teachers at the school and to especially reference
school activities, and what they understood to be Ms. Torres’ and my goals for the activities in
the context of social studies class. Nikki foregrounded the social studies content of the project at
other moments as well, including their presentations at the city-wide digital media festival for
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especially adult visitors to their booth, where they recalled specific details about the experiences
of the students in the Eastern Hemisphere that they and their classmates had researched. Their
translanguaging supported them in reaching their audiences, as they employed languaging
features they expected would be well-received by their school principal, teacher, and other
adults.
While Nikki’s translanguaging supported them in foregrounding social studies content
during those conversations, that was not the only way that Nikki situated the inspiration for their
project. As Nikki began the seventh grade at a new school, I invited them and their mom to
attend a special event hosted by the school district to celebrate Latinx identity in CS and STEM.
At this event, I interviewed Nikki in front of a small group of teachers attending our project’s
professional development session. This is how Nikki framed their project there:
Nikki:...The work I’ve been doing is from- it started from my school from the last school I
was, in 6th grade, they wanted to put in social studies and computer science together by using
coding, so they decided that it was a good idea to do stories with Scratch and the story was
actually about doing our journey to school, but I was like, no I don’t want to do this, is a little
boring. I know I have to go with the teacher, but I want to do my own thing at the same time,
so like the rebellious child that I am without ask for to their mother if I can go to a party, I
decided that I wanted to change, I wanted to put other things in it. So I said the character will
not be me it would be a boy, girl character whatever gender, whatever character you wanted to
put it. So that’s why I came up with all of this ((points at the screen where their game was
projected)) (Observation, 10/26).

During that session, Nikki shared an awareness of the project’s social studies and computer
science goals, but also, their own resistance and “rebellion” to the project’s premise and their
decision to remix it — going “with the teacher” but also doing their “own thing at the same time”
by bringing in a gender neutral character and a premise rooted in an online community.
Nikki’s comments here reflect some of the tensions that their semiotic and computational
choices provoked in the Social Studies classroom. During one moment in December, I found
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myself mediating between Nikki and Ms. Torres. Ms. Torres asked students to complete a task in
Scratch in which they used a particular set of code blocks to make a sprite in their game move
left, right, up, and down. I wrote in my field notes that day51:
Nikki has been drawing multiple costumes within multiple sprites to animate them. Nikki is not
working on the task that Ms. Torres asked the class to do.
Ms. Torres comes over and asks Nikki to work on the objective of the day. Nikki says that is not
the project they want to make.
After Ms. Torres leaves the area, Nikki tells me they have a completely different way of doing
the movement in her project. They are frustrated.
I tell Nikki that maybe they can start with Ms. Torres’s assignment, and then add to it. They
don’t agree. (Fieldnotes, 12/19)

Tension arose between Nikki and Ms. Torres as Ms. Torres saw them drawing costumes for their
player character sprite, rather than using the code blocks that the teacher had expected students to
use in the activity. Nikki resisted Ms. Torres’ activity, explaining they wanted to animate and
code movement in their own way. The tension between them hinged on Nikki’s choice of
semiotic features (specific code blocks and animation techniques) in their project. As the period
ended, I captured the following field notes:
Everyone except for Nikki has packed up and left. Ms. Torres asks them why they didn’t finish
the task for the day, and Nikki explains, exasperated, that that’s not how they wanted their
project to work. Ms. Torres said she needs to know that Nikki knows how to do the parts of the
project that she has asked all students to do. Nikki said they have other things in their project
(including something I mentioned to them earlier about needing to incorporate gravity into a
platformer game). I attempted to mediate, saying I bet there is a solution here. I tell Nikki that
we need to know they are on track to finish the project on time, and ask Ms. Torres if Nikki can
make a plan for themself to finish the project to do the project in their own way, as long as it
depicts a journey to school and finishes on time. Nikki smiles and agrees. We ask them when
they could have the plan done, and they say tomorrow. Ms. Torres says that would be ok.
(Fieldnotes, 12/19)

51

Gender pronouns changed from initial writing of field notes.
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Together, we were able to talk out a strategy for supporting Nikki’s goals around personal
expression while also taking into account Ms. Torres’ learning goals and schedule. Ms. Torres
and I followed up with Nikki, supporting them in determining priorities and next steps. Given the
student’s resistance and initiative, and the teacher’s cooperation and acceptance, Nikki was able
to orchestrate semiotic, computational, and linguistic resources more freely to achieve their goals
for their project.
In the process, Nikki’s translanguaging acts expanded the kinds of conversations that Ms.
Torres and I expected to happen during the CS-integrated social studies class. As written, the
City’s social studies curricula aims to teach sixth grade students about the relationship between
people and geography, especially in the Eastern Hemisphere. Ms. Torres and I reimagined
teaching that objective through the lens of representing, comparing, and contrasting students’
“journeys to school” around the world. To these conversations, Nikki’s translanguaging brought
in the possibility of discussing other ideas concurrently, including gender identity, bullying, and
animation and game design professional practice. Nikki remixed both the Frisk character and the
premise of the project in their own style to accomplish their own ends, while still acknowledging
the inspiration that came from the research activities that we had facilitated at the start of the
unit. Nikki’s experiences suggest that students’ translanguaging can support them in mashing-up
literacies from a number of domains, including school disciplines, computing communities, and
digital communities. As mentioned in Chapter 6, the PiLaCS project has borrowed a term from
Gutiérrez (2014), syncretic literacies, to help us describe the remixed, mashed-up, and
transformed literacy practices of students like Nikki, terming them “syncretic computational
literacies,” when they implicate code, computational artifacts, practices, concepts, and
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communities (Gutiérrez, 2014; Radke et al., 2020; Vogel, Hoadley, Ma, et al., 2019; Vogel,
Radke, et al., 2020).
Discussion
The moments explored in this chapter highlight three core findings: (1) Translanguaging
through and around computational artifacts supports students’ self-expression; (2) There are
roles educators can play in helping students define expressive goals for their projects and
orchestrate linguistic, semiotic, and technological resources that will help them meet those
intentions; (3) Students’ translanguaging practice through and around computational artifacts can
expand and break down boundaries between disciplines, communities, and domains, forging
computational literacies with syncretic (Gutiérrez, 2014; Radke et al., 2020; Vogel, Hoadley,
Ma, et al., 2019; Vogel, Radke, et al., 2020) and, drawing on Anzaldúa (2015) and Lizárraga &
Gutiérrez (2018), “Nepantla” qualities.
Translanguaging for Self-Expression
The moment analysis in this chapter finds that students orchestrated translanguaging
practices in and around the computational artifacts they created to support various aspects of
their self-expression, including: providing context for a story, connecting to particular audiences,
exploring memories, experiences, identity and values, and engaging in professional practice.
This finding is consistent with and builds on previous research in both bilingual education and
computing education.
Building on Bilingual Education Scholarship. Recent scholarship in bilingual
education analyzing the writing of bi/multilingual students has demonstrated that many students
translanguage strategically in their writing to achieve particular rhetorical effects (Canagarajah,
2011) (for example, including translanguaged dialogue or phrases that go beyond a given named
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language to depict multilingual characters). For this, teachers of writing have been encouraged to
guide emergent bi/multilingual students to treat translanguaging practice as a literary device they
might experiment with to achieve their intentions (Velasco & García, 2014) and to view
“translanguaged” pieces as good writing (Espinosa et al., 2016).
The examples presented in this chapter support those findings, by demonstrating the ways
that students translanguaging orchestrated linguistic resources intentionally in and around their
computational artifacts — for example, John’s use of oral and written language in his
presentation to provide context for his project, and Nikki’s written instructions targeting the
fanfiction community. While myself, Ms. Kors, and Ms. Torres had been experimenting with
translanguaging pedagogy, teachers embodying external perspectives on language might not
understand or value the translanguaging in and around students’ computational artifacts.
Traditional language teachers might have dismissed as “text-speak” or “not school appropriate”
the words and symbols that Nikki wrote in their game’s instructions. And yet, those practices did
real expressive work in their computational artifact, helping Nikki intentionally align audience,
text type, purpose, and language features. Traditional language teachers might have interrupted
John’s presentation to “correct” his grammar and usage as he presented his Word document to
the class, overlooking the powerful story he wanted his teachers and classmates to learn about his
history and the place where he was from. The translanguaging lens helps educators see the
intentionality and value in students’ linguistic practices, even when they “go beyond” standard
named languages.
These examples also push beyond previous literature in biliteracy to consider how
translanguaging can be an expressive tool not just in traditional writing, but in the “composition”
of digital artifacts (Hicks, 2009), where students orchestrate text, sounds, images, animation,
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code, and a host of other resources to achieve their intentions. Traditional language and language
arts teachers might perceive students’ Scratch projects to lack extended “writing” of the type that
is valued on standardized tests. Scratch is certainly not an essay writing platform, but to create
meaningful Scratch projects, students had to contend with the design process — which, like the
writing process, is iterative and non-linear — and grappled with some of the same questions they
would consider as writers: Who is my audience? What effect am I trying to produce for them?
What meaning-making resources will help me achieve that effect? Nikki and John exercised care
and intention in selecting or creating images, sequencing code blocks, selecting voices for “text
to speech” commands and so on — exercising critical thinking skills needed to participate in and
navigate increasingly digital worlds. Students additionally practiced more traditional forms of
writing and oral language presentation when they shared their projects with key audiences, both
digital and face-to-face. Scholars of bilingual education have demonstrated emergent bilingual
students’ creative and critical deployment of particular words in their speech and writing. The
moments captured in this chapter demonstrate that in computational literacies, those choices are
embedded and intertwined with students’ intentions for code, images, and other semiotic
resources. Bilingual educators and researchers should not ignore the meaning-making potentials
of those modes.
Building on Computational Literacies and Computational Thinking Literature. The
idea that translanguaging in and around students’ computational artifacts supported their selfexpression is consistent with previous scholarship demonstrating that students use code and
create computational artifacts to communicate about meaningful topics in communities. Likely,
our project’s pedagogical approach, which viewed the object of CS education as “situated
computational thinking” (Y. Kafai et al., 2019), and “computational literacies” (Y. B. Kafai &
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Burke, 2014; Vee, 2017; Vogel, Hoadley, Ascenzi-Moreno, et al., 2019; Vogel, Hoadley, et al.,
2020), was a key factor in shaping this finding. Those approaches to CS education treat
computing concepts and practices as means to a variety of ends, rather than ends in and of
themselves (Vogel et al., 2017). As in other research projects inspired by “creative computing”
approaches, Ms. Torres and Ms. Kors’ students used computers and code as “paintbrushes” to
express themselves in particular communities (Brennan et al., 2014; Resnick, 2014). Such a
finding would likely not have emerged from a context which conceived of CS curricula as solely
supporting individuals to develop particular cognitive skills.
The findings in this section also build on scholarship in computational literacies and
creative computing. The translanguaging lens I employed here illuminated that code and
computational thinking practices and concepts were expressive, meaning-making resources for
students, particularly when they were orchestrated with other linguistic, semiotic, and digital
languaging practices. Nikki’s experiences carefully designing and animating drawings, and
writing instructional text were just as core to their mission as the code blocks they used — all of
the above supported them in exploring professional aspirations, putting their own spin on a
beloved character, sharing something about their own values, and connecting with a particular
online community. John’s code helped him tell a powerful story because it was accompanied by
written text in his sprites’ dialogue, the image he used in his backdrop, and his oral presentation.
Emergent bilinguals like Nikki and John orchestrated translanguaging features that went beyond
defined computational thinking practices and concepts to have truly powerful learning and
sharing experiences.
As I urge the field of bilingual education to pay attention to code and computational
practices as meaning-making resources, I similarly urge CS educators, researchers, and
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policymakers not to ignore the many other language practices and literacies implicated in
especially emergent bilingual students’ creation of, and engagement with code and
computational artifacts. As the CS for All movement has gained momentum, it has defined itself
by emphasizing how it is different from other technology-related fields, like education
technology, digital citizenship education, and digital literacies. That may be necessary to ensure
that students gain experiences as producers, not just consumers, of technology. At the same time,
these moments demonstrating students’ holistic integration of code and other language resources
to express themselves suggest the field should take caution not to silo the discipline: CS may be
just as intertwined with language arts and digital literacies as it has historically been with math
and science (Weintrop et al., 2016). New York State’s Education Department decided to compile
CS and Digital Literacies standards in one document — it is my hope that teachers interpret that
to mean these topics are fluid and interrelated.
Roles for Educators in Supporting Translanguaging for Expression
The examples in this chapter suggest roles that teachers and educators can or might play
in supporting students to flesh out and justify their intentions for communication through and
around computational artifacts and facilitating contexts in which students might realize those
intentions.
Supporting students to flesh out and justify their intentions. A key aspect of the
Writer’s Workshop model in Language Arts is supporting students to reach audiences and
achieve goals for their writing (Calkins, 1994; Graves, 2003). Teachers may facilitate this by
encouraging students to analyze mentor texts in different genres and languages, reflect in freewrite assignments, give and receive feedback in small groups, and meet with the teacher in oneon-one conferences. Such techniques are beginning to surface in creative computing curricula as
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well. The artifact-based interview was created to assess students’ engagements with
computational thinking practices and concepts in the context of creative projects (Brennan &
Resnick, 2012). It also helps educators determine if students were
…aware of and able to articulate their design practices and strategies? Did they have a
range of strategies in their repertoire? Did the strategies they developed assist them in
achieving their design goals? (p. 17-18)
The examples in this chapter suggest that there may be rich opportunities for Language Arts and
creative computing teachers to combine the notion of the artifact-based interview with a Writer’s
Workshop conference, to holistically assess and document students’ computational literacies —
not just their engagement with specific computational thinking practices and concepts. In my
interviews, questions about how and why students were using various linguistic, semiotic, and
computational resources, served this purpose. While I asked these questions as a researcher, an
educator, too, could take a structured interview or conferencing approach to learn about and
support students’ intentions for their projects. The findings of this chapter, and indeed this whole
dissertation, suggest the utility of bringing a translanguaging lens to such a conference. Students’
might be asked to make sense of and justify their use of particular code blocks, computational
thinking concepts and practices, as well as their use of linguistic, semiotic, and other meaningmaking resources, explaining how all of these elements work together to achieve a desired effect,
and how they might strengthen their work to achieve their goals. This idea is aligned with the K12 CS Framework’s core practice “Communicating About Computing” which advocates that
students learn to communicate with diverse audiences “about the use and effects of computation
and the appropriateness of computational choices” through a variety of media (A Framework for
K-12 Computer Science Education, 2016). Teachers might encourage students to translanguage
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during these conferences, expressing their ideas and intentions using their bodies, drawings,
objects and hand and linguistic resources that go beyond named languages.
Bringing a translanguaging lens to assessment of students’ engagement with
computational literacies also means teachers suspend judgment and assumptions about how or
why students might employ particular linguistic, semiotic, and digital resources. Teachers who
use Scratch, especially those with a mandate to teach “computer science,” are often concerned
when they see students spending time using the software primarily to draw or assemble images,
and may urge them to try out more code blocks. Teachers should have procedures, routines, and
design challenges in their classrooms to support learners to try using code, particular named
language features, and other new means of expression. At the same time, they should not assume
that students are always “playing around” or are “off task” when they engage in these kinds of
activities. Just as the writing process is about more than assembling words, creating
computational artifacts is about more than just using code. The core focus should be on centering
students’ design goals and intentions and supporting students to use a range of resources to
achieve them. Teachers might also promote students’ critical thinking about students’ stated
rationale for non-computational aspects of their project, for example:
● Nikki said they expected an English-speaking Scratch audience, but also appealed to
bilingual users of Wattpad. How might writing the text all in English affect the
experience of those users?
● John included an image of a European traveler in his Word Document. Why? What are
some other images he might have chosen?
● John used text to speech and speech bubbles to depict his characters’ dialogue in English
— does that accurately represent how his family members would have spoken?
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Discussing mentor texts that, like John’s project are “movies” featuring multilingual
characters might suggest some more options for programming that text, while still
supporting his practice with English.
Even in settings that make one-on-one conferencing challenging, teachers might ask students to
keep design journals, similar to those suggested by Brennan & Resnick (2012), but which
provide space for translanguaging and reflection on linguistic, semiotic, and computational
elements.
A core challenge surfaced in these moments were tensions related to teacher knowledge
of software and tools. Ms. Torres took a risk in permitting Nikki to code movement in their own
way. While all students have different interests and experiences with tools, and it should not be
assumed that all young people are “digital natives” (Jenkins et al., 2009; Selwyn, 2009; Watkins,
2011), students might be more experienced than their teachers with particular computational
literacies. Even though Ms. Torres did not know exactly which animation techniques and code
blocks Nikki planned to use, she and I were able to come to a compromise with Nikki to support
their creative path forward. Teachers can engage students in conversations about their rationale
for particular code blocks and other semiotic resources they select, even if they do not
understand the intricacies of how they work.
Through holistic forms of formative assessment which pay attention to the many
resources that students use to communicate their messages (not just to a narrow slice around
named languages or code blocks), teachers can come to understand the many, and potentially
unconventional and unexpected, computational literacies students engage with as they work on
their projects, and support students in strengthening their projects to achieve their goals.
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Helping students connect to authentic audiences. This chapter’s examples illustrate
that students achieved expressive intentions for their projects as they translanguaged around
them in conversations with family members, classmates, teachers, and even fellow fan-fiction
fans. If “situatedness” is key to participating in computational literacies, then teachers and
curriculum designers should plan or leave space for students to reach and connect with particular
audiences. Doing so will support students’ development of computational perspectives (Brennan
& Resnick, 2012), like “I can (use computation to) ask questions to make sense of
(computational things in) the world,” and help them develop and advance their own goals in
various communities. Students like Nikki are already “hanging out, messing around, or geeking
out” (Ito et al., 2008) in online and other computing communities, and for this, may have clear
ideas about the kinds of audiences they want to address with their computing projects. Other
students may not come with audiences in mind, and will need support identifying and reaching
those audiences.
Translanguaging to Forge Computational Literacies with Syncretic and Nepantla Qualities
The moments in this chapter document how, when students were encouraged to
translanguage through and around their computational artifacts, they blurred the traditional
boundaries between school subjects, and between school subjects and their own lives and
experiences. Their translanguaging introduced new and unexpected conversation topics into their
classrooms. John brought issues of East African politics to his ENL class, and Nikki brought
issues around bullying, gender expression and identity, and gender in video games to the
forefront of their Social Studies class.
These moments are in sharp contrast with the traditional ways that especially minoritized
emergent bilinguals experience school subjects and computing education. Deficit-based thinking
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about the translanguaging practices of language minoritized emergent bilinguals permeates
educational institutions. Propagated by entrenched raciolinguistic and other language ideologies
from the colonial era (Flores & Rosa, 2015), this kind of thinking has resulted in narrowed
curriculum and learning experiences for those students, who are assumed to need remediation in
the “academic language” of school disciplines before they can engage in the work of the
discipline itself (Flores, 2020). Even though Computer Science is a younger field, and an
“academic language” canon has not been calcified, the subject has also been traditionally taught
in ways that privilege programming languages over other meaning-making forms and that tend
not to situate learning experiences in authentic contexts — narrowing the field and excluding
many. The basic computer literacy courses that pass for “computer science” for low income
students of color are especially thin (Margolis et. al., 2010).
These trends are visible at STEM Academy. Outside of Ms. Kors’ and Ms. Torres’
classes, and some specialized afterschool electives, “technology class” was synonymous with use
of the iReady software for math and literacy test preparation. As I introduced my research topic
to Nikki during our first one-on-one interview, they interjected that the topic was an important
one, bringing up their school’s implementation of the personalized learning software iReady
(also discussed in chapter 7.2). Nikki remarked that while they had experiences using computers
from a young age, and knew about “otros horizontes de la computación” (other horizons of
computing), they argued that many of their classmates would come to associate computing with
taking tests on iReady. They added:
7. Nikki: Es que iReady es solo- es solo
como- imaginemos esto. Imaginemos que
estamos en una habitación. Y hay dos
maestros. Uno de lectura, y uno de
matemática. Es lo único que hay. Lectura,
matemática. No hay nada más. No puedes ver

7. Nikki: It’s that iReady is just- it’s just likeImagine this: imagine that we are in a room.
And there are two teachers. A reading one and
a math one. It’s the only thing there is.
Reading, math. There is nothing else. You
can’t see anything else, there is no way to
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nada más, no hay forma de expandirse, solo
lectura y matemática. Ahora, Scratch. Scratch,
tú puede liberar tu imaginación, poner todo lo
que quieras, no hay cosas incorrectas… Por lo
cual, ves la gran diferencia de que en Scratch
tú puedes expandir tu mente…
(Interview, 11/30)

expand yourself. Only reading and math.
Now, Scratch. In Scratch, you can
liberate/free your imagination, put in anything
you want, there is no wrong thing... For that,
you see the big difference that in Scratch, you
can expand your mind...

In making this analogy between iReady and a room populated by nothing more than a math and a
literacy teacher, Nikki highlighted the narrowing of possibilities that happens when schools and
school systems, perceiving emergent bi-multilingual students as “English Language Learners” in
need of remediation, turn to software and technology. Personalized learning systems like this
one, often not available in multiple languages, rarely take students’ like Nikki’s dynamic
bilingualism and their diverse experiences with language and literacy into account. Students are
told they read at kindergarten, first, and second grade levels, and are given decontextualized
passages to read and problems to solve to help them “grow.” There are existential reasons why
schools look for and implement such solutions, (e.g. testing and accountability policies
[Mahoney, 2017; Menken & Solorza, 2014]). But integrating technology in these ways leads to
students experiencing school subjects and computing as narrow and disconnected from their
lives, experiences, and language practices — technology becomes a medium delivering static
math and literacy in a blank room.
By contrast, translanguaging through and around computational artifacts in Ms. Torres’
and Ms. Kors’ units became a vehicle for — to employ a word used by both Nikki and in the
scholarship of Ofelia García and colleagues — an “expansion” of students’ repertoires and
possibilities for learning. Supporting the findings from Chapter 6, students’ practices helped
forge what Gutiérrez called syncretic literacies — opportunities to “make everyday genres and
texts the objects of analysis” in school disciplines, in ways that grapple with, but do not erase,
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the tensions between practices associated with those different domains (2014, p. 53). The broader
PiLaCS project has drawn on the idea of “syncretic literacies” to describe the “syncretic
computational literacies” that partner teachers and emergent bilingual students forge as they
engage in classroom units (Radke et al., 2020; Vogel et al., 2019, 2020).
Another useful concept for describing how students’ translanguaging shaped
computational literacies is Chicana feminist Gloria Anzaldúa’s notion of “Nepantla.” Nepantla is
a Nahuatl word meaning “in the middle of it” or “middle,” and Anzaldúa used it to identify “the
place where I struggle with my creations” (p. 2).
Nepantla is the place where my cultural and personal codes clash, where I come up
against the world’s dictates, where these different worlds coalesce in my writing. I am
conscious of various nepantlas - linguistic, geographical, gender, sexual, historical,
cultural, political, social - when I write. Nepantla is the point of contact y el lugar
between worlds - between imagination and physical existence, between ordinary and
nonordinary (spirit) realities. Nepantla concerns automatically infuse my writing. I don’t
have to will myself to deal with these particular points; these nepantlas inhabit me and
inevitably surface in whatever I’m writing. Nepantlas are places of constant tension,
where the missing or absent pieces can be summoned back, where transformation and
healing may be possible, where wholeness is just out of reach but seems attainable.
(Anzaldúa, 2015, p. 2.)
Lizárraga and Gutiérrez used Anzaldúa’s concept in relation to syncretic literacies (2018),
describing “Nepantla literacies” as those “that thrive in the boundary, emerge through
negotiations with syncretic (Gutiérrez, 2014) literacies—those that are valued in the academy
and across spaces and communities” (p. 38).
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Students’ translanguaging practices in and around their computational artifacts helped
them forge literacies at the convergence of many worlds — school and home, East Africa, DR,
and New York, online and face-to-face, human and machine, everyday and disciplinary,
computing and Language Arts. The “constant tensions” of the Nepantla and Nepantla literacies,
were not generally acknowledged openly in unit design and implementation, so I stop short of
using these terms to describe all aspects of the work. But elements of syncretic/Nepantla
literacies were certainly present. Nikki and Ms. Torres negotiated spaces between school-based
expectations and the language practices and literacies Nikki learned in online communities.
Nikki’s work also explored the “the point of contact” between their imagination and physical
existence and experiences, employing code, drawings, Frisk, and Undertale to explore issues
around gender and bullying. In the seasons before, during, and after John created his project, the
broader political climate in the U.S. was becoming increasingly hostile to refugees from many
African countries, including Eritrea, which was added by the Trump Administration to the list of
countries whose citizens would be “banned” from entry to the U.S. (Zere, 2020). And yet, John
expressed curiosity about the language(s) of power in East Africa and in the US, grappling with
his identity as a bilingual person in the process. His project retold the story of his journey and his
reuniting with his father in code, animation, images, text, and oral language, promoting learning
and understanding from his teacher, classmates, and researchers, perhaps a grasp at the
“wholeness” implied by Anzaldúa.
Computational literacies became more like syncretic/Nepantla literacies thanks to
students’ fluid translanguaging practices, but also their teachers’ support and designs. Teachers
and researchers experimented with translanguaging pedagogy, taking seriously the idea that
students would be co-constructing the curriculum with us (García et al., 2017), and that unit
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plans would evolve as students brought themselves — including their diverse linguistic,
semiotic, and technological practices and experiences — into their computational artifacts. We
sought opportunities to connect students to audiences for their work – like family members,
classmates, and others in the school community. We planned units that intentionally engaged
students’ communities’ literacies, school disciplinary literacies, and computational literacies
(Radke et. al., 2020), which also supported the forging of more syncretic/Nepantla literacies.
Even as students and educators had to negotiate some of the limitations of the Scratch tool
discussed in the previous chapter, the tool’s design also played a role in enabling the emergence
of those literacies. Scratch afforded students the ability to assemble a wide range of semiotic,
linguistic, and computational resources for self-expression.
Instead of narrowing the curriculum — a common outcome when education technology is
employed in classrooms serving emergent bilinguals — the assemblage created when emergent
bilingual students came together with creative computing software and teachers and researchers
practicing translanguaging pedagogy, opened up opportunities for students to express
themselves, making computational literacies more like syncretic/Nepantla literacies. In future
iterations of this work, educators might guide students to even more explicitly acknowledge the
tensions of mashing together language practices and literacies associated with different domains
and identities, to foment critical consciousness around their use, experience, and creation of
technology.
Conclusion
To recap, this chapter considered the messages and stories students hoped to transmit
through their projects and the audiences that they hoped to reach, focusing specifically on John
and Nikki’s experiences in curricular units in English as a New Language and Social Studies
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bilingual classrooms, respectively. It found that students embedded their projects into broader
conversations with authentic audiences and interlocutors, orchestrating them along with other
translanguaging practices to support a range of self-expressive purposes. It highlighted the roles
that educators played in this process, and might play. Those included supporting students to
generate, refine and leverage translanguaging to express their intentions through and around their
projects to authentic audiences, and facilitating critical conversation about students’ use,
experience, and creation of technology, vis-à-vis their many identities.
This chapter argued that students’ translanguaging through and around their projects
mashed up literacies and language practices from a multiplicity of domains and communities,
transcending what schools typically expect especially emergent bilingual students to produce in
typical CS, language, and content area classes — forging computational literacies that took on
syncretic (Gutiérrez, 2014; Radke et al., 2020; Vogel et al., 2019, 2020), and, perhaps, drawing
on Anzaldúa (2015) and Lizárraga & Gutiérrez (2018), “Nepantla” qualities. Students’
translanguaging around their projects supported their participation in and transformation of CS,
school disciplinary, and other community literacies and discourses.
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Chapter 9 – Conclusions and Implications
Digital media and computing technology pervade our lives in the 21st century. As
attorney and activist Lawrence Lessig wrote two decades ago:
The code regulates. It implements values, or not. It enables freedoms, or disables them. It
protects privacy, or promotes monitoring. People choose how the code does these things.
People write the code. Thus the choice is not whether people will decide how cyberspace
regulates. People--coders--will. The only choice is whether we collectively will have a
role in their choice--and thus in determining how these values regulate--or whether
collectively we will allow the coders to select our values for us. (Lessig, 2000)
Computer science education has a role to play in preparing young people to become ethical and
responsible writers of code, and members of society who deliberate around the values driving
that code. Even as programming was a domain for women and women of color in the middle of
the 20th century (Patitsas et al., 2014), CS education has largely excluded Latinx and Black
students, women, students with disabilities, LGBTQ+ students, rural students, and low income
students from rigorous learning opportunities, in subtle, explicit, and insidious ways that track
but also amplify the inequities of schooling and society in general (Margolis & Goode, 2016).
Code has even been used as a tool to oppress these populations, with computing technologies
supporting the institution of “the New Jim Code” (Benjamin, 2019). Excluding minoritized
students and their communities from key conversations in technology fields and education
perpetuates those inequities, and narrows the kinds of conversations that can be had about code
and its implications in our world, the problems that get solved, and the tools that get created.
The CS for All movement has attempted to address those challenges, spreading
awareness, conducting research, and developing educational approaches that engage students
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embodying some of the identities that have been marginalized in the field (Goode & Margolis,
2011; Madkins et al., 2020; Ryoo, 2019; Scott et al., 2015; Snodgrass et al., 2016). The field is
just beginning to consider students who, among their many identities, are also emergent
bi/multilinguals. These students have key experiences, ideas, and values that are already
enriching conversations about, with, and through code and computing. With the right supports,
these students have the potential to transform computing across domains, benefitting themselves
and their communities.
Before I embarked on my study, there were some clues in the literature about the
participation of racial, socioeconomic, and gender groups that overlap with the population of
emergent bilinguals in the United States in computer science education. The field had paid some
attention to how students (in general) mobilize oral language, technologies, the body, and objects
in their meaning-making in specific computing contexts (e.g. learning to program), and some
studies have considered pedagogical and technological strategies for teaching emergent
bi/multilingual students how to program (Jacob et al., 2018, 2020, 2019; Pal & Iyer, 2015a;
Soosai Raj et al., 2018). But few studies had looked squarely, and with asset-based lenses, at
how young emergent bilingual language minoritized students like Álvaro, José, John, Mariposa,
and Nikki orchestrate meaning-making resources together as they engage in computational
literacies, a key need as CS for All initiatives gain momentum around the nation.
To the CS for All research and practice community, my dissertation contributes assetbased and evidence-based frames for considering students’ languaging and participation. These
lenses might be employed to recognize the language resources that all students bring to computer
science education, but are especially useful for work with emergent bi/multilinguals, to
counteract the deficit viewpoints that tend to dominate educational practice and scholarship with
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those populations. This dissertation also contributes insights about young emergent
bi/multilingual students’ language practices during CS activities, and concrete classroom
examples for teachers to consider on their journeys becoming inclusive CS educators. To
language and language education fields, my dissertation contributes frames for interpreting
translanguaging about, with, and through computers and code – language practices that will only
become more prevalent as computing continues to pervade people’s lives.
I achieved those contributions through a descriptive qualitative classroom case study at
STEM Academy, a New York City public middle school where just over half of students were
emergent bi/multilinguals, most of them Latinx, African, and Middle Eastern newcomers.
Teachers there were participating in a research practice partnership with researchers from New
York University and the City University of New York, myself included, which involved
integrating CS practices and concepts into humanities and language fields – language arts, social
studies, and English-as-a-new-language.
Educational researchers and practitioners have historically viewed, and often continue to
view, language minoritized emergent bilingual students through harmful deficit-based lenses
(Valencia, 2010). I aimed to counter those narratives with a conceptual framework rooted in
translanguaging theory, which helped me notice, document, and analyze students’ creative and
critical communication and sense-making practices – including and especially when their
practices went beyond the standard named languages and programming languages typically at
the center of language and CS education, and which are valued by white listening subjects
(Flores & Rosa, 2015; García & Li Wei, 2014; Hua et al., 2019; Li Wei, 2018; Otheguy et al.,
2015; Pennycook, 2017a, 2017b). Recognizing the social and political aspects of learning and
literacy, I conceived of the object of students’ learning as participation in computational
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literacies, a social process involving creating and communicating about, with, and through
computer code and computational artifacts for particular purposes (DiSessa, 2000; Gee, 2015; Y.
B. Kafai & Burke, 2014; New London Group, 1996; Vogel, Hoadley, Ascenzi-Moreno, et al.,
2019; Vogel, Hoadley, et al., 2020).
Driven by those core concepts, I sought to understand (1) how emergent bilingual
students translanguaged as they engaged in computational literacies, (2) how students understood
their linguistic, semiotic, and technological choices in those translanguaging moments, and (3)
the relationships between students’ translanguaging and engagement in computational literacies.
I employed a methodological approach from applied linguistics called moment analysis (Li Wei,
2011), which encourages documenting language-in-use and participants’ metacommentary about
their practices in “translanguaging moments.” I also employed techniques from multimodality
research to attend to the contributions to meaning-making of a range of linguistic, semiotic, and
technological modes (Jewitt, 2013 p. 1). I considered my positionality in the classroom to make
transparent and mitigate the ways that power-relations stemming from my race, class, age,
gender, and roles as a participant-observer and researcher-practitioner shaped my engagements
and relationships with teachers and students, drawing on techniques from teacher action research
to do so (Mertler, 2017). I produced multimodal transcriptions from recordings, field notes,
photographs, and student work, intentionally selecting and analyzing key moments when
students translanguaged and made-meaning in critical and creative ways during CS activities.
I structured my findings along three of the dimensions of computational literacies:
conversations about, with, and through code and computing. I found that when students were
engaged in conversations about code and computing:
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•

Students orchestrated wide-ranging and creative linguistic, semiotic, embodied, and
experiential resources in their translanguaging. These resources were intertwined with each
other, and extended beyond single named languages, modalities, and the boundaries and
borders of students’ own bodies. They incorporated languaging practices learned in domains
like home, face-to-face out-of-school experiences like sports, and online interest-based
communities like gaming and animation. Students’ translanguaging practices supported them
in “translating” and making sense of linguistic features and code, especially when students
were invited to make meaning with their full repertoires by curricular designs and teacher
moves (García et al., 2017) (Addressing RQ1).

•

Some curricular designs, like the telenovela unit, integrated culturally relevant boundary
objects that surfaced particularly salient resources for students to draw upon, such as use of
embodied resources like roleplay and gesture. Students’ engagements with the telenovela
boundary object in the context of CS and Language Arts evoke syncretic literacies
(Gutiérrez, 2014), given that students’ translanguaging helped them make sense of everyday
and disciplinary practices simultaneously (Addressing RQ1).

•

Students’ translanguaging interactions with the telenovela boundary object, and others they
brought in from their own experiences, expanded notions about what resources should be
considered valid for “doing CS” and “doing language arts” (Addressing RQ 3).

•

Students forged unique metaphors about code and computers in “metalanguaging” moments
when they talked about how to best communicate with computers. Those metaphors provided
evidence for the utility of theorizing students’ engagements with computers as conversations
and communication between human and machine interlocutors (Addressing RQ2 and 3).
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Rooted in those findings, I recommended that teachers value students’ translanguaging practices
and open up space for students to orchestrate a range of meaning-making resources during
conversations about code. I shared criteria for educators to consider as they determine the
“boundary objects” to incorporate in their curricular designs, and argued for flexible language
policies in classrooms taking on computational literacies.
When students were engaged in conversations with computers (in front of screens,
treating as computers as their interlocutor):
•

Students engaged in “embodied digital languaging practices” – practices that did languaging
and communicative work but are traditionally not treated as such in language arts or
computer science education. Students orchestrated those embodied digital languaging
practices in translanguaging along with other meaning-making resources to communicate
with computers, peers, educators, and themselves (Addressing RQ1).

•

New possibilities for translanguaging, critical language exploration, sense-making, and
expression emerged from emergent bilingual students’ interactions with computer software
in the context of computational literacies, but software and algorithmic design also
constrained those possibilities (Addressing RQ3).

•

Emergent bilingual students perceived and critiqued the possibilities and constraints for
languaging that emerged from their interactions with computer software — including the
Scratch software and other education technology used at their school. They made intentional
and strategic meaning-making choices around those possibilities, driven by issues such as
their comfort and preference for particular kinds of language, their desire to learn new
language, their desire to accommodate others around them, and issues of language politics
(Addressing RQ 2).
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There were a number of recommendations and implications for research and practice generated
through that analysis: Bilingual education researchers and educators should treat what emergent
bilingual students do with computers as embodied digital languaging practices in recognition that
those practices are part of what it means for students to make sense and communicate in the 21st
century. Researchers and educators in CS education should ask holistic questions about students’
embodied digital languaging practices to help the field avoid constructing a “skills” gap in CS
education — judging students against a list of standards (usually those common in dominant
groups) and then casting others as “behind” — as has been done in many other disciplines.
Instead, they should notice how students communicate and attempt to communicate with
computers, the conditions that promoted this practice, and the conditions that constrained
opportunities for practice. Based on the above findings, I also recommended that designers of
educational software consider emergent bilingual students’ dynamic repertoires and opinions as
they design, and that educators engage students in critical conversations about the ways that tools
and technologies provide or constrain their linguistic and expressive choices.
In conversations students had through code and computing:
•

Students sought to express messages through their computational artifacts, and justified the
translanguaging resources they orchestrated in their projects (code, images, text, sound),
considering factors like their project’s intended purposes and audiences (Addressing RQ 2).

•

Students orchestrated translanguaging practices to support various aspects of their selfexpression to provide context for a story, to connect to particular audiences, to explore
experiences, identity and values, to engage in professional practice, and to foreground or
resist school project premises. Educators could support students to intentionally leverage
translanguaging for expression through and around their projects. (Addressing RQ 1).
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•

Students’ translanguaging through and around their computing projects mashed up literacies
and language practices from a multiplicity of domains and communities, transcending what
schools typically expect especially emergent bilingual students to produce and converse
about in typical CS, language, and content area classes. In the process, they forged
computational literacies with syncretic (Gutiérrez, 2014; Radke et al., 2020; Vogel, Hoadley,
Ma, et al., 2019; Vogel, Radke, et al., 2020), and, perhaps, drawing on Anzaldúa, (2015) and
Lizárraga & Gutiérrez, (2018), “Nepantla” qualities.

This section recommended that teachers support students to make their intentions and audiences
for their projects explicit, and to make connections to the translanguaging resources (images,
text, code, etc) that would best help them meet those intentions. It also urged teachers to more
explicitly acknowledge the tensions of mashing together language practices and literacies
associated with different domains and identities in order to foment students’ critical
consciousness about language and technology.
Taken together, the classroom moments and findings call attention to the many ways that
emergent bilingual middle school students’ translanguaging practices supported their
participation in CS activities and indeed, forged computational literacies. My analysis offers
theoretical lenses-to-think-with which center students and their translanguaging practices in
communities, rather than centering named language standards or programming languages. These
lenses and examples should guide stakeholders implementing CS for All initiatives to more
deeply consider students’ translanguaging practices as resources in CS learning, helping them
develop stances and corresponding practice as inclusive CS educators. I hope that as CS
education scholars delve into investigating how race, gender, ability, and class shape how
students experience CS, and how institutions support (or do not support) students to realize their
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potential, this work reminds them not to forget the key role that translanguaging and diverse
meaning-making repertoires and resources play. These lenses should also encourage scholars and
educators in bilingualism and sociolinguistics to overcome “lingual” biases (Block, 2014; Hua et
al., 2019) as much as they have worked to dismantle monolingual views of bilinguals (Grosjean,
2012).
At the same time as there are many research and practice implications for this work, this
dissertation offers a close look into just one partnership at one school, involving two teachers,
and a handful of students and researchers. There are many stories yet to be told and much room
for future research. Researchers inside and outside of the academy and within school districts
must collect quantitative and qualitative data about the ways and extents to which emergent
bilingual students and the schools that serve them are included in CS for All initiatives. While
research should not end at considering “access” to technologies and static curricula, there are still
vast inequities in broadband, tools, teacher expertise, and professional development that limit
emergent bilinguals experiences with computational literacies in and outside of school —
challenges which policymakers must come to understand and address. We also do not yet
understand how CS for All policy implementation intersects with policies mandating particular
kinds of bilingual education and English proficiency services and testing, or how
translanguaging lenses might shed light on aspects of CS education like program-level planning,
assessment, and learning progressions. More work must be done in curriculum design as well.
How might translanguaging lenses shape curriculum to promote emergent bilingual students’
self-expression, critical thinking about technology, history, science, and math, activism in their
communities, and innovation of tools that help them solve problems in their world? Future work
in these areas must pay attention to how the designs of tools and technologies, and the ways they
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are deployed in classrooms, can both afford opportunities for critical language exploration and
expression, and also potentially limit those possibilities for emergent bilinguals.
As I write this, the COVID-19 coronavirus has swept through my home city, the nation,
and the world. Millions of people have physically distanced for our own protection, and the
protection of our communities. While it has never felt more isolating to write alone at home, I
have felt a sense of urgency around publishing this dissertation and carving off more accessible
chunks for public consumption. The New York City Department of Education has embarked
upon something that would have been unthinkable months ago — conducting the education of
1.1 million school children online. It is impossible to know at this moment how long this will
last. At present, much of what appears to be happening is troubleshooting, community-building,
and ensuring teachers and students have access to devices and bandwidth – exposing enduring
inequities and failures of education and social systems (Goldstein et al., 2020). It is an anxious,
panicky time. But also potentially, a time for radical possibilities (Anyon, 2005). All schoolbased literacies are now computational literacies in some way or another, even if students are not
directly programming computers. And when schools open their physical doors again, computers
will continue shaping classrooms — when CS education is the official business of the day, and
also when it is not.
The approaches taken by PiLaCS and this dissertation -- to think about how computers,
code, and computational artifacts are and can become part of translanguaged conversations -- has
never been more important than it is right now. Nikki’s words ring in my ear: “El programa no es
como nosotros” (Programs are not like us). We, as educators and researchers, must consider the
affordances and limitations of computing tools and software for emergent bilinguals, taking into
account students’ translanguaging practices, metaphors, critiques, and experiences. And we must
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ask ourselves, when computers join students’ conversations, will students experience them as
blank rooms for math and literacy drills where “no hay forma de expandirse” (there’s no room to
expand) or will they become syncretic/Nepantla spaces where “tú puede liberar tu imaginación”
(you can free your imagination)? It’s up to us.
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Appendices
Appendix 1 - Observation Field Note Protocol
Observational Fieldnotes – Leveraging Multilingual Practices in CS
School:
Teacher:
Grade:
Language of Instruction:
Content Area:
Date:
Time Begun:
Time Ended:
Observer:
Pre-Observation

Instructional Context (Groupings/Activity/Materials)

Reflection

Other notes

Reflection

Evidence of Translanguaging

Evidence of Computer
Science Learning
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Appendix 2 – Training My Gaze
During observations, I paid attention to and took special note of:
● Students’ aims and goals for their meaning-making activity –
○ What are they trying to do with language/code and why? How can I tell?
○ Who do they perceive as the audience for their work? How can I tell?
● Student translanguaging practices. I looked for broad, flexible, and creative use of
various features of language from a communicative repertoire (Rymes, 2014): “[T]he
collection of ways an individual uses language and other means of communication
(gestures, dress, posture, accessories) to function effectively in the multiple communities
in which they participate (p. 117).” The communicative repertoire encompasses features
from different spoken and written languages and varieties, but also “media references,
rejuvenalia, ways of telling stories, interactional routines” (p. 116).
● I paid special attention to the ways student translanguaging went beyond linguistic and
other categories -- for example, when appropriate features of programming in talk and
writing in idiosyncratic ways (ie: vanderita / banderita, and creating their own invented
code blocks).
● The modalities student translanguaging is expressed through
○ Oral language - productive and receptive
○ Written text – how students talk about text, or write text (biliteracy instances,
Hornberger 2003, Hornberger & Link, 2012)
○ Digital resources - how students speak, write, click, navigate digital spaces as
they engage with multilingual, multimodal digital texts
○ Images – how they talk about and produce images
○ Code – how they talk, write, draw about, and produce code for Scratch projects.
● Instances during observations when students engaged in metalinguistic practices
and express language ideologies
○ When students and teachers talk about language during CS integrated classes
■ IE: Talking about the “right” kind of language to use in a particular
moment, and their rationale for it
■ IE: Talking about the structure of English and Spanish, Scratch
■ IE: Talking about ways that learning to program and learning a language
are similar / different
■ IE: When students and teachers justify language decisions or choices
● Evidence of engagement with particular computing concepts, practices, and
perspectives (from Brennan et. al., n.d.)
○ CONCEPTS:
■ Sequence - identifying a series of steps for a task
■ Loops - running the same sequence multiple times
■ Parallelism - making things happen at the same time
■ Events - one thing causing another thing to happen
■ Conditionals - making decisions based on conditions
■ Operators - support for mathematical and logical expressions
■ Data - storing, retrieving, and updating values
○ PRACTICES:
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■ Experimenting and iterating - developing a little bit, then trying it out,
then developing more
■ Testing and debugging - making sure things work – and finding and
solving problems when they arise
■ Reusing and remixing - making something by building on existing projects
or ideas
■ Abstracting and modularizing - exploring connections between the whole
and the parts
○ PERSPECTIVES:
■ Expressing - realizing that computation is a medium of creation, “I can
create.”
■ Connecting - recognizing the power of creating with and for others “I can
do different things when I have access to others.”
■ Questioning - feeling empowered to ask questions about the world “I can
(use computation to) ask questions to make sense of (computational things
in) the world.”
● Literate programming (Knuth, 1984) practices
○ Reading code for understanding (ie: look at a project and read code and human
languages to understand what it does, putting code into a logical order)
○ Make predictions about code
○ Plan using all language repertoire, and then code based on plan
○ Annotating / explain how code works
○ Presenting
○ Describing how code relates to its’ purpose outside the code (e.g.: explaining
science concepts, giving voice to a character, etc)
● The context for the moment, ie:
○ Interactions with partners (around tech)
○ In interactions with partners (not around tech)
○ Who is “driving” the computer / who is “navigating”
○ Students speaking to themselves
○ Sharing with the class
○ Presenting to classmates, teachers, and others
○ In interactions with teacher / researcher
○ Language that teacher / researcher use when interacting with students
○ Task(s) students are asked to do
○ Language those tasks are explained in, language features students are expected to
use in the task
○ Language used in the resources students are provided as they complete tasks
(handouts, videos, anchor charts, etc)
○ Other considerations (language and power)
■ EG: Who speaks / doesn’t speak / speaks more / speaks less / who uses
the computer or has the pen in their hand - paying attention to gender and
other dynamics that might shape these power relationships
■ School language policy (as stated and enacted)
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Appendix 3 – One-on-one interview protocol
Tell students that this interview is for me to get to know them a little bit better, especially to
learn more about their languages and their experiences with different kinds of technology. They
can pass any question they do not want to answer. They can end the interview at any time.
BASIC INFORMATION
Pseudonym:
Grade:
Rapport-building questions
1. Tell me about yourself – what is your name, how old are you, and who are you? /
Cuénteme un poco de ti: ¿Cómo te llamas? ¿Cuántos años tienes? ¿Quién eres?
2. Interests
a. What do you most like to do outside of school? / ¿Qué más te gusta hacer afuera
de la escuela?
b. What do you like to do at school? / ¿Qué más te gusta hacer en la escuela?
To learn more about students’ language repertoires
3. What are the different places (countries, cities) where you have lived? / ¿En cuáles
lugares has vivido?
4. Who uses what languages with whom in your home and beyond?
a. Which languages are spoken in your home?/¿Cuáles idiomas se hablan en tu casa?
b. Which languages do the adults speak in your home? / ¿Cuáles idiomas hablan los
adultos en tu casa?
c. Which languages do you use with adults in your home?/¿Cuáles idiomas utilizas
con los adultos en tu casa?
d. Which languages do you use with the young people in your home? /¿Cuáles
idiomas utilizas con los jóvenes en tu casa?
e. Outside of your home, which people do you speak with the most? What languages
do you use with them? / ¿Afuera de tu casa, con que personas hablas más? ¿Qué
idiomas utilizas con ellos?
f. Do you like to read outside of school? What languages do you use to read? / Te
gusta leer afuera de la escuela? ¿Cuáles idiomas usas cuando lees?
g. Do you like to watch TV or videos on the internet? What languages do you use
for watching TV or videos? / Te gusta ver la tele afuera de la escuela o ver videos
en el internet? Cuáles idiomas usas cuando ves la televisión o videos?
h. What languages do you and your classmates use in school? When do you and
your classmates use your different languages? / ¿Cuáles idiomas usas tu en la
escuela, y cuándo los usas? Tus compáñeros?

5. When and how did you learn your languages?/ ¿Cuándo y cómo aprendiste tus idiomas?
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6. Schooling in other country
a. In what countries, states, cities have you gone to school? / ¿En cuáles lugares
(paises, pueblos, ciudades) has asistido la escuela?
b. What was school like there? How was it similar / different to this school? /
¿Cómo era la escuela en el país donde vivías antes? ¿Cómo era diferente /
parecida a esta escuela?
c. Did you learn some English in the other country where you lived? Aprendiste
algo de inglés en el otro país donde viviste?
d. What did you like about school back then? What did you not like about school
back then? / ¿Qué te gustó de la escuela en este entonces? ¿Qué no te gustó?

Language stories and values
7. Can you tell me about a time in your life when it was important to know English? / ¿Me
puedes contar de un momento en tu vida cuando era importante saber inglés?
8. Can you tell me about a time in your life when it was important to know Spanish? / ¿Me
puedes contar de un momento en tu vida cuando era importante saber español?
9. How important is it to you to learn English? How important is it to you learn more
Spanish? / Qué tan importante es para ti aprender a usar inglés? Por qué? / Qué tan
importante es para ti seguir aprendiendo usando español?

EXPERIENCES WITH TECHNOLOGY
10. Do you use any technology or electronics? What kinds? / ¿Usas algo de tecnología? De
que tipo? Prompt with the following:
a. Cell phone? / celular?
b. iPad or tablet
c. Watching TV? Listening to radio?
d. Computer? / Computadora (laptop or notebook)?
e. Gaming system? / un Sistema de juegos
f. Something else? / otra cosa?
11. Where do you use technology? / ¿Dónde usas esa tecnología?
a. At home / a friend or family member’s house? En casa o casa de un pariente o
amigo?
b. At the library / en la biblioteca
c. At school / en la escuela
12. Technology interests and activities
a. What do you like to do with technology? / ¿Qué te gusta hacer con tecnología?
b. What apps / games / websites do you use? Why? / ¿Cuáles aplicaciones, juegos, o
sitios te gusta usar? ¿Por qué?
c. What do you like about that game / app / website? What do you do with it? / ¿Qué
te gusta de esta aplicación, juego, o sitio? ¿Qué haces con ello?
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d. Do you use technology with other people? With who? What do you do with them?
/ ¿Usas tecnología con otras personas? ¿Con quién? ¿Qué haces con ellos?
e. Where / how did you learn to use technology? / ¿Dónde o cómo aprendiste usar
tecnología?
13. Related to more specific computational literacies
a. Have you ever made something on your phone or computer that you shared with
someone else? What did you make? With whom did you share it? / ¿Algún día
has hecho algo en tu teléfono o computadora que compartiste con alguien? ¿Qué
hiciste? ¿Con quién lo compartiste?
b. Before this class, had you ever coded / programmed a computer to do something?
/ Antes de esta clase, habías programado una computadora?
c. Have you ever used the Scratch software? If so, what do you remember about it?
What did you do with it?
14. Related to the class so far
a. Tell me about something you did in this computer science class.
i.
What was something you liked about that activity?
ii. What was something you didn’t like about that activity?
b. When you use Scratch in Ms. Torres’ class, do you use the interface in English or
Spanish? Why?
c. What do you think it takes to be successful / good at that class?
d. Everyone’s learning different things about Scratch in this class. What are you
learning?
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Appendix 4 – Focus Group Protocol
Objectives:
1. Gather students’ perceptions about their identities
2. To capture students’ meaning making around:
a. Language choices in and around their projects product and process
b. Language ideologies / attitudes that might shape their participation and/or
languaging in this class and outside of it
c. The value of Scratch and computer programming
3. To capture student translanguaging as they share and process their own Scratch projects,
including around certain CT practices and concepts
a. Drawing on
https://scratched.gse.harvard.edu/ct/files/Student_Interview_Protocol.pdf
https://scratched.gse.harvard.edu/ct/files/Student_Assessment_Rubric.pdf
from (Brennan et al., n.d.)
Questions & Activities

Linked to Objective

Tell us a little bit about yourself -- who are you?

To understand students’
identities on their own terms

Identity activity
● Draw your many selves / dibuja una imagen de las
diferentes identidades que te convienen
○ Student self
○ Athlete self
○ Home self
○ Use any language you like, you can draw,
write etc
● Students can be invited to talk instead of draw.
● Use your picture to introduce yourself
We are interested in how bilingual kids learn in computer
science, so first, we will ask you about how you use
language, then we will talk to you about your projects then
we will come back together to talk about computer sciencecoding in general.
Estamos interesadas en cómo los chicos bilingües
aprenden las ciencias de computación. Primero,
hablaremos sobre cómo usan lenguaje, después,
enseñarán sus proyectos a un estudiante que no lo ha
visto, después, tenemos preguntas acerca de coding programación y ciencias de computación.
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LANGUAGING IN GENERAL
● Now it’s time for you guys to teach me some
language. What are some words that you say, but
maybe someone like me wouldn’t know? / Ahora es
el momento cuando tu nos enseñas unas palabras
nuevas. Cuáles son algunas palabras que dices pero
que alguien como yo no sabría?
● Teach me some words from your family,
community, or even from YouTube that I wouldn’t
know.
● If you were going to make a YouTube video about
your culture or language, what would you want it to
say?
● What is great about you all is you use at least 2
languages every day.
○ Tell me when it’s like “oh, I’d better speak
English”
○ Tell me when it’s like “oh, I’d better speak
Spanish (or LOTE)”
○ Tell me when it’s like “I can use slang
words”
○ What languages are in your dreams?
● Do you consider yourself a bilingual person? Why
or why not? /¿Te consideras una persona
bilingüe?¿Por qué?
● What does it mean to you to be a bilingual person?
/¿Qué significa para ti ser una persona bilingüe?
¿Por qué?
● How important is it to you to be a bilingual person?
/ ¿Qué tan importante es para ti ser una persona
bilingüe? ¿Por qué?
● How important is it to you to be a bilingual person
when you are programming? / ¿Qué tan importante
es ser bilingüe cuando estas programando? ¿Por
qué?
LANGUAGING AT SCHOOL
● En esta escuela, se dice que hay días para usar
inglés y días para usar español. Make believe I am
the principal (or another student is) -- tell the
principal ¿Por qué crees que tu escuela tiene estas
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To elicit their ideas about the
ways different students in their
class use language

normas?
● ¿Los alumnos siempre siguen las normas del idioma
del día? En cuáles momentos si, en cuáles no? ¿Por
qué? / Do students always follow the rules of
language of the day? In what moments yes, in what
moments no? Why?
● ¿Los maestros siempre siguen las normas del idioma
del día? En cuáles momentos sí, en cuáles no? ¿Por
qué? / Do teachers always follow the rules of
language of the day? In what moments yes, in what
moments no? Why?
BREAK UP INTO GROUPS FOR THE FOLLOWING
- Meaning making around their scratch projects
Have students call up their projects in Scratch.
● Describe how you built your project. / Describe
como hiciste tu proyecto.
● Describe why you chose the sprites and scripts that
you chose? - Cuéntanos de cómo y por qué elegiste
los Sprites y códigos que elegiste
● Why did you decide to write the text in the
introduction and text in your project using the
language you did? / Cómo decidiste escribir el texto
usando el lenguaje en el proyecto.
● Tu juego toma lugar en (XXX) Por qué elegiste este
lugar?
● Describe different things you tried out as you were
working on your project / Describe las diferentes
cosas que probaste cuando estabas trabajando en tu
proyecto?
● Did any bugs come up while you were working on
this project? How did you fix them? / Surgieron
algunos bichos / bugs / errores mientras trabajaron?
Como los arreglaron?
● Describe revisions you made to your project and
why you made them / Describe la revisiones tu
hiciste a tu proyecto y porque los hiciste.
● Describe a time when you tried to do something
new / Describe una ocasión cuando probaste algo
nuevo.
● Where are you (student’s name) in this project? /
¿Dónde estás tú en este proyecto?
● Quién quieres que vea este proyecto? ¿Quién es tu
audiencia? ¿Por qué? / Who do you want to see this
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To capture student
translanguaging as they share
and process their own Scratch
projects

To understand students’
language choices in and around
their projects’ product and
process

project? Who is your audience? Why?
● What would you change or add to this project if you
had more time? Why? / ¿Qué agregarías o
cambiarías si tuvieras más tiempo? ¿Por qué?
● What would you do to get started on adding or
changing the thing that you mentioned? / ¿Cómo
empezarías a agregar o cambiar la cosa que dijiste?
● ¿Si un compañero/a te preguntaría por ayuda con
algo en Scratch, qué harías para ayudarle?

To pick up first instincts about
problem-solving in Scratch

*Do you know how to translate Scratch into Spanish, (or
Language use during the project
LOTE), or English? How? / Sabes como traducir Scratch al creation process
español o al inglés? Como?
Were there times you used Scratch in English? Were there
times you used it in Spanish or another language? Why? /
Cuando hiciste el proyecto, había ocasiones en que usaste
Scratch en inglés? Cuándo? Habia ocasiones cuando
usaste Scratch en español? Cuando?
OPTIONAL
* The students in this class sometimes use English,
sometimes Spanish (or LOTE), sometimes both.
How do you decide what language or languages to use
while you...
- Are working with partners (Pair programming)
- Give feedback (give comments)
- When you share your work with classmates in the
room
- When you write comments in Scratch
A veces, vemos que los alumnos en la clase usan Inglés
otras veces usan espanol, o algunas veces usan ambos.
Cómo decidas qué idioma o idiomas vas a usar cuando
estas …
- Trabajando en parejas (programación en pareja)
- Dando comentarios
- Cuando compartes tu trabajo con los compañeros de
trabajo en el salon
- Cuando escribes comentarios en Scratch.
What did you enjoy about doing this project? / Qué te gustó General comments about their
sobre el proceso de hacer este proyecto?
attitudes
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What did you not enjoy about doing this project? - ¿Qué no
te gustó del proceso de hacer este proyecto?
If a friend wasn’t here today and asked you what Scratch is,
and what you can do with it, what would you tell them? /Si
tuvieras un amigo que no estuviera aquí hoy y el te
preguntara que es ‘Scratch’ y que puedes hacer con el
programa, que le dirias?

Their conceptions of what the
software and projects were for

What did you do with Scratch / computer science in your
class this year? / ¿Qué hiciste con Scratch / ciencias de
computación en tu clase este año?
PROJECTING FORWARD
● Did being in this project give you any ideas about
Values around CS / Scratch for
your future? Which? / ¿Estando en este proyecto, te their future / policy
dio algunas ideas acerca de tu futuro? ¿Cuáles?
● Imagine that I (or another student) is the Mayor.
The mayor of New York City has said that soon all
middle schoolers will have to learn computer
science, and do a unit similar to the one you did
with your teacher. Tell the mayor your thoughts
about this. Do you agree with this idea to teach all
kids computer science? Why/ why not? / Imagina
que yo (o otro estudiante) es el alcalde de Nueva
York. El alcalde ha decidido que todos los
alumnos en las escuelas intermedias necesiten
aprender ciencias de computación y hacer un
proyecto, parecido al el proyecto que hiciste con
tu profesora. Qué dirías al alcalde. Estas de
acuerdo con esta idea de enseñar a todos los
ninos ciencias de computación? Porque si or no/
● What would you tell these adults that you learned
through doing your projects in this class. / ¿Qué
dirías a estos adultos acerca de lo que aprendiste con
los proyectos de Scratch?
● Why do you think your teacher decided to teach
computer science this year? / ¿Por qué crees que
your teacher decidió enseñar ciencias de
computación este año?
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Appendix 5 – Themes After Initial Review
I completed an initial inventory of data, identifying the following preliminary themes.
Assemblages with computers
"adapting brains and bodies"
"talking to" computers
Computational practice or concept (Brennan & Resnick, 2012)
Conversations in communities w/ code
Language exploration through / with Scratch
Conversations in communities
Connections to past, family, culture
Family
Peer interactions
School subject practices-knowledge
Syncretic comp literacies
Designed materials
Evaluation / judgment about language
Identity
Intentional justification
Audience
Purpose of product
School language / tech policy
English day / Spanish day
iReady
Teacher moves
Translanguaging features
Gesture / Movement
Named languages
Objects with "agency"
Role Play
Slang
Word play & joking
Youth subcultures/interests
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Appendix 6 – Themes from NVivo Qualitative Software (After Second Review)
I loaded my field notes and transcripts into the NVivo qualitative coding software. My goal was
not to “code” the data into separate categories as is the goal of most traditional coding schemes
(Miles et al., 2014). Instead, I aimed to “tag” the data to locate moments that included particular
translanguaging practices, computing practices and concepts, conversation topics, and
metalinguistic practices (see below). This tagging scheme evolved as I read through the data. The
three highlighted components became organizing principles for the other tags and became the
dimensions I would use to structure analysis and writing.
Assemblages with computers
adapting brains and bodies
“Step by step”
Talking to and with computers, bias
Communicating about projects and code
Computational concepts (Brennan &
Resnick, 2012)
conditionals (if then)
Events & Behaviors
Sequencing & Algorithms
Computational Perspectives (Brennan &
Resnick, 2012)
Computational practices (Brennan &
Resnick, 2012)
Abstracting & Modularizing
Experimenting & Iterating
Giving & receiving peer feedback or
support
Making sense of code &or interface
Prototyping
Reusing & Remixing
Testing & Debugging, problemsolving
Troubleshooting
Creativity, Interest & imagination
Emotions
Frustration
Fun &or Enjoyment

Conversation topics through code and
computing
About technology & computing
About vocabulary or language
art, design, animation
design process
Empathy, solidarity, activism
Family, culture, home
Gender
Identity
Language exploration through or with
tech
Media & genre
Norms and expectations
Peer support, feedback, helping
Places & spaces
Problem-solving
Race
School subject practices-knowledge
Story, experience
Supportive resources
Syncretic comp literacies
Youth culture or community
Intentional justification of choices by
students
Audience
Purpose
Teacher moves
academic Vocabulary
asking for help
casting or recasting
teachers ¨helping¨ students

Evaluation or attitude about language
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Translanguaging Features
body language or position
celebration
Code
Collective idea building
Color
computer voice or speech bubbles
copying
decoding text (early readers)
Demonstration (with computer)
dictation
Digital resources (maps, images, etc)
Drawing
ELA terms or concepts
exemplar code, project etc
Experience & Memory
Feedback from computer
Fillers and rehearsal
Five senses
following along on your screen
Gesture & movement
Google translate or dictionaries
Intonation and emphasis
keyboard keys and other hardware use
Lenguaje específico
math terms or concepts
Media references
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Multilingual ecology
music
Named languages
Negotiating terminology &
metalanguaging
Non-specific language
Objects
Own words
recruiting adults or experts
repeating
Roleplay
Scratch terms
Self-talk or whispering
sentence starters or word bank
Slang or community specific words
time
toggling interface
translating or brokering
trial and error
Wordplay & joking
Writing & Annotating
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